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Special Edition
CYCON U.S. 2018:
Cyber Conflict During Competition
Colonel Andrew O. Hall
Director, Army Cyber Institute
United States Military Academy

INTRODUCTION

T

he Army Cyber Institute at West Point, in partnership with the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, proudly presents the Proceedings
from the 2018 International Conference on Cyber Conflict U.S. (CyCon U.S.).

CyCon U.S. 2018 took place on 14-15 November 2018 at the Ronald Reagan Building in
Washington, D.C. The conference theme was Cyber Conflict during Competition. As the U.S.
2018 National Defense Strategy states, “Inter-state strategic competition, not terrorism, is
now the primary concern in U.S. national security.” During competition, U.S. and Allied
forces actively campaign to advance and defend national interests in an environment that
is short of armed conflict. Adversaries are increasing activities to separate alliances, devalue partnerships, and challenge traditional methods of deterrence by conducting operations
that make unclear the distinctions between peace and war. These actions include political,
economic, informational, and military efforts that exceed steady-state diplomacy, yet are
short of violence. Conflict during competition combines cyber, electronic, and information
operations to infiltrate systems and infrastructure, influence the sentiments of the populace and national decision-makers, destabilize partners and allies, and set conditions for
a 'fait accompli' campaign with conventional forces. How democratic states and non-state
actors anticipate, adapt, and innovate during competition will dictate the success of the
democratic world and its citizens.
To explore Cyber Conflict during Competition, the 2018 conference was composed of a
magnificent international spectrum of keynotes and panels that presented fresh ideas,
relevant and actionable content, insight into future trends, and the perspectives of industry, government, and military leaders, cyber innovators, and pioneers in the discipline.

This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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The CyCon U.S. Paper Review Committee selected
these 15 papers for publication at the conference from
the 38 full papers submitted for consideration (a 40% selection rate). These papers were presented under the following four session topics: Technical, Analytics and Acquisition, Strategy and Policy, and Information Warfare.
We thank all those who submitted papers, attended
the conference, and worked so hard behind the scenes
to make this a spectacular event. Enjoy these papers,
and may their insights guide our continued journey
together.

Colonel Andrew O. Hall is the Director of the
Army Cyber Institute at the United States Military
Academy (USMA) located at West Point, New
York. In his position as Director, Colonel Hall
leads a 70-person multi-disciplinary research
institute and serves as the Chairman of the
Editorial Board for The Cyber Defense Review
(CDR) journal; and Conference Co-Chair for the
International Conference on Cyber Conflict U.S.
(CyCon U.S.). He has a B.S. in Computer Science
from the USMA, an M.S. in Applied Mathematics
from the Naval Postgraduate School, and a Ph.D.
in Management Science from the University of
Maryland. Colonel Hall additionally teaches in
the Department of Mathematical Sciences and
the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science at the USMA. Since 1997,
Colonel Hall’s military career has been focused
on operations research and solving the Army’s
most challenging problems using advanced
analytic methods. Colonel Hall also serves as the
President of the Military Applications Society of
the Institute for Operations Research and the
Management Sciences. His research interests
include Military Operations Research, Cyber
Education, Manpower Planning, and
Mathematical Finance.
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The views expressed in these conference papers are those
of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or position
of the Department of the Army, the Department of Defense
the United States Government or the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization.
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Combining Recurrence
Quantification Analysis and
Adaptive Clustering to
Detect DDoS Attacks
Marcelo Antonio Righi

Cyber Defense
CommandQGEx / SMU – Brazilian Army
Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Raul Ceretta Nunes

Applied Computing Department
Federal University of Santa Maria
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil

ABSTRACT

T

he high number of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks executed against
a lot of nations has demanded innovative solutions to guarantee reliability and
availability of internet services in cyberspace. In this sense, different methods
have been used to analyze network traffic for denial of service attacks, such as
statistical analysis, data mining, machine learning, and others. However, few of them
explore hidden recurrence patterns in nonlinear network traffic and none of them explore
it together with Adaptive Clustering. This work proposes a new method, called DDoSbyRQA,
which uses the Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA) based on the extraction of
network traffic dynamic features and combination with an Adaptive Clustering algorithm
(A-Kmeans) to detect DDoS attacks. The experiments, which were performed using the
Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) and University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA), databases, have demonstrated the ability of the method to increase the
accuracy of DDoS detection and apply the method in real-time.
Keywords— DDoS, RQA, Adaptive Clustering, A-Kmeans.

I. INTRODUCTION
Maintaining internet services is critical during conflicts and crises when nations need
to be able to send information and be increasingly resilient to the challenges that cyber
conflict can provide. The ability to use and deploy Intrusion Detection Systems to networks
can be crucial for enabling communication, especially in a hostile environment. DDoS
can disrupt the ability to maintain communication between interested actors. Military or
civilian areas can be impaired and lose the freedom to continue fighting in the cyberspace,
putting at risk the security of a region or country.
© 2019 Marcelo Antonio Righi, Raul Ceretta Nunes
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Detection of DDoS can be an excellent cyberspace security solution. Detection of DDoS has
mechanisms that can indicate in real-time a possible attack and enable actions to be taken in a
timely manner because only in this way may the success of the mitigation process be satisfactory.
To detect DDoS attacks, different techniques are used. From[1], the detection techniques could
be aggregated in at least four relevant methods: statistical-based, data mining-based, knowledge-based, and machine learning-based. However, as noted in[2], many of them still have limitations, and their quality of service can be affected due to an excessive number of false alerts.
The existence of traffic with nonlinear dynamic behavior instead of just stationary behavior can
be one of these limiting factors[3]. Network traffic contains the properties of self-similarities[4],
long-range dependence[5], and recurrence[3].
RQA[6] is a mathematic technique that allows the analysis of the behavior of a nonlinear
signal that repeats itself over a specific period. In the network security field, RQA already
has been applied in other works[3,7,8]. However, in the current paper, we have changed the
way that it is applied. To provide better results on DDoS attack detection, this paper explores
RQA to extract knowledge from dynamic features of network traffic in combination with an
Adaptive Clustering method. The Adaptive Clustering method (A-Kmeans) [9], which automatically
calculates the number of clusters rather than using a fixed amount of these, is combined with
RQA, which extracts dynamic features of a set of network flow attributes selected to effectively
express DDoS behavior[10].
Using RQA it is possible to extract various dynamic features of specific behaviors for each
system – this is called Recurrence Quantification Measures (RQMs). Examples of RQMs are
Recurrence Ratio (RR), Determinism (DET), Entropy (ENTR), TREND, and Laminarity (LAM),
among others. Developing RQA over these RQMs allows us to obtain an analysis focused on
the dynamic features of the traffic rather than an analysis focused on, for example, traffic
statistical variability.
This work proposes the DDoSbyRQA, a new method for DDoS attack detection that combines
RQA based on extracting dynamic features (RQMs) with an Adaptive Clustering to classify DDoS
network traffic (Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Flood, User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
Flood, and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) Flood). Applied on the CAIDA and UCLA
databases, DDoSbyRQA demonstrates the power of this combination. This is a more accurate
method when compared to similar methods. The main contributions of this work are: (1) to
demonstrate that the use of RQA can be applied on DDoS detection, not only to analyze adopted
network flow attributes, but, also, their dynamic features; (2) to demonstrate that an Adaptive
Clustering method (A-Kmeans), which automatically calculates the number of clusters, can be
a good partner of RQA to increase the efficiency of DDoS detection; and (3) to demonstrate that
the method can be used in real time to take effective action during DDoS attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II presents related works and section
III presents a theoretical review of RQA. Section IV presents details of the implementation
of the proposed DDoSbyRQA method and section V presents our experiments and results.
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Finally, section VI presents the work conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS
The traditional method for characterizing and detecting DDoS attacks is to attribute
extraction based on network traffic behavior and construct an analysis of the behavior. For
example, in[11], the authors propose a method for detecting DDoS attacks using a classifier
based on a decision tree algorithm (C 4.5). The authors use 16 attributes to describe a normal
network traffic pattern behavior. However, the rate of false positives (FPs) is incremented when
network traffic increases[11], denoting a less effective method in situations in which there is
increased flow on normal network traffic. Also, the choice of network traffic attributes did
not consider important features for DDoS since the chosen attributes do not contemplate the
variance of packets size and variance of time arrival packets (time among received packets).
These variances tend toward zero during a DDoS attack[10].
In[12], the authors present a method for the detection of DDoS attacks that explores different
classifiers – the Apriori algorithm, FCM, and K-Means clustering – demonstrating that the
combination of multiple classifiers can improve the accuracy of detection. From these works,
it is easy to comprehend that the performance of a detector depends on extracted attributes
and the chosen classifier. In contrast, our work explores these factors when applying RQA
combined with a self-adapter classifier (A-Kmeans) on a set of attributes of network traffic that
could effectively characterize a DDoS attack.
RQA was used in other works[3,7,8]. In[3], the authors demonstrate that RQA can be applied
to offer qualitative and quantitative observations on detecting anomalous events in complex
traffic (nonlinear). They suggest that network traffic exposes itself to the omnipresent properties
of self-similarity and long-range dependence, which are correlations in a wide range
of time scales. In[7], the authors focus on demonstrating the visual analysis of RQMs in
Recurrence Plots (RPs) and their power in regard to detecting anomalies. Visual tools like web RP
(www.recurrence-plot.tk/glance.php) and graphical application programming interface of
the Weka data mining tool were used to determine whether changes visually indicate a DDoS
attack. In [8], the authors extend the work performed in[7] to demonstrate that RQA can be
applied to detect DDoS on Voice over Internet Protocol networks, but the authors maintain the
empirical analysis based on visual tools of RPs. The authors do not consider the need for alert
generation automatically and in real-time. In contrast to the above works, our approach looks at
attributes and a method that automatically analyzes the dynamic features (RQMs) over RPs. In
addition, we also explore the use of Adaptive Clustering (A-Kmeans) in combination with RQA.
In[10], a method is presented that characterizes DDoS attacks from seven attributes extracted
directly from network traffic. According to the authors, from these attributes, a classifier can
effectively distinguish this kind of attack. The authors use the K-NN algorithm[13], which is a
similarity-based, supervised learning algorithm that makes classifications based on the nearest
neighbor rule. The choice of k neighbor is fixed and determined by the researcher. However,
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the use of a classifier to operate directly on the attribute time series (TS) can significantly limit
attempts to achieve efficiency of DDoS detection. In addition, manually setting the algorithm
number of neighbors is a challenge and a limitation. In[14], the authors perform a combination
of Wavelet Transform and RQA and clustering algorithm to classify the traffic. The authors
used K-Means clustering, which has a predefined, fixed number of clusters; in addition, wavelet preprocessing is time-consuming. In contrast, adopting the set of attributes proposed in[10],
our work explores the combination of RQA and Adaptive Clustering (A-Kmeans[9]), showing
that the method does not require a fixed number of clusters and achieving better results than
nonadaptive methods.
III. RECURRENCE QUANTIFICATION ANALYSIS (RQA)
RQA corresponds to the construction of RPs, a visual graph of recurrence quantification of a
given TS, and its interpretation. The RP (see example in fig. 1), which was proposed in[15] as a
technique of nonlinear dynamic analysis systems, provides behavior visualization of the space
trajectory of multidimensional phases[8]. In practice, RP is a two-dimensional square array that
represents the evolution of dynamic system states and is populated by black and white dots.
The black dots indicate recurrence – namely, the states of the dynamical system for these orbiting points in regions near each other in the trajectory of the phase space. Such regions are
called the Recurrence Areas. A black dot marked at the coordinate (i, j) of the RP represents the
recurrence of system states at time i and j[16,6]. In other words, considering the RPs of fig. 1, generated in the testing phase of this work, each state of the Average Packet Size (AVG_PAC_SIZE)
in each moment (i) is compared with all other states in each moment (j, j + 1, ..., n). In case of
recurrence, a black dot will be marked from each result of each comparison; otherwise, it will
be a white dot. Now its state (i + 1) will again be compared with all other states (j, j + 1, ..., n)
and so on until the end of the TS for each used attribute. The result is a square matrix of black
and white dots that indicates the recurrence of the interesting attribute.
0.00

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

0 500 1000 1500

2000 2500 3000 3500

181.29

Fig. 1. RP of the Average Packet Size TS in an instance of normal traffic. The axes correspond to the number of traffic
system states considered in RQA (i.e., the RP demonstrates the recurrence over N states of the TS).
Given a network traffic TS X{xi}, where i = 1, 2,..., n[16,17], the traffic system states can be ex-
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pressed by Xj (see equation (1)). In (1), m is the embedded dimension (represents how many
delays are used in relation to the initial TS) and τ is the duration of the delay (time to wait
between states). Note that n is the total number of samples in X and N is the number of states.
(1)
After collecting the traffic from pre-defined attributes, the RP is built to each one according to (2).
			

			

(2)

Rij corresponds to an element of the recurrence matrix (RP), where ε is the adopted threshold
called Recurrence Radius, xi and xj are the states of the system in the m-dimensional phase
space under analysis, N is the number of states considered, and θ is the decision function
defined in (3). According to (3), if the distance between the states xi and xj is smaller than the
threshold ε, then the value of θ(ε) is 1 and there is a black dot in position (i, j) of RP; otherwise,
the value of θ(ε) is 0 and there is a white dot (i, j) in RP.
		

			(3)

This highlights that the ε is an important parameter in the RQA. This radius corresponds to a
threshold that defines the recurrent points on the RP and depends on each type of system that
is being analyzed and their objectives [16]. The literature does not provide a specific method for
establishing the ideal Recurrence Radius to define recurrence points, taking it to be adjusted
according to the type of application.
Despite RP allowing the visual analysis of recurrence, this type of analysis is human-based
and can lead to different interpretations. Thus, to obtain more precision to the analysis, RQMs[16]
can quantify the behavior structures in the RP. RQMs can be computed and analyzed by algorithms. From[16], the main RQMs are RR, DET, Average Length of the Diagonal Lines, Maximum
Length of the Diagonal Lines, Shannon ENTR, TREND, LAM, Average Length of Vertical Structures, and Maximum Length of Vertical Structures.
The RQA can be applied in the analysis of short, nonstationary series. However, compared to
other techniques of nonlinear dynamic analysis, one of the main advantages offered by RQA is
that it enables the analysis of anomalies in nonstationary systems, minimizing the bias in the
analysis when overloads occur in parameters of the sampling system.
IV. THE DDOSBYRQA METHOD
This section presents the DDoSbyRQA anomaly detection method. It can distinguish between
network traffic due to DDoS attacks versus benign traffic. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the
detection solution, where the Attack Detection Module highlights the main functionalities of
the proposed method.
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Network Traffic
Packet Capture Module
Attribute Extraction Module
Attack
Detection
Module

RQA
Decision Module
(A-Kmeans)

DDoS

Normal

Fig. 2. The architecture of the attack detection by DDoSbyRQA method.
In general, DDoSbyRQA is supported by a Packet Capture Module, which collects data on the
network, and by an Attribute Extraction Module, which selects desired attributes for RQA. The
Attack Detection Module encapsulates the method that combines RQA and Adaptive Clustering
(A-Kmeans) to detect DDoS attacks. The subsections A, B, and C detail each module of the architecture and subsection D presents the algorithm that implements the DDoSbyRQA method.
A. Packet Capture Module
The Packet Capture Module is a module that corresponds to a network sniffer. It selects the
inbound traffic to a network under analysis by DDoSbyRQA. After captured, the data is sent to
the Attribute Extraction Module.
B. Attribute Extraction Module
The extraction of attributes corresponds to the phase of selection network attributes that
potentially provide relevant information to the problem of interest (DDoS detection).
For detection of DDoS attacks, RQA application requires attributes that characterize the
anomalies of interest in a TS. From[10], it is known that seven attributes are enough to identify
DDoS attacks. These attributes are illustrated in table I.
The function of the Attribute Extraction Module is to extract these seven attributes from
network traffic and send them to the Attack Detection Module. The result value of each attribute
corresponds to statistical values extracted from network traffic flow at each second, as described
in table I. Every 60 seconds, a new TS is formed and sent to the detection module. Thus, the
output of this module is seven TSs, one for each attribute described in table I, at each minute.
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TABLE I. ATTRIBUTES USED BY RQA. ADAPTED FROM [10]
Attributes used by RQA
Attributes
Description
N_PAC
N_BYTES
AVG_PAC_SIZE
VAR_T_PAC
VAR_S_PAC
R_PAC
R_BYTES

Number of packets
Number of bytes
The average packets size
The variance of the time arrival packets
The variance of the packets size
Total packets rate
Total bytes rate

C. Attack Detection Module
The Attack Detection Module is the central module of the proposed solution (see fig. 2). It is
composed of (i) the RQA Module and (ii) the Decision Module centered in an Adaptive Clustering classifier.
1) RQA Module: It is important to highlight that in the RQA Module, the method also
extracts dynamic features (RQMs) of the network traffic (for example, ENTR) which aim to
enable recurrence analysis through RPs.
In this module, the RQA and RQMs compute and analyze the RPs. Each attribute received
through the Attribute Extraction Module is represented in the RQA Module by a TS (60 seconds) modeled by samples held in equidistant periods. Every TS, one for each attribute that
expresses DDoS attacks or normal traffic (table I), results in RPs with their RQMs extracted
mathematically. From each TS, one RP is built, as defined in section III. After the formation
of the RP, three dynamic features are extracted: RR, ENTR, and DET. These features correspond to RQMs used in DDoSbyRQA for DDoS detection. Our goal is to analyze anomaly
occurrences over these RQMs and not over network traffic statistical attributes.
To extract the dynamic features from each network attribute, the quantification calculations (calculation of RR, DET, and ENTR) applied to the RP in DDoSbyRQA are performed as
follows.
a) Recurrence Ratio (RR): Measures the density of recurrence points on the RP.
See (4) for RR computation.
				

			

(4)

b) Determinism (DET): The ratio between the number of recurrence points that makes
the diagonal structures and all points of recurrence.
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(5)

In (5), P(l) is the number of recurrence points for each diagonal formed and l is the RP
diagonal length.
c) Shannon Entropy (ENTR): Represents the frequency distribution of the lengths of
the diagonal lines.
(6)
				
			
				

			
( 7)
				

Through these 21 dynamic features (3 for each of the 7 attributes), the RQA Module
forms a set of data to express through the recurrence properties the network behavior.
This set is then forwarded to the Decision Module to be clustered and classified.
2) Decision Module: The Decision Module has the function of classifying the set of
dynamic features received from RQA Module. The data is first partitioned by similarity
(clusters) and then classified as a DDoS attack (anomalous) or not (no anomalous).
In order to avoid the difficulty of defining the optimal number of clusters, the DDoSbyRQA
method applies the A-Kmeans algorithm[9]. This algorithm works on a set of 21 RQMs derived
from the values of ENTR, DET, and RR of 7 network attributes (see table I). The A-Kmeans
automatically calculates the number of clusters (value of “k” is automatic) and compares each
of them with preset thresholds during the training phase with the normal traces databases.
The decision of the module is then centered on the calculation of centroids (central points
of each cluster) of the set of dynamic features (RQMs) received from the RQA Module. If the
majority of the formed clusters are classified as anomalous, then the traffic will be classified
as a DDoS attack.
In short, the Decision Module is also enhanced with an Adaptive Clustering method to provide
more flexibility in the calculation of the number of clusters used to classify the traffic. A-Kmeans
does it automatically. The automatic calculation improves the minimization of accuracy errors
of the classifier. For example, in the K-means [14] method, the researcher determines the number
of clusters.
D. DDoSbyRQA Algorithm
The following steps detail the algorithm that implements the DDoSbyRQA method.
Entry: TS traffic (seven attributes).
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Output: An indication of DDoS attack or normal traffic.
Step 1: For each traffic series X (one for each of the seven attributes), calculate the dynamic
features (RR, ENTR, and DET) as described in subsection IV.C. This process is illustrated in (8),
(9) and (10).
(8)

		

(9)

		
			

(10)

			

Step 2: Group the 21 dynamic features (from step 1) to describe the dynamic patterns of
network traffic behavior synthesized in F in (11).
(11)
Step 3: From the A-Kmeans algorithm, groups of dynamic characteristics in F are built
within different clusters and the traffic behavior is classified as a DDoS attack (if the majority
of clusters are anomalous) or “Normal.”
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents the experiment setup (subsection A); the tests and results of DDoSbyRQA
(subsection B), including an FP rate comparison with other methods (subsection C); and a
demonstration of the performance tests (subsection D).
A. Experiment Setup
First, the dataset is chosen. Second, the DDoSbyRQA operational parameters are set.
Performing real experiments on DDoS attacks is a challenge and requires good databases.
Some authors[17,18] have used databases like CAIDA 2008[19] and CAIDA 2007[20] to characterize
normal traffic and DDoS attack traffic. In addition, the UCLA Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD)[21] is well known and contains interesting datasets with and without attacks. The CAIDA
2007 database contains one hour of DDoS attacks (ICMP Flood and TCP Flood) divided into files
of type “pcap” sanitized with five minutes each. The CAIDA 2008 database contains 16 hours
of traffic without attack divided into files of type “pcap” sanitized with 1 hour each. The data
was collected for 16 days on the network in Chicago and San Jose in the United States. UCLA
CSD contains traces of 1 hour of DDoS attacks (UDP Flood) and traffic traces without attacks
collected on 10 different days. Assuming that these databases contained workloads to test
DDoSbyRQA, the experiments in this paper used these three databases.
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From these datasets, seven attributes were extracted, as described in table I, resulting in
a TS X for each attribute of interest. Thus, the experiments were arranged in two phases,
one for training and another for tests. Normal traffic (without DDoS attacks) was used in the
training phase and anomalous traffic (with DDoS attacks) was used in the testing phase. In the
training phase, the goal of the experiment was to calibrate the threshold values of the DDoSbyRQA
method. In order for the operation to be correct, it was important to identify the behavior of each
dynamic feature (RQM) in traces with and without attacks. To characterize the normal traffic,
the experiments in this phase used 62 minutes of traces from the CAIDA 2008 database and
152 minutes of traces from UCLA CSD. All of these traces were without attacks. To characterize
anomalous traffic, only datasets with traces containing DDoS attacks, one with 66 minutes from
the CAIDA 2007 database and another with 56 minutes from UCLA CSD, were used.
The DDoSbyRQA method was set up to work with a TS corresponding to a sample of 60 seconds and containing a network traffic attribute for each one. Thus, without loss of generality,
we chose to set the duration of delay (τ) to 1 second and the embedded dimension (m) to 60.
Based on the experiments performed in[14,15], in this work the RPs were generated with the
Recurrence Radius (ε) set to a rate of 10 percent. Of course, these parameters of RQA could
differ, but to demonstrate the power of the method, we decided to fix the threshold ε (the most
influential parameter) on a value already used in similar works. The parameters τ and m have
less influence on RQA[14] and, thus, our choice followed the chosen TS structure.
B. Testing and Results

Recurrence Ratio (RR%)

The first test step was to evaluate the significance of the adopted MQRs. We highlighted the
chosen MQRs derived from[14], a previous work on network anomaly detection with RQA. To be
significant, an MQR must present different behavior to normal (training) and abnormal (testing)
traces. Fig. 3 illustrates the results of the training phase for the dynamic features RR of the
AVG_PAC_SIZE (one of the seven selected attributes). The analysis of dynamic features of other
attributes follows the same methodology and, as a result, its demonstration was removed to
eliminate redundancy. In fig. 3, the RR for the training dataset is shown to be stationary, with an
RR level of around 25 percent (line 2). For the testing dataset, which contained only traces with
attacks, the stationary behavior remained observable, but the level of RR was increased (line
1) to almost twice the observed value in the series without attacks. These results demonstrate
the feasibility of threshold adoption for distinguishing between normal traffic and DDoS
attacks using dynamic features (RQMs).
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Fig. 3. RR for Average Packet Size (AVG_PAC_SIZE).
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The second test step was to evaluate the accuracy of DDoSbyRQA. Table II (TCP Flood /
ICMP Flood) and table III (UDP Flood) present the results of the testing phase. The experiment
evaluated the proportion of True Positives (TPs), FPs, and the resulting Accuracy (AC), with AC
defined as follows.
For purposes of comparison, tests were conducted with (i) K-Means algorithms, (ii) RQA +
K-Means, (iii) A-Kmeans, and (iv) RQA + A-Kmeans. The latter corresponds to the DDoSbyRQA
method. The goal of these tests was to allow the evaluation of the impact of the RQA and
Adaptive Clustering inclusion. These tests also considered two datasets: a dataset merging of
databases CAIDA 2007 and CAIDA 2008 (see results in table II) and other merging datasets
from UCLA CSD Normal and UCLA CSD with DDoS (see results in table III).
When comparing the results in both cases (with attacks and without attacks), shown in tables
II and III, it was possible to observe an improvement in the efficiency of classifiers when applied
in conjunction with RQA. The TP when the RQA is associated with a K-Means classifier
improved more than 13 percent (13.88 percent for the CAIDA dataset and 18.15 percent for
the UCLA CSD dataset) and more than 19 percent when associated with the A-Kmeans (20.03
percent for the CAIDA dataset and 19.69 percent for the UCLA CSD dataset). According to
values in tables III and IV, the reduction of the FPs was also significant. As a result, with
both datasets, there was an increase in the accuracy of classifiers when in conjunction with
RQA, reaching an improvement of 10.54 percent for A-Kmeans on the CAIDA dataset. The tests
also demonstrated that the association of RQA and A-Kmeans provided a more effective result
when compared with RQA + K-Means. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of Adaptive
Clustering proposed by the DDoSbyRQA method. With the CAIDA dataset, AC was improved by
12.42 percent, and with the UCLA CSD dataset, AC was improved by 8.62 percent, demonstrating
better results in DDoS detection.
TABLE II. RESULTS FOR CAIDA 2007/2008 (TCP/ICMP FLOOD)
ALGORITHM

AC (%)

TP (%)

FP (%)

K-Means
RQA+K-Means
A-Kmeans
RQA+A-Kmeans

70,96
85,99
85,96
98,41

69,23
83,08
75,35
95,38

28,33
13,54
12,31
1,54

TABLE III. RESULTS FOR UCLA CSD NORMAL / DDOS (UDP FLOOD)
ALGORITHM

AC (%)

TP (%)

FP (%)

K-Means
RQA+K-Means

84,34
88,26

60,63
78,78

11,25
10,48

A-Kmeans

94,23

74,24

4,54

RQA+A-Kmeans

96,88

93,93

3,03
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C. Comparison with other methods
Table IV demonstrates that the FP rates of other similar DDoS detection methods are higher
than with the DDoSbyRQA method. It can be seen that the DDoSbyRQA method has an excellent
performance when compared with others. Our method results in 1.54 percent FPs (see table II)
and the most effective other method results in 2.40 percent (see table IV).
TABLE IV. FP RATES TO DDOS DETECTION METHOD CITED
REFERENCES

METHOD

FP (%)

[11]

C 4.5 (Decision Tree)

2,40

[12]

Apriori+ FCM + K-Means

2,45

[13]

KNN

8,11

[14]

RQA+TW+ K-Means

8,91

[17]

Centroid-Based Rules

3,23

D. Performance test
The performance test of DDoSbyRQA was executed on an Intel® Core™ i7 4510U CPU
2.60GHz with eight cores and eight gigabytes of memory. The operating system was the Debian
GNU / Linux 7 with kernel 3.2.0-4-amd64. The compiler used was the GNU C Compiler, version
4.7.2-5. Each execution time represents the average of 20 execution times.
The experiments measure three algorithm times: (i) the time spent to extract network traffic
statistical attributes from data collected during a 60-second traffic window; (ii) the time spent
to compute the RP graph and its RQMs; and (iii) the time spent to make a decision with the
adaptive classifier. Table V shows the results of the performance test. The results demonstrate
that DDoSbyRQA can decide in less than one second. This performance result enables the
proposed method to be applied in real-time applications that operate over network traffic
statistics collected with time windows higher than one second.
TABLE V. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS OF DDOSBYRQA.
DDoSbyRQA Step

|

Average Execution Time (ms)

Extraction of network traffic attributes

285

Computation of RP and its RQMs

324

Adaptive Clustering and decision

325

Total

934
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VI. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this paper, we discussed how DDoS detection on a computer network could overcome
many of the limitations and security challenges posed to cyberspace during conflicts and crises
that are exploited by adversary nations. To avoid damage to the communication system of any
country, this paper presented an effective way to detect DDoS attacks in order to react accurately
and quickly.
The effectiveness of anomaly-based DDoS detection methods has been a challenge for
designers of detection algorithms. Thus, the use of the RQA combined with A-Kmeans technique
is a new option for improving the quality of service of these algorithms. Until now, in the context
of detecting anomalies in network traffic, RQA has been explored with limitations. This work
has contributed evaluations of RQA in conjunction with a small and known group of network
traffic attributes and an Adaptive Clustering algorithm (A-Kmeans).
This work showed that from only seven network traffic attributes, which characterize DDoS,
it is possible to extract relevant dynamic features (RQMs) that allow increases in the accuracy
of DDoS detection. This method also aimed to enable anomaly detection with RQMs, making it
possible to overcome the negative influence of variability in traffic attributes, which could lead
to erroneous detection. We highlight that this is possible because RQA looks for a recurrence
domain instead of a traffic domain.
The experiments have shown that the use of RQA increases accuracy in identifying DDoS
attacks mainly by for two reasons. First, the method classifies dynamic features of recurrence
instead of traffic attributes (the tests evaluated classifiers with and without RQA). The benefit,
in this case, was an increment of up to 10.54 percent in accuracy of detection. It is important to
note that this result is associated with a significant increase in TPs and decrease in FPs. Second,
without sudden variations in traffic, the method allows the observation of changes in behavioral
patterns of recurrence that help the classifiers correctly generate clusters. With normal abrupt
changes (not caused by DDoS attacks), the method allows observation of the regularity of
recurrence behavior.
The work also demonstrated that the use of the A-Kmeans algorithm, an Adaptive Clustering
algorithm that automatically calculates the number of clusters, fits well with DDoS detection
based on RQA and improves accuracy when combined with RQA. The improvement in detection
accuracy was by 8.62 percent when compared with a nonadaptive cluster algorithm (K-Means).
The worst performance of K-Means clustering reflects the difficulty of calibrating a nonadaptive
cluster, which can be observed by the variability of accuracy when explored with two databases
of different characteristics.
Not only effective for DDoS detection, the proposed DDoSbyRQA method can also be explored
in other contexts of network behavioral analysis and other types of cybernetic attacks, mainly by
its characteristic of enabling analysis in the domain of recurrence while minimizing the negative
influence of variability that causes deviations in the analysis of traditional traffic statistics.
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ABSTRACT

L

ethal conflict may be approximated using power law statistics which, on a log-log
plot of exceedance probability (EP) versus severity, is characterized by constant
slope -q. Values of q<1 violate probability axioms and describe high-risk systems.
Consistent with reports that q for war improves after 1950 from 0.41 to 0.75 due to
increases in military alliances, q is argued to be a sensitive function of network variables.
Low-risk interstate competition is achieved when q>1 and allows for the use of Bayesian
hypothesis tests based on q to serve as a decision criterion about when to react to threats,
leading to a set of parameters that determine whether conflict will escalate and to the
conclusion that redundant networks, deterrence, and attack detection stabilize competition
against cyber conflict. Examples of the importance of the Bayesian parameters in creating
and adapting networks to stabilize competition are provided.
Keywords – network; likelihood ratio; power law; resiliency; Bayesian

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a first-order analytical model that associates a set of network parameters with the potential for cyberattacks to escalate a state of peaceful interstate competition to violent conflict.
The Stability-Instability Paradox[1], developed by Snyder in 1965[2], describes an
interrelationship between all-out war and lesser forms of conflict where strategic-level
peace, achieved through nuclear deterrence, leads to regional armed conflict. Competition
is a form of nonviolent conflict that includes political, economic, informational, and
military efforts that exceed normal peaceful relations. “During competition, U.S. and Allied
forces actively campaign to advance and defend national interests in an environment that
is short of armed conflict”[3]. Thus, competition arises in the absence of regional armed
conflict in the same way that regional conflict arises in the absence of all-out war.
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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Deterrence is about “decisively influencing an adversary’s decision calculus to prevent attack or the escalation of a conflict” [4]. Thus, deterrence is first and foremost an information and
decision process and not simply derived from an assessment of risk from military capabilities.
There is no a priori reason to think that interstate competition is different because people decide, and nation-states do not.
Because deterrence is within the domains of information and decision theory, “Shannon’s
Maxim” comes into play. The “father of information theory,” Claude Shannon, argued that
one ought to design cyber systems under the assumption that the enemy will immediately
gain full familiarity with them[5]. While Shannon’s Maxim is more widely known as being
fundamental to public key infrastructure (PKI), on which all cybersecurity is based today, its
parallel in deterrence is that a nation’s military capabilities should be assumed to be known
by its adversaries. Emerging technologies like Blockchain, extend the level of openness
described by Shannon’s Maxim and, for this reason, appear to be stronger than PKI. While
it seems certain that there will always be a role for encryption, “policy and political push for
more transparency could prove to be the deciding factor” in selecting open technology over
traditional cybersecurity methods[6]. In the same way that encryption methods evolved from
“security through obscurity” to those based on a presumption of being known, information
assurance seems set to evolve to be more open and networked, rather than more closed. The
extreme importance of information methods and systems to deterrence suggests they too
are better served by more open and more networked systems. Similarly, if we applied the
Stability-Instability Paradox, then this assumption would apply to regional armed conflict and
nonviolent interstate competition as well.
II. THE POWER LAW, WAR, AND STRATEGIC COMPETITION
The power law of statistics is used to describe the relationship between two values when a
change in one results in a change of proportional size in the other. Power laws have been defined across numerous disciplines, including science, statistics, physics, engineering, etc.[7]. A
common application of power laws is the use in defining a probability distribution. Unpredictable and catastrophic failures in networked systems are often observed to follow a power law
relationship, meaning that the probability of a severity S that exceeds a severity level s is equal
to s raised to a negative constant q and multiplied by a constant C. Intuitively, the power law
means that smaller consequence events happen exponentially more often than larger events.
Formally, it is described by the following formula:
				

P(S>s)=〖Cs -q

		

(1)

In 1960, Lewis Fry Richardson was the first to fit armed conflict with power law constants in
his famous Statistics of Deadly Quarrels. This work was later confirmed by Cederman[8]. On a
plot of logP(S>s) versus log(s), Cederman’s fit to the data describes a straight line with slope
equal to -0.41 and a y-intercept equal to 1.27. See figure 1.
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Fig 1. Dots indicate wars. The solid line is a power law fit to the data. Data Source: Correlates of War Project [8].
When not written in log-log form, the power law fit to this data may be written as eq. (2):
				P(S>s)=18.6s-0.41				

(2)

Power law phenomena are identified as “low-risk” if q>1 because the rate of increasing severity is outpaced by decreasing likelihood. Conversely, phenomena are “high-risk” if q<1 because
severity increases faster than the likelihood decreases. Accordingly, q for war is a high-risk
phenomenon. However, the power law violates the axioms of probability if q<1 and is, therefore, untrustworthy beyond what is indicated directly by data.
Rational decisions are based on risk, not just likelihood. Risk is equal to likelihood multiplied
by severity. In the case of figure 1, severity is the number of persons killed. Figure 2 illustrates
how extremely severe wars cannot be discounted, even though their likelihood is small. For
example, the war line (red) in figure 2 increases as severity s increases. Believing that the
fit to the data in figure 1 holds until s = 108, a hypothetical nuclear war killing 100 people (8
on the x-axis) is riskier than a war killing 1 thousand (3 on the x-axis). This agrees with our
observation that nations build and maintain military defenses for extremely unlikely wars.
For systems having a q value greater than one, risk decreases with increasing consequences.
The decreasing gray line that we call “Competition” in figure 2 is derived from q=1.10. The
consequences of increasingly improbable conflicts may be ignored. That is, they are low-risk.
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Fig 2. Log Risk versus Log Severity s for three q values.
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Reflecting on the Stability-Instability Paradox, it seems that it is simply evidence of the power
law nature of war. The power law requires that smaller conflicts be likely in the absence of
larger ones, and vice versa, even if the underlying mechanisms are not clear.
III. WAR AND COMPETITION NETWORKS
The underlying mechanisms for war have been proposed and debated for centuries. One idea
is that war is a network phenomenon[9]. In this theory, nations seeking to expand their network
eventually seek to absorb nodes of other nations’ networks, analogous to the natural process
that often leads larger companies to acquire smaller ones. The first 40 years of Durant’s acquisition of various automobile companies (Oldsmobile, Cadillac, etc,.), that eventually lead to the
formation of General Motors, is a notable example. This process is often referred to as “preferential attachment.” “Species distribution and many other phenomena are observed empirically
to follow power laws where preferential attachment process is a leading candidate mechanism
to explain this behavior”[10]. It is called “Competitive Exclusion” in different contexts.
A parametric model of this network process is obtained through the EP used in traditional quantitative risk management. Failures start and propagate in a network according to the
vulnerability of nodes in terms of probability, γ, and the network spectral radius, ρ. Spectral
radius embodies the main characteristics of a bidirectional network, which are the density of
links and size of heavily connected hubs. The measure of network resilience, z, is proportional
to both the inherent fractal dimension of the network, q, and to γρ, where z<1 indicates low
-risk, z >1 is high -risk, and z >>1 indicates the potential for catastrophe. The spectral radius
can be seen as a measure of “reachability” from any one node to any other node along a chain
of network hops. As reachability increases, vulnerability to cascading failure increases. The
product γρ will determine the degree to which failures propagate. Survivability of a network
can be achieved by hardening or isolating nodes from the network as soon as the nodes have
been compromised. For example, in a network model for the communicability of a human
disease, nodes in the network represent humans who may receive preventive treatment to
reduce infectiousness, decreasingγ. Or, links in the infection network are cut by enforcing a
quarantine to reduce ρ. Lewis[11] reports that networked critical infrastructure sectors (e.g.,
communication, transportation, electricity, etc.) obey a Fundamental Resilience Equation, the
log-linear relationship in eq. (3), where b and k are constants:

			

log(q)=b+kγρ					 (3)

This equation, where k is negative, indicates that vulnerable and/or large networks subject
to cascading failure lessen q. Raising severity s to the value on both sides of eq. (3) reveals that
q changes exponentially with linear changes to b+kγρ, as in eq. (4):

				

q=sb+kγρ

				 (4)

Based on extensive simulation work, Lewis reports that the average b, k, and ρ are 0.5, -0.42,
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and 8, respectively. What this means is that there is only a narrow band, between 0 and 0.14,
where the product γρ results in q>1. Greater values result in q<1, leading to estimates of EP
that cannot be trusted. Within the narrow range, however, q will be extremely sensitive to the
product γρ if war is a network phenomenon.
Jackson and Nei[12] report that political, military, and economic alliances increase resistance
to cascading failure. In other words, war is a network phenomenon. Their findings allow us to
estimate a larger value of q for war between the years of 1950 and 2000 that is apparently due
to increased network redundancy and hardness that decreases the exponent:
“The number of wars per pair of countries per year from 1950 to 2000 was roughly a 10th
as high as it was from 1820 to 1949. This significant decrease in the frequency of wars
correlates with a substantial increase in the number of military alliances per country and
the stability of those alliances.”[12]
Though there has been no employment of nuclear weapons since 1945, their presence and
proliferation bears some comment, since the possibility of nuclear warfare has, in some way,
affected all subsequent wars involving nuclear states and their surrogates. The consequences
of war changed when the U.S. and USSR gained nuclear capabilities. The effects of nuclear
arsenals – particularly those delivered by intercontinental ballistic missiles – on whether or
not states go to war may not be an easy thing to measure, but surely exist. In addition, the
number of countries over the last two centuries varied considerably due to the rise and fall
of European colonialism. In short, it may not be an “apples-to-apples comparison.” For the
moment, however, we simply accept the assertion by Jackson and Nei[12].

Log P(S>s)

The q in eq. (2) was adjusted until P(10³>s) became one-tenth the value, as for for q=0.41.
The value q=0.75 was obtained. Since the year 2000, the internet and global positioning system (GPS) enabled smart phone technologies, to name a few, have further extended interstate
networks, decreasing the negativity of the network term and increasing the overall exponent
(i.e., increasing q). Note that the values -0.41 and -0.75 are typical according to Lewis[11] but
outside the band where q is a valid parameter of a probability distribution. Figure 3 illustrates
decreasing P(S>s) as a function of s for war (q=0.41), war from 1950 to 2000 (q=0.75), and
Competition (q=1.1).
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Fig 3. Log EP P(S>s) versus Log severity s for three q values.
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IV. ATTACK CALCULUS DURING WAR AND COMPETITION
To have operational significance, the power law data must be incorporated into a decision-making formula. A Bayes’ hypothesis test provides a means for making decisions based
on probabilities and evidence and serves as a simple quantitative model of how friendly and
hostile nations would react to threats rationally under different circumstances.
A Bayesian hypothesis test may be derived from a dichotomous form of Bayes’ theorem. Let A
be an event, such as a military attack or cyber operations that have comparable consequences;
(i.e., deaths). Participants do not know if A will happen, only that it may happen. The probability of A happening is P(A) and the probability of A not happening is P(Ā). The consequences,
or cost, of inaction are C if A is true. The cost of unnecessary action when A is not true is .
Let d be some data that is a probabilistic indication of A. Knowledge of d helps decide whether
an action should be taken to avoid A. The probability of observing d given A is P(d|A) and the
probability of observing d given AĀ is P(Ā). These definitions of cost may be thought of as the
consequences of deciding contrary to the truth. One chooses to act on the belief that A is true
if the following is true:
			 P(d|A)CP(S>s|A)P(A)>P(d|Ā) P(Ā)

(5)

This particular dichotomous formulation of Bayes’ theorem includes the costs for mistakes
because rational decisions cannot be made without taking into account risk; (i.e., cost multiplied by probability). Note: For the purposes of calculating risk, we rewrite P(S>s) in eq. (1) in
the conditional form as P(S>s|A) to indicate that the severity of an attack depends on whether
an attack occurs. Thus, the risk of A is CP(S>s|A)P(A) and the risk of Ā is P(Ā). Intuitively,
when the consequences of inaction (the left-hand side of eq. (5) exceed the cost of incorrect
action (the right-hand side of eq. (5)), then one chooses to act.
Eq. (5) may be written with both conditionals on the left-hand side as the ratio of the true-positive over the false-positive, and, on the right side, the ratio of the risks of both choices:
(6)
			
The left-hand side of eq. (6) is referred to as the likelihood ratio, L (also called a Bayes factor),
while the right-hand side is referred to as the critical likelihood ratio, L*, weighted with consequences. To make a rational decision favoring a belief in A, L must be greater than L*. If L is
not greater than L*, then the decision should be to do nothing:
					L>L*

(7)

Note that this is a simplified construct. Probabilities are more accurately defined by density
functions. And, and other considerations, such as morality, ethics, economy, etc., would need to
be weighed separately. However, this formulation will serve to demonstrate some of the characteristics of conflict during competition and war.
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The math should be indifferent to whether a conflict is conventional or nuclear, so consider
a hypothetical example of the critical likelihood ratio (L*) where two nations, X and Y, have
equivalent nuclear weapon capabilities. Both arsenals have the ability to destroy the other’s
population unless the nation under attack sends its population to hardened bunkers within 30
minutes, the amount of time it takes for the first missiles to arrive. However, every time such
an emergency is declared, many people will die in the panicked rush to get to safety. Event
A is where nation Y intends a surprise nuclear first strike against X, using all of its nuclear
forces. Nation X has a launch warning system that provides data (d) indicating that Y’s attack
is underway. C is the consequence of deciding Ā when A is true and is the consequence of
deciding A when Ā is true.
The probability of an attack P(A) against the U.S. can be estimated based on historical data.
Using the Correlates of War (COW) Project data, we do that now. Between years 1816 and 2007,
inclusive, of the years covered by the COW project, there were 239 intrastate and interstate
wars. Thus, on average, there is approximately 1.25 wars per year. Assuming a Poisson distribution (“a statistical distribution showing the likely number of times that an event will occur
within a specified period of time”), this yearly average of wars leads to a probability of 0.71
that there will be at least one war in the world in any given year. Of the 239 wars, the U.S. was
involved in 13. Therefore, P(A)=0.71×0.054=0.038. Conversely, P(Ā)=0.96.
Following the 2018 missile attack false -alarm in Hawaii, Fisher [13] argued that the Soviet
downing of Korean Airlines Flight (KAL) 007 in 1983 could be considered as an example of a
nuclear war false alarm. Reportedly, the Soviet Union mistook KAL 007 for an American spy
plane conducting pre-nuclear war operations. All 269 passengers and crew were killed. For
illustration, this number is rounded to two significant digits and used as the value of , such
that /C=270/s, where s is severity in deaths. Therefore, the critical likelihood ratio for war is
given by eq. (8). It is shown as the lower line of figure 4:
(8)
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Fig 4. Log critical likelihood ratio L* versus log severity s for three q values and where /C=270/(s×18.6s-q).
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On the right -side of eq. (8), the left bracketed ratio is the ratio of the false-alarm consequence
in deaths over the inaction consequences in deaths. We call this “the deterrence ratio.” The
right-most bracketed ratio is the ratio of the probability that the U.S. will not be attacked in
any given year over the probability that it will be attacked in the same year. Another way to
interpret eq. (8) is to regard the numerator as the risk of incorrect action and the denominator
as the risk of inaction. Even though this form of the equation can be simplified, we choose not
to do so to retain some clarity.
To decide that an attack is underway, a likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā) should exceed the
critical likelihood ratio, L*, in figure 4. L* should be greater than one, zero on the log scale.
But this is not the case for war above 10 thousand deaths, or 4 on the log scale, meaning the
hypothesis test is useless because no indication of an attack is enough to send citizens to bunkers. If this result seems non-intuitive, consider that L* is dominated by the severity s in the
denominator of eq. (8), which is consistent with our understanding of a high-risk phenomenon.
The only way for L* to become greater is to increase /C, which serves as a deterrent for attack. A different result is obtained for war for the years 1950 to 2000. The detection ratio stays
above 1, starting near 1 hundred for 1 thousand deaths and lowering to about 3.7 for 1 hundred
million deaths. See the middle line in figure 4. The significance is that there is a high threshold
for deciding that an attack is underway, even though the exponent q has changed only slightly.
The middle line is given by eq. (9) below:
(9)
Low-risk interstate competition is achieved when q>1. The smallest increase above 1 involving
two significant digits finds the exponent equal to 1.1. Although arbitrarily chosen to be greater
than 1one, our confidence in this assumption is bolstered by the works of Overill and Jantje, who
report that cybercrime may be fitted to a power law with a q of 1.6 [14], suggesting that an overall
q of between 1.0 and 2.0 is realistic. The equation for L* in this case is eq. (10) below:
		

(10)

To decide that an attack is underway during competition, a likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā)
should exceed the critical likelihood ratio, L*, following eq. (10). It is shown as a blue line in
figure 4. It indicates that the positive likelihood ratio must be greater than 10 thousand, 4
on log scale, to choose in favor of A. The significance is that the evidence for attack during
competition must be very high, whereas, for war, it is small.
V. CONFLICT ESCALATION PARAMETERS
The forgoing analysis suggests that cyberattacks, or any kind of conflict, could escalate if there
are significant impacts to any one of the following sets of parameters: the fractal dimension q, the
likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā), or the deterrence ratio, /C. These are discussed in turn.
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A. The Fractal Dimension
The network term kγρ which is related to the fractal dimension q by double exponential (i.e.,
an exponent raised to an exponent), impacts the Bayesian hypothesis tests in an extreme way.
It is comprised of the spectral radius, ρ, which may increase without bound with the number
of nodes. Nodes may represent nations. Segments connecting nodes may represent alliances
between nations. But nodes could just as easily represent internet server farms in different
nations and the segments be fiber- optic transmission lines between them. For an n-by-n connection matrix, ρranges from √(n-1) to n. The vulnerability, γ, is associated with forces that
diminish or nullify the network specified by ρ. For example, the network term may be the
target of information and cyber operations, reducing its contribution to the negative exponent
and making the system more riskier. The fractal dimension will normally be measured or
obtained through simulation where the underlying mechanism need not be immediately
evident. Such is the case for the q-value for war. However, in terms of network parameters k, γ
and ρ the effect of a cyberattack on the exponent of eq. (4) should be calculable.
The theory that war is a network phenomenon posits that networks help prevent or mitigate
war. While this seems counter to the Fundamental Resiliency Equation, eq. (3), which attributes
cascading failure to the network itself, the two ideas are not incompatible. The addition of network components, such as the alliances described by Jackson and Nei[12], can overlay an existing network. The cascading failure of one such network thus will be mitigated by the redundant
network leading to a larger q.
B. Likelihood Ratio
The parameter representing attack detection is the likelihood ratio (L). Obtaining P(d|A)
or P(d|Ā) separately or together as a ratio depends on the performance of real information
systems or processes. Ideally, the performance of a detection system is assembled into what is
called a Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) graph. Detection systems face many technical
challenges and are a natural target of hostile information or cyber operations. Manipulating
or interfering with a target nation’s detection network could facilitate a surprise attack by decreasing L or decreasing L*, suppressing the target’s reaction time.
C. The False-Negative/False-Positive “Deterrence Ratio”
The “false-alarm” consequence will depend on what specific action is taken, whether it is
sending people to shelters, the launching of a counterstrike, or some other action that intends
to mitigate the impact of an attack. The value of is a vexing question, more so than the value
for C. The cost of a false -alarm is not easy to justify without real data. Furthermore, unnecessary action in response to a false -alarm can lead to a series of counter-actions that may escalate
out of control. That is, a false -alarm could result in the same consequences as a true-positive:
war. The deterrence ratio must be increased in order to prevent war. Figure 5 shows the critical
likelihood ratios for war and competition if /C is equal to 1.0. This is the case where the cost
of unnecessary action is war itself and might be considered an extreme case. All three lines
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in figure 5 indicate that P(d|A)/P(d|Ā) must be dramatically higher to choose in favor of an
attack, A. For the case of strategic war, the red line, L* exceeds 100. Similarly, L* for
competition starts high and increases even more dramatically.
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Fig 5. Log L* versuss log severity s for three q values and /C=1.
VI. EXAMPLE ADAPTATIONS THAT PROTECT COMPETITION
In this section we discuss specific examples of adaptations involving redundant networks,
deterrence, and attack detection to illustrate how they protect peaceful competition from escalating as a result of cyber conflict.
A. Trade and Diplomatic Alliances Incorporating Detection
Larger L* means a greater threshold for conflict escalation. Figure 6 shows how L* increases
exponentially with linear changes in q, indicating increased robustness against an attack false
alarm, provided that γρ decreases. Redundant networks compensate for effects that would
otherwise cause a cascading affair failure. Extending or strengthening the alliances of the type
cited by Jackson and Nei[12] should help stabilize competition, beyond that for war between
1950 and 2000.
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Fig 6. Log L* versus q.
Adding to an alliance a method for detecting attacks is an adaptation that amplifies an
existing or redundant network. Bilateral and multi-lateral treaties may include verification
provisions. The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), for example, is a long-lived diplomatic
network started as part of the Atoms for Peace program in 1953 that has been maintained by
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the International Atomic Energy Agency since 1970. It has provisions for continuous verification of nuclear materials and technologies by a cadre of nuclear safeguards inspectors. Under
the NPT, the sharing of nuclear technology is encouraged for the use of civilian power, but not
allowed if the technology is used for military applications. Thus, not only does this network
increase stability of competition through the network parameters, it increases the true-detect/
false-alarm ratio to improve rational choices about potential escalation of conflict.
B. Open Technologic Networks
Returning to Shannon’s Maxim, there is an increasing abundance of evidence that open
electronic networks and software contribute to the stability of interstate dynamics. Open systems are computer systems that provide a combination of interoperability, portability, and open
software standards. They allow for increased communication, negotiation, and vetting of cybersecurity processes. Examples include the internet, the Unix operating system, and the Firefox
web browser. The top reasons individuals or organizations choose open source software are:
lower cost, security, no vendor lock- in, and better quality[15]. For these reasons, open systems
comprise the bulk of computer technology in the world. These technologies increase the
spectral radius, ρ, and decrease node vulnerability, γ.
Some open technologic networks were originally closed national security systems. The internet is the most famous example of a national security technology that was made open to the
public. Despite the difficulties it creates, its net effect is to help keep peace within and between
nations. There are other examples. Many people don’t know that GPS navigation signals were
originally classified. After the Soviet downing of KAL 007, it was decided that it was decided
the benefits of declassifying these signals outweighed the disadvantages[16]. Once GPS was
made publically available, the private sector miniaturized the electronics which enabled the
receiver to be added to cell phones. Despite navigation telemetry being broadcast only (i.e.,
unidirectional broadcast), GPS public availability increases network infrastructure by making
information globally available via a small spectral radius while being simultaneously less vulnerable to cyberattacks due to its unidirectionality[17]. An adaption that decreases vulnerability
and spectral radius while maintaining global availability diminishes the loss of network resilience resulting from cascading failure.
C. Deterrence of Cybercrimes Crimes
By way of the Bayesian likelihood ratio weighted with consequences, we have shown that
a rational enemy will attack unless there is a deterrent. One reason that cybercrime is so
rampant is that there is little deterrent. There’s a low probability of the offending individual
or nation facing punishment or sanctions, so attacks are likely to continue. An adaptation
of cyberspace that clarifies what constitutes national and international offenses and ensures
commensurate responses with a high probability would help prevent attacks and help stabilize
interstate competition. Goldman and McCoy argue that, “imposition of financial sanctions, public/private partnerships to disrupt tools of cybercrime, and activities to disrupt payment networks run by criminals who sell fraudulent goods over the Internet”[18] decrease cybercrime.
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Their recommendations emphasize that it is as important to punish criminals if convicted as it
is to lessen the chances that they will benefit from their crime.
Schwartz contends that deterrence of cybercrime is a myth due to the unique nature of
the medium and attackers[19]. Thus, detection of cybercrime and cyberattacks appears as
important as dispensing punishment and denying benefit. The Bayesian attack formula shows
how detection is intertwined with prior probability, conditional probability, and consequences,
suggesting that another adaptation be the automation of detection based on techniques such as
the Bayesian hypothesis test.
VII. CONCLUSION
The power law of statistics, Shannon’s Maxim, network failure theory, and Bayes’ theorem
were brought together in this study to create a parametric model of war and nonviolent interstate competition to enable a study of the tendency of cyberattack and other forms of attack
to escalate conflict from competition to war and, conversely, how to lessen this tendency by
modifying network parameters.
We manipulated the Fundamental Resiliency Equation to show that conflict, as represented by
q, is in theory related to network variables b, k, γ and ρ by double exponential. The significance
of this is that the EP will be extremely sensitive to network variables over the domain of their
validity; (i.e., q >1). Our investigation relies on the researched conclusion that war has a q value
reported by Cederman of less than one. Other q values have been reported[20].
Examples of creating and adapting networks to stabilize and protect competition were
provided. Open networks, standards, and software continue to create technologic interstate
alliances that further stabilize competition. Further stability can be achieved by making military
information systems publically available, as was done with GPS in the 1980s. Trade and
diplomatic networks that build -in systems for detecting conflict should be expanded. Finally,
deterrence and detection of attack seem to be inseparable for the case of cybercrime.
The method described in this paper for estimating an attack detection threshold is built on
a rigorous mathematical framework on which to conduct further research. Preliminary results
reported by Standley, Nuño, and Sharpe indicate that the severity of war follows log-normal
statistics with a mean of 7,900 deaths, standard deviation of 10, and validity between 1one
and 15 million deaths; obeys probability axioms in all cases; and is equally applicable to the
Bayesian hypothesis test method[21]. These findings suggest that the power law is an approximation that is valid only for a narrow range of deaths and is not indicative of the underlying
phenomena; (e.g., preferential attachment).
The opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied are the authors’ and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the Department of Defense or any other agency of the Federal Government, or any other organization.
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ABSTRACT

T

he increasing number of Industrial Control System (ICS) vulnerabilities, coupled
with continuing revelations about ICS compromises, emphasizes the importance
of securing critical infrastructure (CI) against cyber threats[1],[2]. The ability to adversely affect the operation of an ICS through cyberspace is exacerbated by the
increasing use of automation and implementation of common routing protocols to communicate with control devices [3]. Local water treatment facilities are particularly vulnerable to
this attack vector due to the need to manage key functions with minimal staff. Reacting
to specific cyber risks without developing a holistic method for managing risk provides
only a modicum of protection. This monograph demonstrates how focusing on risk management as a mitigation strategy – not individual risks – maximizes the security efforts
at the local level.
Some basic information technology (IT) security practices such as access control, physical security, and operations security can be applied to ICS security. However, determining which security controls to select and evaluating their effectiveness requires a process
or framework that holistically considers risk across the enterprise. A risk management
framework (RMF) allows an organization to assess risk in terms of impact to overall business operation, instead of assessing risks isolated to particular divisions within the organization. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) RMF, National Infrastructure Protection Plan RMF (NIPP-RMF), and NIST Cybersecurity Framework for CI are
three complementary frameworks water facilities can employ to facilitate risk mitigation
in a cost-effective way[4], [5], [6], [7], [8].
Keywords – industrial control system; cyber; critical infrastructure; water treatment facilities; wastewater.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last century the position of the United States as a world leader depended on a
strong economy, strong democracy, and exceptional military capability. As technological improvements increased the capability and capacity of the United States to maintain its position
in the world, these improvements simultaneously created greater dependencies on CI.
According to Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 63, CI is composed of physical and cyber
assets essential to the minimal operation of the economy and the government. Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD) 7 provided further details on what types of acts would compromise CI[9]. President Obama’s Executive Order 13636, in concert with Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 21 (which replaced HSPD-7), expounds on the work of earlier administrations by
specifically defining 16 different CI sectors and reiterates which government agencies support
each sector. “Water and wastewater treatment” is identified in all four executive directives and
orders as a CI sector, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is assigned as the government proponent for water sector protection in HSPD-7, and this is reiterated in PPD-2[10], [11], [12].
Water and wastewater treatment is essential for ensuring clean drinking water, preventing
disease, and protecting the environment[13]. Efforts at the beginning of the 20th century were
primarily aimed at ensuring the purity of drinking water. In the late 1990s and early 21st
century, protecting water sector resources from malicious actors was recognized as a security
priority as awareness of vulnerabilities grew[14].
Particular concern about vulnerabilities in ICSs – the systems responsible for controlling
CI operation (figure 1) – increased as experts identified the possibility of exploiting vulnerabilities remotely through the internet[1],[2]. ICSs are composed of multiple devices, including
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Human Machine Interface (HMI) devices,
Radio Terminal Units, Main Terminal Units, and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), each
of which have vulnerabilities. Increased use of common routing protocols to communicate with
these devices exacerbates the issue of ICS cybersecurity[3].

Fig. 1 Components of a control system in a water treatment and distribution facility (p.3) [31].
II. THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES IN ICSS
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Many different CI sectors have been adversely affected through cyberspace. Disruption to
air traffic control systems in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1997 was caused by a teenager disabling part of the phone network. In 2000, a disgruntled contractor at the Maroochy Shire Water Treatment facility in Australia caused hundreds of thousands of gallons of sewage to flow
into streams by controlling facility equipment from a laptop computer. In 2003, the Structured
Query Language worm Slammer disabled safety monitoring systems at the Oak Harbor, Ohio,
nuclear power plant for nearly five hours[15].
Recent findings by members of both the public and private sectors exacerbate the concern
over the vulnerability of ICSs to attack. In 2016, the Industrial Control System Cyber Emergency Response Team of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) found 700 security vulnerabilities in the 300 systems it analyzed[16]. Positive Technologies, Inc., a network security
company, identified 197 vulnerabilities in ICS components of major manufacturers in 2017[17].
In late 2017, Schneider Electric, a major manufacturer of ICS components, revealed its components had been compromised by hackers. The malware, labeled Triton, was a zero-day (previously unknown) vulnerability in Triconex Tricon safety system firmware. The malware escalated privileges and then dropped a remote access tool (RAT) in the system to await further
instructions. The RAT was intended to manipulate emergency shutdown processes to keep the
system operational, allowing further invasive action. Triton continued system analysis and reconnaissance as it worked, exfiltrating information back to the source. The attacker, who was
never identified, demonstrated an elevated level of sophistication[18].
In 2010, the malicious code known as Stuxnet was revealed as the cause of the degraded
capability of the Iranian nuclear refinement facility at Natanz. Specifically, it attacked Siemens
PLCs that controlled the centrifuges, causing them to spin at erratic rates[19]. This attack, which
is widely considered to be the first confirmed act of cyber war, is believed to be an effort of the
U.S. and Israel to thwart the Iranian nuclear weapon development program[20]. This initially
generated a great deal of excitement in the IT community, but many members of the ICS sector
believed the attack was not important to their operations, as it targeted centrifuges belonging
to Iran, not U.S. infrastructure[1].
While cyber threats to CI in general have been more prevalent in the last two decades, there
is a long history of attacks on the water sector. During World War II, the Japanese poisoned
Soviet water sources with typhoid bacteria; Soviets flooded the area south of the Istra Reservoir
near Moscow to slow the German advance in 1944; Israeli water infrastructure was attacked by
Yasar Arafat’s Fatah in 1965; neo-Nazis attempted to poison urban water supplies in the U.S. in
1972; and two Al-Qaeda operatives were arrested in 2002 with plans describing how to poison
U.S. water systems[21],[22].
Fear of terrorist attacks, especially on water facilities and water supplies, increased in the
1990s and early 2000s, leading to formalized efforts to protect CI. In 1998, PDD-63 aligned federal agencies with particular infrastructure sectors to better coordinate protection efforts. PDD63 established Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs) for public-private security
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cooperation to facilitate threat data sharing between the government and the private sector[10].
In response to the 2001 terrorist attacks, the Bush Administration passed the Public Health
Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002. It directed that vulnerability assessments of CI be conducted in each sector, allocated funding for the protection of water
sector facilities, and increased penalties for attacks on water[23],[24],[10].
Water is a particularly vulnerable resource. Approximately 17 percent of the drinking water
treatment facilities in the U.S. provide service to 92 percent of the populace[13]. This means a
terrorist or other malicious actor targeting one of approximately 2,700 facilities could have
an inversely proportional impact on public health and may be able to delay the detection of a
compromise. One way to execute an attack is to introduce toxic substances through a service
point (a fire hydrant, for example) via backflow. Backflow occurs when the pressure gradient of
the water in the distribution system is overcome by a source with higher water pressure (figure
2). This can accidentally occur when backflow prevention devices, like check valves, fail due to
wear or nonmalicious acts[25].
Backflow
80 psi

100 psi

From Supply

To Nonpotable

Fig. 2. Backflow due to Backpressure [25].
There are numerous examples of such accidental incidents, including: a glycol contamination of a West Virginia county health department due to a faulty check valve; the failure of a
backflow preventer on an elementary school boiler feedline, causing drinking water contamination; and, ironically, an incident at a Boston hotel in 1974 where an American Water Works
Association conference was being held (chromium entered the drinking water through a submerged inlet cross-connection to the building air conditioning system)[25].
Backflow devices are designed to prevent accidental contamination but can be defeated by
a determined attacker and are not a reliable safeguard against malicious actors. Attacking
through backflow only requires the actor to overcome the ambient water pressure with a pump
capable of creating a higher pressure and injecting a contaminant. If injected correctly, a contaminant can be carried throughout the rest of the system from a strategic point. Using a highly
toxic contaminant only requires a few gallons to be introduced to have widespread impact.
Devices that detect contamination are not ubiquitous and could be modified to present a false
negative to personnel monitoring them[22].
As shown in figure 3, a marked increase in attacks on water sector ICSs occurred from
1999-2012. Although some of the upward trends can be attributed to late disclosure or better
detection of vulnerabilities, the increasing number of ICS equipment able to be accessed remotely makes it more vulnerable to attack. In the U.S., the connection of ICS components to the
internet increased by 10 percent from 2017 to 2018[17].
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Fig. 3. Recorded trends on water CI (p.4) [21].
Further compounding the issue is the recent development of system control applications
for mobile platforms. This improves the productivity and efficiency of local water facilities
but exposes ICSs to cyber threats not previously encountered[26]. For example, Bolshev and
Yushkevich found 147 vulnerabilities in 34 vendor applications used for managing ICS components[3]. Another research team, Rios and McCorkle, set out to find 100 security flaws in ICS
software in 100 days but found 665 flaws in the same amount of time; 75 of the flaws were
easily exploitable. The latter team’s research was based on open source information from the
internet[27],[1].
Terrorists are not the only ones who could exploit such ICS vulnerabilities. Cybercriminals
may target the systems because they are less secure and serve as a means to another end. In
2006, a computer used for controlling water system devices in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, was
compromised and used for spam email distribution[28].
Feasible attacks on water sector assets through cyberspace are only one facet of a complex
security problem. Interdependency between the water sector and other CI sectors amplifies
the potential for catastrophic damage (see figures 4 and 5). The water sector depends on CI
such as electricity to operate pumps, petroleum for backup generators, and the chemical sector for the disinfection of water. Conversely, other CI sectors need water for manufacturing,
cooling equipment, and agricultural production.
Fire Suppressions,
Police Security

Emergency
Services

Communications
with SCADA

Communications and
Information Technology
Fuel for back-up
generators

Water and
Wastewater

Petroleum

Chemical
Disinfection
of Water

Electricity

Transportation

Power for Pumps
and Equipment

Flooding, Increased need of road/
rail transport if pipes or sewers fail

Fig. 4. Dependence of the water sector on other CI (adapted from [21]).
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Fig. 5 Dependencies of other CI on the water sector (adapted from [21], [38], [11], [33]).
Denial or disruption of water service can have cascading effects. For example, an uncontrolled release of a large volume of wastewater, as happened in Australia in 2000, could have
a catastrophic effects on public health, environmental well-being, and commercial facilities[29].
Attacks on transport systems used to pipe water from sources to agricultural production sites
could cause significant financial harm[24]. Catastrophic damage to water mainline pipes inflicted by opening and closing main gates too rapidly, causing a hammering effect, could collapse
sections of pipe, immobilizing traffic and delaying emergency service response time. In addition, it could cause backsiphonage (figure 6).
Atm. Pressure (14.7 psi)

Backflow

From Supply (<14.7 psi)

Reservoir with
Submerged Inlet

Fig. 6 Backsiphonage [25].
Backsiphonage is a type of backflow caused by a zone of negative pressure in a water system – if a cross-connection exists, atmospheric pressure pushing against a contaminant will
force it into the water supply that contains zero negative pressure[25]. These types of attacks
on distribution systems and other CI are a concern expressed by many in the sector [30], [31].
III. CHALLENGES TO SECURING THE WATER SECTOR
Securing facilities from cyber threats is challenging for many reasons. These include funding, the age of equipment, and education[1],[8],[31]. One of the main challenges water sector
decision-makers face in securing their facilities is obtaining enough funding. Organizations’
funding can vary depending on the size of their facilities and the number of people they service.
Organizations with larger facilities have better opportunities to account for security in planning
their budgets because they are better resourced than organizations with smaller facilities[2],[32].
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Though it serves fewer people than a large urban facility, denial of service to a rural facility
could have an equivalent impact by degrading public confidence in water supplies and causing
other second and third-order effects. These could include pressure on local and state government to provide potable water for extended periods of time, decreased revenue from business
and tourism, and disruption to agricultural and manufacturing operations[33],[27],[2],[21],[26].
Most of a local water facility budget is earmarked for operations and maintenance. The Congressional Budget Office noted that 67 percent of funding for water infrastructure is spent on
operations and maintenance by state and local governments[8]. Such a limited budget for efforts
other than infrastructure maintenance requires conscious decisions to invest in security by facility and sector leadership. Therefore, efforts by local water facilities to implement monitoring
software or hardware security appliances may be limited or impractical.
Another factor in securing ICSs is the age of their equipment. Securing SCADA, PLCs, and
HMIs is challenging because much of it is 20 to 30-years-old and designed with reliability and
safety in mind, not security[1],[8],[31]. Systems initially used obscure, proprietary protocols for
communication and were isolated from other early computer systems. “Security through obscurity” was a common approach[14]. The growing interconnections between previously isolated
systems and the internet, along with the use of common protocols like Transmission Control
Protocol / Internet Protocol, expose ICSs to previously unidentified threats[3]. Like the use of
mobile computing platforms, using newer technologies to manage equipment designed before
the advent of the internet poses risks.
Some gaps in ICS security exist due to a lack of awareness of cyber threats and their
impact to operations. An example is the focus on cybersecurity of IT (corporate network) versus operations technology (OT) security. Engineers understand the process flow and operation
of ICS components, but are often not aware of the vulnerabilities in their connected systems.
Conversely, IT personnel often do not understand the unique nature of SCADA systems and
how patching vulnerabilities might interfere with system processes[1]. Reviews by the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center identified common network issues,
such as the improper use of virtual machines; poor configuration of Virtual Local Area Networks; improper management of Bring Your Own Device implementations; and, where IT and
OT efforts were combined, a lack of OT monitoring[34].
Staff at a local water facility in New England interviewed by this author corroborated many of
the challenges noted in other reports and studies. They stated that their operation was largely
dependent on revenue from the businesses and households they service. Much of their revenue has been reinvested in maintaining the infrastructure, while the majority of the budget
allotted for wastewater treatment was spent on the removal and incineration of sludge. Most
of the pump stations dated to the 1980s and remote connectivity to the system were limited
but possible through the telephone system. While the operators and supervisors were highly
skilled at their jobs, their understanding of how cyber threats associated with an IT network
could affect their OT network was less developed.
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IV. MANAGING RISK
In light of these vulnerabilities and challenges, steps can be taken to advance the security
of the water sector. Some basic IT security practices, such as access control, physical security,
and operations security, can be applied to ICS security. However, determining which security
controls to select and evaluating their effectiveness requires a process or framework that holistically considers risk across the enterprise. An RMF allows an organization to assess risk in
terms of impact to overall business operations, instead of assessing risks isolated to particular
divisions within the organization. The NIST RMF, NIPP-RMF, and NIST Cybersecurity Framework for CI are three complementary frameworks a water facility can employ to facilitate risk
mitigation in a cost-effective way[13], [4], [29], [35],[36],[37].
A. NIST RMF
The NIST RMF was developed to improve information security, strengthen risk management
processes, and encourage reciprocity between federal agencies. It is a holistic approach to risk
that incorporates IT security into enterprise risk management, emphasizing continuous monitoring and linking of risks to organizational and executive-level operational decisions. It is the
successor to the Department of Defense Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation
Process (DIACAP). DIACAP emphasized compliance with the patching of system vulnerabilities, whereas the RMF broadly considers many facets of information system security[6].
The NIST RMF consists of six steps (figure 7). Step one categorizes the system and information processed based on an impact analysis. The second step identifies a set of basic security
controls based on categorization and tailored to the organization’s assessment of risk. Step
three implements the selected security controls, documenting how they were deployed. The
fourth step assesses the security controls to determine effectiveness in meeting security requirements. Step five authorizes system operation based on determination of acceptable risk to
operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations. The last step is continuous monitoring
of controls for effectiveness, documentation of changes to the system or environment, and reporting of the security state to organization officials[38].

Fig. 7 NIST RMF [4].
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The NIST RMF is a baseline framework that can be applied to both governmental and nongovernmental organizations[38]. The process can be applied to any type of IT system. It does not
consider specific types of systems.
B. NIPP-RMF
The NIPP-RMF is specifically designed with CI in mind. Presented in the 2013 NIPP, it recognizes the importance of a public-private partnership and the differing constraints on private
versus government organizations[5]. NIPP-RMF is broad in its application, accounting for dissimilar operating environments and both natural and man-made threats. It emphasizes the
importance of information sharing to build resilience and improve threat reduction. Figure 8
provides an outline of its main components[5].
The NIPP-RMF complements other efforts, such as the Threat and Hazard Identification and
Risk Assessment process conducted by regional and urban jurisdictions to establish capability
priorities[5]. The CI community shares information and builds upon best practices and lessons
learned to fill gaps in security and resilience through the RMF.

Fig. 8 NIPP-RMF [13].
The first step is set at the national level, with input from each CI sector. The second step includes identification of all assets, systems, and networks for continued operation, considering
dependencies and interdependencies. Step three, assess and analyze risks, rely on the analysis
of threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences. Information sharing is essential in this step. Step
four, implementing risk management strategies, involves the prioritization of activities to manage risk based on costs and potential to reduce risk. The final step in the process measures the
effectiveness of controls. Continuous monitoring is essential to the risk management process,
as is informing leadership whether the controls in place are effectively mitigating risk[5].
C. NIST Cybersecurity Framework for CI
The Cybersecurity Framework for CI is a risk management construct developed specifically
for CI cybersecurity by NIST and numerous stakeholders in the private sector. It is composed
of three distinct sections, including the Framework Core, Framework Implementation Tiers,
and Framework Profile[6]. The framework uses holistic business risks as drivers for cybersecurity activity instead of the compliance-related endeavors previously associated with cybersecurity[39]. Integrating cybersecurity with the overall business operations process informs
decision-makers where they can best apply resources to enable operations.
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The functions of identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover are part of the Framework
Core. They provide a strategic view of the life cycle management of cybersecurity risk. The core
provides a method for communicating industry standards, guidelines, and practices across the
organization, from the strategic level to the operational and tactical levels. It identifies key categories and subcategories for each function and correlates them with existing guidelines and
best practices for desired outcomes. The five primary core categories are shown in figure 9[6].
Function identifiers
Categories
Functions
ID
PR
DE
RS
RC

Identify
Protect
Detect
Respond
Recover

Fig. 9 Function identifiers [6].
Framework Implementation Tiers define how an organization views cybersecurity risk and
how it manages risk. They describe the level of management, from reactive to adaptive and
agile. This permits an organization to “see” itself and determine how risks are managed. For
instance, intrusion detection and response may have a well-developed process, while a natural
disaster contingency may have little planned response action, providing the organization an
assessment of agile in the first instance and reactive assessment in the second. Identifying
differences between response levels informs the Framework Profile[6].
The Framework Profile represents the outcomes based on the business needs selected from
the framework categories and subcategories. Profiles can be used by an organization to identify areas for cybersecurity improvement. Profiles can inform the current state of security and
present the desired end state. Based on the gaps between current and end state profiles, the
organization can assess risk and allocate resources based on what is most important for business operations[6].
Implementation of the framework is not without challenges. The Government Accountability
Office (GAO) found that many CI sectors have not implemented the cybersecurity framework
due to a lack of resources, lack of knowledge and skills to implement it, and regulatory and
industry requirements preventing implementation. Some CI sectors had concerns over the
disclosure of vulnerabilities or other priorities, such as physical security and direct support to
customers. Some sectors perceived no cyber threat at all and believed that there was no need
to use the framework[32].
While some of these arguments are relevant, they indicate a lack of knowledge of the framework’s purpose and intent. The Cybersecurity Framework for CI clearly states[6]:
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The Framework complements, and does not replace, an organization’s risk management process and cybersecurity program. The organization can use its current processes and leverage
the Framework to identify opportunities to strengthen and communicate its management of cybersecurity risk while aligning with industry practices. Alternatively, an organization without
an existing cybersecurity program can use the Framework as a reference to establish one (p.4).
Addressing cybersecurity concerns within a limited budget with personnel who are primarily involved in operating facilities or performing IT functions is difficult at best. The framework
maps to industry standards without dictating which ones a facility must use. How leadership
applies the resources they have depends on the risks they identify and their perceived threat
to business operations.
V. PRACTICAL TOOLS FOR ASSESSING RISK
Risk assessments are critical in determining where the greatest vulnerability and return on
investment are for a facility. All three frameworks call for assessing risk. Several tools are available to water facilities at no cost to help organizations practically identify and mitigate risks.
Some of these tools are automated programs that map the network to help operators understand the flow of data, while others are computer-driven queries that populate a spreadsheet
with recommended best practices. Several of these tools are discussed below[40],[41].
The Cybersecurity Evaluation Tool (CSET) is free, downloadable desktop software that guides
operators and system owners through a step-by-step guide to assess cybersecurity practices[40].
It correlates answers obtained through queries with accepted industry practices for securing
networks. Data entered into the system is protected by the Protected Critical Infrastructure
Information program; this enables private sector entities to pass information to DHS without
fear of litigation or public disclosure[40].
The Vulnerability Self-Assessment Tool (VSAT) is a water sector-specific tool developed by
the EPA to help water facilities identify the most vulnerable areas and find the most cost-effective measures to reduce those risks[40]. Like CSET, it is freely downloadable, but can be run
from a web browser. Data is not retained by the EPA, protecting sensitive information about
individual facilities.
A third tool is the Design Architecture Review (DAR) assessment, which reviews network
architecture and security controls, looking at data flow, communication sharing, and proper
communication channels[42]. The Network Architecture Verification and Validation (NAVV) assessment, another type of review, passively monitors data traffic to determine whether there
are leaks across boundaries and identifies anomalous behavior[40]. Neither of these assessments requires connection to the OT or IT network at a facility.
National Cybersecurity Assessment and Technical Services is a team that can conduct penetration testing to test the security measures implemented by a facility. This is a valuable
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resource to determine whether measures put in place after a security review are effective,
achieving step 5 of the NIPP-RMF[40].
The Cyber Resilience Review (CRR) is the sixth type of assessment freely available through
DHS. It can be done as a self-assessment program or facilitated by DHS experts. It is designed
to help organizations use the cybersecurity framework. The CRR addresses efficiency by balancing risks and costs, provides a roadmap by determining the best standard for an organization to use, and addresses the internal and external challenges of an organization[43].
The risk assessment tools outlined above are free of charge. As an example, VSAT can be
used to assess risk and increase the security posture of a facility. Beginning with the choice of
quantitative or qualitative method for assessing risk, it leads a user through specific questions
about the water utility, including questions about assets, countermeasures, and threats. The
current risk to the facility based on the threats/assets input and existing countermeasures
is provided as an output. Improvement recommendations are presented after completing the
baseline assessment and a cost/risk analysis is used to develop new packages of countermeasures that conform to existing budgets or can be executed over a period of time. Finally, the
VSAT can generate analysis result reports developed using the inventories of assets, threats,
and countermeasures.
The tool has a demonstration mode with prefilled data to enable new users to understand the
relationship between different values and the impact on operations if a component fails or is
attacked. Key parameters and areas where data are entered are outlined below.
The Asset Selection screen is where facility-specific assets can be selected for analysis. The
screen is prepopulated with common assets, such as generators, pumps, wells, instrumentation, and valves. Customization can be done by editing existing assets for system-specific items.
The countermeasures section of the VSAT allows user-defined countermeasures to threats to
be entered. Similar to the asset selection, it is populated with common countermeasures. The
countermeasure inputs, along with the asset inputs, form the baseline risk assessment for the
facility. Unique inputs can be added to the countermeasure screen to tailor it to the water facility.
The Baseline Analysis performs analysis on one asset/threat combination at a time. It indicates the relative financial cost of a compromise. It queries the ability to reduce the consequence levels of an incident, given the ability to detect, delay, or respond. The system asks for
the likelihood of occurrence and, combined with the previous responses, provides baseline risk
and resiliency metrics.
Subsequent queries request potential improvements to existing countermeasures and the
likelihood of damage if a vulnerability is successfully exploited. These queries provide results
of cost savings and reduced likelihood of damage, expressed as percentages. These queries
allow a facility to compare its existing security posture to its future posture if countermeasures
are improved and displays this as a monetized amount of risk reduction.
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Finally, the Results and Reports section summarizes the vulnerability assessment. The section can represent the data in a narrative format or as a chart. The section can also display the
monetized risk metrics and resilience metrics of the assessment. The Results section may be
used to drill down on the specific risks related to an asset/threat combination. Figure 10 shows
the monetized risk output associated with the threats and vulnerabilities and other data input
in the earlier portions of the query.

Fig. 10 Results Summary [44].
On the whole, the water sector has completed more assessments to identify vulnerabilities
than any other sector[42]. While this places water and wastewater facilities ahead of peer CI, the
challenge of securing decades-old SCADA equipment remains.
VI. PRACTICAL WAYS TO IMPLEMENT AN ACTION PLAN
Based on the assessment results, decisions can be made regarding which areas are most
important to address. In reality, a local facility will still have a small budget for security and
may not be able to apply resources to some areas highlighted as a risk, nor have the operational
capacity to maintain them over the long term. However, some security improvements can be
made at a low cost.
Information sharing and coordination is an area where risk management gains can be made
with minimal effort. Free information updates from organizations such as the Water ISAC (WaterISAC) are available for water facility managers to stay abreast of trends in cyber threats[44].
Coordinating with local emergency services, critical partners (such as electric service providers), and public health agencies prior to an incident can improve response and recovery
operations[45].
Training, education, and coordination are first steps, but the implementation of software,
hardware, and physical security requires finesse. OT and IT networks have similarities, but
the specialized nature of ICS equipment sometimes prevents patching or other standard IT
security measures from being implemented[7]. Updating ICSs by replacing old equipment in
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wholesale fashion is not feasible for most facilities[14]. Costs associated with expansive security
software and hardware implementation are often prohibitive for local facilities[8].
Using technology such as preprocessors can be an inexpensive and effective way to reduce
some common risks to water sector ICSs (figures 11 and 12). Researchers at the University of
Louisville demonstrated this concept in 2012. A preprocessor is a security module built on a
small circuit board that is placed before a field SCADA device with either a software interface at
the HMI point or another board in the same location to allow control of the field unit. This does
not require replacement of equipment being added in-line to existing architecture. A Gumstix®
circuit board was used in this experiment at the cost of only a few hundred dollars[7],[48].

Fig. 11 Preprocessor integrated with ICS architecture [7].
The device provides authentication and authorization on behalf of the SCADA device. By
configuring the Modbus protocol – a common protocol used in ICSs – to incorporate a connection request, challenge, and challenge-response, and incorporating Role Based Access Control
(RBAC), users are only able to perform functions for which they have authorization (see figures
11 and 12). The device uses a simple operating system known as “OKL4” to reduce overhead.
Further research by Schreiver indicates that a Bloom filter is a viable option for enforcing RBAC
that limits the amount of bandwidth required to operate[7], [48].

Fig. 12 Preprocessor architecture [7].
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VII. FIELD IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the cybersecurity framework and the tools previously highlighted by
water and wastewater treatment facilities has varied. In its February 2018 report on framework
implementation by the GAO, the EPA reported it does not have the statutory ability to collect
information on implementation of the framework by the water sector, and that it had no plans
to implement a methodology to do so[32].
This perspective was not unique to the water sector. A dearth of information on framework
implementation was ubiquitous across all 16 CI sectors[32]. The water sector is the most proactive of the CI sectors in leveraging assessment resources, however. From 2009 to 2014, 128
on-site assessments were conducted by the sector, which was double the number conducted by
the next closest sector in the same amount of time[43].
Reasons for not leveraging security assessment tools at the local level included lack of awareness of tool availability, limited understanding of cyber threats to the facility or sector, lack of
personnel to dedicate to conducting security risk assessments, reluctance to share sensitive
information, and an absence of directives from higher echelons to implement risk assessments
[32], [2]
. The primary focus of the facilities is to provide the service which they are mandated
to provide. While security was not entirely ignored, water reclamation and purification was
prioritized over other activities. Time to dedicate to security considerations was limited[32],[52].
One local facility manager who was interviewed depended on the state to manage security
concerns. The manager was unaware of WaterISAC or the tools available. While the importance
of security was not misunderstood, daily operations had primacy.
In 2015, the EPA published the results of a pilot test of a contamination warning system
(CWS) conducted jointly with five water utilities across the U.S. Its purpose was to examine detection of and response to drinking water contamination. Cybersecurity was an important component of the program, with an emphasis on the detection of contamination (with a minimum
of false positives), operational reliability, and early detection to improve response time[32],[52].
The report highlighted the importance of communicating the value of the program to
personnel, the impact to daily operations, and how it enhanced core job functions. Support
from senior management, education of key leaders, and inclusive engagement across the staff
were particular lessons learned. In the latter instance, it was discovered one pilot site did
not engage its IT personnel and found the design of the information system to be infeasible
because it conflicted with IT requirements. While the report focused on a CWS, the challenges
of incorporating the multiple facets of a new process are applicable to instituting and assessing
cybersecurity at the local level of the water sector[52].
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VIII. CONCLUSION
The increasing number of ICS vulnerabilities identified by researchers and industry experts,
coupled with continuing revelations about ICS compromises, emphasizes the importance of
securing CI. The security of water sector ICSs is undeniably important in its own right, but is
also important for other CI sectors. Water sector ICS security is necessary for safe drinking
water, environmental safety, growing food, cooling equipment for businesses and hospitals,
and manufacturing.
As the water sector ICSs increasingly leverage routing protocols and automation equipment
to reduce manning requirements and increase productivity, the potential for system vulnerability exploitation will increase. Evolving threats to water CI through cyberspace place an
increased burden on local water facilities to protect their resources. They are especially challenged as they often do not have the training or equipment to identify and mitigate the risks
to their systems. They may be able to apply only limited risk reduction measures by allocating
personnel, funding, and materiel against specific threats.
Defending water sector ICSs from attack cannot be viewed as a separate function relegated
to IT personnel or system operators; rather, it must be viewed as part of a whole-of-business
approach to risk. Leveraging the NIST RMF, NIPP-RMF, and Cybersecurity Framework for CI
as methodologies for categorizing cyber risk will aid organizations in holistically viewing risk
across the enterprise. These RMFs aid organizations in allocating resources to achieve the
greatest returns on their investments.
Several assessment tools exist to help executives and operations personnel apply the principles
of the NIST RMF, NIPP-RMF, and Cybersecurity Framework for CI. Some, like CSET, CRR, and
VSAT, can be performed at a local level without external support. Others, like NAVV and DAR,
are facilitated by DHS at no cost to the local facility; these tools help identify vulnerabilities on
the network and areas for improving network security. Some cost-effective measures, such as
installing preprocessors at legacy water sector facilities to prevent unauthorized system access,
can be implemented.
Using the NIST RMF, NIPP-RMF, and Cybersecurity Framework for CI with best network
security practices, local water sector leaders can advance the security of their facilities while
preserving the operational purpose of their facilities.
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ABSTRACT

S

ocial media and “big data” have combined to create a new era of marketing, political
campaigning, and hostile propaganda. The tactics, such as microtargeting of ads,
have recently received intense public scrutiny. However, little has been publicly
said about the tools and techniques of strategy. In this context, Applied Computational Choice (ACSC) refers to a framework for analyzing data, modeling tactics, and
planning strategy. Here we describe an ACSC framework derived from the work being
done by some of the main actors and apply it to show how a few simple scenarios can be
modeled and realistic behaviors predicted, as well as illuminate possible motivations for
certain patterns observed in the real world. We introduce the concept of vulnerability assessment applied to voting systems by analyzing the cost of influence operations on simple
model voting systems. We believe this framework reflects those being used by a number
of different actors with goals and hope that this article helps to provide an overview and
introduction to the field.
Index Terms—data science, political science, propaganda, influence, information warfare, narrative warfare, weaponized demographic

I. INTRODUCTION
Although adversarial propaganda is as old as war itself, recently new techniques have
been implemented with unprecedented power, speed, and effectiveness in a number of
political contests around the world. Technological advance in the application of computational social choice theory[1], mass profiling[2], and microtargeting[3], [4] have been developed
by a number of sources, including tech media companies, private marketing and campaign
data businesses, as well as hostile state and/or non-state actors. In addition to the societal ethical concerns, it is now apparent that hostile actors have developed extensive art
and proficiency in using these technologies offensively in ways that are critically relevant
to national security and the military[5]–[8]. Broad awareness of this threat is newly dawn© 2019 Dr. David M. Perlman
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ing and terminology is not yet standardized; various terms are used, including Cyber-enabled
Information Operations (CyIO)[6], [9], Information Warfare and Influence Operations (IWIO)[10],
and Information/Influence Warfare and Manipulation[5]. The battlefield of the new information
warfare is the information environment[5], [7], especially “social media”[10], the globally pervasive
sphere of media-rich, personal and social communication that has evolved out of the original
handful of social networks and which is perfectly suited to communicating emotional information that bypasses rational filtering. The weapons and tactics are narratives[11]; the delivery
vehicles are “memes” (in the original sense, as well as the contemporary meaning), which are
units of information that are tuned for, first, rapid propagation by the humans in the social
network, and, ultimately, assimilation into the mass mentality for the promotion of disruptive
and harmful politicians or agendas and other political and social goals [12]. With respect to these
cutting-edge social media techniques, a large portion of the publicity has recently been focused
on Cambridge Analytica, Facebook (FB), and the Internet Research Agency in St. Petersburg,
but it is virtually certain that actors all over the world are engaged in research into and deployment of these techniques.
In part, ACSC is a natural extension of advertising and marketing science developed in the
context of this social media sphere and a highly competitive, largely unregulated marketplace.
The presence of a significant fraction of the world’s population on social networks turns mass
psychology and behavior manipulation into computational big data problems. Social choice
theory and the models described here originate in the economics and political science literature dating from as far back as 1957[13], with extensive theoretical work being performed on the
topic in the 1960s and 1970s[14]–[17]. Computational approaches to social choice theory appeared
more recently[1] and continue in earnest. Practical, technological applications of computational
social choice theory became possible only very recently in the age of big data and social media, and serious academic research has only become prominent since around 2016. There is,
obviously, an enormous market for understanding and influencing population psychology and
behavior; the most famous companies of our era, such as Google, Facebook, etc., spend much of
their effort studying this domain and developing techniques, tools, algorithms, and other kinds
of expertise. In addition, it seems clear by now that some state actors have devoted tremendous
time and attention to understanding the role of social media and the internet in population
influence. However, both the private corporations and the governments doing this work have
powerful incentives to keep their innovations secret, so little has been published regarding the
formalism and techniques useful in this domain. When private research has been published,
it has generated strident criticism[18],[19]. Thus it is not surprising that research into and implementation of applications of these technologies are largely hidden behind a veil of secrecy.
Here we share a general framework or formalism for political data science which we believe is
representative of how some of these actors may be operating and then apply the formalism to
suggest qualitative outlines of how several plausible scenarios could be conducted.
The information in this article has been inferred from extensive conversations with a number of individuals across various related fields, and synthesized with general principles of data
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science and linear algebra to form this framework. Some of the contributing individuals have
reviewed the framework and, without divulging trade secrets, have agreed that it is compatible
with many of the important considerations they would raise. It is my hope that this article will
serve as a useful introduction to what might be possible and provide a common terminology
and framework for those wishing to study ACSC more openly. The goal of this article is to
synthesize a framework that is optimized for practical applications in industry and defense,
specifically the application of identifying, understanding, and countering large-scale influence
operations in the big data context of online digital platforms. To serve this goal, the primary
considerations have been utilitarian rather than theoretical: little of the material is theoretically novel; it has been selected from other sources to be useful for this endeavor, and no effort
has been made to comprehensively cover mathematical voting theory or any other existing
field. The specific examples given are not intended to prove that any specific activities actually
happened in the real world (although we have our suspicions!), but instead are intended to
stimulate intuition with respect to what is possible in this domain and encourage and support
more researchers wishing to enter this field.
We have intentionally avoided two crucial topics, not because they are unimportant, but because they are already receiving extensive attention: individual psychology and agent and network-based simulations of organic social behavior. There is currently a cottage industry around
fake news, misinformation, manipulation, and bias, and a thoughtful awareness of much of
the most important work in the field is readily available to the public and professionals alike.
Likewise, many people are investigating the natural patterns of propagation of information
through social networks and the formation of cliques and cults. The goals that we hope to serve
with this paper ultimately will rest on a foundation of knowledge of individual cognition and
emotion and emergent, aggregate phenomena. Here we address only the edge of the field that
we believe to be most critically underserved.
II. THE FRAMEWORK
A. Ideological Space
We will follow the traditional structure of computational social choice theory[14], [16], [17], [20], [21].
We construct a preference space over political ideologies which we will call “ideological space”
or “policy space”. Consider a population BN of N individual agents in a particular society who
share some set of K issues of political or ideological interest. Without loss of generality, we
can represent each political/ideological issue as a real number in [-1, 1] corresponding to the
agent’s response to an issue question on a continuous, Likert-type agree-disagree scale. Each
individual’s preferences are represented by a K-dimensional vector ; we will write for the
preference vector for individual . We will assume a K-dimensional Euclidean coordinate space
defined by taking each of the K issues as a dimension. (In some unusual applications, the
assumption of a Euclidean space may be limiting, but is a tremendously useful starting point
because it facilitates conceptual intuition as well as computation.) Within this Euclidean space,
the “ideological space” of all possible configurations of beliefs is PK, the K-dimensional cube
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centered on the origin with edges of length 2. Thus the complete population preference set
is a set of N points inside the K-dimensional cube PK,
.
Of the K issues/dimensions, it is likely that some issues are highly correlated with each
other. Assume that it is possible to apply an appropriate dimension-reduction process to determine the actual number of underlying, latent, ideological dimensions k. This defines a reduced
ideological space Pk, a k-dimensional cube in k-dimensional Euclidean space, and a reduced
population preference set BkN :
			

			

(1)

The k dimensions might be thought of as the fundamental philosophical, moral, emotional,
etc., beliefs that form the foundation for individuals’ preferences on policy issues. It would
require empirical investigation to assign meaning to these k reduced ideological dimensions
and, in practice, in large-scale applications of this framework it may not be possible to extract
dimensions that appear meaningful in human terms. In fact, in big data applications generally,
dimension reduction is a non-obvious problem. It is likely that much work is happening behind
closed doors to develop these basic techniques.
B. New Technology for Surveying the Ideological Space
The traditional method of estimating BkN is, essentially, opinion polling. Political polls that
attempt to model “likely voters” are attempting to estimate a reduced set
and a turnout
function VT (see equation 2 below). Recently, there has been a great deal of attention given
to the possibility of measuring psychological profiles, political preferences, etc., from online
social media behavior, search history, and other internet sources[2]–[4], [22]–[24]. Most of the discussion of this topic has focused on the individual level: the privacy implications of collecting and
modeling personal information without an individual’s knowledge and the implications for personal autonomy of precisely microtargeted advertising or propaganda. These new techniques
may also allow greatly improved speed and accuracy of estimation of BkN: increased speed due to
the use of massive online databases that contain daily or even faster updates for many people,
and increased accuracy due to the freedom from response biases with surreptitious modeling
as well as the very large sample sizes available. This increased power is what makes possible
rapid and powerful operations such as short-term manipulation of political preferences before
an election, effective on the order of days or weeks[25], leaving no time for any effective tactical
response. This is especially true for Western liberal democracies that do not currently have
national defense capabilities in this domain at all.
C. The Curse of Ideological Dimensionality
The first insights from the framework can be gleaned by considering the question of the
actual dimensionality k of the ideological space Pk for real-world societies. A plausible guess is
that it would be comparable to the number of distinct political issues identifiable in the news
and other media of the society at any given time. In general, the specification of the analytical
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framework will be different depending on the goals of the given application, especially the
population in question and the time frame in question. The necessary value of k for a useful application of the model will be greater if we wish to study how a population’s beliefs evolve over
time because some issues will be forgotten as new ones arise; however, the model must contain
dimensions for all of them in order to represent this drift. If we wish to study a population
over a long stretch of time, then the necessary k may be very large. The necessary k will also
be greater if we wish to study a larger and/or more diverse population because, although any
individual may only be aware of a small number of issues, across a large population, a larger
number of issues will be represented. Importantly, in many real-world societies, it is also likely
that k has recently increased as the proliferation of digital news media sources has increased
the total number of different issues of which the citizens are collectively aware.
As the number of ideological dimensions k increases, a number of practically relevant phenomena can be expected based on the “curse of dimensionality”[21], [26], [27]:
1) Individuals disagree with each other more: The expected distance between any two
randomly chosen points increases.
2) The population overall becomes more dissatisfied with any platform that specifies
a complete set of policies (e.g., the actual government policy at any moment): The
average distance between all of the points in BkN and the single point Gk that
represents the platform increases.
3) The potential for insurmountable disagreements increases: The maximum possible
distance between any two points increases even faster than the expected distance.
4) A smaller proportion of the ideological space is taken up by moderates and a
greater proportion by the fringe, even for a highly inclusive definition of moderate:
We can choose a reasonable definition of “moderate” in the policy space as being “near the
center” and represent this with Skrmod, the centered k-ball of radius rmod (i.e., the
region of policy space that is within the distance rmod of the center). Then the ratio
of the volume of Skrmod to the volume of the policy space Pk goes to zero as k
increases, even if we choose rmod = 1.
5) Extending that, depending on the population’s distribution of beliefs, an increasingly
greater share of the population will find that its values and beliefs fall outside
of any of the available political parties: If we represent p political parties as p non
overlapping k-balls of radius ri, Ski,ri, the ratio of the total volume of all the parties’
territories ∑pi=1(Ski,ri) to the total volume of Pk also goes to zero.
6) The two previous points, taken together, imply that if a political party uses this kind
of data analysis in its electoral or marketing strategic planning: it will be motivated
to expand its ideological-space territory to include more and more of the fringe in an
attempt to capture more of the electorate.
See the appendix for mathematical derivations of these effects.
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III. DEMOCRACY: POLICY FROM POPULATION
A. Voting Models
Democracy, in a very general sense, refers to a system in which the policies and actions
implemented by the government are intended to be consistent with the will of the population.
Intuitively, this means that the point Gk that represents actual government policy in ideological policy space ought to be “in the middle” of the density of the point cloud BkN . We define a
policy-choice function g that takes BkN as input and yields Gk as output. We further define g to
be the composite g = h( ), where is a turnout function and h is a complete turnout voting
function. The turnout function determines a subset of BkN ,
:
(2)

				
The voting function h takes
		
B. Turnout

as input and yields a single point for Gk. Thus:
		

(3)

A great deal of complexity and uncertainty is hidden in . Polling services devote large resources to modeling voter turnout, with limited success. Historically there have been a number
of famously embarrassing and disruptive prediction errors based on errors in turnout modeling, such as the classic “Dewey Defeats Truman” headline[28]. The outcomes of elections can be
dramatically altered by changing turnout, and there is already reason to believe that hostile
actors have engaged in microtargeted social media campaigns primarily oriented around voter
suppression. Future expansion of this manuscript will include examples that consider the implications of changing in this framework.
C. Simple Examples
a) Technocratic Direct Democracy: The intuitive criterion that a democracy should yield
actual government policies Gk that are “somewhere in the middle” carries over into
h. As the (mathematically, not practically) simplest possible example, one can imagine a
hypothetical “technocratic direct democracy” (TDD) where the full population has its
policy preferences measured and then Gk is set at the average or centroid of BkN :
(4)
				
		
b) Two-Party Direct Democracy: Now we expand that reductionist model to include one
additional element of complexity. Consider now the simplest possible example of a
two-party voting system, which we might call “2-party direct democracy” (2PDD). BkN
is divided into Bkn 1 for the n1 voters of Party 1 and Bkn 2 for the n2 voters of Party 2.
Party 1 evaluates the preferences of their constituency and defines a platform Gk1 as
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the centroid1 of Bkn 1 and Party 2 likewise defines Gk2 as the centroid of Bkn 2. The
implementation of the voting function then yields
			
				

(5)
		

c) Dictatorship: For comparison purposes, we can also describe Gkdictator as a Gk that
is dictated without regard to BkN . This may be thought of as a voting function g that is
constant. Or, if other factors are known and available to be modeled, g may be a function
of those other factors.
d) Other examples: We can also describe a number of other simplified example scenarios.
Future expansion of this manuscript will describe:
mIndirect democracy: Voting districts and an “electoral college”
mAnalyzing the effects of different voting systems, such as First Past The Post and
Ranked Choice Voting
mTurnout defined over districts or other clusters

mTurnout as a selector function versus probability field T ' over P
mIterative feedback between political parties’ selection of issue-space territories and
k

voters’ party alignment
IV. POPULATION INFLUENCE
A. Influence Cost Function
Among the three examples of Gkdictator, GkTDD, and Gk2PDD, we can consider what would be necessary for an influence operation to change policy by looking at how changes in BkN affect Gk.
To allow comparisons, we can define a metric of “influence cost” for a change from BkN to B'kN.
The simplest metric is based on the unweighted sum of Euclidean distances moved by each
individual:
(6)
		
			
.
.
where | | is the numerical absolute value and || ||2 is the (k-dimensional) Euclidean norm
applied row-wise to the differences of the ith rows of B'ki -  Bki. This can also be written
			
			
.
where || ||1,2 is the L1,2 matrix norm for row-wise data points in a matrix.
We can abbreviate:
		
			

				

(7)

(8)

1 The centroid or mean of the constituency in the Euclidean space is neither plausibly realistic nor strategically optimal as an actual real-world choice of
platform for a party. Any number of other considerations would come into play in the real world, especially turnout, loyalty, and other non-policy effects.
In addition, there are also evolutionary and iterative effects in the emergence of parties; see, for example, [21] and [29] as a tiny, arbitrary selection of (not
at all centroidal) examples of greater complexity. Our use of the centroid here is purely motivated by the choice of the computationally simplest starting
point for this exposition.
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B. Weighted Cost Functions
Different individuals will have different susceptibility to influence. To take this into account
we can add weights wi for each individual, represented in an N x N diagonal weight matrix W:
			

				

(9)

Different preference dimensions of the ideological space may have differing degrees of “stickiness”, as well; some may be easier to change people’s minds about than others. To account for
this we can add another k x k diagonal weight matrix V with the weights vj for each of the k
preference dimensions:
			

				(10)

C. Example scenarios
We will look at some simple “back-of-the-envelope” calculations of the cost of influence operations to explore the possibilities within the framework.
a) Dictatorship: In Gkdictator, g is not a function of Bkn. The most direct way to change Gk
dictator would be to influence the dictator individually. Influence on Bkn leads to changes in
Gk dictator only to the extent that the dictator notices, cares, and reacts to the population
change or, under a coup.
Call the region of ideological space that represents willingness to act on a grassroots coup Q,
and call the minimum number of individuals necessary for a coup nQ. Then the cost metric for
influencing a coup is
(11)
			

			

Here min(||Bki - Q||) refers to the distance from the point Bki to the nearest point in Q.
Qualitatively, with a few straightforward assumptions, we can interpret:
1) The cost of influencing a coup is proportional to the number of people who must be
induced to participate, which is determined by the strength of the regime.
2) The cost of influencing a coup depends on how far the relevant slice of the population is
from the “boiling point” Qk. In other words, it’s easier to induce a coup in a population
that is already dissatisfied.
This suggests that it may be possible for an actor with access only to data such as search and
social media to remotely estimate the likelihood of regime change with little direct interaction.
b) Technocratic Direct Democracy: Consider the goal of moving GkTDD to a target Q.
According to (4)
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(12)
		
The specification of a target does not uniquely determine the influence cost because we do
not know the trajectories of all of the individuals; however, the minimum possible influence
cost arises in the situation where each individual moves in parallel to the overall movement, in
the “forwards” direction:
		
(13)
			
				
Under this hypothetical, minimal system (and ignoring for the moment the per-person and
per-issue weights), there are no influence shortcuts: the cost of influence is proportional to
the total population and the magnitude of the targeted change. In future work, we will present
calculations suggesting that adding further mechanisms of complexity to the system will lead
to more complex influence cost functions, which will have some variables that lead to greater
costs and others that lead to less. An actor that performs a detailed analysis of the complete set
of mechanisms of a voting system will be able to identify weak points that constitute the influence version of attack surfaces and design influence campaigns fine-tuned for the maximum
sociopolitical impact with minimum cost. In turn, this tells us that a democracy must perform
this same detailed vulnerability assessment of its own voting systems in order to defend effectively against influence attacks which could have devastating, paralyzing consequences.
V. THE OVERTON HULL
A. The Original Overton Window
The Overton window is a concept first put forth by Joe Overton of the Mackinac Center[30] to
refer to the range of public political discourse that is tolerated within a given society’s media
ecosystem. The original concept referred to the segment on a unidimensional, left-right, political spectrum that represents the positions that, say, a politician can publicly profess and
still expect to be taken seriously. It is important to clarify that the Overton window is a population-level concept: while it may be reasonable to talk about a “window” that an individual is
willing to tolerate, we are interested in studying a society as a whole, so the concept in question
relates to the emergent “window” across the society’s whole media ecosystem.
B. Extending to k dimensions
The idea of a unidimensional, left-right spectrum is certainly used for simple rhetoric, but
in order to make the Overton window practically useful, we extend it here to a k-dimensional “blob,” the region within the ideological space Pk that represents those views that are acceptable within the media ecosystem of the society in question. Although it is rarely stated
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explicitly, discussions of the Overton window universally assume that the window is a single,
connected line segment. We can generalize that to define the “Overton hull” HO as a convex
region of Pk that represents the range of political, ideological views that are acceptable within
the media ecosystem of population BN.
C. Estimating the Overton Hull
Discussions of the Overton window usually assume that it is approximately centered around
the bulk of the distribution of the population along the political spectrum; in other words, the
majority's political beliefs are within the window. We can make a first pass at a simple working
definition of a measured HO with Pk and BkN as our starting point.
First we postulate that BkN is a sample drawn from a distribution with probability density
function fB defined over the sample space Pk. Then HO can be defined as the convex hull of the
region of Pk in which fB is over a threshold value dthr:
		

(14)

VI. WEAPONIZED DEMOGRAPHICS
“Useful idiots” is a term widely used since the Cold War to refer to individuals who are easily
manipulated into serving hostile propaganda purposes, even though they may not actually
support or even understand the issues at stake. In order to study the role of useful idiots in
influence operations at the population, rather than individual, level, we can describe a useful
idiot demographic BUI as a subpopulation whose ideological preferences are particularly easy
to manipulate. This ease of manipulation can be represented as low values of the cost function
weights below a UI threshold wi < wUIthr for these individuals:
			

				

(15)

With these definitions, we can describe the Weaponized Useful Idiot Demographic (WUID),
a mass-influence technique derived from the “door-in-the-face” (DITF) frequently discussed in
the literature on the Overton window[31]–[33]. We will also describe influencing HO using traditional mass propaganda to provide a baseline for comparison.
A. Mass Propaganda, or The Bulk Move
Consider a target point Q which is outside the Overton hull HO; using traditional methods of
nontargeted mass propaganda operating on the population at large, the attacker wants to move
HO to include Q. Let qsurf be the closest point to Q on the hull of HO and qsq be the vector from qsurf
to Q, so that ||qsq|| is the minimum distance from HO to Q. In order to “bulk move” the whole
population’s average preferences over until Q is just inside HO, we know from the consideration
of CTDD above that the cost will be approximately CBM ≈ N ||qsq||. We can now use this a baseline
for comparing WUID.
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B. The Weaponized Useful Idiot Demographic (WUID)
The WUID is a formalized variant of the “Door in the Face” technique frequently discussed in
the literature on the Overton window. Let the attacker choose a “dummy target” point Q' near
lxqsq+qsurf, which represents a “more extreme” version of the real target Q in the sense that it is
farther away from HO, with the factor l determining how much more extreme it is. Because HO
is a convex hull, if the density function fB can be raised above dthr in even a tiny region around
Q', then Q will immediately be included well within the Overton hull.
To accomplish this, choose a small subpopulation of M individuals from the useful idiots demographic, BWUID BUI, where M = mxN, m << 1. Although we can reasonably anticipate that the
individuals in BWUID will have markedly different individual preferences than the population
at large, in the absence of any reason to believe they have a specific direction of political bias,
assume that to begin with the average preferences of BWUID are approximately the same as the
average for the population at large, WUID≈ . Then

			

(16)
				

If the extremeness factor l is great enough, then the target movement distance||qWUID|| ≈
l x||qsq||. This means that we expect the influence distance to be much greater in this case.
However, consider the influence cost. Based on the derivation for CTDD, we can see that
⊂
(17)
			
		
By definition, we know that l >> 1, but m << 1 and UI << 1. This means that there is ample
opportunity for a well-planned operation to have influence cost much lower than that of traditional mass propaganda, CWUID<< CBM.
In qualitative terms, we can describe this operation as follows. First, the attacker identifies
a particularly gullible demographic of useful idiots who are likely to be scattered around the
fringes of society in their various beliefs. The attacker uses social media, search history, etc.,
to profile them and prepare targeted, narrative weaponry. The narratives might extensively
incorporate the language of conspiracy theories to appeal to the fringe psychology. Next, the
attacker uses microtargeted, viral, and mass-media delivery vehicles for the narrative weaponry to “lasso the fringe” into a WUID over which the attacker now has some degree of control.
The WUID is induced to create a media-noticeable prevalence of dummy target ideology Q',
which immediately opens up the Overton hull to include Q, thus accomplishing the attacker’s
goals faster and with much less cost than would be possible with traditional mass propaganda.2
In fact, the attacker receives even more benefit from the WUID: this is, in essence, a reusable
weapon; once the WUID has become accustomed to taking its cues from certain sources, it is
likely to remain open to those sources for some time.
2 If the WUID were to be used to influence an election and install a puppet government, perhaps that government could then be referred to as a useful
idiocracy.
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C. Defense and Counter-offense
Having considered the potential power of the WUID attack, naturally questions of defense
and counter-offense arise. In the long run, the best defense against this attack or any other
techniques of influence and propaganda is a well-educated population with a strong sense
of national identity founded on principles of tolerance, generosity, openness to diversity, and
service to others; especially important are critical thinking skills, the ability to weigh evidence
and reject implausible fringe theories, and a realistic respect for the value of established authorities and institutions. The only way to prevent narrative warfare from spreading out from
individual victims to mass societal effect is to reduce the systemic vulnerabilities and attack
surfaces, the “cracks in our society” that come from ignorance and divisive factionalism. However, in the short run, there is a pressing need for rapidly deployable tactics. We believe that
here, as in other forms of narrative warfare, playing defense is a losing strategy. While prevention is the best strategy, once an attack has taken place and the WUID has become entrenched,
we believe the most effective tactic is a counteroffensive. The key observation of the WUID is
that, in order to be effective, it must remain coordinated. In order for the density spike created
in fB by BWUID to remain high enough to exceed the threshold dthr, the individuals must be clustered close together in the preference space Pk; if they drift apart, then they are no longer an
effective weapon. This exposes a weakness in the attacker’s weapon that could be exploited by
instigating counteroffensive, targeted narratives designed to disrupt the unity of BWUID as well
as disrupt the narratives the attackers use to direct the WUID. In future work, we will consider
possible counteroffensive techniques in greater detail.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Narrative warfare and propaganda are as old as warfare itself. Self-propagating units of information are a newer concept in the digital age, and are core to the established field of cybersecurity. Viruses, worms, Trojan horses, etc., are well understood and thoroughly monitored.
However, the recent surge of innovation in sociotechnical systems, including social networks,
weaponized memes, and big data, has opened up a new era of conflict in which an adversary
can, for example, rapidly manipulate popular sentiment to swing an election with only days or
hours of lead time, faster than any currently possible response. This paper does not attempt
to solve these problems immediately. Rather, our goal has been to describe a framework and
a way of thinking about ACSC and CyIO that experienced actors already use to analyze populations and plan operations. By making this introduction widely available to friendly actors,
we hope to support defensive innovation and lead to improvements in the current situation, in
which the United States and its allies have been severely outpaced in this domain.
Information warfare takes place on a high-dimensional, abstract battlefield, which makes
monitoring and planning extremely difficult. One promise of this framework is the development of technology for situational awareness and battlefield visualization in near-real-time.
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There is already a rich field of research and practical application of tools for meaning extraction
and visualization of high-dimensional data sets, which could be adapted to create tactical battlefield displays for real-time awareness, planning, and defense against CyIO operations as
they unfold.
With moves such as the U.S. Department of Homeland Security designation of elections systems as critical infrastructure, the world is acknowledging the need for physical security and
cybersecurity in election systems. However, the emergence of powerful CyIO capabilities is a
qualitatively new development, and it is currently debatable whether it even falls in the wheelhouse of cybersecurity and cyberwarfare. The concept of national security risk from population-level influence weaknesses, attack surfaces, and vulnerabilities not in voting machines3
but elections and social choice systems themselves may not be on anyone’s radar screen at all.
And yet, these weaknesses may have already been recognized, analyzed, and exploited by hostile actors against democratic systems around the world. We believe that this type of approach
can help analyze the vulnerabilities of our own voting systems and recommend improvements.
We also hope that a more formal framework for such analysis could generate greater clarity
and objectivity about risks and recommendations, and that this objectivity in turn might depoliticize election security.
As an example of applying this framework to understand and describe narrative warfare
attacks, we explored the idea of a WUID. This technique creates a population-level “hammer”
that could be wielded with great effectiveness in CyIO operations. The framework of ACSC
allows the comparison and evaluation of different operations and the tentative measurement of
their potential cost and effectiveness. We suspect that WUID-type operations may have already
been used with great economy and effectiveness against the United States, and so it is particularly important to study this type of tactic and develop defenses and counter-offenses.
It is important to note that the assumptions of a linear space and Euclidean metrics are
limiting; a more realistic model would be a manifold embedding as commonly found in large
machine-learning applications. In fact there is empirical evidence of subpopulations moving
through "wormholes" in the sense that they abruptly shift from one region of P^k to another
without seeming to traverse the intervening territory, as well as other strange effects. We introduce only the most elementary election theory here and acknowledge that there is huge
body of literature that we are glossing over. In particular, recent work critiquing Median Voter
Theory is relevant and will certainly inform refinement and changes in this type of framework
in the future [34], [35]. Furthermore, the relegation of all of psychology into the weight matrices W
and V is a radical oversimplification, to say the least. Nevertheless, the first step toward making
any new field theoretically and computationally tractable is to define a mathematical framework that fits reasonably well. This allows the deviations from simple behavior to be quantified,
which in turn allows the model to be expanded with appropriately defined weight matrices,
locally Euclidean manifold techniques, etc. Our goal with this paper is to help open the doors
to this field; we have no illusions of completeness of anything presented here.
3 We, of course, are strong supporters of conventional cybersecurity and especially election security and protection from hacking of databases and voter
disenfranchisement. However, these are not covered in this paper.
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Much has been written elsewhere about the greater susceptibility of Western liberal democracies to propaganda and narrative warfare. Many nations censor or block the flow of information, even entertainment, from the United States and other Western nations, while we freely
allow input from anywhere and enjoy media from every nation of the world. Dictatorships are
insulated from the vulnerability of democracy to population-level influence because dictatorial
power does not even nominally derive from the will of the people. However, the United States
and its allies do enjoy significant advantages that can potentially be applied in CyIO, especially
for defense and/or counter-offense. For one, the people living under dictatorships fueled by
lies and corruption usually become inured to any messaging at all from their own government,
which may be leveraged by careful introduction of narratives from outside sources. The United
States leveraged cultural “soft power” in the defeat of the Soviet Union in the previous Cold
War[36] and, at our best, our values of openness, service, and tolerance can inspire and bring
much of the world over to our side– a capability which we must regain. At a more technical
level, the battlefield of CyIO itself is literally owned by U.S.-based corporations[8] who may,
in some cases, be willing to assist in defending against these attacks. In the current climate,
increased regulation of social media companies is already all but inevitable; without a solid
foundation in the principles of CyIO, these regulations are likely to have no beneficial effects
on these risks, or may even make them worse. We hope an improved understanding of the role
of social media in CyIO will guide regulatory efforts to be useful and effective towards global
peace and security.
APPENDIX
Here we provide derivations of the various facets of the “Curse of Dimensionality” listed earlier.
1) Individuals disagree with each other more: The expected distance between any two
randomly chosen points increases.
The formula for the expected distance between two points chosen on independent and identically distributed (IID) uniform distributions in a k-dimensional cube is extensively explored
in[37]. The distance has a lower bound of 1/3√k.
2) The population overall becomes more dissatisfied with any platform that specifies
a complete set of policies (e.g., the actual government policy at any moment): The
average distance between all of the points in BkN and the single point Gk that
represents the platform increases.
For simplicity we consider IID normal distributions and place Gk at O. Clearly, the average
distance we refer to here is simply E(Bki), which approaches √k for large k[38].
3) The potential for insurmountable disagreements increases: The maximum possible
distance between any two points increases even faster than the expected distance.
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This is simply the distance between opposite corners of a k-dimensional hypercube, which
can easily be seen to be 2√k.
4) A smaller proportion of the ideological space is taken up by moderates and a
greater proportion by the fringe, even for a highly inclusive definition of moderate:
We can choose a reasonable definition of “moderate” in the policy space as being “near
the center” and represent this with Skrmod, the centered k-ball of radius rmod (i.e.,
the region of policy space that is within the distance rmod of the center). Then the 		
ratio of the volume of Skrmod to the volume of the policy space Pk goes to zero as k
increases, even if we choose rmod = 1.
The volume of the unit k-ball goes to zero rapidly for large k, as shown in[39], and so necessarily the volume ratio to the unit cube goes to zero even more rapidly. Scaling to radius rmod < 1
simply adds a factor of rmodk < 1, which makes the convergence even more rapid.
5) Extending that, depending on the population’s distribution of beliefs, an
increasingly greater share of the population will find that its values and beliefs
fall outside of any of the available political parties: If we represent p political
parties as p nonoverlapping k-balls of radius ri, Ski,ri, the ratio of the total volume
of all the parties’ territories ∑pi=1(Ski,ri) to the total volume of Pk, also goes to zero.
This can be seen to follow obviously from the previous item: the sum of several volumes, all
of which converge to zero, also converges to zero.
6) The two previous points, taken together, imply that if a political party uses this
kind of data analysis in its electoral or marketing strategic planning, it will be 		
motivated to expand its ideological-space territory to include more and more of the
fringe in an attempt to capture more of the electorate.
If the effective value of k is large, then expansions of a party’s “ball of appeal” by a radius
ratio 1+ increase the volume by (1+ )k. More realistically, consider the expansion of the “ball
of appeal” along only one dimension. This expansion is equivalent to adding a k-dimensional,
cylindrical chunk of volume to the original ball. For simplicity's sake, consider a party that
expands its appeal in two specific dimensions by a distance equal to the diameter of the ball;
this is qualitatively what you might consider becoming “twice as fringey” in two topics alone
while leaving all others the same. We choose the diameter rather than the radius because this
adds a cylinder that perfectly circumscribes the original ball, and we choose two dimensions
rather than one because the derivation of the formula for the volume of a k-ball[40] has a simple
mathematical ratio:
			
(18)
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The new volume added into the territory is equal to the volume of a cylinder that circumscribes the original sphere, where the cylinder has 2 “straight” dimensions and k 2-dimensional balls as the “ends.” The volume ratio of the k2-dimensional  ball  to  the  k-dimensional
cylinder generated by translating the ball twice is, by simple geometry, VCk = 4VBk—2.
Finally we can see that the ratio of the volume of the original k-ball to the volume of the
added cylinder is:
(19)
					
If k = 10, for example, the ratio is about 0.16. If we proceed boldly with the formalism, this
implies that if a party expands its reach by just 16 percent on only 2 out of 10 salient issues,
it can double the volume of issue space that its territory encompasses; or, conversely, likewise
with k=10, if a party doubles its “fringeyness” on only 2 of the 10 issues, it now encompasses
more than 7 times as much volume in its territory!4 It is somewhat frightening to consider the
possible superadditive effects of these incentives for fringe expansion, together with the power
of fringe manipulation available through the WUID paradigm.
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ABSTRACT

W

ith the rise in security breaches over the past few years, there has been
an increasing need to mine insights from social media platforms to raise
alerts of possible attacks in an attempt to defend conflict during competition. We use information from dark web forums by leveraging the reply
network structure of user interactions with the goal of predicting enterprise cyberattacks. We use a suite of social network features on top of supervised learning models
and validate them using a binary classification problem that attempts to predict whether
there would be an attack on any given day for an organization. We conclude from our
experiments, which gathered information from 53 forums on the dark web over a span of
12 months and attempted to predict real-world cyberattacks across 2 security incidents,
that analyzing the path structure between groups of users is better than merely studying
centralities like Pagerank or relying on user-posting statistics in forums.
INTRODUCTION
With recent data breaches at organizations such as Yahoo, Uber, and Equifax1 emphasizing the increasing financial and social impacts of cyberattacks, there has been an enormous requirement for technologies that could alert such organizations to possible data
breaches. These breaches are a direct or indirect result of cyber, electronic, and information operations to infiltrate systems and infrastructure as well as gain unauthorized access
to information, thus setting an example of conflict during competition. On the vulnerability
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front, Risk Based Security’s VulnDB database2 published a total of 4,837 vulnerabilities in a
quarter of 2017, which was around 30 percent higher than the previous year. This motivates
the need for extensive systems that can utilize vulnerability-associated information from external sources to alert organizations to such cyberattacks. The dark web is one such place on
the internet where users can share information on software vulnerabilities and ways to exploit
them [1], [15]. Surprisingly, it might be difficult to track the actual intentions of those users, thus
making it necessary to use data mining and learn to identify the discussions among the noise
that could potentially raise alerts on attacks on external enterprises. In this paper, we leverage
the information obtained from analyzing the reply network structure of discussions in dark
web forums to understand the extent to which dark web information can be useful for predicting real-world cyberattacks.
Most of the work on vulnerability discussions on trading exploits in underground forums[9],
[13], [14]
and related social media platforms like Twitter[2],[8],[15] have focused on two aspects: (1)
analyzing vulnerabilities discussed or traded in the forums and the markets, thereby giving
rise to the belief that the “life cycle of vulnerabilities"“ in these forums and marketplaces and
their exploitation have a significant impact on real-world cyberattacks[13],[14]; and (2) prioritizing or scoring vulnerabilities using these social media platforms or binary file appearance
logs of machines to predict the risk state of machines or systems[7],[11]. These two components
have been used in silos; however, and in this paper, we ignore the steps between vulnerability
exploit analysis and the final task of real-world cyberattack prediction by removing the preconceived notions used in earlier studies where vulnerability exploitation was considered a
precursor towards attack prediction. We instead hypothesize about user interaction dynamics
conceived through posts surrounding these vulnerabilities on these underground platforms to
generate warnings for future attacks. We note that we do not consider whether vulnerabilities
have been exploited in these discussions since a lot of zero-day attacks[11] might occur before
such vulnerabilities are even indexed and their gravity might lie hidden in discussions related
to other associated vulnerabilities or some discussion on exploits. We based our research on
the dynamics of all kinds of discussions on dark web forums; however, we attempted to filter
out the noise to mine important patterns by examining whether pieces of information gained
traction within important communities.
To this end, the major contributions of this research investigation are as follows:

mWe create a network mining technique using the directed reply network of users who

participate in dark web forums to extract a set of specialized users we term experts 		
whose posts with popular vulnerability mentions gain attention from other users in
a specific time frame.

mFollowing this, we generate several time series of features that capture the dynamics
of interactions centered around these experts across individual forums as well as
general feature time series based on social network and forum posting statistics.

2 https://www.riskbasedsecurity.com/2017/05/29-increase-in-vulnerabilitiesalready-disclosed-in-2017/
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mWe use these time series features and train a supervised learning model based on
logistic regression with attack labels for two different incidents from an organization
to predict daily attacks. We obtain the best results with an F1 score of 0.53 on a 		
feature that explores the path structure between experts and other users compared
to the random (without prior probabilities) F1 score of 0.37. Additionally, we identify
instances of superior feature performance based on discussions involving vulnerability
information rather than network centralities and forum posting statistics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce several terms and the dataset
related to the vulnerabilities and dark web in section II; the general framework for attack prediction, including feature curation and learning models, in section III; and, finally, our experimental evaluations in section IV.
II. BACKGROUND AND DATASET
In this section, we describe the dataset that we used in our research to analyze the interaction of patterns of dark web users and the real-world security incident3 data that we used as
ground truth (GT) for the evaluation of our prediction models.
A. Enterprise-Relevant External Threats (Ground Truth (GT))
Our GT was based on data on cyberattacks on Armstrong Corporation systems occurring between April 2016 and September 2017; we obtained this data from the Intelligence Advanced
Research Projects Activity Cyberattack Automated Unconventional Sensor Environment program4. Some of the relevant attributes in this data are “event type” and “event occurred date.”
Event type is the type of attack and event occurred date is the date on which a particular
attack occurred. The event types examined in this study are “malicious email" and "endpoint
malware.” Malicious email refers to an incident in which an individual in the organization
received an email that contained a malicious attachment or link. Endpoint malware refers to
malware discovered on an endpoint device. This includes, but is not limited to, ransomware,
spyware, and adware. As shown in figure 1, the distribution of attacks over time is different for
the events. The total number of incidents reported for the events are as follows: 119 tagged as
endpoint-malware and 135 as malicious-email events, resulting in a total of 280 incidents over
a span of 17 months that were considered in our study.
B. Dark web data
The dark web forms a small part of the deep web, the part of the web not indexed by web
search engines, although sometimes the term “deep web” is mistakenly used to refer to the
dark web. We obtained all dark web data used in this study through an application programming interface provided by a commercial platform5.

3 We often use the terms "attacks," "incidents," and "events" interchangeably.
4 https://www.iarpa.gov/index.php/research-programs/cause
5 Data is provided by Cyber Reconaissance, Inc., www.cyr3con.ai
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Fig. 1: Weekly occurrence of security breach incidents of different types (a) malicious email and (b) endpoint malware
The structure of a dark web forum is hierarchical: each forum consists of several independent threads, a thread caters to a particular discussion on a topic, and each thread spans several posts initiated by multiple users over time. We note that one user can appear multiple
times in the sequence of posts depending on when and how many times the user posted in
that thread. However, the dataset we obtained does not contain the hierarchical information of
reposting - it does not provide us with which user a particular user replied to, while posting or
replying in a thread. We filter out forums based on a threshold number of posts that were created in the time frame of January 2016 to September 2017. We gathered data from 179 forums
in which the total number of unique posts was 557,689, irrespective of the thread to which
they belonged. The number of forums with less than 100 posts was large and, therefore, we
only considered forums that had greater than 5,000 posts during that time period, which gave
us a total of 53 forums. We denote the set of 53 forums used in this dataset with the symbol F.
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs): The database of CVEs maintained on a
platform operated by the MITRE Corporation6 provides identity mapping for publicly known
information security vulnerabilities and exposures. We collect all of the information regarding
the vulnerability mentions in dark web forums during the period between January 2016 and
October 2017. The total number of CVEs mentioned in the posts across all forums during this
period was 3,553.
CVE - Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) Mapping: A CPE is a structured naming
scheme for identifying and grouping clusters of information technology systems, software, and
packages maintained on the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) platform operated by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)7. Each CVE can be assigned to different
CPE groups based on the naming system of CPE families, as described in [9]. Similarly, each
CPE family can have several CVEs that conform to its vendors and products to which the CPE
caters. In order to cluster the set of CVEs in our study into a set of CPE groups, we use the set
of CPE tags for each CVE from the NVD database maintained by NIST. For the CPE tags, we
only consider the operating system platform and the application environment tags for each
unique CPE. Examples of CPEs include Microsoft Windows_95, Canonical ubuntu_linux, and,
Hp elitebook_725_g3. The first component in each of these CPEs denotes the operating system
platform and the second component denotes the application environment and its versions.
6 http://cve.mitre.org
7 https://nvd.nist.gov/cpe.cfm
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III. FRAMEWORK FOR ATTACK PREDICTION
The mechanism for attack predictions can be described in three steps: (1) Given a time point
t for which we need to predict an enterprise attack of a particular event type, (2) we use features from the dark web forums prior to t and (3) we use these features as input for a learned
model that predicts attacks on t.. So one of the main tasks involves learning the attack prediction model for each event type. Below we describe steps (2) and (3) - curating features and
building supervised learning models.
A. Curating Features
We first describe the mechanism in which we build temporal networks, following which we
describe the features used for the prediction problem. We build three groups of features across
forums: (1) Expert-centric; (2) User/forum statistics; and (3) Network centralities.
Dark Web Reply Network: We assume the absence of global user identification (IDs) across
forums8 and therefore analyze the social interactions using networks induced on specific forums instead of considering the global network across all forums. We denote the directed reply
graph of a forum f F by G f =(V f , E f ) where V f denotes the set of users who posted or replied in
some thread in forum f at some time in our considered time frame of data; and E f denotes the
set of three-tuple (u1, u2, rt) directed edges where u1, u2 V f and rt denotes the time at which u1
replied to a post of u2 in some thread in f, with u1 → u2 denoting the edge direction. We denote
by G fτ =(V fτ ;E fτ ), a temporal subgraph of G f , τ being a time window such that V fτ denotes the
set of individuals who posted in f in that window; in addition, E fτ denotes the set of tuples (v1;
v2; rt) such that r t τ, v1; v2 V fτ . We use two operations to create temporal networks: "Create,"
which takes a set of forum posts in f within a time window τ as input and creates a temporal
subgraph G fτ, and "Merge," which takes two temporal graphs as input and merges them to
form an auxiliary graph. To keep the notations simple, we drop the symbol f when we describe
the operations for a specific forum in F as context but which does apply for any forum f F. We
describe these two operations in brief; however, a detailed algorithm relating the network construction is given in algorithm 1 of appendix A1.9 We adopt an incremental analysis approach
by splitting the entire set of time points in our frame of study into a sequence of time windows
Γ={τ1, τ2, . . . , τQ}, where each subsequence τi, i [1,Q] is equal in time span and non- overlapping and the subsequences are ordered by their starting time points for their respective span.

Fig. 2: An illustration to show the Merge operation: GHτ denotes the historical network which is used to compute
the experts shown in gray. {Gt1 , Gt2 , . . .} denote the networks at time t1, t2, . . . τ , t Γ.
8 Note that even in the presence of global user IDs across forums, a lot of anonymous or malicious users would create multiple profiles across forums
and create multiple posts with profiles; identifying and merging such profiles is an active area of research.
9 Online appendix: http://www.public.asu.edu/~ssarka18/appendix.pdf
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CREATE: Creating the reply graph - Let h be a particular thread or topic within a forum f containing posts by users V fh ={u1, . . . , uk} posted at corresponding times Tfh ={t1, . . . , tk}, where k
denotes the number of posts in that thread and ti tj for any i > j; that is, the posts are chronologically ordered. To create the set of edges Ef , we connect two users (ui, uj) V fh such that i > j; that
is, user ui has potentially replied to uj, and is subject to a set of spatial and temporal constraints
(appendix A1). These constraints make up for the absence of exact information about the reply
as to whom u replied to in a particular post in h.

MERGE: Merging network - In order to create a time series feature τx,f for feature x from
threads in forum f that maps each time point t τ, τ Γ to a real number, we use two networks:
(1) the historical network GHτ, which spans over time Hτ such that t' Hτ, and t τ, so that we
have t'<t; and (2) the network G ft induced by user interactions between users in E t, which
varies temporally for each t τ. We note that the historical network GHτ is different for each
subsequence and same for all t τ, so that as the subsequences τ Γ progress with time, the
historical network GHτ also changes; in addition, we discuss the choice of spans τ Γ and Hτ in
section IV. Finally, for computing feature values for each time point t τ, we merge the two networks GHτ and Gt to form the auxiliary network GHτ,t =(VHτ,t ,EHτ,t ), where VHτ,t =VHτ u Vt and EHτ,t =
EHτ u Eτ. A visual illustration of this method is shown in figure 2. Now we describe the several
features we used that would be fed to a learning model for attack prediction. We compute time
series of several features x, Tx,f [t ] for every time point t in our frame of study and for every
forum f separately.
1. Expert-Centric Features
We extract a set of users we term experts who have a history of CVE mentions in their posts
and whose posts havegained attention in terms of replies. Following that, we mine several
features that explain how attention is broadcast by these experts to other posts. All of these features are computed using the auxiliary networks GHτ,t for each time t . Our hypothesis is based
on the premise that any unusual activity must spur attention from users who have knowledge
about vulnerabilities.
We focus on users whose posts in a forum contain the most-discussed CVEs belonging to
important CPEs during the time frame of analysis, where the importance will shortly be formalized. For each forum f, we use the historical network GfHτ to extract the set of experts relevant to time frame τ; that is, exp fτ V f Hτ. First, we extract the top CPE groups CPtop in the time
frame H based on the number of historical mentions of CVEs. We sort the CPE groups based
on the sum of the CVE mentions that belong to the respective CPE groups and take the top
five CPE groups by the sum in each Hτ. Using these notations, the experts expfτ from history
Hτ considered for time span τ are defined as users in f with the following three constraints:
(1) Users who have mentioned a CVE in their posts in Hτ. This ensures that the user engages
in the forums with content that is relevant to vulnerabilities.
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(2) Let q(u) denote the set of CPE tags of the CVEs mentioned by user u in his/her posts
			in Hτ, such that it follows either q(u) CPτtop, where the user’s CVEs are grouped in
			 less than five CPEs, or, CPτtop q(u) in cases where a user has posts with CVEs in the
			span Hτ grouped into more than five CPEs. This constraint filters out users who
			 discuss vulnerabilities that are not among the top CPE groups in Hτ.
(3) The in-degree of the user u in GHτ should cross a threshold. This constraint ensures
			 that there are a significant number of users who potentially responded to this user,
			 thus establishing u’s central position in the reply network. Essentially, the set
			 of experts exp from Hτ would be used for all of the time points in τ.
We curate path- and community-based features based on the experts listed in table I. These
expert-centric features try to quantify the distance between an expert and a daily user (nonexpert) in terms of how fast a post from that user receives attention from the expert. In that
sense, the community features also measure the like-mindedness of non-experts and experts.

Fig. 1: Weekly occurrence of security breach incidents of different types (a) malicious email and (b) endpoint malware
Why focus on experts? To show the significance of these properties in comparison those
of other users, we examine the time periods of 3 widely known security events: the Wannacry
ransomware attack that happened on May 12, 2017, and the vulnerability MS-17-010; the
Petya cyberattack on June 27, 2017, with the associated vulnerabilities CVE-2017-0144, CVE2017-0145, and MS-17-010; and the Equifax breach attack that occurred primarily on March 9,
2017, and vulnerability CVE-2017-5638. We consider two sets of users across all forums - expτ,
where GHτ denotes the corresponding historical network prior to τ in which these three events
occurred and the second set of users being all Ualt who are not experts and who fail either one
of two constraints: they have mentioned CVEs in their posts which do not belong to CPtop or
their in-degree in GHτ lies below the threshold. We consider GHτ being induced by users in the
last 3 weeks prior to the occurrence week of each event for both cases and we consider the
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total number of interactions, ignoring the direction of reply of these users with other users.
Let degexp denote the vector of counts of interactions in which the experts were involved and
degalt denote the vector of counts of interactions in which the users in Ualt were involved. We
randomly pick a number of users from Ualt equal to the number of experts and sort the vectors
by count. We conduct a two-sample t-test on the vectors degexp and degalt. The null hypothesis
H0 and the alternate hypothesis H1 are defined as follows:

mH0 : deg
mH1 : deg

≤degalt

exp

>degalt

exp

The null hypothesis is rejected at significance level = 0.01 with a p-value of 0.0007. This
suggests that with high probability, experts tend to interact more prior to important, real-world
cybersecurity breaches than other users who randomly post CVEs.
Now, we conduct a second t-test where we randomly pick 4 weeks not in the weeks considered for the data breaches to pick users Ualt with the same constraints. We use the same
hypotheses as above and, when we perform statistical tests for significance, we find that the
null hypothesis is not rejected at a=0.01 with a p-value close to 0.05. This empirical evidence
from the t-test also suggests that the interactions with exp are more correlated with an important cybersecurity incident than those of users who post CVEs not in top CPE groups and that,
therefore, it is better to focus on users exhibiting our desired properties as experts for cyberattack prediction. Note that the t – test evidence also incorporates a special temporal association
since we collected events from three interleaved time frames corresponding to the event dates.
2. User/Forum Statistics Features
We try to see whether the forum or user-posting statistics are themselves indicators of
future cyberattacks; for this, we compute Forum/User Statistics, as described in table I.
3. Network Centrality Features
In addition, we also tested several network centrality features mentioned in table I. The
purpose is to check whether the emergence of central users in the reply network Gt,t τ, is
a good predictor of a cyberattack. We note that, in this case, we only use the daily reply
networks to compute the features, unlike in the case of the expert-centric network features,
where we use GHτ,t.
B. Building Supervised Learning Models
In this section we explain how we use the time series data Tx,f to predict an attack at any
given time point t. We consider a supervised learning model in which the time series Tx is
formed by averaging Tx,f across all forums in f F at each time point t and then used for the
prediction task. We treat the attack prediction problem in this paper as a binary classification problem in which the objective is to predict whether there would be an attack at a given
time point t. Since the incident data in this paper contains the number of incidents that
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occurred at time point t, we assign a label of 1 for t if there was at least one attack at t and 0
otherwise.
In [4], the authors studied the effect of longitudinal sparsity in high-dimensional time series
data. They propose assigning weights to the same features at different time spans to capture
the temporal redundancy. We use two parameters: ß, which denotes the start time prior to t
from where we consider the features for prediction, and n, the time span for the features to be
considered. In figure 3, to predict an attack occurrence at time t, we use the features for each
time t h [t_n_ß, t_ß]. Here we use logistic regression with longitudinal ridge sparsity that
models the probability of an attack as follows with X being the set of features and ß being
the vector of coefficients:
(1)
The final objective function to minimize over N instances where N is the number of time
points spanning the attack time frame:
,
with y being the instance label.

Fig. 3: Temporal feature selection window for predicting an attack at time t
One of the major problems of the dataset is the imbalance in the training and test dataset,
as will be described in section IV; thus, in order to use all features in each group together for
prediction, we use three additional regularization terms: the L1 penalty, the L2 penalty, and
the group lasso regularization [5]. The final objective function can be written as:

		

(2)

		

where m, l, and g are the hyper-parameters for the regularization terms and the GL(ß) term
is ∑Gg=1||ßIg||2, where Lg is the index set belonging to the gth group of variables, g = 1...G. Here
each g is the time indext h [t_n_ß, t_ß], so this group variable selection selects all features of
one time in history while reducing some other time points to 0. It has the attractive property
that it performs variable selection at the temporal group level and is invariant under (groupwise) orthogonal transformations, like ridge regression. We note that while there are several
other models that could be used for prediction that incorporate the temporal and sequential nature of the data, like hidden markov models and recurrent neural networks, the logit
model allows us to transparently adjust to the sparsity of data, especially in the absence of
a large dataset.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In our work, the granularity for each time index in the T function is 1 day; that is, we compute
feature values over all days in the time frame of our study. For incrementally computing the
values of the time series, we consider the time span of each subsequence τ Γ as 1 month, and
for each τ, we consider Hτ = 3 months immediately preceding τ. That is, for every additional
month of training or test data that is provided to the model, we use the preceding 3 months
to create the historical network and compute the corresponding features on all days in τ. For
choosing the experts with an in-degree threshold, we select a threshold of 10 to filter out users
having an in-degree of less than 10 in GHτ from expτ. For the centrality features, we set k to be
50; that is, we choose the top 50 users sorted by the corresponding metric in table I. We build
different learning models using the GT available from separate event — types.

			

			

			

(a) malicious-email

(b) endpoint-malware

(c) malicious-email

(d) endpoint-malware

(e) malicious-email

(f) endpoint-malware

Fig. 4: Classification results for the features considering the logistic regression model: = 7 days, = 8 days.
As mentioned in section III-B, we consider a binary prediction problem in this paper. We
assign an attack flag of 1 for at least 1 attack on each day and 0 otherwise. For malicious
email, out of the 335 days considered in the dataset, there were reported attacks on 97 days;
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this constitutes a positive class ratio of around 29 percent. For endpoint malware, the total
number of attack days was 31 out of the 306 days considered in the dataset, which constitutes a positive class ratio of around 26 percent. For evaluating the performance of the models on the dataset, we split the time frame of each event into 70 percent - 30 percent, averaged to the nearest month separately for each event type; that is, we take the first 80 percent
of time (in months) as the training dataset and the remaining 20 percent in sequence for the
test dataset. We avoid shuffle split as generally being done in cross-validation techniques in
order to consider consistency in using sequential information when computing the features.
As shown in figure 1, since the period of the attack information provided varies in time for
each of the events, we use different time frames for the training model and the test sets. For
the event type malicious email, which remains our primary test bed evaluation event, we
consider the time period from October 2016 to June 2017 (9 months) in dark web forums
for our training data and the period from July 2017 to August 2017 (3 months) as out test
dataset. For endpoint malware, we use the time period from April 2016 to September 2016
(6 months) as our training time period and June 2017 to August 2017 (3 months) as our test
data for evaluation.
We consider a 1-week time window while keeping = 8 days. From among the set of statistics features that were used for predicting maliciousemail  attacks  shown  in  figure  4(e),  we 
observe the best results using the number of threads as the signal, for which we observe a
precision of 0.43, recall of 0.59, and an F1 score of 0.5 against the random F1 of 0.44 for this
type of attack. From among the set of expert-centric features in figure 4(a), we obtain the
best results from graph conductance with a precision of 0.44, recall of 0.65, and an F1 score
of 0.53, which shows an increase in recall over the number of threads measure. Additionally,
we observe that the best features in terms of F1 score are graph conductance and shortest
paths, whereas the number of threads and vulnerability mentions turns out to be the best
among the statistics. For the attacks belonging to the type endpoint malware, we observe
similar characteristics for the expert-centric features in figure 4(b), where we obtain a best
precision of 0.34, recall of 0.74, and an F1 score of 0.47 against a random F1 of 0.35, followed
by the shortest paths measure. However, for the statistical measures, we obtain a precision
of 0.35, recall of 0.61, and an F1 score of 0.45 for the vulnerability mentions, followed by the
number of threads, which gives us an F1 score of 0.43. Although the common community
features do not help much in the overall prediction results, in the following section, we describe a special case that demonstrates the predictive power of the community structure in
networks. On the other hand, when we investigate the centrality features with respect to the
prediction performance in figure 4(c), we find that just looking at network centralities does
not help. The best values we obtain for malicious-email event predictions are from the out-degree and betweenness metrics, both of which give us an F1 score of 0.41. Surprisingly, we
find that when the metrics are used for only the users with CVE mentions, the results worse,
with the best F1 score for out-degree CVE having an F1 score of 0.38. This calls for a more
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complex understanding of path structures between users, rather than just focusing on user
significance solely. The challenging nature of the supervised prediction problem is not just
due to the issue of class imbalance, but also to the lack of large samples in the dataset which,
if they had been present, could have been used for sampling purposes. As an experiment, we
also used random forests as the classification model, but we did not observe any significant
improvements in the results over the random case.
For the model with the group lasso regularization in equation 2, we set the parameters m,
l, and g, and 0.3, 0.3, and 0.1, respectively. We obtained better results for each group of features together for the malicious email event type, with an F1 score of 0.55 for expert-centric,
0.51 for forum/user statistics, and 0.49 for network centrality-based features..
Prediction in High-Activity Weeks
One of the main challenges in predicting external threats without any method for correlating them with external data sources like the dark web or any other database is that it is difficult to validate which kinds of attacks are most correlated with these data sources. To this
end, we examine a controlled experiment setup for the maliciousemail  attacks  in  which  we 
only consider the weeks which exhibited a high frequency of attacks compared to the overall
time frame. In our case, we consider weeks that had more than five attacks in the test time
frame. These high numbers may be due to multiple attacks in 1 or a few specific days or a
few attacks on all days. We run the same supervised prediction method but evaluate them
only on these specific weeks.

			

(a) Expert-Centric

					

User/Forum Statistics

(a) Expert-Centric

Fig. 5: Classification results for malicious–email attacks in high-frequency weeks, ∂ = 7 days and n = 8 days.
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From the results shown in figure 5, we find that the best results were shown by the common
communities feature, which had a precision of 0.7, a recall of 0.63, and an F1 score of 0.67,
compared to the random (no priors) F1 score of 0.48 and a random (with priors) F1 score of
0.34 for the same time parameters. Among the statistics measures, the highest F1 score was
0.63 for the vulnerability mentions feature. From among the set of centrality features, we find
that the betweenness measure had the best F1 score (0.58), with a precision of 0.5 and a recall
of 0.78. This also suggests the fact that analyzing the path structure between nodes is useful
since betweenness relies on the paths passing through a node. Additionally we find that, unlike the results over all of the days, for these specific weeks, the model achieves high precision
while maintaining comparable recall, emphasizing the fact that the number of false positive
was also reduced during these periods. This correlation between the weeks that exhibit huge
attacks and the prediction results imply that network structure analytics can definitely help
generate alerts for cyberattacks.
V. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
Using network analysis to understand the topology of dark web forums was studied at breadth
in [6], where the authors used social network analysis techniques on the reply networks of forums. There have been several attempts to use external social media data sources to predict
real-world cyberattacks[2],[7],[8]. The use of machine learning models to predict security threats [2]
presents many research opportunities, including predicting whether a vulnerability would be
exploited based on dark web sources[3],[9]. The availability of large external data sources makes
the use of machine learning methods to predict cyberattacks more promising. Previous studies
also included the use of time series models to forecast the number of cyber incidents[16], which
increases the demand for the use of such models in cyberattack prediction. The authors in[17]
look at text-mining techniques to understand the content of the posts which provide threat
intelligence on various social media platforms. In this study, we argue that the dark web can
be a reliable source of information for predicting external enterprise threats. We leverage the
network and interaction patterns in the forums to understand the extent to which they can be
used as useful indicators. Our study also opens further research possibilities surrounding sentiment analysis on these discussions, which could help track malicious discussions and hence
defend against cyber conflict during competition.
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ABSTRACT

he United States of America faces great risk in the cyber domain because our
adversaries are growing bolder, increasing in number, improving their capabilities, and doing so rapidly. Meanwhile, the associated technologies are evolving so
quickly that progress toward hardening and securing this domain is ephemeral,
as systems reach obsolescence in just a few years and revolutionary paradigm shifts, such
as cloud computing and ubiquitous mobile devices, can pull the rug out from the best-laid
defensive planning by introducing entirely new regimes of operations. Contemplating
these facts in the context of Department of Defense (DoD) acquisitions is particularly sobering because many cyber capabilities bought within the traditional acquisition framework may be of limited usefulness by the time that they are delivered to the warfighter.
Thus, it is a strategic imperative to improve DoD acquisitions pertaining to cyber capabilities. This paper proposes novel ideas and a framework for addressing these challenges.
Keywords— DDoS, RQA, Adaptive Clustering, A-Kmeans.

I. INTRODUCTION
Almost everyone agrees that growing threats to cybersecurity are undermining the Nation’s safety. Not a day goes by without reports on new breaches and exploitations. Indeed,
an entire industry has developed around evaluating the impacts of cybersecurity incidents,
reporting on trends, and assessing impacts. Far more compelling is the evidence that the
United States is facing escalating cyber hostilities with increasing frequency from a growing
number of diverse adversaries[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6]. The challenges posed by the near-instantaneity
of cyber action have no precedent. Given the fluidity, complexity, and ambiguity of the
cyber domain, framing an adaptive, dynamic, and reliable policy response amounts to a
critical imperative. It is a necessity, not a choice.
NOTE: The views expressed in this paper are the authors’ and do not necessarily represent the views of the U.S. Air Force (USAF), the DoD
or the United States
The contributions of Thomas Klemas and Rebecca K. Lively are the work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the
United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
© 2019 Nazli Choucri
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Shaping and retaining advantage in the cyber domain requires a comprehensive approach
that leverages all aspects of national power, including diplomatic, economic, informational,
technological, and military elements. This paper focuses on the military dimension of national
power and concentrates on one major factor—namely, equipping the force with innovative and
necessary cyber tools through the acquisition process. Our purpose is to motivate cyber-specific
enhancements to existing policy. More specifically, we seek to reduce, if not eliminate, powerful obstacles that prevent the rapid development and delivery of cyber capabilities that are
crucial to defending U.S. systems and infrastructure.
This paper presents a logical basis for necessary changes to existing policy and empirical
data which compel essential, cyber-specific changes to current acquisition processes. In addition, this paper proposes a specific approach to enhancing the process so that cyber acquisition
can be responsive to the rapidly changing threat landscape. Considering the current cyber
domain and the overall environment, we demonstrate that the current acquisition process is
too slow to: (1) meet current and likely future cyber warfighter needs; (2) too slow to respond
to cyber adversaries who are frequently moving faster than the United States; and (3) keep
pace with the rapidly changing threat environment. These factors, among others, highlight the
fundamental differences between cyber requirements and traditional acquisition.
We proceed as follows: Section II highlights the new strategic imperatives that create the
context for both cyber and traditional acquisition and the general imperative driving the urgency of cyber acquisition reform. Section III explores the expanding roster of hostile states
and criminal organizations and growing adversary progress and cyber strength, as reported
in publicly available materials. Section IV describes cyberspace dynamics, including the impacts of dramatic information technology (IT) change, and then points to how these factors
will continue to impact the defense posture of the United States. Finally, section V presents an
acquisition policy framework which can address these compelling issues and contribute to U.S.
cyber superiority.
II. NEW STRATEGIC PARAMETERS
There is a growing awareness that acquisition reform is crucial to the national defense and
that traditional acquisition approaches are measured in completely different timescales than
the pace required by cyber realm approaches. In fact, timelines for operational needs are quite
short in the cyber domain. Some capabilities are needed within only a few weeks and are often used only one time by cyber warfighters. But traditional acquisition processes take many
years, sometimes even more than a decade to complete.
Recent attempts to streamline the acquisition process[7] targeted improvements that would
result in a 5- to 7-year process. In 2016, the DoD disclosed that the estimated median duration
for Major Defense Acquisition Programs was more than 6.9 years[8]. However, Major Automated
Information System life cycles had an estimated median of 3.2 years for programs after 2009[8].
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It is noteworthy that both of these figures exceed most cyber need timelines, potentially by orders
of magnitude. Based on these considerations, it is evident that traditional processes, even if improved to achieve the goals in[7], are not sufficiently rapid to keep pace with technological evolution or to acquire cutting-edge cyberspace capabilities. The mismatch of traditional acquisition
timelines with cyber needs and useful lifespans virtually guarantees that the military will be
equipped with aging cyber capabilities that may have limited usefulness or rapidly become
obsolete [50]. So long as acquisition does not have the mechanisms to keep pace with needs, the
military will be forced to utilize increasingly inferior capabilities[9]. All of this is embedded in
the very reality of a process shaped by criteria other than time. More to the point, it sheds a
dim view of a situation seen through the lens of timelines for warfighter needs.
“America’s military has no preordained right to victory on the battlefield”[30]. This is especially true in the face of “rapid technological changes” and an environment where “inter-state strategic competition, rather than terrorism, is the primary concern in US National Security” [30].
Thus, “[t]his is truly a period in history in which we are falling behind if they are merely holding our position in the overall movement to forge new capabilities”[10]. However, existing acquisition processes were designed to develop warfighting systems that sometimes last for decades.
They were not designed for any features of the cyber domain, nor for the extremely rapid cyber
decision and action process. A number of U.S. airplanes have been operating for more than 40
years, an extreme example being the Boeing B-52, which may survive past 100 years[11]. For
the most part, cyber power rests on speed and agility, not on stability and longevity. Cyber capabilities have a lifespan of weeks; months; or, at most, a few years, often only persisting that
long through frequent upgrades.
III. ACCELERATING THREATS
The current intensity of cyber incidents and sophistication of advanced cyber threats is a
defining feature of the 21st century, and barriers to effective defense are high[1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. As a
direct result, demands are mounting on U.S. cyber forces. Additionally, new malicious activities
cause features of the cyber domain to change and sometimes create a need for new tools, new
skills, and new training. In this section, we will substantiate that the cyber adversaries challenging the United States today are well resourced, increasing in number, constantly striving
to improve and diversify their capabilities, growing bolder, displaying a high degree of freedom
of action, and perhaps outpacing the United States in some regards.
A brief overview of cyber threat history, including recent malicious activities, intrusions,
and responses, is necessary to provide context, justify the principal motivational elements,
and distill key insights that will guide discussion and substantiate the proposed approach.
Especially relevant is the fact that many of our adversaries are not hampered by an acquisition
process anchored in institutional and historical experience and resistant to rapid adaptation
to changing circumstances. Two of the countries that represent the greatest overall threat to
U.S. interests -- Russia and China -- seem to display a remarkable level of hostile cyber intent.
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The progression of Microsoft Cloud Azure Service reports[1],[2],[4] from 2016 to 2018 suggests
a notable escalation in malicious activities on Microsoft Cloud virtual machines that seem to
originate from Russian internet protocol (IP) addresses. The 2018 data reported an almost
16-percent rate of total incoming attacks which seem to originate from Russia, up from previous levels below 10 percent.
We have learned the surprising extent of Russian moves to interfere with U.S. elections,
signaling an elevated degree of the Russian intelligence intent to penetrate and influence civil
society. The Office of the Director of National Intelligence released[6], which describes some of
the national intelligence analytical assessments regarding Russian interference in the 2016
elections. The analysis indicates that the campaign was well coordinated and financed, consisting of operations organized by the General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate which included
exfiltration of a significant quantity of data from the U.S. Democratic National Committee and
the leveraging of internet trolls from the Saint Petersburg–based Internet Research Agency, a
close Putin ally with ties to Russian intelligence. These activities highlight the growing “grey
zone” behaviors of state actors who take actions below the international law threshold which
would permit a kinetic military response[12]. All was done without the use of one single bullet
or the loss of one single life. An adversary has unilaterally changed the “rules of the game” and
made civil society its operational target.
Beyond election interference, an alarming set of other significant cyber activities have occurred during the past several years that appear to have originated from the Russian Federation. Here we summarize just a few of the more prominent incidents, referenced from the
Center for Foreign Relations data set[3]. In March 2015, Ukrainian officials were targeted by cyber espionage attempts. In September 2016, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) computer
systems were compromised and data was leaked regarding athletes in the 2016 Rio de Janeiro
Olympics, presumably in response to the previous WADA report that outlined systematic Russian use of performance-enhancing substances during the 2014 Sochi Olympic Games. Shortly
thereafter, several U.S. think tanks that focused on international relations and national security were targeted by compromise attempts. In July 2017, the NotPetya malware encrypted data
in numerous European, Australian, and U.S. organizations, to disrupt financial operations (tax
filings). During early 2018, numerous actions targeted Winter Olympics sports entities following the ban on Russian Winter Olympic athletes. Also during this period, several spear phishing attempts appeared to target a European defense agency and several foreign ministries.
Despite the prominence and targeting of malicious Russian activities, China's actions have
also been prolific during the past several years. The same Microsoft Cloud Azure Service reports[1],[2],[4] referenced above found that almost 33 percent of all malicious activities on its virtual machines came from IP addresses in China in 2018, a dramatic upswing in activity from
2016 and 2017 and an indication of targeted aggression.
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Considering only virtual machines that were penetrated, 54 percent communicated with IP
addresses in China. While IP address attribution is not definitive, these statistics do suggest
actors in Russia and China are principal cyber adversaries. China's state exploits have concentrated on business and industry and gained considerable notoriety. China has been rapidly
growing its cyber operational capabilities. Especially important is the rapid rate of cyber skill
development in a government-controlled labor force. A new social credit system introduced in
China—whereby citizens are observed and rewarded for good behavior—all but assures China’s
almost total knowledge of and potential control over its citizens and facilitates the possibility of
government-controlled, crowd-sourced activities[13],[14].
The Council on Foreign Relations incident data set[3] contains at least 85 major cyber incidents attributed to China since 2006. The incidents described in this section are just a few of
the more recent activities linked to China and the Chinese Government. In April 2017, an operation called “Cloud Hopper” tried to penetrate internet service providers to access customer
data in 15 countries, including the United States[16]. The global scope of this activity suggests
the deployment of a significant level of resources. Notable for the use of multiple types of malware, including Remote Access Trojans and Microsoft file signatures, this campaign employed
targeted phishing utilizing Microsoft Office documents that contained modifications to exploit
system vulnerabilities and leveraged hundreds of variations of malware and customized, opensource tools to exfiltrate data, even compressing and encrypting the data to avoid detection.
The variety, customization, and diversity of techniques employed by China establish it as
a very advanced threat actor. In October 2017, another group referred to as “Bronze Butler”
staged numerous hacks targeting industry, manufacturing, and infrastructure in Japan, South
Korea, Russia, and even entities within China, apparently for espionage purposes[17]. This group
demonstrated advanced techniques, including the development of custom malware, elimination of traces of infiltration, and encryption of command and control communications. In June
2016, government systems and critical infrastructure were targeted within Myanmar, the United States, Canada, South Korea, Singapore, Germany, and India[18]. After that, in October 2017,
entities associated with the maritime industry were targeted within Asia, the United States, the
Philippines, and Hong Kong. Then, in November 2017, hackers from a Chinese internet security company attempted to steal trade secrets from Trimble, Siemens, and Moody’s Analytics[19].
The internet security company associated with the hacking has been linked closely to the Chinese People’s Liberation Army and is believed to receive state sponsorship for its activities. The
intent in all but one of these cases appeared to be espionage and theft of intellectual property,
signaling key differences between the Russian and Chinese actions during this period.
The news has been so saturated with discussion of Russian election interference and Chinese cyber technology espionage activities that it is easy to overlook other incidents. However,
recent history is replete with mounting reports of North Korean and Iranian intrusions, as well
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as those of other nation-states. The Council on Foreign Relations incident data set[3] listed more
than 20 incidents that gained news attention that was attributed to Iran between 2010 and
2018, 7 of which were between 2017 and 2018 alone. Additionally, about 20 incidents were
attributed to North Korea between 2009 and 2018.
Perhaps slightly below the radar, Iran has been quite active. In March 2018, it was discovered that almost 150 U.S. universities, and a similar number in over 20 other countries, had
been compromised as part of malicious activity by the Mabna Institute, an entity believed
to have ties to the Iranian National Guard[20]. In June 2017, Iran-linked hackers attempted to
infiltrate and compromise email accounts of British Parliament members[21]. Investigations revealed that hackers gained access to 30 accounts out of the more than 9,000 targeted. This
event was noteworthy more for its boldness than its sophistication. In July 2017, Iran targeted
universities; the defense industry; and IT companies in Germany, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Jordan,
and the United States[22]. This intrusion was notable for the diversity of techniques employed to
achieve its objectives and the introduction of custom tools, although the hackers were noisier
than normal for advanced threat actors, which accelerated detection and response.
A few months later, in November 2017, another event, labeled “Muddy Water”[23], promulgated by a group known as “Unit 42,” targeted numerous Middle Eastern nations with the apparent goal of espionage. The techniques employed, which did not seem to display tremendous diversity, leveraged open-source tools but evolved over time. However, these intrusions featured
documents that were delivered to the targets and designed to entice users with customizations
related to their geographic region or relevant organizations. Even more nefarious, in many cases, actual documents were stolen from compromised accounts, modified to introduce malware,
and sent onwards to additional targets that were already expecting the original documents.
Significant activity during the past few years also appears to have originated from North
Korea. The Center for Foreign Studies data set cites several such actors as having perpetrated
cybercrimes in February 2018. One actor, known as “Group 123,” targeted South Korea[24]. This
actor initiated numerous campaigns that received publicity: “Golden Time,” “Evil New Year,”
“Are you Happy?,” “Free Milk,” “North Korean Human Rights,” and “Evil New Year 2018.”
Prominently featured in this campaign was spear phishing with maliciously modified documents. Another well-known example, “WannaCry,” was ransomware that struck hundreds of
companies around the world in May 2017, causing about $4 billion in losses[25],[26]. This activity
exploited a known and patched vulnerability for Windows, but over 200,000 unpatched systems were still affected. Additionally, in September 2017, hackers targeted U.S. electrical companies with an apparent objective of early-stage surveillance[27]. Many of the actions attributed
to North Korea seem designed for disruption (warning) or to show national determination,
build wealth by theft or fraud, or conduct espionage. Clearly, the activities demonstrate a boldness that usually accompanies impunity.
Overall, the cyber aggression attributed to Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea exhibits a
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pronounced freedom of action buttressed by advancing capabilities, enabling the increasingly
complex scenarios demonstrated by these countries. On balance, the cyber domain appears to
be a great leveler, emboldening states[1],[2],[3],[4],[5] and freeing them from limitations in kinetic
capability. To all of this we must add the rapid growth of cybercrime and potential asymmetries inherent to cyber that suggest how many non-state actors can pose significant threats to
national security. In these situations, the clear advantage of the aggressor and the significant
stresses placed on the defense cannot be denied.
The record of threat actors and cyber intrusions constitutes powerful evidence of growing
cyber needs that reinforce the disparity between such cyber needs and the timeliness of the
acquisition process. This disparity amounts to a massive opportunity cost in the form of an
institutional handicap imposed on warfighters and corroborates the notion that the current
acquisitions process is not providing U.S. cyber warriors the resources they need to maintain
superiority over adversaries. More to the point, this disparity is creating powerful constraints,
potentially crippling the effectiveness of the cyber force. But there are added factors that reinforce this corroboration. .
IV. UNRELENTING CYBER TRANSFORMATION
In cyberspace, as in most competitive spaces, having a faster pace of advancement is an
advantage. But in the cyber domain, the speed of innovation coupled with rapid procurement
is far more than an advantage—it is a matter of basic survival. The United States has long been
a leader in advanced technology. If other countries develop new, advanced capabilities more
quickly or implement them more efficiently, we will find ourselves in dire circumstances. It
goes without saying: in order to succeed in a sword fight, when your opponent strikes a blow,
you must be at least fast enough to dodge or parry the blow in real time and have the requisite
speed to respond or counterattack. At a minimum, you should not be equipped with a heavy,
cumbersome, and blunt sword, or no sword at all.
To serve as a suitable analog for the cyber battlespace, the sword fight example must be
extended so that both the swords and the fight environment are also continually changing to
account for the constant and rapid evolution of cyber tools, networks, and computer technologies. Risks are amplified dramatically by the speed at which the cyber environment evolves,
the frequency of security vulnerabilities, and the degree of asymmetry that is possible in this
realm. In fulfilling its cyber missions, the DoD must not only protect against malicious activity,
but also account for the rapid technological changes and equip cyber warriors with powerful
capabilities that will provide critical leverage in battle.
Numerous technology-based technology shifts are occurring at this time. Cloud computing
serves as an example of the speed at which the cyber environment is changing; it represents
a dramatic paradigm shift with impacts on cybersecurity. Prior to the 2000s, the term “cloud
computing” was not even used, but more than $33 billion was spent on cloud services in
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the year 2015, making it the most expensive category in IT infrastructure[28]. Mobile device
computing has also exploded[29]. Almost 95 percent of Americans own a cell phone, and smartphone ownership increased from 35 percent in 2011 to 77 percent in 2018, according to a
Pew Research Center study. Correspondingly, mobile device vulnerabilities have also risen as
malicious actors attempt to exploit the mobile devices, connections to the internet, connections
to peripherals, and organizational infrastructure.
Clearly, many, if not most, of the activities noted in section III and the technological transformations described early in section IV bear directly on national security. And more change
is on the horizon with advances in artificial intelligence and quantum computing. Thus, it is
incumbent on the DoD to remain at the edge, if not transcend, the current frontier of cyber
capabilities to defend against and even respond to cyber-enabled aggression. To address the
cyber domain, section V will explore alternative acquisition constructs that have demonstrated
success and other approaches. .
V. ENHANCING CYBER ACQUISITION
This paper demonstrates that many factors, including warfighter needs, adversary progress,
and rapid environmental change, demand a faster cyber acquisition process. General George
S. Patton is often quoted as saying, “A good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect
plan executed next week.” General Patton’s demand for strong and immediate progress is particularly apropos for cybersecurity. For the United States to simply keep up with cyber change
is insufficient. We must lead, developing cutting-edge technology and approaches, despite the
breakneck speed of cyber environmental dynamics, because this is the only way to ensure
that the United States maintains superiority over our adversaries. The only way to achieve the
required advances is to address the acquisition shortcomings. Thus, it is imperative that the
United States adopt an approach suitable for rapid cyber acquisition that addresses operational
needs.
The previous sections substantiate that cyber needs, posed by the existing environment and
threats, mandate a much shorter life cycle than other capabilities. This section will present
the recommended policy changes intended to enable cyber acquisition to meet cyber warrior
needs. While cyber is not the only acquisition category in which the warfighter needs to outpace the existing acquisition constructs, cyber is at the shortest extreme of the acquisition
needs timescale. Accordingly, cyber acquisition is a useful case study for acquisition approaches designed to meet cyber needs.
There is no dispute that the current federal acquisition system is too slow, especially for
cyberspace capabilities. DoD leadership has mandated change, Congress wants to see change,
and it seems that the DoD is taking steps to enact change. Reference[30] makes this imperative
clear—we must “[d]eliver performance at the speed of relevance.” However, despite the clear
impetus for change, it is difficult to determine how best to change. With a system as complex
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as the federal acquisition system, it is challenging to identify the root cause (or root causes) of
the problems. Indeed, over 300 studies have been completed in the last 3 decades[9], resulting
in hundreds of findings of inefficiency and recommendations for reform.
This section first discusses some of the recognized problems with the current acquisition
system, especially with regard to cyberspace; next, discusses some of the promising DoD acquisition pilot programs for delivering innovation more quickly; and, ultimately, makes three
broad recommendations for reforming policy to better meet the DoD objective of delivering
performance at the speed of relevance, especially in cyberspace. The three recommendations
are as follows: (1) Manage rather than avoid risk—especially time-based risks; (2) Delegate authority to the lowest reasonable level; and (3) Treat different problems differently.
A. The Existing System is Flawed
“Current [DoD] processes are not responsive to need; the Department is over-optimized
for exceptional performance at the expense of providing timely decisions, policies, and
capabilities to the warfighter[30].”
As the above quote demonstrates, DoD leadership has identified a link between acquisition
reform and national security—recognizing that our current processes put the warfighter at
risk. However, while the DoD clearly recognizes that there is a problem, determining the necessary reforms to solve the problem is not as straightforward. That’s not to say that the DoD
and Congress are not trying to identify the problem and implement fixes. Since 1986, over
300 formal studies into the DoD acquisition system have been directed, both by the DoD and
by Congress. Some of the findings of these studies are discussed below and represent some of
the common complaints about what is wrong with the acquisition system.
For example, in[31], Congress directed the DoD to establish an advisory panel composed of
recognized experts in acquisition and procurement policy from the public and private sectors. The Section 809 Panel is charged with reviewing acquisition regulations applicable to
the DoD “with a view toward streamlining and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
the defense acquisition process and maintaining defense technology advantage” and providing related recommendations[31]. Thus far, the Section 809 Panel has released one interim
report[32] and two extensive volumes of findings and recommendations[33],[34]. A third and final
volume is scheduled for release in January 2019. Some of the Section 809 Panel findings are
discussed below.
Unfortunately, most of the problems discussed below are not new. This paper cites reports
going back as far as 1998, not because there is not more current literature, but because many
of the points were as salient then as they are now. Several reports and studies draw similar
conclusions. For example,[9] quotes 1982 congressional testimony by Dr. Alice Rivlin (then the
director of the Congressional Budget Office) and concludes that “[s]he could give that same
testimony today, not change a single word, and still be accurate”[9].
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The current system emphasizes rigid adherence to written process and systems over measurable outcomes and speed. This is not surprising where the volume of regulations, restrictions, and documentation is so vast and acquisition personnel are not trained to operational
needs[30] because acquisition personnel focus on their area of specialty: the complex acquisition system. This emphasis leads to undesirable outcomes. For example, the “operations
community is stuck with dead-end, stove-piped systems which are support nightmares and
risk critical missions because, in part, the formal requirements process demands little more
than that[35].”
The Section 809 Report makes similar findings in[32], concluding that the acquisition system
“creates obstacles to getting needed equipment and services” both by making the DoD an
unattractive customer to nontraditional contractors and through “suffocating bureaucratic requirements”[32]. As a result, the panel concluded that equipment needed today “may be either
unavailable to the department or egregiously tardy, leading to genuine threats to the nation’s
security”[32].
Additionally, the complexity of the system is increasing, cost is increasing, and outcomes
are declining.[32] cites the 1986 Packard Report finding which essentially provided that excellence cannot be achieved with so many layers of bureaucracy. In response, the Section 809
Panel concluded that, “compared to 1986, there are far more layers at DoD, to include even
larger staffs, and too many regulations to count”[32]. The panel found that the “inescapable conclusion when viewing DoD acquisition as a whole . . . is that process wins out over results” and
that “too frequently ancillary public policy objectives, often driven by statutes or executive
orders, receive equal or greater priority than mission[32].”
Reference[9] reached a similar conclusion, finding that the “DoD’s acquisition system continues to take longer, cost more, and deliver fewer quantities and capabilities than originally
planned”[9]. Neither the Section 809 Panel nor the Defense Business Board (DBB) found fault
in acquisition personnel themselves. Instead, the conclusion reached by both emphasized the
unintentional nature of the bureaucratic creep swallowing efficiency and innovation within
the DoD[32],[35]. As stated by the DBB, the DoD acquisition system has “unintentionally evolved
[to be extremely complex] over many years of well-intended policy and legislative changes”[9].
And, while the concept of bureaucratic delay and complexity impeding acquisitions is not
new, the results are magnified when applied to the cyber acquisition landscape, where accelerated technology change highlights DoD inefficiencies. Even in 1998, the DoD recognized the
need for improving the speed of technology acquisitions, finding that “[t]oday, to be static is to
become obsolete and at risk. Yet DoD management and oversight processes massively impede
the dynamism DoD so desperately needs”[35]. This limitation has not changed, as noted in[9],
which finds that “[c]yber and IT modernization cannot succeed under the current system due
to the accelerated advances of technology and rapidly changing threats to those technologies.
Cyber and IT modernization cannot succeed because the cycle times or ‘spins’ within Cyber
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and IT are far shorter than the time scale used by defense acquisition processes”[9].
Unfortunately, knowing that there is a problem and certain underlying causes for the problem is not always sufficient to bring about solution implementation. And, in an acquisition
system that is already riddled with regulations, suggesting more regulatory change to address
the problem has a high likelihood of unintended consequences. Indeed, if finding a solution
was as easy as identifying the problem and a few of the underlying causes, there would not be
reports dating back to 1986 describing many of the same issues the DoD acquisition system
still faces today. However, as the next section discusses, the DoD is making inroads on pilot
programs investigating potential solutions. Indeed, useful ideas gleaned from these efforts
inform the policy recommendations discussed at the end of this paper.
B. DoD and Congress Want to Fix the System
In recent years, the DoD and Congress seem to be trying a new and innovative approach
to solving the acquisition problem. Rather than just commissioning studies or rewriting regulations, the government has been implementing many different pilot programs for specific
types of acquisitions. Essentially, the government is embracing innovation in the very policies
that it is using to promote innovation—by trying many different things that might fail at little
cost, but that will produce great benefits if they succeed. What’s more, it appears that senior
leadership is encouraging maximum use of these programs. For example,[36] states, “Our new
authorities provide so many tools to be creative; using them should routinely be our default
‘fast path.’” One of these expanded authorities, Other Transaction Authorities (OTA), is discussed in more detail below.
OTAs are basically an exception to the entire acquisition system. Whenever something goes
wrong, it seems that the government adds more oversight and regulations to ensure that the
same thing never happens again. In turn, this additional regulation and oversight slows down
everything else in the acquisition system. For this reason, it seems that some of the best solutions are the ones that simply ignore the existing system altogether.1 OTA is one such authority. While OTAs have been around since 1994[37], Congress increased their availability for use
by expanding their applicability in 2015[38] and authorizing simplified follow-on contracts for
successful prototypes in 2016[39]. As a result, OTAs have become a new go-to tool in the DoD
and have led to rapid acquisitions of needed capability. For example, the USAF used OTA to
move certain planning operations from a whiteboard to a software-based solution, saving over
$500,000 per day with only a $2.2 million investment[40].
While increased use of OTA seems to be one of the most hope-inspiring changes to government acquisitions in some time, recent events demonstrate that even this innovation authority is still subject to some of the same onerous oversight as more traditional methods. For
example, a recent OTA award by the Department of Defense Innovation Unit Experimental
(DIUx) for cloud migration services was protested before the Government Accountability Office (GAO)[41]. Generally, GAO does not review OTA agreements. However, in this case, GAO
1 Interestingly,[9] suggests just that – zero-basing the entire system. As nice as it sounds to scrap all existing regulations and oversight and start
over from scratch for all acquisition programs, there is a high likelihood of unintended consequences and confusion. Additionally, Congress is
unlikely to endorse a solution that substantially limits congressional oversight.
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expanded its jurisdiction to include review of whether an agency’s use of OTA is appropriate.
This decision sets a precedent that OTA agreement awards can be reviewed by the GAO.
Moreover, this GAO decision essentially opens up all OTA awards to bid protests, even by
those who were not original bidders on the OTA. And, even when GAO bid protests do not have
merit, they generally delay contract award and performance by at least 100 days. Moreover,
responding to a GAO bid protest is extremely time-consuming and is likely to set back all other
efforts by the government organization that is responding to the protest. In his analysis of the
GAO decision, military acquisition policy expert Bill Greenwalt urged the DoD to fight the decision, stating that if the decision is allowed to stand, it will “ensure that China will dominate
the future military application of quantum computing, artificial intelligence and machine
learning, data analytics, biotechnology, robotics and autonomous operations”[42]. Greenwalt’s
analysis is based on the willingness of innovative, nontraditional contractors to do business
with the DoD if doing so means litigating “one’s way through a legal morass and hir[ing] an
army of Washington consultants and lawyers to navigate through a constantly changing compliance process”[42].2
C. Policy Considerations for Improving Cyber Acquisitions
As the above section demonstrates, the DoD has had some success in streamlining and
improving acquisitions. However, there is more work to be done, and the competing priorities
of efficiency and oversight will continue to make progress challenging. This section discusses
three ideas that can speed up acquisitions today and that can be used to analyze proposals for
changes to policy and law to determine whether they are likely to help or hinder innovation
and speed up cyberspace acquisitions.
1) Manage Rather than Avoid Risk—Especially Time-Based Risks
a) What’s the idea?
Consider time up-front as a real risk (balanced with other risks the acquisition system
already considers) and understand that it is better to fail fast and early when your strategy
permits it. Risk cannot be fully avoided, so it must instead be managed. Moreover, mitigating every single risk at the expense of speed is not actually a safe option—it is just a very
slow failure. This idea is central to[30], which states, “The current bureaucratic approach,
centered on exacting thoroughness and minimizing risk above all else, is proving to be
increasingly unresponsive”[30]. This idea is also identified in[9], which finds that “[m]ultiple
layers of legislation and DoD internal reforms have had the unintended consequence of
orienting the process to avoiding mistakes rather than timely delivery of warfighter capabilities at a reasonable cost.”
b) What can we do today?
The good news is that there is nothing in existing regulations that explicitly requires that
DoD acquisitions be slow and risk-averse. Indeed, there are high-performing organizations
2 The DoD Inspector General is also investigating a different DIUx purchase in an after-the-fact audit[43]. However, this type of audit might
be preferable to increased oversight up-front as it allows DoD leadership to fairly assess acquisition risks in a way that does not slow down
the acquisition efforts. Nothing that the DoD Inspector General has done here appears to have interfered with the aggressive acquisition
schedule achieved by DIUx[44].
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within the DoD that move quickly within the existing regulations. One example of this is
the Special Operations Forces Command (SOCOM). While the SOCOM acquisition model
is widely believed to operate on different principles than the rest of the DoD, this belief
is largely unfounded[45]. Instead, SOCOM culture emphasizes speed of delivery within its
acquisition process. Additionally, SOCOM “accepts more risk in program execution than is
typical of the larger services”[45]. This is at least in part due to the overall small size of most
SOCOM projects. Indeed, James Geurts, former SOCOM acquisition executive, is quoted
as saying, “Velocity is my combat advantage. Iteration speed is what I’m after, because if
I can go five times faster than you, I can fail four times and still beat you to the target . .
. That’s really what we’re going after here”[45]. The USAF seems to be encouraging this as
well. A recent memo to the acquisition workforce states, “Prototyping makes discovery your
friend, allowing smart risk-taking and design exploration prior to subsequent procurement
and fielding decisions. So it’s okay to fail here—fully or partially—because subsequent steps
provide a safety net. As long as the risk versus reward of pursuing Y makes sense, you’re
ready for the next step”[36].
c) What should we consider in the future?
Future policy should go further to emphasize risk management rather than risk avoidance. Training and policy should emphasize the tailoring of acquisition strategies to balance
risk appropriately to the overall goal and budget. Additionally, a policy should differentiate
between by-law requirements and policy requirements so that waivers can be sought as
quickly and efficiently as possible when a particular effort would benefit from an exception
to policy. As emphasized in[30], the DoD “is committed to changes in authorities, granting of
waivers, and securing external support for streamlining processes and organizations” and
policy should be written to encourage such requests[30].
2) Delegate Authority to the Lowest Reasonable Level
a) What’s the idea?
Aggressively delegate authority to the lowest reasonable levels and design programs to
be smaller and thus allow lower delegation. Decision-makers who are closest to the requirements are likely to be in the best position to evaluate available options and strategies and
manage overall risk. Additionally, decision-makers at lower levels are more accessible if
changes to the acquisition strategy are needed or if requirements change. Not delegating
means that people who do not really “get” the problem are often in charge of leading the
procurement. This leads to rigidity in requirements. While certain requirements might be
considered “nice to have” in the field, they can be treated as deal-breakers for very senior
leaders who are leading the overall acquisition.
b) What can we do today?
Senior leaders often have the discretion to delegate but choose not to do so. To enact these
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changes today, senior leaders should aggressively delegate within the limits of existing
policy. Decision-makers at lower levels should seek delegation from their leadership. Once
again, the SOCOM acquisition culture provides a good example. In February 2018, SOCOM
acquisition executive James H. Smith explained, “We’ve been fortunate to have an amazingly consistent leadership philosophy for the last 20 years: Clearly communicate our expectations for risk management and empower the team to make decisions at the appropriate
level”[45]. The rest of the DoD should follow that example.
c) What should we consider in the future?
While Congress has created many flexible authorities and funding mechanisms, they are
often held only at the highest level of the Services; not delegated or available to lower-level
decision-makers; and, thus, inaccessible to operational commanders. Congress could include a requirement that new authorities be delegated to lower levels. Additionally, law
and policy could be crafted to carve out clear and mandatory exceptions to oversight and
review requirements for certain types of small projects. The Section 809 Panel offered three
suggestions for a more agile structure: 1. “[R]epeal statutorily mandated offices”; 2. “[E]
liminate military service- and departmental-level oversight that is not value-added”; and 3.
“[R]eorganize the acquisition enterprise from program-centric to portfolio-driven”[34].
Finally, Congress and senior leaders are hesitant to eliminate policies that offer oversight
into lower-level efforts and safeguards that lower the risk of fraud or simply bad decisions.
However, Congress and policymakers should consider implementing oversight mechanisms,
such as post-award audits, that do not interfere with efficiency and innovation. While these
mechanisms have the disadvantage of not being able to prevent harm from specific acquisitions, they boast more accurate data rather than speculation.
3) Treat Different Problems Differently
a) What’s the idea?
While on its face this idea might sound tautological, it is not. The recognition that different requirements have different risks and need different acquisition approaches is not
ingrained within the DoD. Interestingly, from 1965 through 1996, DoD IT purchases were
treated differently than other requirements[46]. However, beginning in 1996, IT acquisition
policies were consolidated with non-IT policies, ironically for the purpose of streamlining
the process[46]. The end result is that the DoD purchases software in the same way that it
purchases fighter jets, submarines, and janitorial services, and this process can take “7–10
years from planning to delivery”[47]. This finding was echoed by the Section 809 Panel, which
found that “[t]he acquisitions system is inflexible and takes a one-size-fits-all approach. Dissimilar products or services are acquired using the same processes”[33]. And, even though acquisition policy is designed to be tailored, studies have shown that “there is a long-standing
reluctance to deviate from standard weapon system acquisition processes, and acquisition
personnel are not trained or led to differentiate the unique aspects of IT acquisition”[46].
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These distinctions go further than just IT versus traditional weapon systems. Within IT
itself, there are nuanced differences—for example, the distinction between traditional IT
acquisitions and support to cyber operations. As explained by the DBB, while traditional
computer applications are “created to perform a function,” cyber capabilities “act on and
change the functioning of software and hardware”[9]. Accordingly, cyber capability development “is to traditional software acquisition as writing a book is to buying a book”[9]. There
are also fundamental differences between acquiring hardware and acquiring software because software generally requires frequent updates and patching, while hardware is largely
static after purchase.
b) What can we do today?
Today we can take advantage of existing permissions to tailor acquisitions based on
requirements, avoid treating template documents as mandatory, and ask for waivers to
mandatory policies that are not value-added for the particular acquisition. For example, [48]
makes it clear that acquisition teams should assume that strategies and procedures that are
“in the best interest of the Government[,]…not addressed in the FAR, [and] not prohibited
by law” or policy represent a “permissible exercise of authority.” This idea is supported
by[36], which states, “The key is common-sense tailoring to the needs of your prototype and
potential subsequent procurement.”
c) What should we consider in the future?
Many of the current priorities for reform are seemingly contradictory. For example, in October 2017, Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis sent guidance to all DoD personnel highlighting
three lines of effort to enable the DoD to “remain the world’s preeminent fighting force[49].
The final line of effort, which was directed at DoD business reforms, included several efforts, such as developing a “culture of rapid and meaningful innovation” and protecting
infrastructure[49]. While on its face, these requirements may seem contradictory (How can
you move fast if you need to ensure every minor acquisition won’t damage infrastructure?),
if you apply the above principle of treating different requirements differently, they do not
have to contradict each other. The bottom line is this: We cannot fix everything in one unified system. With over 300 studies and hundreds of recommendations, we must recognize
that different problems need different solutions that balance different risks. Accordingly,
future reform efforts should more explicitly address differing risk profiles, and blanket
prohibitions or requirements which apply to all DoD acquisitions should be avoided or
eliminated whenever possible.
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ABSTRACT

ybercrime continues to grow despite ongoing remediation efforts at the state
and international level. The ease of access to commit cybercriminal activity beyond one’s borders makes this an international issue. Examining the cooperative schemes utilized in intergovernmental institutions such as the European
Union (EU) Agency for Law Enforcement and Cooperation (Europol) illuminates possible conditions that encourage states to cooperate to fight cybercrime. Testing these conditions shows that the preexistence of an institution in a related issue area serves as the
strongest driver of cooperation within an international institution against cybercrime.
Keywords— cybercrime; cybersecurity; Europol; institutions; international cooperation

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of cybercrime continues to grow internationally; according to estimates, it
will cost businesses an average of $6 billion per annum globally through the year 2021[1].
Some states have greater capabilities to handle cybercrime than others. In some cases,
multinational corporations and academic research institutions wield stronger cybercrime
mitigation capabilities than some states. The ubiquitous nature of cybercrime also makes
it onerous for any one state to fight cybercriminals alone. Recently, national law enforcement agencies began to participate in newly-formed international institutions focused on
cybercrime mitigation; Europol serves as one example. What qualities or conditions drive
states to cooperate within these institutions to fight cybercrime? I seek to identify these
qualities or conditions in order to draw policy implications that will encourage further
cooperation among states in the realm of international security.
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This paper analyzes three contentions. The first is that law enforcement agencies of different
states are more likely to cooperate with one another if institutional avenues for cooperation
already exist. This paper refers to this type of cooperation as “iterative cooperation.” Second,
law enforcement agencies are more likely to cooperate within an organization to remedy a lack
of, and inability to develop, domestic technical expertise in fighting cybercrime. This paper categorizes this type of cooperation as “cooperation by substitution,” in that the states utilize the
institution’s capacities in lieu of their own due to an inability to develop those capacities. Third,
if the majority of cooperative actions through organizations such as Europol can be characterized as capacity building, states cooperate within the institution to establish self-sufficiency
in anti-cybercrime operations. This paper refers to this type of cooperation as “cooperation
for self-reliance.” This paper capitalizes on the existence of Europol as a case study and data
gathered from law enforcement officials and agencies throughout Europe to demonstrate that
iterative cooperation through prior interactions represents the most important driver in what
compels states to cooperate within an institution against cybercrime.
A. Europol and the European Cybercrime Center (EC3): An Overview
Europol is an EU agency headquartered in The Hague, Netherlands. It primarily concerns
itself with assisting member states in fighting crime and terrorism by providing member state
law enforcement agencies with a mechanism for the facilitation of secure intelligence exchange, primarily concerning internal security matters[2]. Europol also coordinates cross-border anti-crime and anti-terrorist operations with member states’ law enforcement agencies
and interfaces with outside partners, collects open-source intelligence and intelligence procured from publicly-available sources, and creates analyses from both intelligence provided by
member states and intelligence collected by the agency[3]. All participating states are members
of the EU. Non-EU-member state partnerships are either considered “operational” or “strategic.” Operational partnerships allow for information exchange between partners and Europol,
including the exchange of personal data. Operational partners include Australia, the United
States, and the International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol)[4]. EU partners can access
more of Europol’s services than non-EU partners can, with participating EU member states
having the most access.
Member status in Europol is dependent upon state ratification of EU regulations relating
to home and justice matters[5]. However, participation in the organization is noncompulsory
for EU member states. Europol does not have the power to mandate participation; if one state
decides to share its intelligence on cybercrime, it does not have the political authority to force
all other member states to also share their intelligence. Therefore, many of the actions undertaken by Europol member states within the context of the organization are entirely voluntary.
Policy plans known as European multidisciplinary platforms against criminal threats dictate
Europol’s policy objectives and help determine which targets the organization pursues and the
kinds of operations it chooses to undertake[6]. Utilizing Europol as a platform for cooperation
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does involve adopting predefined policy procedures and objectives that may not line up with
a member state’s chosen policy objectives. However, states have the ability to influence these
policy objectives if they choose to provide input into their formation and adoption[7]. This makes
Europol a useful case study for analyzing conditions that lead to anti-cybercrime cooperation
without some form of hierarchical enforcement.
This paper in particular focuses on participation within Europol’s EC3, which provides many
of Europol’s base intelligence sharing and analysis functions, specifically for the purpose of
fighting cybercrime[8]. With regard to technical provisions, the institution provides tools and
technical analysis to aid in investigations against cybercriminal activity, such as malware analysis, technical capability development, and the ability to decipher passwords with some success[9]. EC3 may also provide member states and member state police agencies with funding
as well as educational support in the form of training and seminars[10]. Finally, EC3 (through
Europol) also holds relationships with private firms[11]. This paper refers to Europol and EC3
as the same entity (Europol) as Europol houses EC3, membership does not vary between the
two, and Europol member states and EC3 staff have access to other Europol functions and
vice-versa.
II. CONTEMPORARY WORK ON CYBERCRIME COOPERATION
A. In Search of a Definition
Before examining cooperation against cybercrime, the term “cybercrime” must first be defined to shed light on the nature of the problem. Elaine Fahey writes that a “comprehensive
definition of ‘cybercrime’ for EU law has not been found in secondary law”[12]. She goes on to
utilize law professor Jonathan Clough’s definition of cybercrime: “offences against computer
data and systems but also more broadly, to include offences committed with the help of computer data and systems”[13]. Fahey establishes cybercrime as a subset of cybersecurity, alongside cyberterrorism, cyberespionage, and cyberwar. Because tools utilized for cybercriminal
activity are so widespread, states are constantly challenged to mitigate cybercrime on a massive scale. Annegret Bendiek and Andrew L. Porter present a competing definition. They define cybercrime as crime in cyberspace, including “theft of intellectual property, the extortion
based on the threat of DDoS [Distributed Denial-of-Service] attacks, fraud based on identity
theft, and so on”[14]. However, they complicate this definition by including a “cyber-vandalism”
category separate from cybercrime, which includes hackers defacing websites on the internet.
Under Fahey’s definition, the latter falls under the umbrella of cybercrime. For the purposes
of this paper, Fahey’s definition is the most appropriate, as it is all-encompassing, and Europol
characterizes cybercrime similarly in its threat assessments[15].
B. Cooperative Schemes and Institutional Choice
Because Europol consists of many member states but holds no authority over those states,
classifying Europol as an intergovernmental organization (IGO) is appropriate; however, dis-
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cerning the type of IGO provides greater insights into how states are compelled to cooperate
within its auspices. Using Felicity Vabulas’ and Duncan Snidal’s classifications, Europol could
be described as a formal IGO (FIGO), an organization established by a formal treaty (as a provision of the Treaty of Lisbon) which consists of three or more members and contains a formal
secretariat to handle administrative duties[16]. Thus, cooperation that focuses on Europol is
subject to the same conditions that drive states to cooperate within FIGOs generally.
Kenneth Abbott and Snidal cite that two features of FIGOs make them attractive to states:
centralization and independence[17]. Centralization refers to the idea that institutional tasks are
handled by a singular focal entity[18]. In the case of Europol, these tasks include technical analysis, intelligence dissemination, public-private partnership facilitation, and operation coordination. Centralization facilitates the pooling of these activities as transaction costs and logistical
overhead can be reduced through the use of the organization’s staff, allowing all member states
to share some of the burden and reap the reward of Europol’s technical expertise or intelligence
reports[19]. Abbott and Snidal also suggest centralization allows for easier management of joint
production activities, which in this context could constitute anything from the production of
common anti-cybercrime policy to the coordination of joint anti-cybercrime operations[20]. The
independence of Europol also allows for the neutral distribution of funds and dissemination of
intelligence through the organization. Both centralization and independence enable organizations to handle a large volume of work and manage complex operations, the benefit of which,
given the scope and intricacy of cybercrime, cannot be understated.
But why choose to augment an existing formal institution instead of creating an institution
de novo? Vinod Aggarwal provides a framework[21], later co-opted by Jupille and Snidal, that
prompts states to choose an existing institution to be the primary forum for cooperation to meet
some goal, unless no existing institution fits the issue area that cooperation is meant to address[22]. States can either utilize these institutions as-is or modify them in such a way that they
meet the criteria necessary to address the new problem[23]. When EC3 was first established
within Europol, the specialization of Europol’s functions to deal specifically with cybercrime
could be seen as an example of institutional change – a pan-European institution that focused
on cybercrime analysis and mitigation explicitly did not exist, but a pan-European institution
that focused on crime in general did exist. Therefore, when the time came to establish an institution through which anti-cybercrime cooperation could be focused, it made sense to give an
organization focused on cooperation against crime the responsibility to also facilitate cooperation against cybercrime. This is an example of nested substantive issue linkage, as cybercrime
and crime at-large clearly display intellectual coherence. As an EU agency, states can see that
greater cooperation against cybercrime within Europol’s context also works toward the larger
goal of stability within the EU[24]. Since substantive issue linkage also leads to the creation of
a stable issue area and generally stable institutional arrangements[25], it is no surprise then
that a formal institution was expanded as formal institutions are, by virtue of the overhead
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required for their establishment, very stable relative to other arrangements. Such an increase
in responsibilities also befits the rational institutional design conjecture that as the severity of
the collective action problem increases, the issue scope of the organization increases[26]; given
that cybercrime continues to grow in size and severity and every state remains susceptible to
it, any organization assigned to support the mitigation of crime in general must increase its
scope to include and specifically focus on cybercrime.
The aforementioned framework also suggests that Europol’s use by states is dependent on
whether it holds the status of a focal institution, an institution which is “widely accepted as
a ‘natural’ forum for dealing with a particular cooperation problem”[27]. Decision costs and
uncertainty about the world drive states to choose to utilize an existing institution and its
current functions. As a state considers choosing from a group of institutions, augmenting a
new institution, or creating a new institution, uncertainty increases with each of these choices,
respectively. Therefore, the “use of a focal institution is usually the least costly resolution” and,
as long as “actors are risk averse,” they “promote safer strategies of use and selection”[28]. The
importance of being recognized as a focal institution is echoed by Benoît Dupont, who finds in
his network analysis on international cybercrime cooperation that some organizations attempt
to outmuscle each other due to duplicate focuses, producing separate and competing networks
of cooperation, with one network consisting of members exclusive from others[29]. As a collective action problem becomes more severe, institutions should attempt to be more inclusive in
their membership[30]. Joining competing networks put states at a disadvantage as disparate
membership across institutions weakens the ability of states to mitigate cybercriminal activity
emanating from or in relation to a state within a competing institution, increasing the severity
of the problem. Either most actors cooperate within one organization against cybercrime or
they risk feeding the problem. Thus, a key assessment for the iterative cooperation hypothesis
focuses on whether states consider Europol the focal institution for fighting cybercrime.
C. Material Conditions for Cybercrime Cooperation
In contrast to the idea that the perception of an institution drives states to cooperate within
it, states could be driven by more material concerns, which would support the hypothesis that
states cooperate with Europol to fight cybercrime to compensate for functional shortcomings
that they cannot develop on their own immediately (cooperation by substitution). Bjorn MüllerWille presents a framework that argues that “expanded co-operation within [Europol] would
make sense if it added value to the fight against crime in general”[31]. Such cooperation must
either produce something state agencies cannot produce alone, generate better intelligence
than any agency could produce alone, or produce intelligence that state agencies cannot willingly or acceptably produce for political reasons[32]. Based on these criteria, a state should
only be expected to cooperate within an international intelligence organization if there are
tangible benefits, such as intelligence that is not reproducible by any single state’s crime or
intelligence agencies. Müller-Wille surmises that most of the information passing into Europol
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was produced by state intelligence agencies and could theoretically be shared with other states
without the use of Europol; hence, the advantages of expanded cooperation within Europol
seem unclear[33]. States may also stray from cooperating within an organization due to the centralization of power in a specific region or institution[34]. Taking these concerns into perspective
leads to the belief that states would not engage in the usage of an international institution in
a context where national crime agency functions are duplicated. However, this would only be
the case if Europol’s singular function was to provide intelligence sharing. As stated before, Europol also provides training; technical support and expertise; and pivotally, partnerships with
private firms through public-private partnerships. The potential to access these functions and
partnerships drives states to cooperate within Europol against cybercrime.
Bendiek and Porter characterize EU cybersecurity policy as a multi-stakeholder structure,
emphasizing public-private partnerships. The authors express that anti-cybercrime policy
must focus on bringing governmental and nongovernmental actors together as partners. They
argue that the current division of responsibilities among civil defense, military defense, and
law enforcement sectors in regard to cybersecurity and, by extension, cybercrime, have faltered. There exists far too much cross-pollination of threats and responsibilities for any one
sector to handle these threats on their own[35]. In practice, this informs the nature of cooperation between entities against cybercrime – interactions between states and state institutions
arise as these institutions allow for cooperation among these stakeholders. These interactions
progress toward formalized institutions – the authors specifically cite the example of Europol
as a step toward international coordination against cybercrime[36]. Because private firms are
now responsible for a large portion of public-facing critical infrastructure in Europe, including
health care and energy, these firms are now targets for cybercriminals. Moreover, private firms
such as information and communications technology (ICT) companies, including Microsoft and
Symantec, have expertise and tools in fighting cybercrime that some states do not[37]. As such,
their inclusion in cooperative networks is essential to organizations’ attempts to foster effective
anti-cybercrime cooperation[38].
There is some skepticism toward the effectiveness of public-private partnerships within the
context of formalized agreements. Tatiana Tropina argues that states should continue to establish informal relationships with private firms, as the establishment of uniform compliance
procedures could hinder the effectiveness of these private firms as partners against cybercrime[39]. Raphael Bossong and Ben Wagner disagree with Tropina and insist that formalized
agreements support the effectiveness of public-private partnerships[40]. However, through the
application of a cross-cutting analysis, they find that public-private partnerships are often only
rhetoric, and cooperation of this kind is not usually in the interest of private firms, therefore
leading states to push toward regulating industry organizations[41]. Whatever the effectiveness
of public-private partnerships and whether firms believe it to be in their interest to cooperate
with states, it is clear that states hold the potential of having private partners in fighting cybercrime in high regard, and therefore would be compelled to cooperate with an organization
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through which those relationships could be exploited. Thus, states that do not have a high level
of rapport with domestic ICT partners seek to augment their lack of relationships by cooperating within an institution such as Europol, which does have established partnerships with
prominent, private ICT firms.
Domestically, a wide breadth and depth of nongovernmental partnerships and ICT sector
size expansion require considerable time and investment to cultivate. Due to these costs, states
could consider increases in partnerships and ICT sector size to be unachievable. Therefore,
states seek access to institutions with a growing capability to fight cybercrime. This can be
seen as another example of centralization. Previous work in rational institution design has
shown that as uncertainty about the world increases, institutional centralization also increases[42]. As stated earlier in the discussion on the definition of cybercrime, all it takes is the use
of a computer system in a malicious manner; anyone who can utilize a computer proficiently
becomes theoretically capable of cybercriminal acts, which effectively increases uncertainty.
Even if this capability is centralized within the institution itself and these capacities cannot be
transferred over to the states, states can choose between having no capabilities and utilizing
the institution’s capabilities. Clearly the latter choice provides more utility. Thus, in establishing whether states cooperate within an institution with the intention of substituting an institution’s capabilities for their own, it is first important to determine whether adequate domestic
resources in the form of the technology sector and available partnerships exist.
D. Types of Anti-Cybercrime Cooperation
The significance of capacity building can be drawn from the choices states face when prompted with an institutional bargaining game. Aggarwal defines institutional bargaining games as
bargaining games that consist of the types of goods that could provide some utility related to
the issue area in question; the actors’ individual situations, including their position in the international order, their domestic forces, and elite preferences within the state; and the presence
or absence of institutions where bargaining would take place[43]. Institutional bargaining games
result in different payoffs for different actors, which leads actors to attempt to strengthen their
own positions[44]. When prompted with an institutional bargaining game, the actor (usually a
state) can choose between three choices: they can attempt to alter the goods involved, they can
alter their or their opponents’ individual situations, or they can choose to alter an institution
or create a new institution. This section focuses on the second option, where states attempt to
alter their individual situation. In this context, the bargaining game is cybercrime mitigation,
the institutional context is Europol, and the goods in question are Europol’s operational support capabilities against cybercrime and its capacity building activities. States then cooperate
within Europol in order to utilize the institution’s capacity building abilities so that the state
will eventually no longer need to utilize Europol’s capabilities to fight cybercrime. Thus, this
hypothesis supposes that states are cooperating to develop anti-cybercrime capabilities such
that the states can eventually become self-reliant in the fight against cybercrime (cooperation
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for self-reliance). What distinguishes cooperation for self-reliance from the type of cooperation
discussed in the previous section (cooperation by substitution) is that the former focuses on
states building capacities in the immediate term through support from the institution within
which the state is cooperating, whereas the latter focuses on the use of the institution’s capacities in lieu of the state’s inability to develop similar capacities.
The framework for assessing cooperation for self-reliance draws primarily from Benoît Dupont’s work on the international governance of cybercrime. Dupont maps interactions between
states and organizations in the context of cybercrime to specific classifications[45]. He provides
five categories of anti-cybercrime cooperation[46]:

m Capacity building;
m Information sharing;
m Regulatory and legal activities;
m Criminal investigations and intelligence collection; and
m Lobbying.
The overwhelming majority (74.5 percent) of initiatives Dupont includes in his dataset involves
capacity building, while information/intelligence exchange characterizes 49 percent of these initiatives[47]. This finding also supports what some policymakers claim about cybercrime – capacity building remains the most important action in cybercrime mitigation[48]. However, Dupont
professes that these connections do not show the intensity of the cooperation between states
and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in fighting cybercrime or the intention behind their
cooperation. He also goes on to state that data focused on methodologically similar, bilateral initiatives involving cooperation under Europol would produce significantly different results[49].
Since this paper focuses on cooperation against cybercrime within Europol, it is prudent to
test Dupont’s findings against this gap in the data. If states are driven to cooperate within an international organization primarily by a desire to develop their own abilities to fight cybercrime,
then Europol’s primary functions in facilitating intelligence sharing and providing operational
coordination and support should not factor into cooperative actions against cybercrime heavily. In other words, a confirmation of the cooperation for the self-reliance hypothesis suggests
that states want and generally seek to go it alone in the fight against cybercrime, and most
cooperate within institutions in order to reach a point of independence. If this were to occur,
they would no longer be affected by the threat of cybercrime as they were before they began
cooperating within the institution. In the language of institutional bargaining games, at the
point of self-reliance, states successfully change their individual situation and, therefore, their
payoff structure within the game. While this assertion runs contradictory to the operational
nature of Europol’s activities, it is nevertheless important to assess this hypothesis in order
to ascertain whether the desire to build capabilities effectively drives state police agencies to
cooperate within institutions against cybercrime.
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III. METHODOLOGY
This paper tracks a different variable or set of variables for each hypothesis. For the first hypothesis, iterative cooperation, I utilize interview responses and policy data to show whether
Europol is seen as a focal institution. For the second hypothesis, cooperation by substitution,
I utilize a combination of survey data and interviews to measure how much interaction states
have with domestic ICT partners. I also measure the ICT sector size in each state by measuring
ICT employment as a percentage of total employment within each Europol member state and
compare each country’s differential to the mean percentage in order to ascertain the size of
each state’s ICT sector relative to a central tendency. A percentage of ICT employment is utilized to estimate ICT sector size as opposed to absolute employment numbers in order to normalize the size of each state’s ICT sector relative to other member states; utilizing absolute employment numbers results in misleading data due to the population differentials across states.
These two variables measure both the reality of interactions and the potential for partnerships
that state law enforcement agencies can have with private firms, and therefore characterize
whether a state needs to act through Europol to interact with private firms and NGOs or seek
out foreign technical expertise. Finally, for the third hypothesis, cooperation for self-reliance, I
measure several variables, including the amount of funding a state police agency received and
the amount of training requested from Europol in order to capture the number of interactions
states had with Europol that can be categorized as capacity building. Also included is data
collected from interviews which categorize the frequency and importance of capacity building
activities (namely, training and funding) from the point-of-view of Europol officials.
The primary limiting factor of this methodology is the lack of data available from state law
enforcement agencies on their activities within Europol. Of the 28 member states that were
asked to participate in the qualitative survey, only one (the United Kingdom) gave responses.
Of the 28 member states that were asked to participate in the quantitative survey, only one
(Denmark) responded. The United Kingdom and Germany both purported to not have the necessary information to answer the quantitative questionnaire. This makes it incredibly difficult
to draw strict conclusions from these findings as the lack of data limits the variance required
to validate the results. Nevertheless, even with the lack of data, valuable insights can still be
gleaned from the results collected.
IV. RESULTS
The following section discusses findings from interviews conducted with Europol’s Head of
Strategy, Philipp Amann; an interview conducted with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber
Crime Unit (NCCU); and survey data collected from a questionnaire given to Denmark’s National Cybercrime Center (NC3). The survey consisted of nine multiple choice questions focusing
on various topics, including funding from Europol for anti-cybercrime operations; frequency
of interactions with Europol in the context of anti-cybercrime operations; frequency of interac-
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tions with domestic and international, nongovernmental technology partners; and one free-response question focusing on agencies’ capabilities in comparison to Europol’s. The evidence
also includes data collected from EU policy documents.
A. Identifying Europol as a Focal Institution
To measure whether Europol is seen as a focal institution, a combination of data was collected from policy analyses, interviews, and survey data. The EU’s overall cybersecurity strategy
cites Europol “as the European focal point in the fight against cybercrime”[50]. The strategy explicitly assigns the responsibility of facilitating anti-cybercrime cooperation among states and
cooperation between states and private or nongovernmental stakeholders to Europol [51]. These
statements leave no ambiguity that Europol carries the distinction of being considered a focal
institution, at least from the point-of-view of the EU itself. By extension, Europol is undoubtedly
seen as a focal institution against cybercrime from the point-of-view of many policymakers.
From the perspective of the institution, Europol does not directly inform a member state that
its protections against cybercrime require improvement unless the state in question asked
Europol for an assessment[52]. Member states participate, including the sharing of open-source
reports, malware, and other forms of data, on a voluntary basis[53]. Should a member state
choose not to share its intelligence, Europol cannot force a state to share that intelligence. As
for reasons why a member state would not cooperate with Europol, member state law enforcement agencies are often either unaware of or ignore the resources Europol can provide[54]. In
fact, Europol officials are aware that member states have law enforcement agencies that are
producing tools and materials that the organization has already produced[55]. Europol officials
see this as law enforcement agencies across member states being unaware of what Europol
can provide those agencies, and therefore do not reach out to the institutions as much as they
could[56]. Survey data collected from the Danish NC3 reinforces this supposition; the center
remarked that only up to a fifth of anti-cybercrime operations in the most recent year involved
direct operational support from Europol[57].
While the perceived lack of use by state police agencies suggests that states do not view
Europol as a focal institution for cybercrime mitigation, further elaboration about the nature
of the problem of cybercrime actually suggests that Europol is viewed as a focal institution for
cybercrime mitigation by member states. In a comment at the end of the survey, NC3 stated
that “the resources and capability of the member states…holds [sic] back the common process.
Cyber [crime] has to be prevented and fought from an international perspective”[58].Furthermore, rather than pursuing policy-based prescriptions to bring agencies into the fold, Amann
suggests that Europol needs to do a better job of advertising and reaching out to law enforcement agencies[59]. The choice to attribute the perception that Europol lacks usefulness to lack of
outreach rather than tying it to a need for hierarchical structure indicates either an unwillingness to establish a more hierarchical structure or a belief that a more hierarchical structure is
unnecessary. Even with the voluntary nature of state crime agencies’ relationship with the in-
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stitution, Amann remarked that the member states do utilize Europol effectively[60]. This statement, coupled with the statement from NC3 regarding the need to fight cybercrime from an
international perspective, leads to the conclusion that the international nature of cybercrime
gives states the impetus to place a premium on platforms for international anti-cybercrime
operations, such as Europol.
B. Measuring Agency Use of Europol to Substitute Capacities
To assess whether Europol is used by states to substitute a lack of capability, a combination
of interviews, survey data, and domestic ICT employment sector size data is utilized to determine whether a state’s law enforcement agency perceives its available capabilities to be up to
par with Europol’s and whether the potential for increased partnership and capabilities exists.
A measurement of these variables illustrates whether states perceive that Europol’s available
capabilities and partnerships within the context of mitigating cybercrime are more valuable
than the state’s domestic capabilities and partnerships.
Europol’s operations consist of three primary categories. These categories include operational support, including intelligence sharing, analysis, and on-the-ground support; education and
awareness training; and coordinating or taking part in multilateral/joint actions. Intelligence
sharing serves as the primary day-to-day work that Europol undertakes[61]. Much of this intelligence sharing occurs on the Secure Intelligence Exchange Network Application (SIENA),
a platform through which law enforcement agencies from Europol’s member states, Europol
officials, and third parties with cooperation agreements with Europol can communicate with
and disseminate intelligence to other partners or to Europol itself[62]. Europol also conducts
malicious software (malware) analysis through the Europol Malware Analysis System (EMAS)
[63]
. Member state agencies can submit a piece of malware and Europol employees can conduct
forensic analysis on the malware to produce conclusions and support a member state in its investigation or active operation. Member states have access to the Digital Forensics and Mobile
Laboratory, which mines data from hard drives and mobile phones, and Europol’s password
decryption platform[64]. Lastly, Europol interfaces with outside partners, including Interpol and
third-party states, as well as nongovernmental partners, including private firms, accepting
information from them, including internet protocol (IP) addresses, and consulting nongovernmental partners in an advisory capacity[65]. When asked whether NC3 could claim equivalent
anti-cybercrime capabilities to those of Europol, the agency responded, “No”[66]. The NCCU
stated that capabilities across member states varied widely and, at times, bilateral interactions
with partners with similar capabilities resulted in more fruitful interactions; however, bilateral
relationships lacked the ability to pool resources from other member states or construct the
“big picture” pertaining to the issue at hand[67].
Europol also maintains relationships with public-private partners for operational and advisory purposes. Private firms and NGOs provide Europol with intelligence, including IP addresses
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of potentially compromised or potentially suspicious computers[68]. Private firms and NGOs
are also utilized in an advisory capacity through membership with an advisory board[69]. Most
member states are thought to hold their own relationships and partnerships with private firms
and NGOs, but these are not tracked by Europol. Thus, the relationship between member states
and EC3 is not at all hierarchical, despite the fact that institutional policy drives the direction
of the relationship[70]. The NCCU remarked that business and reputational costs often stand in
the way of forming partnerships with private firms. However, private firms seem to be willing
to share more information on some types of attacks, such as DDoS attacks, due to the lower
reputational risks associated with them in comparison to attacks that disclose user data[71].
While all of this illustrates that Europol has considerable capabilities of which member states
can take advantage and that these capabilities encourage states to engage in cooperation within Europol against cybercrime, survey data illustrates that member states might already have
comparable capabilities. Table 1 shows the results of a survey answered by NC3 with respect
to the proportion of interactions the agency has with ICT partners both through and outside of
Europol as well as the Danish ICT sector size compared to the average Europol member state
sector size.
Danish Cybercrime Interactions*
Category

Percentage

Private sector partners who also have partnerships with Europol
Private technology partners through Europol
Private sector partners that are also domestic partners
EU state police agencies that occurred through Europol
2016 national ICT sector employment percentage compared with average Europol
member state 2016 ICT sector employment (SD = 1.2)

1-20%
1-20%
41-60%
21-40%
+0.6%

*All from 2017 unless otherwise noted

TABLE 1
These results indicate that the overwhelming majority of cybercrime operations in the Danish case do not require direct operational involvement from Europol. Denmark clearly has
above-average domestic technology partnerships and available domestic technological prowess; most of NC3’s interactions with private partners occur outside of Europol, and around half
of these interactions are with domestic, private firms, which eliminates the need to interact
with them through an international organization in the first place by virtue of their domesticity. Most interactions with other Europol member states’ police agencies occurs outside of the
organization. Even the Danish ICT sector size is one-half standard deviation above the average
Europol-member ICT sector size – a medium-sized difference from the average Europol member state [72]. These results also indicate that there exists a potential for greater utilization of
domestic partnerships and technical expertise in comparison with other member states.
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C. Measuring Agency Use of Europol to Build Capacity
To measure the frequency and importance of capacity building activities to Europol, it is
important to first know Europol’s available capacity building activities. The dissemination of
training, funding, and technical tools can be considered a capacity building activity. Much of
the institution’s educational outreach and operational support focuses on establishing a baseline level of expertise among member states to ensure effective cross-border cooperation[73].
Europol also provides funding to member state agencies to implement policy objectives; this
funding can also be used to implement joint, international projects proposed by member state
agencies[74]. Free anti-cybercrime tools, such as forensic analysis tools developed through the
FREETOOL project, are also provided to member states[75]. Training to utilize these tools is provided through Europol.
Europol officials find that capacity building activities hold a relatively low frequency and
importance in comparison to other Europol functions. Amann ranks the following cooperative
actions against cybercrime in order of importance from least to greatest: education and prevention outreach, intelligence sharing and operational support, and joint actions and operations.
Amann also ranked the three types of cooperation in terms of frequency from least to greatest:
education and prevention outreach, joint actions and operations, and intelligence sharing and
operational support.
With these results, Dupont’s finding that capacity building makes up the overwhelming plurality of cooperative interactions against cybercrime[76] comes under scrutiny. This complicates
the cooperation for self-reliance hypothesis. If capacity building only includes education and
prevention outreach, then when examining the metrics of importance and frequency, capacity
building is seen as both least important and least frequent. If operational support (in particular, intelligence sharing and analysis) can be categorized under capacity building, then capacity building becomes both most important and most frequent[77]. However, operational support
does not include common actions associated with capacity building, such as education. Admittedly, Amann emphasized that the differences in importance among these three actions are
minimal, the relationships among the three are close, and each type of cooperation is often tied
to another type of cooperation[78]; the NCCU also emphasized this[79]. Sometimes officers are
sent from member state crime agencies to work on specific cases if necessary[80]. There exist
ample opportunities for states to request operational support, although intelligence sharing
does make up the bulk of the day-to-day work. However, capacity building activities seem to be
in sparse supply.
Results from the questionnaire given to member-state police agencies also seem to indicate that capacity building does not characterize cooperation within the organization. Survey
responses from NC3 with respect to the agency’s interactions with Europol strictly pertaining
to capacity building activities show that the agency does not utilize Europol very much to build
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capacity: the agency requested no funding and only two instances of training in the most recent fiscal year.
These figures correspond accordingly with the statements from Europol officials on the
frequency of cybercrime-related training. It must be noted that Europol does not provide many
instances of training per year[81] and, therefore, numbers pertaining to training may be relatively low no matter what; however, the amount of requested funding is telling. Funding can be
used to develop new technologies, hire new staff, provide training, and invest in new projects,
all of which are clearly capacity building activities. Given that the previous sections have illustrated that NC3 finds cooperation with Europol incredibly important in fighting cybercrime,
the fact that the agency requested no funding in the 2017 fiscal year shows that capacity
building must not matter much in the calculus of that state’s national law enforcement agency.
V. ANALYZING CONDITIONS FOR COOPERATION
The first hypothesis is tested by demonstrating whether states viewed Europol as a focal
institution in cybercrime mitigation; if states considered Europol a focal institution in cybercrime mitigation, then, by Aggarwal’s framework, iterative cooperation drives cooperation
within Europol against cybercrime. When the decision was made to expand into the realm
of cybercrime, Europol’s preexisting structure may have given it the ability to establish its
capabilities and reputation to a point that supersedes the capabilities and reputation of member-state police agencies. Europol’s preexistence is an important detail to note; Europol was
established in 1998, but did not establish a dedicated cybercrime operations unit until 2013[82].
The establishment of the organization predates many of the member-state cybercrime agencies, only some of which, such as the Greek agency, predate the establishment of Europol[83].
While Europol’s cybercrime center postdates many of the member state agencies’ cybercrime centers, states do not seem to feel the need to deviate from Europol’s preestablished
framework. If there already exists an organization that can serve as a niche for a form of cooperation, as in the case of Europol and EU-wide crime response, states require less overhead to
be convinced to engage in new forms of cooperation. The remark made by the NC3 indicates
that Europol’s known reputation and ability entice states to approach the organization with
some degree of confidence. This lines up with the perception that Europol is a “focal” institution against cybercrime.
In testing the second hypothesis, ICT employment data for each state was collected alongside
survey data that measured a state police agency’s involvement with domestic ICT partners
(table 1). If a state’s ICT sector size was small compared to the average Europol member state
ICT sector size or the state police agency had weak involvement with ICT private firms and
NGOs, then that state should be more driven to cooperate within Europol. When combining the
ICT employment percentages compared to the average EU employment percentage, the Danish
response to the survey was illuminating. According to the results, Denmark had above-average
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ICT employment as a percentage of total employment when compared to other Europol member
states[84]. Only up to 20 percent of NC3’s interactions with nongovernmental technology partners occur through Europol[85]. Around half of the agency’s interactions with nongovernmental
technology partners occur domestically; these do not require interaction with Europol to access[86]. Prima facie, all of these data points suggest that such a state should be less dependent
on Europol’s potential opportunities for access. Nevertheless, it seems that even a relatively
small need to fight potential cybercrime threats internationally results in a willingness to engage in cooperation within the institution, regardless of the number of problems those activities can solve. While Denmark did not have a small ICT sector size relative to the average Europol member state sector size and had frequent interactions with technology partners outside
of Europol, this did not change NC3’s professed willingness to cooperate within the institution.
Furthermore, NC3’s perception that its capabilities do not match Europol’s and the survey
results are at odds. It seems clear from the data that the idea that Europol needs to provide
most of the necessary partnerships to member states to encourage cooperation does not hold
water. Again, this might point to states’ and state police agencies’ views on the nature of the
problem of cybercrime – this is an issue area for which agencies perceive there is no limit to
increased support and expertise; however, this increased support and expertise do not necessarily amount to the wholesale substitution of Europol’s cybercrime mitigation capabilities
with domestic ones. Therefore, while it may allow states to increase their abilities to fight
cybercrime, cooperation in the name of substituting capabilities only provides marginal improvement in some cases and serves more as a secondary driver toward state involvement
within Europol than as a primary one. This leads to the conclusion that an intrinsic property
of the problem, the international nature of cybercrime, serves as a primary motivator behind
states’ willingness to cooperate within an institution to fight cybercrime; in addition, other
potential avenues for mitigation, specifically domestic avenues, are not enough to make a
state’s police agency feel secure.
Testing the third hypothesis involves identifying whether international cooperation within
Europol focuses on capacity building; if a large proportion of cooperation does focus on capacity building, then states are driven to cooperate within the institution to build a sustainable,
domestic, anti-cybercrime apparatus. As noted from the interview with Amann, each cooperative action is classified according to Dupont’s categories[87] to ascertain whether international
cooperation against cybercrime focuses on capacity building.
Table 2 maps the categories Dupont presents in his work to the types of operations available
through Europol. Clearly, these operations do not cleanly fall into the different categories. For
example, as an open-source (free-to-use) project, the development of the FREETOOL project
can be considered an instance of capacity building to allow member state police agencies to
augment their cybercrime analysis capacity. In contrast, tools such as EMAS are only useful
if other states share their malware through the system. However, both allow member states to
build up their intelligence concerning malware. Furthermore, Amann characterized the use
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of such tools not as capacity building, but as operational support, placing technical forensics
analysis tools under the category of law enforcement operations[88]. This overlap makes it difficult to provide a discrete category for each type of cooperation. Given that intelligence sharing
makes up most of Europol’s day-to-day work, it seems reasonable to conclude that the exchange
of information trumps all of the other categories in frequency. This conclusion is not necessarily predicated upon the inclusion of technical forensics analysis tool development, as SIENA
still constitutes the bulk of intelligence report sharing. Therefore, if capacity building only
encompasses funding, education, and capability development, then capacity building comes
in third behind information exchange and law enforcement operations, respectively. Since capacity building only makes up a relatively small amount of cooperative measures that occur
within Europol, cooperation for self-reliance seems to be a weak driver in encouraging states to
cooperate within Europol against cybercrime.
Europol Classification of Anti-Cybercrime Activities
Category of Action
Action/Operation
Capacity building

•

Exchange of information

•

Law enforcement operations

•

Lobbying

•

Training and educational services
Monetary funding
• Technical forensics analysis tool development
•

Intelligence exchange through SIENA

• Technical forensics analysis tool usage

Investigations supported by Europol personnel
Joint investigations between member states
• Technical forensics analysis tool usage
•

Ability to influence Europol policy objectives
TABLE 2

Based on these findings, it is reasonable to posit that while capacity building does play an
important role in anti-cybercrime cooperation, states may not focus on it if an organization is
capable of facilitating more direct means of engaging potential threats. NC3’s survey responses
(table 1) are very telling in this regard. The center did not request funding for anti-cybercrime
operations in the 2017 fiscal year. However, the center also noted that up to 40 percent of
interactions with other EU member-state crime agencies required interaction with the agency through Europol, and up to 20 percent of anti-cybercrime operations required the direct
involvement of Europol[89]. Despite neither of these interactions making up the majority of
Europol’s types of operations, they still occur at regular enough frequency to be considered
the primary work of Europol. Based on this evidence, the desire to build capacity only has a
minimal-to-moderate effect on states’ cooperation within an institution to fight cybercrime.
One confounding variable that arose from the data collected through interviews and surveys is
the cultural role of police in cybercrime investigations. Amann suggested that several Europol
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member states have different cultural attitudes toward policing that affect their willingness
to cooperate internationally with other law enforcement agencies or with nongovernmental
partners. He brought up the example of the Netherlands, where many of the banks have close
partnerships with anti-cybercrime initiatives and policing agencies. In addition, Dutch banks
interface with anti-crime task forces to disseminate information to other banks and law enforcement representatives in the same room[90]. These partnerships may not be tolerated by
citizenry of other member states due to cultural and social views on privacy and police activity
in those member states. The variance in legal frameworks across these countries also factors
into whether these types of cooperative relationships are possible. The NCCU noted that this is
a large challenge in regard to working within the institution[91].
Another confounding variable that was brought up in the interview was the size of countries’ bureaucracies. Citing Estonia, Amann noted that the country itself is small in population
and does not have the same degree of bureaucratic complexity as larger member states, such
as Germany and France. The lack of bureaucratic complexity leads to a reduction in formal
structures in comparison with larger countries, leading to a smaller amount of people taking
on a larger amount of responsibilities. This increases the responsiveness between government
officials of smaller countries and Europol at the cost of higher barriers to establishing relationships with Europol when government officials first take office[92]. In contrast, the Netherlands
contains many formalized structures for partnerships with Europol, which creates a different
approach to and platform for cooperation. Bureaucratic turnover also creates problems. The
constant turnover of senior management in Europol member states leads to a lack of institutional memory among government staff and policymakers[93]. This turnover may result in a
new staff that does not know how to harness Europol resources effectively and efficiently.
VI. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND NEXT STEPS
Given the evidence presented in this piece, the strongest driver for participation in Europol is
iterative cooperation. Europol’s prior space within the realm of international police agency cooperation seems to have spurred states to engage in cooperation with other states through the
organization and with Europol personnel, even if states had already established a cybercrime
unit that predated EC3. Contributing to this willingness to cooperate also seems inherent to the
problem of cybercrime; that is, effective mitigation must be international in scope.
Cooperation by substitution and cooperation for self-reliance, on the other hand, are weaker drivers. As seen in the case of Denmark, an above-average ICT sector size in terms of the
percentage of employment does not lessen the value that the state’s cybercrime unit places
on Europol’s utility in fighting cybercrime. Observations on the types of support that Europol
gives also seem to focus readily on operational support and information exchange, effectively
supplanting capacity building as the most frequent and important type of interaction. Again,
it seems that reputation and ability play directly into how states act within Europol. The
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organization’s structure and services lend themselves to direct support to law enforcement
operations. The ability to provide known, effective services can be construed as a precondition
to states cooperating within an IGO on an operational basis.
More data from other Europol member state police agencies must be taken into account
before drawing further policy implications. The current version of this project only observes
two states, which both have a higher-than-average technology sector size in terms of ICT employment percentage[94]. The next step would be to see whether data obtained from member
states with a lower-than-average technology sector size would provide similar results to those
of the states examined so far. Furthermore, there exist no competing IGOs or NGOs that have
codified intelligence-sharing agreements and anti-cybercrime capabilities to the extent that
Europol has. Therefore, it is difficult to discern whether the organization is seen as a focal institution due to a lack of available competition. The lack of a competing agency without Europol’s
reputation cannot be tracked to measure its comparative utilization, weakening the ability to
establish a direct causal link between Europol’s existence and its image as a “focal” institution.
Nevertheless, the preconditions of reputation and known competence must be taken into
account as important considerations should IGOs and NGOs want to encourage international
members to cooperate, whether addressing cybercrime or some other matter of international
security. In his interview, Amann summed up the biggest factor in one word: “trust.” This is not
just trust in one’s partners, however; it is trust that cooperation leads to successful operations.
This indicates that the overhead necessary to convince states to cooperate is considerable, but,
once that overhead has been established, states no longer need much convincing.
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ABSTRACT

his paper seeks to establish an explicit connection between Russian strategic information operations theory and the execution of Russian cyber operations. These operations are part of a larger strategic construct in the
Russian lexicon known as “information confrontation” – a concept that is
deeply embedded in Russian strategic thought and official doctrine. Furthermore,
within the information confrontation concept, the Russians posit an essential distinction between technical and psychological effects. Using this distinction, we attempt to introduce analytical clarity to the study of Russian activities in the cyber
domain. Specifically, within the technical/psychological distinction, we find that Russian operations that tend toward the latter tend to be less sophisticated and conducted
at some level of remove from direct control by the regime, while the former clearly
demonstrates what we refer to as “organizational sophistication.”
Keywords— cyhacking, organizational structure, Russian strategy, cyber, advanced persistent threat, information operations, Russia, resources, doctrine

I. INTRODUCTION
The flood of fevered reports on Russia’s election meddling, malware assaults, and mysterious hacking teams are fundamentally disorienting. It can make stepping back to assess Russian strategic lines of effort and the “who” and “what” of Russian assets in play
seem like a fool’s errand. But there is a well-established, strategic and organizational logic
that underlies all of these activities. What might be called “cybered information confrontation” is at the center of a Russian strategic concept known as “New Type Warfare,” an
intellectual construct embraced by Russia’s military leadership that posits in part that
the exploitation of information offers Russia a key asymmetric advantage.
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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II. RUSSIAN STRATEGY AND CYBERED INFORMATION CONFRONTATION
Russian political and military leadership believe that their country is locked in an existential contest with the West. However, to the Russian mind, the very rules of this struggle have
changed. The essential separation between peacetime and wartime no longer exists and, while
the threat of military force is still an important component of strategy, it has receded in favor of
nonmilitary measures. Instead, global competition with the West has become a contest for who
can best exploit the nonmilitary aspects of conflict to the greatest strategic gain. In the words of
General Valery Gerasimov, the Chief of Russian General Staff, “The role of nonmilitary means
of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the
power of force of weapons in their effectiveness”[1]. Foremost in Russian strategy among these
nonmilitary aspects of conflict is the notion of “information confrontation” [informatsionnoye
protivoborstvo].
While this concept can encompass open propaganda, state-sanctioned news outlets, and other activities, cybered information confrontation is the critical component of Russia’s competitive efforts. It nests within Russian strategic and military thinking as both concept and enabler.
It also operates in peacetime and wartime, and its tactics range from now widely known information operations to sophisticated hunts for and exploitation of network vulnerabilities, up to
and including the achievement of kinetic effects in the real world. While more work remains to
be done, from a command and control perspective, there appears to be a spectrum along which
these functions operate, from minimal state control to extraordinarily sophisticated operations
requiring strict state organization and orchestration. Along this spectrum, and in most cases,
Moscow is able to achieve what it views as a level of plausible deniability by either exploiting
proxies or by embedding its operations in the deeply secret world of intelligence operations.
Weaponizing information is a key aspect of Russia’s competitive strategy. Indeed, information confrontation is the red thread running through every arena of strategic competition with
the West. It is a strategy that seeks to exploit information in political, cultural, social, economic,
religious, military, and other spheres. Information can be exploited for tactical and strategic
gain, destroyed, planted, distorted, stolen, and manipulated. These techniques of course have
historical precedent in the Soviet Union and the Cold War, but current measures go beyond Soviet traditions in that they exceed mere psychological operations, and information dominance
has replaced military mass in the minds of Russian strategists and policymakers as the center
of gravity in a modern conflict.
Cybered information confrontation can take many paths to many goals. In some cases, the
goal is merely to inject doubt in the institutions of an adversary state, to paralyze decision-making, and/or to debilitate democratic processes[2]. This may either be an end in itself or may also
be part of a broader enabling campaign to achieve more specific strategic gains. In other cases,
cybered information confrontation can seek out and exploit weaknesses in network and physical infrastructure, again, either as an end in itself or to enable wider operations.
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These ideas are fundamental to Russian military and political strategy. For example, Colonel
V. N. Gorbunov and Lieutenant General S. A. Bogdanov, two of Russia’s most influential military strategists, write that “Weakening a country marked as a target of aggression today (and
also in the long run) is possible by internal weakening of the state in all respects, including the
taking of informational, psychological, moral, climatic, and organizational measures…”[3]. Undermining an adversary state’s ability to govern, either in peacetime or wartime, is therefore
both an end and an enabling tool.
This notion received its fullest expression in a 2015 article in the Russian Bulletin of the
Academy of Military Science by then-chief of the Main Operations Directorate of the Russian
General Staff General-Lieutenant Andrey Kartapolov. Kartapolov outlined the concept of “New
Type Warfare,” which encompasses political methods to bring about changes in the policies
of other states; political efforts to prepare the battlefield for military action; and, if necessary,
high-technology conflict. The ultimate goal of New Type Warfare is to reduce the adversary’s
military strengths via other means. “Nonstandard forms and methods that will make it possible to level the enemy’s technological superiority are being developed for the employment of
our Armed Forces,” he wrote. In this case, “nonstandard forms and methods” include cybered
information confrontation as a tool for achieving a broader end[4].
Intrinsic to New Type Warfare is the concept of the initial period of war (IPW). Information
superiority – that is, controlling the flow and content of information – is the essential element
of IPW. The key, according to Russian strategists A. V. Serzhantov and A. P. Martoflyak, is “information warfare measures undertaken in advance to achieve political aims without resort to
armed force, and then…cultivat[ing] a favorable response from the world community to the use
of armed force”[5]. Information confrontation in IPW is used to reduce public faith in national
institutions and make target nations ungovernable by undermining their leadership and key
infrastructure. Ultimately, for Kartapolov, “the employment of independent actions and methods for a new type war makes it possible to achieve military results … without the employment
of one’s own armed forces.” Thus, in this formulation, cybered information confrontation is
both an end and a means of achieving strategic success.
It should be noted, however, that these ideas are also partially the result of Russia’s conventional military and economic inferiority to the West, and its search for asymmetric solutions
to this challenge. This basic idea of finding cheap asymmetries against adversaries is deeply
embedded in the highest levels of the Russian military and political hierarchy. No less a figure
than Vladimir Putin himself has stated that “We must take into account the plans and directions of development of the armed forces of other countries… Our responses must be based on
intellectual superiority, they will be asymmetric, and less expensive”[6]. Likewise, in his seminal article on New Type Warfare, Kartapolov noted that “the features of preparation and conduct of new-type warfare are being fully used, and ‘asymmetric’ means of confronting the enemy are being developed.” Cybered information confrontation is therefore a tactic designed to
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short-circuit the West’s military superiority by avoiding expensive and bloody, kinetic conflicts
as well as achieving strategic gains by exploiting the information domain. In case a conflict
were to erupt, the use of cybered information confrontation could help exploit vulnerabilities
and level the playing field.
Broadly speaking, cybered information confrontation has two components in the Russian
formulation: “informational-technical” and “informational-psychological.” Information-technical measures tend to involve computer network operations, such as attack, defense, espionage,
and exploitation[7]. Information-psychological measures are attempts to either change people’s
beliefs in favor of Russian strategic objectives or to sow dissent among adversary nations to the
point that decision-making is hamstrung. Moscow employs these measures in both peacetime
and wartime.
The most basic and well known of these two approaches is the information-psychological approach. At the most simplistic level, Russian agencies utilize ostensibly private armies of trolls
to manipulate with a certain level of plausible deniability the narrative of particular stories in
an adversary country. The most infamous of these is, of course, the Internet Research Agency
(IRA), which flooded the United States with fake news stories during the 2016 presidential
election. Official Moscow attempted to maintain a degree of separation from this operation by
using its connection to Yevgeny Prigozhin, the St. Petersburg restaurateur-cum-oligarch known
as “Putin’s Chef” who bankrolled the IRA with a portion of the billions of dollars paid to him
through a food-service contract with the Russian military.
Russia also exploits the work of semi-autonomous, patriotic hackers and hacker organizations such as CyberBerkut. This loose network of “hacktivists,” named after Berkut, the
now-disbanded Ukrainian police force that became well known for its violent tactics against
Euromaidan protesters in 2014, is, according to the Defense Intelligence Agency, a front organization for state-sponsored cyber activities in Ukraine.[8] CyberBerkut generally focuses its
efforts on low-level harassment and propaganda campaigns, such as distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, website defacement, and disinformation campaigns, but has more recently
been involved in email hacking schemes [9].
Campaigns like those conducted by the IRA and CyberBerkut are possible because the distinctions between the state and the private sector in Russia have blurred almost to the point of
irrelevance. Particularly under Putin, institutional boundaries have become porous, allowing
private citizens and organizations to conduct sanctioned state activities and allowing the state
to mine society for autonomous assets to carry out state functions. This is part of a broader
trend of deinstitutionalization in Russia, in which the boundaries between private and state, civilian and military, and legal and illegal are quickly disappearing, if they ever existed at all. In
Russia this encourages a blending of these institutions in an effort to achieve strategic gains[10].
Information-technical operations tend to be aimed at more specific targets and involve more
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malicious intent than simple psychological operations do. Depending on the sophistication and
the strategic aims of a given operation, the organizations carrying out these activities may be
associated with or directly a part of Russian intelligence organizations. The intrusions on the
Democratic National Committee servers perpetrated by Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear, which are
affiliated with the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) and the Main Directorate of the General
Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (GRU), respectively, are only the most
well-known and least sophisticated examples of information-technical operations. Much more
sophisticated and worrisome is the malware Ouroboros, which, when installed on a network,
gives its developers full and covert access to all of the files on that network, and Crash Override, which Wired magazine called “the most evolved specimen of grid-sabotaging malware
ever observed in the wild”[11]. Given their complexity and sophistication, these malware are
widely believed to be products of Russian intelligence services.
Operations within the psychological and technical domains exist along a spectrum. On one
end are the straightforward information-psychological operations designed to influence opinion. On the other are the malicious information-technical operations that are capable of real-world effects. In between lie operations ranging from covert observation to the exfiltration
of information to network control. To be sure, these operations can overlap and influence each
other. For example, data exfiltrated in the course of an espionage campaign that uses advanced
persistence techniques can, and likely will, be leveraged as part of a psychological operation
over time.
III. ORGANIZATIONAL SOPHISTICATION
Russia’s overall domestic hack capacity is relatively high given its emphasis on applied
mathematics and computing well prior to college. This, combined with a proliferation of online
tools that enable simple attacks like DDoS and website defacement, provide ample opportunity,
low resource requirements, and highly permissive environments for low-end, unsophisticated,
“flash mob” style disruption. This foundational resource base of potential hack types is part of
why Tim Mauer refers to Russia as a country that “sanctions” its proxy hack community in regional engagements in Estonia, Georgia, and Ukraine[12]. Simultaneously, Russia develops new
malware and regularly conducts industrial espionage campaigns as well as cybered operations
on physical infrastructures. So how can we meaningfully analyze this elusive and illusive set of
agents and behaviors? And what can it tell us about their strategic priorities, risk acceptance,
and approaches to cyber operations? From the perspective of defense, cyber-attacks may all
appear to blend together. But there are distinct stability and resource costs that separate the
technical and the psychological.
While we may not be able to actually identify and count Russia’s hack army, and while we
cannot know, with certainty, what zero-day and malicious software will appear in its arsenal,
we can think about resources, skills, and platforms. That is, we can ask what organizational
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support structures are required to maintain particular lines of effort. The development of advanced malware like Ouroborus and Crash Override requires time, space, and resources. To
deploy the malware, an operation needs effective intelligence, higher-level coordination with
commander’s intent, and political top cover. Assuming that there are dedicated anti-hacking
and malware efforts, all elements of complex attacks also need consistent care and feeding in
order to produce their intended effect. In this sense, sophistication matters at the organizational level beyond sheer technical savvy.
Organizational sophistication can be thought of as the overall sum of an array of resources,
coordination, procedures, and practices[13]. Highly sophisticated organizations provide individuals with an internal environment that supports consistently clear patterns of function. Those
patterns may be tacit or explicit, but they are stable. In particular, we would expect to see a
high degree of sophistication in environments where teamwork across different roles is a regular occurrence (both internally but also, potentially, externally).
In articulating this notion of sophistication, we want to be careful to say that we are not
attempting to establish any necessary relationship among success, efficiency, and even effectiveness and organizational sophistication. Nor is it the case that a high degree of internal
organizational sophistication necessarily means that the organization can coordinate well with
other entities. Rather, what we are pointing to is that some kinds of cyber/information operations appear to require more or less organizational sophistication than others. In the Russian
case, the organizational sophistication demonstrated appears to break roughly along the range
of the psychological and technical aspects of the Russian strategic approach.
A. Information-Psychological
The capacity to conduct broad-based information operations does not in and of itself demonstrate an expansion of an adversary’s capabilities. Despite continued journalistic hand-wringing regarding Russian social media and information meddling campaigns [14], the organizational
resources necessary to sustain behaviors like those exhibited by the IRA, let alone CyberBerkut, are decidedly shallow. That is, the necessary skill and sophistication level of these entities
need not be particularly high to make these groups disruptive. To even refer to their social media activities as “hacking” is an abuse of the term. Using false messages to disrupt publics isn’t
even social engineering (hacking the human rather than the machine to bypass security)[15].
In short, as any two-year-old can demonstrate, it does not take much skill or sophistication to
break things.
However, this lack of sophistication may also result in high resiliency against efforts to stop
or defeat the operations. As a question of skill and resources, media disinformation is not a
complex endeavor in the contemporary era. Creating faux content and performing the relatively mindless work of creating fake accounts to generate clicks are labor that requires, at
best, some degree of ability in the target country’s language and a terminal connected to the
internet. Thus, organizations which produce disinformation as a state-sponsored service have
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no necessary need to establish long-term internal stabilization structures.
From what we know of the IRA’s fly-by-night structure, the work was seasonal at best: the
organization used ad-hoc hiring practices and a willingness to corral and pay the labor[16]. For
this, a regime can easily outsource the work – as it did with Yevgeny Prigozhin, the Kremlin-linked oligarch and former hot dog salesman in St. Petersburg[17]. As we have already noted,
Prigozhin bankrolled the IRA by using a portion of the billions of dollars provided by the Russian Government for food service for the military. The stability of such funding can ebb and
flow as strategic need dictates. With low technical barriers to entry, the labor pool is deep and
personnel need little training or support. In the Russian case, this simply amounts to an ability
to write, click, or elevate noxious messages on already user-friendly platforms like Twitter and
Facebook.
Similarly, “patriotic hackers” with high prestige levels, like CyberBerkut, wade in markedly
unsophisticated waters, both technologically as well as organizationally. Generally, groups like
these are the most loosely affiliated with state efforts. Patriotic/hacktivist agents’ capabilities
require little-to-no coordination beyond what Tim Mauer defines as sanctioning – the permission to operate against a regime’s adversaries[18]. Certainly, the group has garnered global notoriety for successfully blocking public access to a few German Government websites in 2015
and, more recently, “leaking” unverified documents linking Ukrainian political leaders and
laundered funds to Hillary Clinton’s 2016 campaign [19]. Nevertheless, TrendMicro’s analysis of
the group’s membership and internal squabbling dynamics provides unexpected levity.
According to data previously available on Pastebin in 2015, the menace known as CyberBerkut has at least 4 active members ranging in age from 24 to 38 years-of-age. The group’s
most active member is “Mink,” who also goes by the name “Zac Olden.” Mink previously set
up a fake website intended to mimic a legitimate online store that sells Australian (specifically
Tasmanian) jewelry beads[20]. Mink was also the leader of “retribution network,” the site for
which has lagged or gone offline entirely, as has his previous fake site. The group’s instability
became clear in 2014 when a fallout between Mink and two other members led Mink to “doxx”
his own colleague’s “MDV” and “artemova” in Pastebin posts. Later, in October of 2014, after
the apparent doxxing, a second CyberBerkut Twitter account, “@cyberberkut2,” was created.
The misalignment and frequent interruptions of the group’s activities, coupled with its relatively weak technical capacity, reveal a high-prestige group with no reliable resources, stability,
or real infrastructure. Its stop-start net presence and hacking behavior suggest a tiny membership footprint with limited support. If CyberBerkut can be called an organization, it is one with
a nearly immeasurably small level of sophistication. While we do not doubt that there may be
pro-Russian hacking groups with greater degrees of organizational complexity, this one serves
as a reminder of the limitations and ephemeral nature of the volunteer group dynamic.
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We should note here that while the proxy work of the IRA and CyberBerkut offer the Russian
Government a certain level of deniability, the risk in exploiting these actors is that the more
deniability they have, the less control the government has over their activities. This may result
in unsanctioned operations which are carried out for narrow, parochial reasons instead of national strategic gain, but which may nevertheless be destabilizing. Further, the fractious nature
of an organization like CyberBerkut makes it an unreliable proxy for the government. Because
Moscow emphasizes deniability over control in these operations, the likelihood of these actors
conducting operations that aggravate their tacit supporters is higher than if they were under
strict government oversight.
Overall, it appears that Moscow has assessed a relatively low risk of reprisal from information-psychological measures and low-level technological operations like DDoS attacks. Reliance
on cheap, unsophisticated proxies such as the IRA and CyberBerkut carries, despite the state’s
tenuous control, almost no risk. Sanctions imposed on individuals like Prigozhin, (whose reaction was a shrug and a “Now I’ll stop going to McDonald’s”) and the declaration of a few
Russian intelligence officers in the U.S. as persona non grata (and whose positions may by now
have already been backfilled) impose almost no cost. There is almost no serious consequence
in response to these activities, demonstrating that there is likewise almost no strategic risk
taken on by Moscow in its use of proxies to conduct information-psychological measures.[21]
B. Information-Technical
In contrast to the organizational simplicity of Russian information psychological operations,
the Russian approach to technical operations shows evidence of a much deeper bench of cyber
agents that demonstrate team-based technical collaboration in design, execution, and support.
In other words, there is likely a highly sophisticated organization (or a number of them) in
the background – a system with consistent resources, stability of platform, and continuity of
personnel with role-specific skill sets. The Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear hacking teams are two
well-known examples of long-term, malicious agents that conduct technically sophisticated
attacks globally. But, more importantly, any advanced persistent threat (APT) group is a likely
suspect for high organizational sophistication, given its emphasis on long-term operations and
continued curation of new potential targets. Regarding the APT attacks attributed to Russia, it
may be less important to discern which Russian hacking team is responsible for a particular
attack [22] than it is to ask whether the attacks themselves suggest that a sophisticated organization is behind them.
To wit, the espionage tool kit named “Ouroboros” (“Turla” or “Snake”) and the industrial
control system malware “Crash Override” (“Industroyer”), which appeared in 2016, are two of
the most advanced pieces of malware to have emerged in recent years. Both cases suggest longterm planning, support, and dedicated development of breach and exploit processes.
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Russian meddling in secure government systems and critical infrastructure attacks through
the development of sophisticated malware are consistent components of the Russian technical
approach. Ouroboros’ evolutionary roots date well prior to its February 2014 christening in
media coverage of the Ukraine attack during the ouster of Viktor Yanukovych[23]. Ouroboros
stands as one of the longest-running continuously evolving malware platforms of its kind.
As early as 2006, security research firms obtained malware samples known generically as
“Agent.BTZ.” Agent.BTZ has been found on U.S. Government military systems as well as other
military systems globally. In the private sector, as firms individually dissected and traced the
malware, they began to give the generic label their own names, including “Snake,” “Sengoku,”
and “Snark”[24]. Ouroboros’ meagre roots evolved over time into a highly sophisticated attack
system that continues to plague government and industry alike. Ephemeral and less professional groups are unlikely to maintain this level of fortitude in sustaining the evolution of this
malware.
In 2016, Crash Override infrastructure attacks on Ukrainian electrical grids were not in
themselves particularly noteworthy. After all, the Ukrainians have been suffering electrical
grid attacks leveraged by Russian attackers since 2015, and the Ukrainian electrical grid is
supported by a series of analog backups, so the damage was more limited[25]. What was noteworthy about Crash Override was that the attack platform was modular. That is, the malware
was specifically constructed so that it could be adapted to other systems, not simply Ukrainian
electrical systems[26]. Orchestrating an attack on a power grid need not require any particular
level of organizational sophistication. Designing malware that can be adapted to future conditions and attacks speaks to long-term planning, persistence, and flexibility at a minimum, and
the opportunity to experiment with the tools elsewhere and in other contexts[27].
Another potential indicator of sophistication that is specific to cyber operations is the emergence of “false flag” operations – the emulation of tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) of
another malign actor in order to pin an attack on them. The Olympic Destroyer attack disabled
critical Olympics information technology systems and left behind a forensic signature that
mimicked that of the North Korean hacking team Lazarus Group[28]. It is one thing to copy code,
but another entirely to know another agent so well that you attempt to mimic its TTPs. This also
suggests that the attackers actively analyze the behaviors of other threat actors operating in
this domain. Though attribution to a specific Russian ATP is open to debate, political analysts
argue that the timing of the false flag attack strongly aligns with Russian sentiments[29]. Security experts at Kaspersky also indicate that the attacker who perpetrated the Olympic Destroyer
attack held its capacity in reserve, suggesting that the group may be withholding its capacity
for another attack in the future[30]. The false flag operations and the holding of capacity in reserve suggest an organization that intends to persist and continue operations into the future.
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The available evidence is scant, but it appears that Russian political leadership may believe
that these more advanced technical operations carry much greater strategic risk. If this is true,
tighter state control of a more sophisticated organization than CyberBerkut, for example, would
be merited. Grid hacking malware could result in the deaths of foreign citizens, especially the
more vulnerable aged and infirm. Operating covert malware designed to exfiltrate information
or take over systems requires professional espionage tradecraft measures. If these cybered
espionage measures were directly attributed to Russia or if the Russian Government were to
lose control of these capabilities, the blowback would potentially be enormous. Operating such
sophisticated programs may force a reliance on more professional, and professionalized, organizations, such as the GRU’s Fancy Bear and the SVR’s Cozy Bear. Embedding these programs
deeply in Russia’s intelligence establishment, therefore, allows for better risk management and
more reliable and consistent, evolving operations, while still maintaining a level of deniability.
All of these agents, attacks, and malware demonstrate clear evidence of high levels of organizational sophistication. They require strategic leadership; political cover; consistent funding;
stable platforms; skilled technicians; and the kinds of resources that point to concerted, clear
efforts by Russian organizations to move competition in the cyber domain farther than the far
more simplistic information-psychological operations can.
IV. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
How can organizational sophistication analyses matter to U.S. national security policy – particularly in a time when the leading stories of the year are almost entirely about cheap, low-cost,
disruptive information operations? Thinking about organizational sophistication redirects our
thinking away from the “weapon” and toward a state’s intentional development and maturation
of capabilities. To be clear, while information operations can and likely do have effects, the
Russian case demonstrates where stability, control, and funding are prioritized. The intentional development of a highly-skilled set of hacking crews who can both breach and exploit U.S.
systems is consistent with behaviors we would expect to be deployed in both peacetime and
wartime efforts. This distinction may matter when a nation is working through responses to
cybered operations – namely, which aspects of Russian-supported operations the United States
should consider as offensive actions that necessitate offensive counters, and which operations
fall below such triggers and necessitate domestic resilience-building measures. In brief, it may
help draw clearer conclusions as to who should respond and how.
While it may not be the case that organizational sophistication necessarily breaks along the
psychological/technical divide, the case here is that it does. The military and the intelligence
community are traditionally tasked with addressing the damage wrought by technical attacks
that produce physical effects or result in the loss of national security secrets, but these government organizations cannot do so in response to all attacks. Conversely, it remains unclear
just exactly how or why a bot campaign run prior to an election necessitates a response via
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offensive operations. However, the sophistication of Russian information-technical operations
demonstrates some degree of measurable and documentable, political intent. Particularly, the
longer timelines of operations with similar patterns of behavior in a coordinated cyber campaign make it justifiable to conduct counteroffensive and even offensive operations.
Conversely, those operations that lack organizational sophistication also demonstrate a lower capacity for traceable direct mechanisms, lower commitment to sustained effort, and less
direct control by a regime. Under such conditions, the response should be internal rather than
offensive. That is, in the absence of clear, long-term organizational development by an adversary, the mechanism for security may be increased domestic regulation of social media platforms, creating more resilient communications networks, and investing resources in civilian
cyber education and hygiene. This is not to say that such information operations do not pose
a fundamental threat to the Nation and its democratic processes. If the proposed mechanisms
and their effects in disrupting democracy are found to be effective, then these operations certainly do pose such a threat. But the degree to which this is a concern for foreign operations
by the military and the intelligence community must be much more aggressively clear than is
the case currently.
The genuine concern, in the eyes of the authors, in the case of Russia should be for technical
operations, not simply because the technological sophistication levels are high, but because the
organizational requirements to maintain the style and methods demonstrated in the most recent Russian attacks on Ukrainian infrastructure suggest tight coordination and planning that
only a sophisticated organization can provide. Specifically, there is sufficient evidence both in
the orchestration of attacks as well as in the platforms and resources utilized to necessitate
stable, consistent organizational structures that endure over time. That is, the discernment
of the distance from or the nature of the relationship to the state may be more important in
understanding the strategic goals and possible persistence of these activities than direct identification of who is employed by, sponsored by, or even permitted to act as part of the approach.
Furthermore, less sophisticated information-psychological operations may be more resilient
and more resistant to measures designed to defeat them. Information-psychological efforts
draw on a massive labor pool and an informal network, so efforts to defeat them at the source
are mere games of whack-a-mole, and efforts to defeat them at home run the risk of becoming
dangerously undemocratic. This being the case, the investment in researching and countering
these operations, particularly in terms of thinking offensively, may not be a wise one. Government and social media corporations can and should be vigilant, calling out and removing
disinformation efforts, but disinformation and low-level harassment campaigns are ultimately
almost impossible to eliminate. The only other option may be in developing means to spread
truthful information and news to local populations in Russia. The United States has apparently
made a policy decision to avoid this, despite the fact that it does so in places like Iran, North Korea, and elsewhere[31]. Finally, information disruption through online social media campaigns
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is poised to become an even more common endeavor since the cost is so low. We have already
seen numerous efforts, not simply by states, but also by rebel groups and terrorist organizations, to drive and influence via these platforms. If we have not already witnessed it, we will
increasingly see the rise of “the rest” – of small states and non-state actors making these platforms even noisier[32].
In summary, it is the opinion of the authors that research can and should focus on understanding the strategic goals, structure, resources, and ideas specifically tied to Russian
information-technical operations. It is our opinion that the psychological component is not only
more difficult to control as a function of offensive or non-domestic efforts, but that there is not
anything particularly unique about the ability to influence populations through social media.
Thus, the psychological efforts are likely to be leveraged by weak and strong adversaries both
symmetrically and asymmetrically[33]. The general noisiness of such low-end efforts makes
understanding the unique lines of Russian effort more difficult. In contrast, following the
resource and stability needs of mature technical efforts would likely yield more meaningful,
specific insights as pertains to Russia-specific concerns.
This is not to suggest that U.S. agencies should match or mirror Russian efforts per se.
But a clear-eyed assessment of where and just how much resourcing is being directed by an
aggressive adversary can help shape our own policies regarding where and how our strategic
trade-offs are positioned. Specifically, the current paralysis exhibited by the Department of
Defense’s counters to Russian cybered moves is partially about which moves should be understood as heartburn, and which as a heart attack. We have posited here that more clarity
between these actions should rest on the sophistication of the organization that underlies
the action, rather than the activity itself. In this way, the United States and its partners will
be able to develop and ensure that standards are met for hardening critical infrastructure
against cyber intrusions and attacks with an eye toward risk management, rather than
seeking the unattainable goal of 100-percent security. To be certain, much of this effort
is currently left to the private sector to manage. In addition, a better understanding of the
organizational structure behind malicious technical operations, their purpose, their
motivation, and their intended effect would allow us to develop deterrence measures as well
as timely and appropriate responses to attributable attacks.
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W

hile the September 2015 meeting between President Xi of China and President Obama of the United States seemed like a tipping point for norms in
cyberspace, the United Nations Group of Governmental Experts (UNGGE)
has been developing a useful set of norms for responsible conduct among
nations in cyberspace for years. Although consensus was difficult to establish along the
way, as it almost always is between nations, the Xi–Obama meeting started the process of
establishing a broader agreement on a set of norms that was later endorsed by the Group
of Seven and Group of 20. The endorsed norms followed previous agreements and focused
on information sharing, cooperation, protection, and avoiding malicious activities within
a state’s borders, as well as human rights violations. States were to avoid using their territory for attacks against technologies or critical infrastructure, abstain from disrupting
supply chain security, and refrain from using cyber means to harm other states. However,
the UNGGE norms effort wavered during 2017 when several key countries backed away
from the original agreement for a variety of reasons ranging from inability to enforce it to
concerns around its effect on future operations.
Despite the struggles of previous norms efforts, opportunities exist to reframe norms
around peacetime activities. This paper proposes five peacetime norms of behavior that
responsible nation-states should strive to achieve. Responsible nation-states are those that
act rationally, participate in other international norms and organizations, and have not
demonstrated violations of other nations’ sovereignty. The five proposed norms are designed to accomplish the following objectives:
1) Contribute to an improved, common, international understanding at the technical, 		
operational, and policy levels of cyberspace activities
2) Reinforce positive and careful control and oversight of cyber activities
3) Bring additional responsible partners to the effort in more effective ways
4) Reduce risks and chances of misinterpretations that lead to mistakes and escalation
© 2019 John A. Davis, Charlie Lewis
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The following sections define each norm, provide examples, and discuss opportunities for
implementation.
NORM #1
Responsible nations should be more transparent about what they are doing in cyberspace
and why they are doing these things.
Applicable to law enforcement; homeland security; and, especially, the militaries of responsible nations, the goal of this norm is to increase transparency, not establish total transparency. If the majority of nations’ actions were transparent, this would lead to greater trust and
improve cooperation and teamwork on issues of common interest. To increase transparency, a
responsible state can take actions that range from announcing the development of cyber forces
to publishing a cyber strategy and overall goals. Law enforcement and homeland security can
also discuss prohibited activities against which they protect. Increased transparency, however,
is not a requirement for, or even within, an intelligence agency’s DNA, which is why these
organizations are excluded from this norm.
A previous example of increased transparency is the development of coalitions to address
conflict, as was done in response to Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait. The international
community witnessed an illegal act, established transparency regarding objectives, and eventually launched a counter-invasion to free Kuwait. The United States spoke openly about the
creation and structure of its cyber force and demonstrated when it was operational. The U.S.
military distributed white papers about the establishment of the Cyber Mission Forces under
U.S. Cyber Command and each of the Service Cyber Component Commands and briefed not
only government and military partners of the U.S. around the world, but also countries such as
Russia and China. These papers and briefings included information about the force composition, its purpose, its missions, and how it would be accountable and controlled by responsible
oversight. Furthermore, the U.S. military publicly declared that it was conducting cyber operations against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria in 2016. While not disclosing any classified
information, these efforts demonstrated the U.S. military’s increased transparency with not
only other partners, friends, and allies around the world, but also competitors and potential
adversaries.
Transparency, however, can be a hard goal to achieve. Typical norms, like maritime and
space law, were derived by consolidating years of mutual activities and laws. They were built
after years of documented and understood conduct; this was not the case with cyber norms.
Moreover, for transparency norms to succeed, major actors need to participate, which is unlikely. Despite these concerns, one dynamic that makes increased transparency possible is
the increasingly lower bar for classification of all things related to cyber. There are open, even
public discussions today that simply could not have occurred only a few years ago. Additionally,
recent public examples of greater transparency in threat attribution include the North Korean
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attack against Sony Pictures Entertainment; the Iranian distributed denial-of-service attack
on the U.S. financial sector; and, most recently, Russian interference in the 2016 presidential
election. There is a good reason to increase clarity, accuracy, and transparency by bringing
these activities into the light of law enforcement; domestic security; and, especially, uniformed
military operations to contribute to a reduction in uncertainty and an increase in stability.
NORM #2
Responsible nations should establish and enforce standardized procedures for effective oversight of military, law enforcement, and homeland security cyber operations.
Standards for bureaucratic oversight provide the layers of decision-making to ensure that
norms and other requirements are met in cyberspace. Furthermore, procedural oversight includes risk management assessment and control procedures that contribute to the following
five effective outcomes.
1) First is domestic and foreign policy oversight from a competent authority as established
by the nation so that adequate consideration is given to the potential impact on both domestic and foreign reactions to the implementation of a cyber activity if it is discovered.
2) Second is technical oversight, which includes a “technical gain versus loss” assessment to
address the unintended consequences resulting from the discovery of the technical capability and its use against other targets or the nation that used it in the first place. In addition,
this is also a “technical assurance assessment”, which provides low, medium, and high
assurance levels that the capability will produce technical outcomes or effects as intended
and not produce unintended consequences, such as escalation or cascading effects.
3) Third, operational oversight with appropriate responsibilities, accountability, and command and control procedures that verify positive control within an authorized chain of
command reinforces these risk management processes.
4) Fourth is intelligence oversight, including an “intelligence gain versus loss” assessment,
which provides the consequences of exposure to and potential loss of intelligence sources and methods and the resulting insight if the cyber operation or capability is discovered or revealed.
5) Fifth is legal oversight, including two types of legal review that provide an assessment
for both the capability and the operation as it applies to either the International Law of
Armed Conflict or other applicable domestic and international laws and agreements.
Responsible nations applied these oversight norms during the post–Cold War era and trusted
others to do the same. Nuclear treaties, the law of armed conflict, and an understanding about
the effect of their use has resulted in a minimal threat from responsible nations, and may also
explain why the international community signed a treaty to prevent Iran from developing its
own nuclear weapons. Oversight for cyber operations is much more difficult to ascertain. While
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the United States lays out its various legal codes in its military cyberspace manual, Joint Publication 3-12, it is still looking to adjust the approval process for cyberspace operations. Other
nations as well may have different sets of controls over their cyberspace operations during
peacetime, as made evident by the Chinese use of civilian hackers.
Many believe this norm should apply to intelligence operations as well. Notably, most nations’ significant cyber capabilities began within their own national and military intelligence
organizations for the purpose of espionage. In many cases, the reckless use of intelligence
cyber activities can significantly complicate the cyber environment, making it increasingly difficult to determine intentions, and can lead to misperceptions, miscalculations, and mistakes
in cyberspace that might “spill over” into the physical world in an unwarranted escalation.
There is definitely a case to be made for addressing espionage activities in cyberspace within
the norms discussion. However, perhaps the topic of intelligence cyber operations and activities is something to be addressed separately due to the likelihood that its inclusion in an open
discussion would significantly complicate nations’ ability to make progress.
NORM #3
Responsible nations should share cyber threat intelligence on criminal and terrorist threats of
common interest.
Information sharing and alerting about terror threats and large criminal operations is standard amongst states. Within cyberspace, however, there is much less openness, as it could potentially give away operations. Instead of withholding information, responsible nations should
establish and enforce effective information sharing programs and platforms that are automated
and format-standardized to account for the speed and scale of today’s modern criminal and terrorist cyber threats. These cyber threat intelligence and information sharing programs should
be focused on cyber threat indicators of compromise along the cyber threat life-cycle steps as
well as contextual information. However, a certain level of sanitization is required. These reports should not include personally identifiable information; protected health information; intellectual property content; or other types of information that create surveillance, privacy, and
liability issues. Cyber threat information sharing should be done government-to-government
through appropriate diplomatic, law enforcement, domestic security, intelligence, and military
channels. In addition, responsible nations should encourage sharing programs and platforms
between government and industry and among industry entities as appropriate to national and
international laws and agreements. The result of increased and effective information sharing as
described is to help reduce the “noise-to-signal” ratio so that responsible nations are able to better focus on what is important and not be confused or distracted by the ever-increasing amount
of cybercriminal and terrorist activity that might cloud an already confusing cyber landscape
and contribute to misinterpretation, miscalculation, mistakes, and inadvertent escalation.
This norm currently exists in the signals intelligence world under the United Kingdom–
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United States of America agreement among the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand. Established to codify information sharing principles that occurred
during World War II, the agreement leveraged that success to create an information sharing
practice between the British Empire and the United States. The agreement not only shows how
effective information sharing occurs, but also demonstrates how to adapt it for new technologies, as the partnership still exists today.
Opponents of information sharing rely on the same argument that proponents of transparency do—providing information may give away trade secrets or cause malicious state actors to
change their methods to avoid capture. In addition, the example cited is the result of success
in World War II and occurred during a time of liberal institutional growth and trust. Today,
however, a lack of the same trust is more evident, causing some to question the agreement’s
effectiveness. The U.S. Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015, which attempted to reduce these concerns, demonstrated an increase in the collective ability to chase down common
enemies and reduce noise in cyberspace.
NORM #4
Responsible nations should encourage and incentivize increased industry participation in
the development and enforcement of these and additional norms of responsible behavior
in cyberspace.
Industry owns, operates, and maintains the vast majority of the underlying infrastructure
and technology of cyberspace, yet the norms discussion has traditionally involved government
only, as in the case of UNGGE. Industry’s involvement would make the norms more practical
and effective, partly because industry better understands the role that government should play
in the digital environment. Many contentious issues today, such as mandatory backdoors for
law enforcement, counterterrorism, and intelligence purposes; restriction of cross-border data
flows; private-sector hack back; and supply chain risk management warrant industry’s involvement. The Australian Strategic Policy Institute has done some excellent research on a greater
role for industry in the development of cyberspace norms, highlighting the success of the United States’ consortium while developing a structure for trusted information flow within Australia. Additionally, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has taken a detailed look at
how to more effectively apply norms that could impact global stability in financial markets and
the international monetary system by not manipulating or damaging financial institutes’ data.
Many companies have taken positions on the technology industry’s role in cyberspace norms,
and some have attempted to join the cause to establish greater protection from cyber threats.
Global incentives and trust can be difficult to form. Sharing ideas and secrets in a transparent manner can create opportunities for malicious actors to conduct reconnaissance. A violation of this trust or even the perception of a lack of trust may end any cooperation between
international industry and government.
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NORM #5
During peacetime, responsible nations should NOT deploy loosely controlled third-party actors and organizations to engage in cyber activities.
The use of surrogates, front companies, “technical research” organizations, criminal entities, moonlighters, and even patriotic hackers limits government control over actions and can
violate the transparency and trust created by the previous four norms. These types of actors
and organizations increase uncertainty, reduce stability, and lack the oversight and control
discussed in norm #2. They are driven by an assortment of high-risk motivations and increase
the chance of a miscalculation in attribution, as described in norm #3, which could result in an
unacceptably high risk of escalation, especially during times of high tension. The prevention of
the use of these actors increases the likelihood of the other norms succeeding. Unfortunately,
the world has seen the increased use of loosely controlled third-party entities by nation-states.
This is an alarming trend because the risk of a mistake happening or an unsanctioned action
being perpetrated by someone with a personal grievance is growing exponentially, and all responsible nations should share a common interest in preventing these events from occurring.
The above norms of responsible nation-state behavior in cyberspace, supported by the
increased involvement of global industry, are designed to accomplish improvements to
contribute to an improved international understanding, reinforce positive and careful control and oversight of cyber activities, and more effectively encourage the participation of
responsible partners. However, questions remain about the degree to which these norms
are feasible. The U.S. Government and an increasing number of U.S.-based, private-sector
cybersecurity companies not only think that the norms will work, but are increasingly and
actively pursuing each of norms proposed in this paper. The U.S. military has already led
the way on the first two proposed norms. Additionally, the U.S. Congress focused its Cyber
Information Sharing Act of 2015 on the third and fourth norms, and U.S. law enforcement,
domestic security, intelligence, and even military organizations are implementing many
cyber threat intelligence and information sharing programs with an increasing number of
international and industry partners. The United States is leading by example in the effort to
establish norms of responsible behavior. The United States should be willing to engage with
other great nations to broaden this effort, make these norms an international standard, and
improve upon them in a progressive manner.
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ABSTRACT

Fake news” (FN) is slowly being recognized as a security problem that involves
multiple academic disciplines; therefore, solving the problem of FN will rely on a
cross-discipline approach where behavioral science, linguistics, computer science,
mathematics, statistics, and cybersecurity work in concert to rapidly measure and
evaluate the level of truth in any article. The proposed model relies on computational
linguistics (CL) to identify characteristics between “true news” and FN so that true news
content can be quantitatively characterized. Additionally, the pattern spread (PS) of true
news differs from FN since FN relies, in part, on bots and trolls to saturate the news
space. Finally, provenance will be addressed, not in the traditional way that examines
the various sources, but in terms of the historical evaluations of author and publication
CL and PS.
Keywords— fake news; computational linguistics; pattern spread; provenance; trust

I. INTRODUCTION
The term “fake news” (FN) was officially ushered into the lexicon when the Oxford Dictionary added the term in 2017[1]. While the term is frequently used and definitions vary,
the problem of deceptive data is serious and exposes a profound and underlying flaw in
information and network security models. This flaw is trust in entities without verification
of the content that they exchange.
“Trust but verify”[2] is an old proverb that, until recently, resulted in trust at the expense
of verification. Trust in journalists historically resulted from the reputation of the journalist as well as the news organization (publisher). However, publisher reputations of news
organizations can vary widely, and the line between news and entertainment continues to
© 2019 Dr. Char Sample, Dr. Connie Justice, Dr. Emily Darraj
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blur[3]. The journalistic integrity of news organizations, while an interesting discussion, is not
the focus of this effort; however, defining, measuring, and characterizing fact-based news is.
Our historical method of placing trust in reporters and news organizations is under attack[4].
When a reporter can be discredited for $50,000 4] and a news story can be staged for $200,000[4],
the facts within their context must be preserved and protected. Protection begins with understanding of the value asset that is to be protected. In the case of news, the assets include the
story (data and metadata) as well as the reporter and publisher.
Insurance companies rely on statisticians to determine the value of items that they insure[5],
allowing for reasonable prediction of repairs and replacements. Data in general could benefit
from a similar model, and news data specifically needs an immediate solution that is accurate
and efficient.
In some cases trust was assumed without any evidence of trustworthiness (e.g., Facebook
and Twitter), resulting in large groups receiving news from social media sites[6]. In other cases,
trust is granted based on reputation, as is the case with news sites[7]. In all cases, the changing
role of the news media due to the internet results in a rush to deliver news first.
Any solution to FN must consider the full scope of information or the “totality of information”[8]. The customization of the fake narratives and the targeted delivery demand that an effective solution fuse non-technical disciplines with traditional technical responses. The attacks
may originate from any source, although the Russian-based attacks are quite sophisticated[9]
and have gathered quite a bit of attention.
There are aspects of the Russian approach that warrant inclusion into the framework, even if
the implementation becomes uniquely Western. The Russian term “protivoborstvo” describes
the intentionally created rhetorical game that is foundational to FN; this rhetorical game can
partially be addressed using CL and machine learning (ML), illustrating one example of interdisciplinary fusion.
FN and deceptive information campaigns can be thought of as opening shots in future information conflict that supports hybrid warfare[10,11]. This framework may provide guidance
for countering deceptive information campaigns. We have no cyber equivalent for “trust but
verify” (yet). The purpose of this paper is to introduce a framework for evaluating FN. This
framework may provide the cyber equivalent of trust but verify[2] for FN. In addition to countering Russian FN efforts, this framework provides a foundation for examining the quality of data
and may assist analysts in evaluating other news stories or events.
II. BACKGROUND
Falsehoods and deception in political discourse are a long-standing problem in an industry
where words matter. Deception and propaganda have a long history: the Trojan Horse serves as
an example of one of the earliest deceptions[12]. The internet makes possible the ability to deliv-
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er deceptive messages to a larger audience and social media data made possible the customization of deceptive data[13]. Data science techniques performed by Cambridge Analytica[14] made
possible the rapid customization of messaging. Chatbots exacerbated the problem through the
use of artificial intelligence (AI) software that could dynamically adjust to and manipulate user
responses[15].
There are many ways that facts can be distorted, resulting in altered perceptions, but there
are a limited number of ways that facts can remain faithful to their original creation. This
provides an entry point into the solution. Thus, attempting to model deceptive data is similar
to attempting to model malware or any other host of cybersecurity problems. Deception is
unbounded; therefore, attempting to model or predict deceptive data is difficult and subject to
continual change. Facts, however, are constrained, allowing for more accurate modeling. While
deceptive data may have several common features, all of these features should be examined in
the context of the factual data that the deception is designed to conquer.
In order for deceptive data to be effective, the data should elicit an emotional response [16];
otherwise, the data would be quickly forgotten. The response does not always need to be strong;
this avoids the suspicion of hyperbole. Trust must be gained regarding deceptive data, and
while trusted users can shorten the time required, a little initial skepticism is normal. Russian
deceptions build the FN foundation by offering an alternative view or narrative that is designed
to sound reasonable[17-19].
A. What is Propaganda?
Propaganda is information or ideas that are spread by a group, such as a government, with
the goal of influencing a targeted group’s or person’s opinions through the omission of facts
or by secretly emphasizing only one narrative of the facts[20]. Oftentimes deliberately used to
control, influence, or change the cognition of the targeted group, propaganda entwines fundamental elements of psychology and technology in service of the goal. Psychological aspects
of propaganda include campaigns to win the minds, means, and measures of message distribution, which requires a behavioral science understanding of message creation and application[21]. The past is understood through the information that was recorded and left behind by
the scribes of the particular time. Chronicles and annals provide contextual understanding of
the past; however, these writings contain the biases of the scholars, historians, clergy, rulers,
and ordinary citizens in local communities[22].
In order for propaganda to be effective, the source or purveyor needs to fully understand the
values of its target audience, thus rendering the target’s intellect ineffective. The most accomplished propagandist discerns and plays on its target’s values, morals, needs, or fears[16]. This
goal can be achieved subtly or overtly based on the values of the target.
Taylor suggests that the earliest form of propagandist imagery occurred in the Neolithic
Age[23]. The use of war propaganda may be found in Neolithic cave paintings, where imagery
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carved in the wall commemorated battles. The carvings on cave walls illustrated clans’ victorious battles; clans made them celebrate their victories and intimidate other tribes[23].
Ancient Greece also offers some of the first examples of propaganda. Speech was utilized
for conveying persuasive messages. Ingram provides the example of Confucius’ writings, the
Analects, which were used to persuade[16]. The men who read these writings were supposed to
live a more meaningful existence. From Ancient Greece to Alexander the Great to the pharaohs
of Egypt, propaganda was a weapon of choice to change targets’ cognition. Egyptian pharaohs’
propagandist messages were prestige, nobility, and imperial legitimacy exemplified by grandiose architecture[24].
The Roman Empire largely influenced civilization, reaching into Italy, the Mediterranean,
Britain, North Africa, Portugal, and the Persian Gulf. Dating back to 48 B.C., Gaius Julius Caesar (Julius Caesar), father of Caesar Augustus (Augustus), the first emperor of Rome, used
political manipulation to win the support of the people[25]. Julius Caesar wrote war memoirs
chronicling the achievements of the civil war between Gaul and Pompey (Gnaeus Pompeius
Magnus) and the spoils of victory. Caesar sent runners to deliver war memoirs to be read before
a crowd in a public area as the battle progressed[25]. This action showed the recognition of both
message craft and delivery speed since the common people, or plebeians, were not literate, and
Caesar knew he needed their support. This early form of propaganda resulted in Julius Caesar
being heralded as a hero[25].
Patriotism was tied to the military, and only Roman citizens could be members of the military force; thus, the fighting force was respected and feared by all. In addition, Julius Caesar
had a strong reputation for looking after the Roman legions. Caesar’s focus on public opinion
and strong concentration on providing for his military forces was a major reason the memoirs
were successful, and the strong public opinion paved the way for Augustus[25,26]. Augustus used
writings as a means to deliver public information; these writings manipulated the events to tell
stories from Augustus’ perspective. Statues, monuments, and coins were also used to spread
the image of Augustus as a strong military leader, a statesman, and peacekeeper[25].
In addition to the spoken word, propagandist messaging was also accomplished through
imagery, and this form of messaging remains popular today. In the early Stone Age, depictions
of war were carved on cave walls; later, they were drawn on paper or scrolls. As propaganda
matured, messaging was imprinted on clothing incorporated through imagery. This included
stunning regalia and insignia-laden outfits[21].
Eighteenth-century propagandists successfully used political cartoons and caricatures to directly communicate with their intended audiences[16]. The caricatures and prints were biased
in nature and oftentimes made fun of or poked individuals. The convergence of humor and
politics in this new approach was well received.
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Propaganda continued to be a means of influence in times of conflict. During the Civil War,
cartoons became a popular propaganda medium. Animated movies and political and military
cartoons became an attractive means for distributing propaganda[27]. Propagandist cartoons
can be divided into two categories: cathartic and ad justice[28].
A cathartic cartoon was successful when the message convinced people that they had nothing to fear from the enemy. An ad justice cartoon was designed to spur action and could be
considered successful when the message inspired voluntary enlistment in the Union forces,
for example. One famous cartoon was Thomas Nast’s “Compromise with the South,” from September 1864. This propagandist-cartoonist used the symbols of his trade to guide the audience
toward a certain predisposed objective; his cartoons condemned the idea of compromise by
emphasizing the lives that had been sacrificed for the cause[28].
According to Hinklemann, Hitler’s Mein Kampf is considered an advanced work on the use
of propaganda as a way to collect large numbers of supporters[28]. The book masterfully pulled
the audience into accepting only the author’s views as true and shifted blame for previous
failures away from himself to the other Germans leaders, thus perpetuating a victim mentality[27,28]. Mein Kampf appealed directly to emotions formed from values and biases rather than
logic. The blending of anti-Semitism and nationalism provided a way for Germany to survive—
through anti-Semitism as a form of nationalism or love of country.
Hinklemann observes that Hitler believed that good propaganda targeted emotion and not
intelligence or the facts. Hitler played on the hatred and despair felt by lower-class Germans.
By preying on these Germans’ poor economic status and fear of being unable to provide food
and clothing for their families[28], Hitler elevated emotions using reason. Combining Hitler’s
emotional elevation with Western societies’ need to assign blame[29] and cultural mores[30] regarding uncertainty, avoidance, and fear of the unfamiliar, the Jewish population, along with
other non-Aryan groups, were assigned the blame for the economic problems of Germany.
The United States used radio and movies to disseminate propaganda during World War II.
Both Japan and the U.S. held competitions to create patriotic theme songs. Each soldier serving
in the U.S. military was issued a songbook containing songs such as “Anchor Aweigh” and
“Marine Corps Hymn.” The songbook was part of standard issue[31]. Japan, in an interesting
twist, used American songs as propaganda to make American GIs homesick and weaken the
American forces. Furthermore, the Japanese Government forbade the playing of American
music at home[31].
The Japanese were portrayed negatively in the media by focusing on physical characteristics
such as crossed eyes and bucked teeth. The Japanese were referred to as “Japs,” “back-stabbing
monkeys,” and “sneaky yellow rats”[31] in an attempt to dehumanize them, with the goal of
shaping behavior and inciting desired actions[16].
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Music with propagandist lyrics serves to convey meaning to the intended audience. Propagandist music instills a general feeling or emotion and, with the proper message, serves as a
mechanism for the transmission of propaganda. Music, in general, makes messaging easier to
retain due in part to patterns and repetition [33].
Similarly, movies are a natural medium for propaganda. A moviegoer becomes a type of
“hypnotized person” vulnerable to suggestions presented by a film[31]. High-quality visual and
audio design serves to reinforce the message[32,33].
The message creation aspects of propaganda continue to evolve, growing more sophisticated
and polished as technology improves and knowledge grows. As topics, phrases, and various
aspects of crafting a message change, the important thing to remember is that the goal remains
the same. Of equal importance is that a message has no value until it has been delivered, received, and interpreted.
The technological and behavioral aspects are loosely grouped as “message delivery.” Advancements in communication, military strategy, and technology and fluctuating partisan-elite
rapport and populace contribute to the changing landscape of message delivery[16]. According
to Ingram, scholars and scientists in modern times study, determine, and understand propaganda campaigns and techniques and equate said campaigns to daily societal issues[16].
“Falsehoods fly, and the truth comes limping after it”[34]. Beginning with the runners used by
Julius Caesar to deliver false messages as battles raged and continuing through to the written
press and, more recently, images that travel at line speed, falsehoods continue to fly. Meanwhile, the facts surrounding an event take time to be researched and identified
With the invention of the printing press and print engravings, propagandists were able to
print their messages on a mass scale. After 1880, messages were further impacted with the
inclusion of photographs[21]. Photographs could be staged or real, and the black-and-white
images, eventually becoming full-color, made a real impact on targets’ cognitive perception.
Eventually, motion pictures—first presented in black-and-white and, later, in color—captured
society’s attention[21].
During the literary age, propaganda was produced through pamphlets, newspaper articles,
advertisements, flyers, billboards, and any other means that could alter or change an individual’s cognitive perception. Later, satirical caricatures and cartoons were used for target audiences. Propaganda campaigns utilized a new visual element which proved to be quite successful[16].
In addition to literary campaigns and structural campaigns, propaganda messages have also
been waged through radio, satellite, and broadband communications. During the Vietnam War,
radio airwaves were laden with propaganda both for the United States and Vietnam[35]. Radio
stations, including The Voice of America, the BBC, Radio Free Europe, and Radio Liberty, transmitted both attributed and unattributed messages to their targeted audiences[16].
Twentieth-century propagandists utilized multiple means of delivery for their messages,
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using advertising and other techniques to convey the intended message to targets[21]. All of
these methods were asynchronously delivered. In the 21st century, technological advances
in communications, computers, networks, smartphones, and the internet of things make a
broader landscape available to propagandists and enable media saturation. For example, social
media’s role in the Arab Spring resulted in a new trusted news source for users. The rise of
social media has made this new landscape more user-friendly and, perhaps more importantly,
more trustworthy.
More recently, internet usage introduced a 21st-century feature: the ability to rapidly disseminate deceptive data both asynchronously and synchronously. Initial dissemination relied
heavily on bots and trolls to establish a starting point. Once the starting point had been established, the dissemination reached the targets directly through the trusted channels of social
media and social media trust relationships. Furthermore, the timing of the release of deceptive
data took advantage of the inability to rapidly discern truth, allowing the falsehoods to fly.
This strategic timing release of deceptive information is also known as weaponized information[36]. This timed, mass release of weaponized information gives sources more control over
the spread than they enjoyed previously. This synchronous component relies on a mixture of
“true believers” (also known as “useful idiots”) acting as trolls, paid trolls, and AI-controlled
chatbots.
The new landscape continues to grow and the amount of information available in this new
environment is so rich that a new discipline, data science, has emerged. New technology utilizing data science techniques allows for more accurate target identification and continuous
bombardment with specially crafted messages from trusted or quasi-trusted sources. The volume of these messages that reinforce values can effectively alter the target’s perception. When
the targeted user seeks to verify the content of a message, a large number of similar messages
are returned, and the target now knows that other people share the same values and beliefs.
B. Countering Propaganda
Research into CL shows that news can be accurately separated into truth, falsehoods, and
satire through the analysis of linguistic features[37]. The credibility toolkit provides the ability
to assess news articles along the axes of reliability and objectivity as well as potential social
media communities that might be interested in the content of the article[38]. The toolkit provides visualization tools to assist in interpretation. Thus, CL may offer a means of performing
preliminary tagging of a news article for rapid evaluation of that article’s veracity. In addition
to CL, a reputation analysis and PS may also offer valid insights that assist in the evaluation of
a news story’s veracity.
The initial response to FN relied on fact checking through sources such as Snopes[39], PolitiFact[40], and other fact-checking sites. This method has worked well for years, but is time-intensive and easily overwhelmed with the volume of FN stories that are generated throughout
the course of a campaign. Fig. 1 provides an example of a hashtag associated with a fact-based
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narrative and fig. 2 illustrates the fact-based narrative overlaid with the hashtag associated
with the fake news narrative[41]. Thus, fig. 2 shows the fact-based narrative being easily overwhelmed by the fake narrative.

Figure 1: Hashtag associated with fact-based narrative
Fig. 1 shows the activity on #spain from August 1, 2017, to December 1, 2017, with the actual vote taking place on October 1, 2017, the highest of the three peaks[25].

Figure 2: Fact-based hashtag overlaid with fake hashtag
The steep, peaked line in fig. 2 shows the rapid and intense injection of the #catalanreferendum hashtag associated with the fake narrative in the same time window as #spain. Notice
the high volume and the very short time-line for the fake narrative[41]. By introducing the fake
narrative so close to the election (much like the introduction of Clinton’s emails[42] and Macron’s emails[43]), the target has little to no time to respond; thus, the information at this point
is weaponized and active.
The volume associated with fake narratives is problematic because if the reader attempts to
look up the story, a large number of the same narratives will be returned, thus validating the
fake narrative to the reader. It takes time for fact-checking sites to perform research and post
their findings, and when the source of the fake story is a friend, other close relationship biases
are at play. Readers who are unable to determine the veracity of a news story oftentimes lack
the time and resources to look up the story in question; instead, they rely on mental shortcuts
such as biases[44] and source reputation to determine trustworthiness[45].
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The reliance on reputation has been exploited in two ways. The first is through the use of
popular social media applications, where, through the targeting of groups, multiple trusted
entries become access points for individual members into society-at-large. Consider social media’s original mission of bringing together like-minded people to share information in the spirit
of friendship and fellowship[46,47]. These platforms have also provided a channel for the distribution of FN since the content on these sites is also promoted as news stories. These same sites,
such as Twitter, became trusted news sources due to their role in the Arab Spring[48].
While social media sites have recently come under fire for the distribution of FN, these same
sites were commended for their role in the Arab Spring. The second manner in which reputation has been exploited is the discrediting of reporters. A recent report on FN revealed that a
journalist could be discredited for $50,000 and a news event, such as a protest, can be staged
for $200,000[4]. When these events are considered collectively, the use of reputation analysis
becomes problematic. Furthermore, reputation analysis is vulnerable to the flux problem that
has plagued domain name system servers.
The issue of trusting sources is complex and long-standing, as is the history of verifying
trust. The handshake was one of the earliest examples of verifying trust[45]. Referred to as “data
fidelity,” the verification of trust in the virtual environment is more difficult[49,50]. A solution to
this is proposed in detail in section III of this paper.
Old models may serve as inspiration in the design of the newer models for FN evaluation.
Blind trust without verification of the information that is disseminated has been exploited.
Trust in news sources continues to be manipulated. Untruths not only spread fast, but automated bots can persuade doubtful readers through interactive dialogue. The purveyors of propaganda have carefully profiled their targets, values, and beliefs before crafting their messages.
The old adage about bringing a knife to a gunfight can now be replaced with bringing a gun to
a bot fight.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The model for evaluating FN relies on three areas: CL, PS, and source provenance (SP). Each
area will be discussed in greater detail in the following subsections. CL findings can feed the
PS and SP, while PS also can feed SP.
A. FN Content Analysis Using Computational Linguistics (CL)
There are several unique characteristics associated with FN, such as the size of the story in
relation to the headline[4] and the use of descriptive words and other features[16]. As noted earlier, attempting to model the numerous characteristics of the ever-changing, deceptive data is
not an efficient method, but modeling the facts or ground truth data (GTD) is.
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This study requires researchers to enhance the existing RPI software with the intent of expanding the rating of the software to place event stories (from AP, Reuters, and Bloomberg) as
GTD or μ in the distribution. As stories become embellished, the markers increase, resulting
in the growing value of deviations. We will use a number of other unreliable sources to assess
which markers are especially useful to track. Conversely, when stories omit key pieces of information, the markers will decrease or unrelated events will be used to fill the space; these
unrelated events are oftentimes distractors which use a technique commonly referred to as
“whataboutism”[4]. Finally, traits such as repeating the same point three times[4] will be considered a deviation measure. Fig. 3 depicts the proposed scoring scale.

Figure 3: Scoring scale for CL output
The proposed scoring scale uses the AP/Reuters/Bloomberg results as the basis for scoring
(0) or μ. The deviations from this in either direction reflect the deviations from the original
event. A deviation score of -10 would indicate the story was likely taken so far out of context
that the story is no longer recognized. Similarly, a story with a +10 deviation score would indicate that the story was so radically embellished that the original event may no longer be the
central theme of the story.
The resultant score is an average of the criteria scores obtained from parts of speech, tone,
ratios, etc. The overall score becomes a label used for both storage and signal identification.
The storage label becomes relevant for comparisons used in SP, and can be useful when a story
originates without the GT sources. The second use for the overall CL score, signal identification, is explained in the PS subsection.
B. FN in Motion: The Pattern Spread (PS)
Earlier background discussion highlighted both temporal and volume aspects of FN distribution. From Julius Caesar’s runners to print media to radio, television, and, more recently,
the internet, the speed of distribution has minimally kept pace with news and, in some cases,
outpaced news[51]. Before the advent of the internet, mass propaganda delivery tended to be
asynchronous in nature, but with the fusing of AI and data science, chatbots can be deployed at
a large scale, allowing for interactive dissemination at scale. All events leave traces, and digital
events are no different. While some stories follow a meme-like pattern[52], the FN PS differs; this
will be further discussed in future work.
The PS of FN offers an opportunity to revisit and reexamine aspects of signal processing. The
noise level on the internet is very high, making the signal more difficult to identify. This noisy
environment provides an opportunity for the identification and labeling of news stories using
the techniques described in CL. The labeling should result in a picture of the environment
resembling a prepainted, paint-by-numbers picture in which the various labeled items ideally
form clusters.
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Fig.1 and fig. 2 show the difference in the spread of a fact-based hashtag and a FN-associated
hashtag. The indiscriminate use of bots and trolls resulted in the obvious signal, but China
has shown that a different signal can be as effective[4]. Nevertheless, in the cases of Russia and
China, automated software was used, and software is most efficient at patterned repetition.
Understanding the PS of a fact-based narrative is the first signal that requires identification.
Once removed from the noise field, the remaining clusters can be identified and each deviation
from the fact-based narrative can then be characterized numerically. Numeric characterization
can be used when performing analytics in SP processing.
By performing the operations in the specified order of CL preceding PS, an additional benefit
may possibly be had in the identification of the interactive behavior patterns. Ideally, 21 general PS signals should be initially detected. Naturally, ML algorithms will need to be evaluated to
determine which one offers the greatest accuracy.
Detection of bots in general and chatbots specifically will require additional analysis. In addition, determining the chatbot signals in chatbots designed to increase amplification in efforts
to persuade will likely require AI[53]. In those cases, once identified, the dialogue can be analyzed through some of the CL techniques addressed previously. This particular aspect of FN is
a separate but related effort.
C. Source Provenance (SP)
Data provenance has a long history of research that precedes the introduction of FN. Data
provenance details data origination and the process through which the data arrived into the
system[54]. According to this definition, data provenance can be likened to quality assurance
processes surrounding software development where, once again, the job of reliability or, in this
case, the veracity component of examining the content remains ignored. This area can also be
revisited and the solution can be more robust than with digital ledgers[55,56], where entities can
collude to lie.
By maintaining archive data on fact-based news, FN, and the values associated with these
stories, additional information can be extracted on authors and publishers. Publishers’ and
authors’ reputations can be manipulated in an attempt to decrease[4] or increase their credibility. Thus, reputation analysis becomes problematic. However, by maintaining the first two elements of CL and PS and associating those values over time with both authors and publications,
new patterns will emerge.
In the simplest cases, instances in which reporters are artificially discredited will be easily
detected when examining the body of an author’s or publisher’s work. Additionally, temporal
analysis can detect trends in the same body of works indicating a trend toward FN or fact-based
narratives. If authors move to different publishers or publishers change names in an attempt
to hide bad reputations, the characteristics of their previous work remain, allowing for the
matching of emerging entities to existing bodies of work found in the archive.
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This final area of FN determination relies heavily on the first two areas being developed. Both
areas are in the early stages of development, so quite possibly other features will become relevant in the SP area. In spite of the lack of details, the basic concept can be drawn, recognizing
that changes will be incorporated.
IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed model, while not perfect, offers a robust approach that can be easily modified
or presented in an easily understood manner. Most credible news stories will likely fall within
two standard deviations of the fact-based event reported. By focusing on the wording of factbased narratives and characterizing these narratives, a certain robustness is built in for Byzantine behaviors which may arise as the propagandists attempt to tailor messages to match the
rules of fact-based narratives. This may be less problematic as the text would have to be less
emotionally appealing, possibly resulting in lower efficacy.
A more significant problem with this model would likely be related to linguistic traits and
slang expressions across languages, cultures, subcultures, and tribes. The potential to inaccurately score an article is present. This work would benefit from the involvement of other
experts, including linguists and social scientists..
A more interesting and potentially more challenging scenario revolves around the improvement of automated behaviors to more accurately reflect human behaviors. This may affect the
PS component of the model. Historically speaking, the behavior of presenting propaganda first
may also offer insight into detection. As FN pattern signals become better understood, temporal
analysis will also provide additional new insights. Finally, as the archive grows and more data
analytics are performed on the archived data, the ability to distinguish the fact-based narratives from the FN narrative will likely grow in sophistication.
V. EXAMPLE CASE
Before processing can begin, rules must be examined and tested. The first processing component relies on the translation of propaganda rules into computational linguistic rules. An
example of one of the rules of propaganda is that the message must appear interesting to the
target and use an attention-getting distribution medium[57]. Thus, attention-grabbing headlines
complete with pictures displayed on websites and social media sites would be an example.
In English, verbs are action words and adverbs are descriptor words; these words are used
to convey what happened and provide details capable of eliciting a response. Thus, the article
length and the rate of adverbs may provide a possible marker as a metric deviation from fact.
Of course, these alone are not sufficient, but serve as an example for illustrative purposes. Also
considered but not measured in this particular example is the role of context in describing
event news.
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One assumption suggested that the news wire (AP News, Reuters, or Bloomberg) would report the fact-based narrative, and the model suggests that the fact-based narrative should serve
as μ. The example chosen occurred in 2016, when candidate Clinton collapsed at the 9/11 ceremonies in New York City. The source sites were selected based on a Google search for “Clinton
collapse 2016.” The news sites were NBC News, the Washington Post, Fox News, and the New
York Post. An additional opinion piece was selected with the purpose of providing observational data on this type of publication.

Figure 4: % difference equation
As expected, the AP News story word count was in the middle of the group; it ranked third
of six in order of low to high word count. The word count for the smallest story was 179 words
and the largest story was 1,331 words. Because only one story was selected for this effort, there
are no average values for news stories and no standard deviations (σ). The results of the word
count are shown in table 1. The corresponding bar chart is depicted in fig. 5. Percent-based
differences were calculated using the logic displayed in fig. 4.

			

Source

Word Count

% Change

AP News

840

0

Connor Post

923

+10%

Fox News

179

-79%

NBC

885

+5%

New York Post

693

-17%

Washington Post

1331

+58.5%

Table 1: News article word count

Figure 5: News article word count
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The most dramatic differences can be seen with Fox News and the Washington Post. The
negative differences associated with with Fox and the New York Post suggest the potential
for missing context, where part of the narrative may be missing. Missing context results in
the reader having to mentally complete the story by relying on existing cognitive biases. The
further the measured distance from the μ in the negative direction, the greater the potential
for the reader to rely on cognitive biases. The New York Post and, to a lesser extent, the Connor
Post show a significant deviation.
The Washington Post showed a large deviation in the opposite direction in terms of word
count, suggesting that, minimally, the publication embellishes, but, in the absence of σ, measures to determine normal variance are not yet available. Additionally, rules that separate context from propaganda would require translation into CL terms and software. Presently, much of
the CL software requires modifications due to the cleaning of terms that are typically used in
propaganda but are problematic for CL (e.g., “them”).
In both cases of strong deviation from the AP story, there are no measures of variance, or σ,
since this is an exemplar while the research continues to determine the optimal list of weighing factors. Word count determines the positive or negative assignations and initial weight of
the deviation. The weights will be modified over time as algorithms are tuned and the archive
grows.
Another measure is the usage of adverbs. Because the stories are of varying lengths, the
measure uses percentage values obtained by dividing the total number of adverbs in an article
by the total number of words in that article. Fig. 6 shows the equation used to calculate the
percentage change from the AP adverb percentages. Table 2 shows the resultant numeric differences and fig. 7 depicts the bar chart representation of the adverbs.

Figure 6: Equation to determine adverb distribution rate derivation from AP News
Source

# Adverbs

% Adverbs

% Change from AP

AP News

19

2.3

0

Connor Post

45

4.9

+113%

Fox News

3

1.7

-26%

NBC

30

3.4

48%

New York Post

32

4.6

100%

Washington Post

50

3.8

65%

Table 2: Adverb rates per article
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Table 1: News article word count

Figure 7: Adverb rates per article
Adverb usage helps to add context to the word findings. If verbs are considered action words,
then adverbs are the action descriptors that are capable of adding urgency, confusion, or other
emotions designed to manipulate emotional response. Descriptors the nouns and verbs that
they define more dramatic.
Working off of the assumption that AP News provides the baseline, a quick examination of
the values shows that the Washington Post has the most adverbs; however, when examined in
the context of the number of words, the Connor Post (opinion article) and the New York Post
show greater deviance from AP News. This positive deviance suggests embellishment, whereas the deviation by the Washington Post and NBC suggests a level of bias in the article. The
Fox News deviation may be too small to measure for this particular example; however, when
combined with the small word count, the possibility that a partial fact is being reported must
be considered.
While not counted in this example, other items of interest include the punctuation deviations
and paragraph sentence counts. The Connor Post and Fox both had the punctuation character
“?” in their stories. This use of the “?” was of interest for two reasons. The first reason is that,
by asking a question, the article provides an entry point from which it draws in readers, with
the hope of engaging them in the process. The second is that most news stories use a period;
thus, “?” or “!” are used for special stories that are designed to elicit a response that is most
likely emotional.
One other observation that may result in a marker for opinion pieces is the number of sentences in a paragraph. In the opinion piece (Connor Post), the vast majority of paragraphs
contain three or more sentences. This finding was in contrast to all of the other news articles,
which typically contained single-sentence paragraphs or two-sentence paragraphs.
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As the remaining criteria emerge and deviations from fact-based narratives (AP, Reuters, and
Bloomberg) are determined, the differences can be averaged, creating the overall tag values
for the articles. The tagged value is used to assist in defining characteristics that will be used
to define training data characteristics for use in ML algorithms. Table 3 contains the overall
deviation values for the six sources. The values for this table were simple averages obtained
through the equal weighting of inputs (words and verbs). The overall percentage values were
divided by 10 to create the measure off μ, which was used to fit the overall article scoring scale.
Source

Overall %Value

μ Distance

AP News

0

0

Connor Post

61.5%

6.15

Fox News

52.5%

-5.25

NBC

26.5

2.65

New York Post

58.5

-5.85

Washington Post

61.5

6.15

Table 3: Overall deviation measures
While some of the values suggest a high deviance, they should be considered in the context
of a single story lacking a corpus of data for baselining and comparison. As mentioned earlier,
separating context from propaganda terms improves the fidelity of the model, as does the tuning of algorithm weighting. One key finding was that, as suspected, the AP News story served
as a good center point because, in both word count and adverb rates, there were entries above
and below the AP News values.
In addition to fact-checking, trending may also be useful in tuning. The values seen in column
three of table 3 represent the final value with which the news article is tagged. This assigned
number can be used to tag or identify the article for observation in the larger stream of articles
in the second processing phase of PS analysis. PS analysis will likely be highly dependent upon
AI/ML techniques for both tagging and classification.
The remaining description is of a proposed archive where results from CL and PS can be
stored and made available for additional analysis. The archive has not yet been built, but there
are certain pieces of information that are of interest to this area of research. Of note, the archive
is not designed to compete with existing archives; rather, the archive is designed to augment
existing archives. The archive, which primarily provides historic data on meta-fields, should
supplement other news archives. The archive is designed to encourage additional studies by
other researchers. The design of the archive proposed here is preliminary in nature; records
will most likely be stored as comma-separated value records. Table 4 provides a brief description for each of the fields.
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Field

Description

Identifier

Unique record identifier

Author(s)

Vector contains names of article author(s)

Author(s)-score

Average total CL score for author’s other work

Publisher

Publisher name

Publisher-score

Average publisher CL score

Links

Vector with link information to the news story and other archives

Metadata profile

Vector containing the values

Topic

Story topic and related information

Overall article score

Deviation score for the article from μ

Comparative scores

List of other CL scores for each of the components used in the overall article score

Related stories

List of related stories

Event date

Date of the news event

Publication date

Date of publication

Table 4: News archive fields
Putting together all three components of this model, the ability to evaluate any news story
will ultimately be supported by all three components. The entire process is designed for both
efficiency and the ability to use any single component with high assurance. Fig. 8 depicts the
overall process flow.

Table 1: News article word count

Figure 8: Overview of news processing
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VI. CONCLUSION
The high efficacy and the lost cost make propaganda a useful weapon in warfare. The ability
to manipulate trust through various media relies on a flawed trust model that relies on object-oriented constructs[29], resulting in a loss of context. The model presented provides contextual evaluation of news stories and offers a rapid and less subjective way to evaluate any news
article and provide an objective measure of the distance between the GT (or fact-based) event
and the narrative being presented.
Through the use of agreed-upon event reporting metrics, this model provides a starting point
for evaluating FN in an objective manner. The ability of CL to identify FN has been shown to
work on a large scale in a similar model[37]. The PS mechanism shows promise but has not been
executed on a large scale to date[41]. The archives are being populated at several higher learning
institutions, and these institutions are expanding beyond English language–based stories. The
archive created for this project will augment existing archives by providing metadata characterizations and other relevant information that can add to other data mining efforts.
The ability to perform temporal analysis on the archives that are being built offers great
promise because the findings can be combined with cultural and linguistic models that may
ultimately identify vulnerable traits and ways in which populations can be quickly inoculated
based on the identified traits. While Cambridge Analytica used data science techniques on
personal data to identify potential targets, data science combined with cultural frameworks can
be used for benevolent purposes.
We conclude with the observation that propaganda has been a long-standing problem with
FN on the internet, elevating the effectiveness of this tool. Stand-alone point solutions run the
risk of repeating the mistakes of the signature-based model that prevailed during the early
days of internet security: they created a false sense of security. Therefore, the ultimate solution
will likely take time and require the contextual evaluation of events. We suggest that the model
presented here can meet these new and comprehensive requirements.
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ABSTRACT

he success of the democratic world and its citizens depends to a great extent
on recognizing one’s strategic advantages. Secure on this high ground, a nation can dictate interstate strategic competition in favor of U.S. national security. In cyberspace, that advantage rests on defending and advancing a U.S.
ideological advantage inherent in that platform. The quality of openness ensures the
unfolding of confrontation well short of armed conflict and winning this war matters
most to those seeking to erode U.S. strategic ascendancy. This paper follows Russia’s
progression in its effort to reverse its unfavorable situation in cyberspace, largely by
hoping to panic the United States into a series of poor policy decisions. A failure to see
openness as the means to thwart this cognitive offensive all but hands Russia a victory.
Reversing this outcome stands to blunt cyber tensions from giving rise to a means of
setting conditions for a fait accompli and a military clash of arms. With this end in mind,
there is much reason for optimism at the strategic level of such a war in cyberspace.
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps no state has grasped the implications of cyberspace to foster political activism
more than Russia. In 2007, and again in 2008, popular expression online helped propel
Russia into conflict with its neighbors, first in Estonia in the Baltic region, and then in
Georgia to the southeast. In both cases, the power of internet access challenged the Russian Government’s ability to dictate events. By 2014, strongman Vladimir Putin no longer
feared the unintended consequences of that platform and could in fact look to capitalize on
that technology to spur unrest in other countries, an effort that climaxed with the hack of
the U.S. Presidential election in 2016. Even so, Russia remains at a severe disadvantage in
cyberspace because that domain, while a new arena, reinforces an old military truism—it is
best to enjoy the strategic high ground in any conflict. Russian actions in cyberspace reveal
a state trying to achieve this favorable dynamic and almost succeeding with the unwitting
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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help of the United States. This paper exposes Russia’s effort to reverse its strategic weakness
in cyberspace by restricting internet access out of fear that a community of users there can
threaten the legitimacy of centralized government within Russia. The Kremlin’s attempts to
curb this online presence should serve as a reminder of the importance of supporting the existing U.S. cyber policy of defending and advancing an open internet to hold onto the strategic
high ground in cyberspace.[1]
CYBER IDEOLOGY
For Russia, controlling online access is less about shaping the battlespace for the next war
and more about accepting the ideological showdown that the internet imposes upon restrictive governments. This cognitive struggle unfolds below a threshold of violence coming at the
hands of armed conflict that usually serves to define war. Russia seized upon this construct
to better position itself globally in the ether of cyberspace. It did so, however, only after a
painful trajectory that witnessed online users threatening the authority of the state. In fact,
regimes hostile to representative governmental norms had to weather the changes stemming
from these cyber rebellions and then learn how to discredit them. This reaction made clear the
tangible threat that openness poses to nations fearing the quality of shared space, producing
an online community which clearly embraced the democratic values of connecting people,
sharing information, and doing so free of oversight from governing bodies. That dynamic ensured that online connectivity became a means of challenging authoritarian regimes through
cyberspace.[2]
This analysis covers three main events to evidence the Russian trajectory to combat this
threat and find safe footing in cyberspace. The cyber wars first in Estonia in 2007, then Georgia
in 2008, yield to an examination of Russian efforts at home, and then in Crimea and Ukraine.
This progression not only underscores the ideological dimensions of the stand-alone cyber war,
but also stresses the lack of awareness of this dynamic by the United States. The piece ends
by stressing the strategic ascendancy the United States enjoys in the cyber domain and offers
some suggestions for maintaining this advantage. In this way, the analysis turns state competition in cyberspace into a valued context, revealing how a cognitive cyber offensive can expand
user access in cyberspace and help usher in a new era of containment that, as in the Cold War,
confronts U.S. adversaries with the losing proposition of thwarting basic human values. This
ideological aspect of cyberspace places foes of openness on the defensive, impeding war long
before it escalates to a fait accompli campaign settled primarily with conventional forces.
The Russian progression of waging war in cyberspace recasts a portion of the familiar narrative of Russian online actions seamlessly interfacing with Russian military efforts. In fact,
those addressing Russian actions in Estonia and Georgia note the gap between action and
effect, even as they validate that coordination.[3] This conclusion greatly overstates Russia’s efficacy, as is made clear below. Too often, cyber connectivity worked against Russian authorities
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at home, but that outcome simply goes unacknowledged by those weighing the military implications of Russia’s use of cyberspace. Yet the concern about divisions at home is prominent in
the scholarship examining Putin’s effort to maintain his power; this point is also made plain
in this analysis. Omitting this context skews any understanding of Russian fear as a motive for
acting in cyberspace, a failure that warps U.S. policy efforts to counter the threat. In particular,
Russia’s hack of the U.S. 2016 Presidential election has prompted a U.S. defensive effort in
cyberspace, surrendering the use of cyberspace as an attack vehicle. To regain the strategic
high ground derived from cyber rebellions requires a conscious effort by U.S. decision-makers
to ensure that a free exchange of online messaging gets into the cyberspace of those seeking
to thwart this end.
One stops short of labeling this online political activism a revolution because that word suggests outcome more than process, and a focus on process is key. From this viewpoint, a revolution births a movement while rebellions merely embrace a possible change, something that
may or may not come to pass. Cyber rebellions point to realities in cyberspace that could lead to
an ideological gain for states embracing openness. The term recalls what once was and emphasizes the imperative to get it back. Reminding U.S. policymakers that those opposing democracy face a threat from this medium is the main purpose here, and one best seen in the Russian
response to this threat. Getting cyber right goes a long way to validating current U.S. policy
as defending and advancing openness. As one journalist recently wrote, cyber is a “perfect
weapon” to fray combustible civic bodies, although that individual was referring to liberal societies.[4] The United States must carry that fight to the Russian body politic by fostering a global
online community. That task suffers as the United States retreats from demanding openness
online, best seen in the alarming tendency of experts to call for a new cyber strategy to better
serve U.S. interests. That pronouncement implicitly accepts cyber sovereignty and accedes to
the hope of U.S. adversaries to enforce national borders in cyberspace and thereby blunt the
impact of connectivity.[5] A look at Russia’s struggles with online activism underscores the
need for openness in order to enable nations welcoming an online exchange to profit from the
ideological utility of the cyber domain.
ESTONIA: CAUGHT BY SURPRISE
The Russian attack on Estonia seemed far short of an act of war and looked to consist only
of a cyber disruption and nothing more. There is no evidence of a congruent purpose, such as
a ground attack, and this cyber incident most likely substituted for such retaliation. In this
sense, the cyber territory mitigated conflict by offering a new outlet for expressing a foreign
policy grievance. Many Russians certainly felt that Estonia had authored such an affront when
in late April 2007, after considerable public debate, the state sanctioned the removal of a statue
commemorating Soviet dead who had fought to liberate Estonia from Nazi control during the
Second World War. To most Estonians, the statue represented Russian occupation, not liberation. Moreover, citizens of the Baltic nation believed that the statue served as a rallying point
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for extremists among Estonia’s considerable number of ethnic Russians, which total a quarter
of the country’s population. As the removal became imminent, radicals in that group helped
foment riots in Estonia’s capital, Tallinn.[6] These disruptions ceased after a few days and, by
April 30, the statue was installed at the Tallinn Military Cemetery.
Outrage may not have gone further than this had it not been for the internet. The Russian-language blogosphere and online Russian forums fueled popular discontent to the point of
encouraging all Russians so offended—those in Estonia and beyond its borders—to take matters
into their own hands and strike back online.[7] There, concerned citizens could find prompts to
launch ping-flooding and malformed queries to enable them to execute an “attack” on Estonia
and conceivably shut down the internet in many of its cities.[8]
The response was rapid and overwhelming. Soon, this Russian popular front reduced Estonian bandwidth, crashing the websites of numerous government ministries and a few major
banks. Notably, the attacks avoided power grids and water supply facilities, although the attacks demonstrated the potential to do just that.[9] The harmful traffic intensified on May 9, the
day that marked the anniversary of the end of Russia’s involvement in World War II. Specialists
in the employ of the Estonian Government curbed this flow by ordering some victims to unplug,
thereby imposing a “self-blockade” on Estonia.[10] The incidents dissipated shortly thereafter,
although a few more waves occurred in subsequent days. During the three weeks of attacks,
most Estonians experienced some service interruption. In this respect, the spontaneous Russian initiative appeared to have met its goal of disrupting the “most wired nation in Europe,” as
WIRED Magazine labeled that country due to its purposeful reliance on cyberspace.[11]
If the Russian intent was clear, the motives were less so. What was gained by the attack?
What had been achieved? Yes, some Estonians could not function normally for a number of
days, but the Estonian authorities did not return the statue to the town center. Still, Russian
pride had been assuaged, and this satisfied the main purpose. The Russian citizenry had employed a “cyber riot” to lash out and avenge a wrong and had done so without violence.[12] A
popular protest had rebuked a neighbor, and one could not but acknowledge what it was: a
true expression of democracy. This was all the more true because government sanction of the
event did not come to the fore. In this instance, attribution was unclear, but only at the end
of the chain. Certainly, populism had sent Russians to their computers, where a “hacktivist”
community assisted their efforts. But were the hacktivists working at the behest of the state?
This was not clear, nor has the Russian Government ever claimed responsibility, with one
Russian statesman publicly denouncing the attack as “cyber-terrorism.”[13] This label is most
telling, not in underscoring the challenges of attribution, real as they are, but in stressing this
incident as one of democratic activism. This ideological purpose had become plain in a country
hardly known for its democratic tradition. In fact, the opposite had been the norm: authoritarianism has plagued Russia’s history, from czars to Communist thugs, and even to the current
appearance of imperium at the highest levels of government in the person of Vladimir Putin.[14]
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In defiance of this history, the internet had enabled Russian citizens to achieve what they had
not been able to do over hundreds of years, which was demonstrate an outgrowth of popular
expression independent of any government control. It was a phenomenal moment.
No one noticed. Russian failures to achieve more instances of this success are perhaps understandable. The Russians could not dig themselves out from under the weight of their history,
so a healthier democracy was not forthcoming. While the state boasts a large and talented
pool of hackers brandishing tremendous technological prowess, that capability appears to lie
outside of any shared ideological purpose.[15] The technology can stand on its own. If this view
is endemic to a hacker mentality, and if this view is indicative of an ideological purpose that is
more instinctive than institutional in Russians, the strike on Estonia leaves Russia pioneering
cyber warfare as an ideological weapon, but not realizing this is so.
Ironically, the same can be said of Western powers. The ideological purpose of advancing democracy globally is a long-standing concern of Western nations, particularly the United States.
This goal was advanced by Russia when attacking Estonia, yet the West saw no such success—
only fear of motives. Russia attacked Estonia to probe the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s
(NATO’s) response when it came to a battle to control cyberspace.[16] With cyber supremacy,
a conventional military strike could follow.[17] These were valid concerns and required close
attention, given the attribution issues, for it remained unclear whether a popular movement
could execute a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack—one which needed a legion of hijacked computers turned into botnets to succeed.[18] Only a carefully coordinated attack could
marshal this resource to its greatest effect. So, the question still looms: Was the Russian Government behind the attacks? Here, the West’s old fear of Soviet secrecy arose anew. Had the
security arm of the Russian Government, the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation—having taken over for its Cold War version, the KGB—orchestrated the attacks in league
with criminal organizations?[19]
Should this be true, what transpired in Estonia meant that the Russian Government had
tested a tool of espionage that lay very close to an act of war, should the intent be overtaken by
popular elements online. In this sense, some deniability made sense to ensure that cyber disruption did not appear to have been sanctioned by the state, for that admission could raise tensions, which could lead to an outbreak of warfare on the ground. But deniability raised another
unsettling question: What if the Russian Government could not control criminal elements within the state, and they had acted independently? Here was a dangerous precedent: private actors
taking matters into their own hands. But to what end? What gain would criminals enjoy in this
instance? Since answers were not clear, thinking rests in larger part on the ideology of the
attack—that even criminals agreed to salvage some national pride and take part in the strike.
But the thinking has not gone that far. The implications of a democratic impulse sweeping
Russia, pulling criminals in that direction, and resulting in a patriotic cyberattack—and such a
spectacle blooming overnight, without state involvement—went unacknowledged in the West.
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GEORGIA: A DANGEROUS SEQUEL
The cyber war in Estonia remained a muted affair, solely an online confrontation. Still, the
fact remained that renegade online fronts had sparked this crisis by unleashing cyberattacks
on Estonia, and did without the involvement of the Russian Government, even if they were given its tacit approval and, later, its encouragement. This meant that openness had hit a threshold where state control could not curb public discontent expressed online. This democratic
movement assumed uncertain dimensions within the Russian state as growing authoritarian
rule faced spontaneous challengers.
This experience in Estonia helped pull Russia into another confrontation the following year,
this time with the country of Georgia in the Caucasus region. The former Soviet republic had
asserted its independence in 1991 in the wake of the collapse of the U.S.S.R. But two territories
within that state, South Ossetia and Abkhazia, mustered a counter action, and Russians living
within those territories separated themselves from Georgia. An uneasy standoff ensued, with
Georgia maintaining the right of control there, even as Russians in both places looked to Moscow. In July 2008, the separatists in South Ossetia launched a series of missile raids on nearby
Georgian villages. Georgia retaliated with ground forces on August 7. The Russian military
immediately responded and quickly engaged Georgian troops the next day. Further Russian
attacks came in Abkhazia. In 5 days, Russian assistance meant that Georgia was cast out of
both South Ossetia and Abkhazia, causing it to lose some territory. A détente was reached, with
Russia backing the two territories independently of Georgian rule.
Russian online activity preceded the ground attack by a day, initially in something of a trivial fashion, as Russian actors in cyberspace defaced websites of the Georgian state, including doctoring images and likening Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili to Adolf Hitler.[20]
Observers correctly highlighted the more serious elements of the cyberattack, such as striking
out at Georgian Government websites, the banking system, news outlets, and online discussion
forums as an aggressive means of isolating the country from outside contact.[21] These actions
helped a Russian media blitz justifying the legitimacy of the Russian ground attack. Strategic
messaging also spoke to Russian success in impacting the command and control of Georgian
forces.[22] In a week, Russia had pioneered a new way of fighting by teaming cyber capabilities
with a conventional attack.[23]
The timing of the cyberattacks to coincide with the Russian ground attack indicated a carefully coordinated strategy. But cyber actions were underway a month before the ground attack.
One could view this as necessary reconnaissance to prepare the cyber offensive and then the
ground attack.[24] That probing certainly suggested a looming attack, all but forfeiting surprise
and alerting the target to its danger. In this light, the Russian ground offensive on August 8 did
not represent a planned date of attack, but a point of no further recourse other than to attack in
order to take advantage of the very real cyber disruption already ongoing in Georgia and soon
to be readily apparent to the outside world. While long expecting a confrontation with Georgia,
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Russian leadership was caught off guard by the timing of the hostilities.[25] Russian planners
had to incorporate the cyber element into the offensive both to gain military advantage and to
head off the potential of a public presence online to impede those plans and take things in an
unwanted direction.
The success in controlling the online elements was mixed. Youth groups again went into
action and, in the name of patriotism, targeted specific websites. Much of this traffic had Russian sponsors co-opting this online movement.[26] More telling was the suspicion that criminal
organizations answered the Russian Government’s call to action and engaged in the familiar
DDoS attack.[27] The Russian Government disavowed these actors, again taking advantage of
attribution difficulties to disguise the fact that the government had been blindsided by the chaos unfolding online. Even if the Russian Government was teaming with such actors, the need
to have to look to such unreliable online partners risked throwing Russian military plans into
disarray. The message here was not that Russia had unleashed a devastating military attack,
but that its online community was impacting the foreign policy actions of a government forced
to keep pace with this new online offensive. This became more visible when cyberattacks continued after the cessation of ground operations as the Russian online community took the lead,
using forums, blogs, and websites.[28]
Despite efforts at control, Russian cyberattacks could not stop Georgians from blogging,
detracting considerably from the Russian effort to enjoy information dominance over the
battlefield.[29] Other failures to isolate the cyber battlefield threatened to escalate the conflict.
Most significantly, Georgia, in response to the cyberattacks, shifted access to a server based
in the state of Georgia in the United States without U.S. Government approval. The Russian
aggressors online followed them there.[30] Now, a border dispute in the Caucasus region threatened to include an offensive cyber action on American soil. How should the United States
respond? Furthermore, Georgia was pursuing membership in NATO and a Russian attack
could have triggered a response from that organization, thereby escalating the local conflict.
But NATO had not responded in that fashion when Estonia, an alliance member, experienced
its cyberattack, with member states deciding that the strike did not amount to an attack.[31] The
possibility of NATO taking action in the case of Georgia over mere cyber events was remote, but
a ground attack could have provoked a different response.
The last thing Russia wanted was a clash with NATO.[32] Disarray after the Soviet Union’s
demise left Russian military forces in marked decline both in quality and capability. The First
Chechen War exposed these shortcomings, and not much had changed almost 2 decades later.[33]
Still, a naval action as well as air assets accompanied the attack on Georgia, and this joint
force spoke to some Russian vitality of arms. However, the need to supplement the district
forces with outside specialized units further stoked the fear that a military action could flounder, given the poor state of Russian arms. Those planning the attack employed overwhelming
numbers, with 30,000 Russian troops—double the size of the Georgian military.[34] The clash
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that followed needed to be brief to avoid triggering adventurism in countries along Russia’s
periphery. The struggle in Chechnya had devolved into an ugly guerrilla war that included acts
of terrorism in Russia itself, plunging the Russian home front into discord. Having another protracted border dispute on its hands in 2008 could well have crippled Russian efforts to recover
from the 1991 collapse.
The good news of a very short, limited conflict in Georgia was dampened by more troubling
developments when the cyber element of the clash was considered. A close look at the cyber
events surrounding the Russian attack on Georgia presented observers with a Russian reaction to online activity it strove to control, rather than a carefully planned test of future war
in the hands of a sophisticated Russian army. Theoretically, the two purposes could coexist.
Russia could test its ability to use cyberattacks in conjunction with conventional force. A formal Russian military response followed a barrage of online attacks on Georgia, signaling an
evolutionary step in warfare, as kinetic force teamed with cyber actions designed to prepare
the invasion. This synergy certainly defined events in Georgia, but alarmed Western observers then missed the key, related significance of that episode. The foreign policy goals of the
Russian state would be set by its government, not by popular mandates online enabled by a
handful of computer adventurers. That activism smacked of populism in far too clear a way to
be tolerated. Russian intervention in Georgia cemented resolve among the leadership to seize
control of the patriotic hackers so markedly unrestrained in this domain.
To achieve this end, the risk of a larger war was worth it. For Russia, the main struggle was
heading off democratic movements in neighboring territories. Georgia had endured this fate in
late 2003 with the Rose Revolution that brought Saakashvili to power. A year later, vast public
protests deposed the leader of Ukraine during the Orange Revolution, and a year after that, the
leader of Kyrgyzstan with the Tulip Revolution. Putin’s antipathy for Saakashvili underscored
his determination to humble all instances of these “Color Revolutions.”[36] By 2008, Putin, now
prime minister, had helped orchestrate Russian military action against Georgia, but that strike
failed to topple his rival and, in at least one way, made matters worse. Encouraging separatists
abroad invited such dissidence to spill over into Russia.[37] An activist cyber element compounded that risk and blunting that online presence to help shore up the homeland would come next.
CONSOLIDATION: 2008–2014
The events in Estonia stress that openness had fostered a rogue element within Russian
politics that acted by its own compass and initiated Russian cyber actions against the Baltic
state. What transpired in Georgia just over a year later reflects the Russian Government’s endeavor to tailor online realities in favor of state authority, with imperfect results. After 2008,
this aim became Putin’s aim. Having given up the presidency, he looked to stay in charge in a
state which ostensibly curtails such permanence. Operating in elite circles, he overwhelmed
his peers in government, manipulating state offices and the personnel holding those offices.[38]
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Such politicking was an obvious step away from robust democracy, as was the next, related
effort. The public also had to accept a strongman, or, at least, centralized power in one office.
But in this case, the Russian inclination to gravitate to personality rather than process and
favor authoritarianism collided with online capabilities offering to blunt this sentiment. The
ability of Russia to change from the old ways to the new came face-to-face with the openness
that defines cyberspace.
Putin already felt threatened by public demonstrations that, in his view, had helped West Germany absorb East Germany, starting a reaction that eventually destroyed the Soviet Union.[39]
Indeed, protests had surfaced in Russia as he plotted his return to the presidency in 2012. On
December 10, 2011, Russians rallied against fraudulent parliamentary elections during the
Snow Revolution. On May 6, 2012, large crowds protested Putin’s pending inauguration as
president the next day with the March of Millions.[40] Once regaining that office, Putin cracked
down on such groups within Russia. The Duma allowed the targeting of foreign groups that
had accepted outside money. Russian Government spokesmen tied any protests to Western
influence coming from organizations such as the United States Agency for International Development and nongovernmental organizations, and so-called liberal outlets were harassed by
government operatives.[41]
The internet age complicated matters because opposition groups within Russia enjoyed an
online presence, a sign that traditional adherence to government decree was suspect in the
extreme. Social media played a leading role in posing an internal threat, helping independent
organizations manipulate people into street demonstrations.[42] To rebuff what was no less than
Western interference in Russia’s internal affairs, the Kremlin had to act: Internet use had to
be controlled; dissent relabeled slander and libel and, therefore, a criminal act; and websites
blacklisted, then blocked.[43] These measures underscored Putin’s desperation to crack down on
the internet, something he publicly labeled no more than a Central Intelligence Agency project
in April 2014.[44] When National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden released
NSA-classified information starting in June 2013, he exposed some of that agency’s online
surveillance efforts and helped Putin justify his actions.[45]
The Russian Government’s ability to shore up things at home still did not address how connectivity aided what in Putin’s mind amounted to fifth columns that imposed a democracy
beholden to Western interests on Russia’s neighbors.[46] Putin responded with his own Color
Revolutions. To this end came a government-led campaign extolling a pure Russian identity
based on true Russian cultural values. Russia could go on the offensive by the means of a
“Eurasianism” ideology announcing values as the key weapon to reasserting a Russian-led
heartland.[47] Russia had its own story to tell in this regard: it was a nation long beleaguered
by Western threats and actions. In this respect, the information battleground was a key asset:
a means to sow discord within states by reinforcing prejudice and bias among diverse populations that would rally to Russia because of a shared persecution.
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Russia brazenly tested this approach by orchestrating a takeover of Crimea in the name of
supporting an indigenous revolt of ethnic Russians against Ukrainian rule in February 2014.
Regardless of widespread dissension and a tangible groundswell in favor of Crimea joining the
Russian Federation, the action of Russian military forces (minus uniform markings and identification) proved decisive.[48] Ukraine faced the prospect of armed confrontation with para-Russian forces and chose not to engage. The ensuing information campaign by Russian authorities
merely announced the supposed proclivity of Crimea to seek separation from Ukraine and
then demand annexation to Russia. These two outcomes came to pass rapidly and, by March
2014, Ukraine had lost control of that province. Putin then proclaimed a triumph of nationalism and the Russian public accepted the results as a measure of ancient Russian suzerainty in
the region at the expense of Western interference.
Ukraine’s renewed, internal, political turmoil had opened the door to this Russian adventurism in Crimea. Ukraine’s Euromaidan reaction of February 2014 deposed the current president, who favored closer ties with Moscow. Putin countered with the conquest of Crimea,
making clear that these popular movements now faced the prospect of Russian intervention,
including the use of ground forces.
Continuing to pressure Ukraine, Russia at first repeated the Crimean pattern of supporting
internal forces willing to engage in violence to challenge Ukrainian rule. In the Donbas in
eastern Ukraine, a region that is home to a large Russian population, Putin supplied arms
to dissidents and at times committed Russian paramilitary forces, foisting a battle onto the
again-reluctant Ukrainian Government. As this struggle continued over an extended period of
time, Russia appeared unwilling to seek annexation and, instead, hoped that that state could
come under the umbrella of Russian influence, if not in declarations of subservience, then in
the unsettled notion of state security.[49] To this end, Russia turned to a sophisticated cyber
effort—one tangibly more physical than seeking an information-operation success by inciting
internal dissent. Instead, Russian cyberattacks successfully targeted the Ukrainian power
grid in December 2015. That act forced three distribution centers offline for several hours,
impacting 220,000 residents.[50] This strike represented strategic cyber power, but Russian
forces unleashed tactical actions as well. Malware helped Russian-backed rebels in the Donbas
to attain the “locational data” of Ukrainian artillery and target those units for destruction.[51]
Altogether, the concept that Russia sought to test—cyber capabilities in conjunction with acts
of war—gained much credence. In the seams between cyberspace and ground conflict came an
effort to enable a physical means of disruption on the ground which coexisted alongside the
same effort of physical disruption via cyberspace. That challenge indeed left its victims in the
grip of a seemingly perpetual assault that reminded nations to think twice about embracing
connectivity as a means of feeding a global democratic inevitability.
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STRATEGIC ASCENDANCY: RUSSIA ON THE ATTACK
In Russian hands, a deliberate effort to curb any notion of a shared online space hosting a
community of users to achieve a more enriched body politic came by conducting cyberattacks
alongside deploying paramilitary force in neighboring countries. But a longer reach was needed to impact world events in which the confrontation would be strictly cognitive. One could not
simply stand by and receive the daily offensive from those enjoying connectivity in cyberspace.
Blunting cyber activities to secure internal and even regional consolidation was one priority
and turning openness on its head the other. It would not be a big leap to use cyber to sow doubt
in an adversary’s national sovereignty well beyond Russian borders. The primary target was
obvious. The online threat had to be met at its source, and this meant eroding the standing of
the creator of this platform, the United States.
It did not take much to cast American confidence in the democratic process in stark relief to
a technological age that exposed that very sentiment as obsolete. Unleashing an army of trolls
that dispenses fake news has almost done the trick of getting the United States to distrust and
question an open internet. The distribution of disinformation, sowing of doubt in trusted institutions, and injection of paranoia into the American body politic were not new. What was new
was the willingness of the American public to accept these efforts as proof of untrustworthy
online interaction, of seeing only a nemesis in cyberspace. Openness became the foremost casualty of now-suspicious interactions in cyberspace, as had to be the case from Russia’s point
of view to offset the strategic ascendancy inherent in the very act of being online. Exchanging
and sharing information among internet users became more a worry, less a right.
This success meant a Russian strategic high ground in cyberspace, which was no small
accomplishment, given the threat the platform had posed to an authoritarian Russian state.
The nemesis of cyber rebellions at present appears quiescent. Putin again stood for election in
2017 and, according to media reports, won by overwhelming mandate. His success points to
very little political opposition or unrest within Russia, suggesting that the potential for online
activism is well under control. Moreover, the hack of the U.S. Presidential election indicates
that Putin has learned his lessons well and authored his own form of cyber rebellion within
U.S. borders designed to undermine democracy.[52] The response in the United States to better
defend cyberspace means a retrenchment from openness and a further gain for the Russian
strongman. In seeking greater online security, Americans no longer press the advantage of an
open internet giving a voice to political expression. In abandoning the ideological high ground
in cyberspace, U.S. officials offer Russia a much sought-after reprieve from facing political
rancor and agitation in a nation that otherwise does not allow such dissent. That discourse is,
of course, the hallmark of democracy, not a call for oversight, as Putin would have the world believe. It seems that too many Western leaders must relearn this basic lesson in representative
government and protect the right to information and what amounts to virtual assembly online.
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The United States must serve as a measuring stick for the rest of the world and then reap a
concomitant benefit from the ideological dimensions of cyberspace. In that scenario, Russia
would again be forced to play defense.
States endorsing political plurality merely have to defend and advance openness to blunt
the Russian cognitive offensive in cyberspace. As was the case during the Cold War, an
ideological struggle between authoritarianism and liberalism has again become central to
U.S.–Russian relations.[53] When Cold War parameters help shape cyberspace, a new period
of containment emerges as a means of defending openness in that domain. This cognitive
stand online cements ideology as paramount in conflict by ensuring an arena of shared values that challenge authoritarian rule, a success that would mean the strategic initiative lies
in Western hands, or the hands of those who favor openness. Better still, openness is already
U.S. policy, is already endorsed by the private sector that does so much to shape that domain
and is already a means of delivering a nonviolent offensive in a war no less imperative to
win than a physical war in other domains. This recognition means that U.S. efforts must not
await a ground war to team with cyber capabilities and thereby present a familiar picture
of war. Rather, one must embrace the ongoing online ideological struggle to maintain the
permanent, strategic advantage of openness in cyberspace. From that strategic high ground,
one can go on the attack in cyberspace by offering a universal appeal to an online global
commons that serves democracy.
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ABSTRACT

n the era of asymmetrical conflicts, information and communication technologies
(ICT) play an essential role due to their importance in the manipulation and conditioning of public opinion.[1] Several threats are linked to the use of ICT but, in terms
of interstate, strategic competition, one of the main dangers is represented by socalled “cyber election interference” (i.e., cyber election-meddling activities carried out
by foreign states to influence the electorate of a target state through the diffusion of “fake
news” or “alternative truths,” principally via the media and social networks (Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, etc.)). The aim of this paper is to clarify whether and when this kind of
interference constitutes a breach of international obligations—in particular, of the principle of nonintervention in the internal affairs of a state—and to envisage possible lawful
responses under international law by states targeted by said interference.
Keywords— cyber election meddling, international law, principle of nonintervention, options for response.

I. INTRODUCTION
Although the interference of foreign states in the electoral processes of other states
has certainly occurred in the past,[2] some recent elections and crucial referenda[3] have
brought a particular feature of this phenomenon to the attention of the international community—namely, so-called “cyber election interference.”[4] This expression does not refer
herein to the physical destruction of or tampering with equipment or electoral systems, or
to the modification of the results through malware aimed at causing irregular recounting
of votes.[5]
Nor does it refer to operations of mere cyber-intelligence collection (i.e., aimed at gathering information on electoral processes and which do not seem to have per se characteristics
of unlawfulness).[6] The reference herein is rather to nondestructive phenomena with a
© 2019 Annachiara Rotondo, Pierluigi Salvati.
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persuasive scope—that is, campaigns of (dis)information promoted by foreign states aimed at
surreptitiously influencing the vote in another state through the diffusion of “fake news” or
“alternative truths,” principally via the media and social networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.). The growing number of episodes of interference in said terms against fundamental
electoral processes by foreign states makes it relevant to address the question of whether these
activities constitute a breach of international law and, in particular, of the principle of nonintervention in the internal affairs of a state, and to envisage possible lawful responses.
II. CYBER ELECTION INTERFERENCE AND THE PRINCIPLE OF
NONINTERVENTION IN THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF A STATE
Cyber election meddling can be defined as a cyber operation resulting in subtle campaigns of
(dis)information.[7] aimed at influencing the electoral vote and its outcome through the spread
of fake news with a view to affecting the political and institutional system of the target state.
In this case, foreign intervention takes the form of activities that are more or less nuanced and
not always attributable, undermining the correct formation of the will of the target state in the
definition of its own government apparatus; its institutional structure; and, consequently, the
determination of its policies. This represents a potential violation of the principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs of a state, since the electoral process is the highest and most
significant moment of expression of domestic jurisdiction.
The principle of nonintervention is a principle of general international law[8] and has been
constantly affirmed in the Resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly,[9] with particular reference to the “sovereign and inalienable right of a State freely to determine its own political…system, to develop its international relations…without outside intervention, interference,
subversion, coercion or threat in any form whatsoever,”[10] and with specific reference to electoral processes (“the principle of…non-interference in the internal affairs of any State should
be respected in the holding of elections”).[11] However, said principle has often been linked to
the (more restricted) principle of the prohibition of the use of force, leading some scholars to
sustain a substantial overlap between them, as far as to consider the former as essentially absorbed by the latter.[12]
The scope of the principle of nonintervention has been further examined by the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) in the judgment Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America). Therein, the court clarified the notion of “unlawful
intervention,” on the one hand by delimiting its extent to matters of the target state’s domestic
jurisdiction,[13] and on the other hand by identifying the use of methods of coercion regarding
these matters as its defining characteristic.[14] Therefore, in its statement, the court identified
in coercion—«which defines, and indeed forms the very essence of prohibited intervention»—the
parameter to affirm the unlawfulness of an episode of interference. Although the ICJ has observed that said element is ipso facto subsistent in the case of the use of force,[15] however, it
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did not intend to reduce the hypothesis of coercive intervention exclusively to the use of force,
which is albeit considered paradigmatic of the phenomenon. Nonetheless, by omitting further
examples,[16] the court did not contribute either to understanding how coercion can concretize
under the threshold of the use of force or whether it is necessarily constituted by a wrongful
act (or the threat of a wrongful act).[17] Therefore, the wording of Nicaragua does not seem to be
particularly effective in identifying further hypotheses of coercive intervention falling below
the threshold of art. 2(4) of the UN Charter, as is the case with the (dis)information campaigns
which, by their very nature, do not involve the use of force.
Some authors assert that coercion could be recognized not only in the exercise (or the threat)
of a wrongful act, such as the use of force, but also in the forced modification of the «normal or
natural or expected course of events».[18] This approach is absolutely relevant for a broader interpretation of the concept of coercion beyond the paradigm provided by the ICJ in Nicaragua as it
disconnects said notion from the threat or implementation of an unlawful act[19] by anchoring
it to a “neutral” element (i.e., the achievement of a fact which, without the foreign intervention, would not have occurred: it would be precisely the modification of the natural course
of events which would make the aforementioned intervention “coercive”). Also the Group of
Expert Editors (GEE) of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber
Operations (hereinafter “Tallinn Manual 2.0”) found that a coercive act “must have the potential for compelling the target State to engage in an action that it would otherwise not take,”[20]
so decoupling the concept of coercion from the commission of a wrongful act and linking it to
the constraint for the target state to act in a way in which it would not have otherwise acted.
Therefore, interpreting in this sense the concept of coercion, activities aimed at influencing the
determination of political choices impacting on electoral processes might result in a coercive
interference and, thus, a violation of the principle of nonintervention.
On this point, the Tallinn Manual 1.0 on the International Law Applicable to Warfare (hereinafter “Tallinn Manual 1.0”) already clearly stated that “cases in point [i.e., coercive] are the
manipulation by cyber means of public opinion elections [emphasis added], as when online news
services are altered in favour of a particular party, false news is spread…”[21] This approach is
undoubtedly more suitable for extending the scope of coercion beyond the silences of Nicaragua, and is particularly relevant with reference to the cyber operations under examination.
Indeed, election meddling in the terms under discussion could result in a coercive interference
«designed to deprive another State of its freedom of choice…to force [the] State to act in an involuntary manner or involuntarily refrain from acting in a particular way.»[22]
In this case, a key element of coercion seems to be identified in the covert nature of the
foreign interference. The target state would find itself, in fact, in a situation of coercion “unbeknownst to it” (i.e., without knowing it was being manipulated). The unlawful intervention—
consisting of influencing the sentiments of the populace with a view to determining the results
of elections—would, in this case, materialize as constraint through induction in that the same
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state would be led to take fundamental choices without having determined them autonomously
and freely, thus resulting in a coercive modification of the normal or natural course of events.
A different approach based on an interpretation of coercion in terms of scales and effects
achieved by the foreign intervention would lead to similar, although not identical, results. The
classical doctrine has, in fact, dwelt on the “dimensions of consequentiality” which define
coercion and has identified as relevant «the importance and number of values affected, the
extent to which such values are affected and the number of participants whose values are so
affected,»[23] which Professor Watts transposed mutatis mutandis into the framework of cyber
operations and translated into the «nature of State interests affected…the scale of effects the
operation produces in the target State, and the reach in terms of number of actors involuntarily
affected…].»[24]
In the case of cyber election interference, all of these “dimensions” seem to be achieved. The
free and sovereign determination of the political and institutional apparatus, and consequently
of national and foreign policies, appears to be a primary interest of the state which is affected
by foreign meddling. Moreover, said activity may reach, through the widespread diffusion of
fake news via the media and social networks, most of the electorate, influencing its orientation
in a decisive way, therefore causing it to act (i.e., to vote) on the basis of false information,
which results in a manipulation of its determinations. As for the outcomes of interference, the
GEE of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 affirmed that the scale of effects produced could not be limited
in terms of desired results, since the violation of the principle in question does not require the
intervention to be successful; therefore, simply forcing the electoral process may amount to a
breach of the principle of non-intervention, not being necessary to the successful pursuit of the
objective set by the foreign state.[25] In reality, the question of the outcome of the interference
remains a debatable issue. It depends on what one considers a coercive act with the potential
to compel, or solely an act which effectively compels the target state to engage in a course of
action that it would otherwise not undertake.
Of course, the overall approach above should not be overestimated. It is evident that not any
hypothesis in which one state pushes another to act differently to how, in the absence of its
intervention, it would otherwise have acted may represent coercive interference. In fact, for
the purpose of the configurability of coercion, it is necessary that the target state is, in fact,
“forced” (i.e., it has no other choice or option),[26] which mostly translates into its unawareness
of being manipulated, it not being sufficient or relevant that the same has consciously modified
its behaviour simply because it considers it to be advantageous (or to avoid a disadvantage).
Therefore, cases of foreign influence, such as a public campaign promoted by a foreign state
aimed at inducing another state to act in a determined way (e.g., to ratify a treaty) or the
endorsement of a foreign leader in favor of the election of a candidate through the media[27]
cannot be considered a violation of the obligation to abstain from interfering with the internal
affairs of a state. In these cases, in fact, the character of coercivity is lacking. And even cyber
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operations aimed at influencing a state to comply with an international obligation would not
constitute a violation of the principle of nonintervention inasmuch as the subject matter is not
among those in which the state «is permitted to decide freely» under Nicaragua[28] since the
international obligation externalizes ipso iure compliance beyond the scope of the domestic
jurisdiction.[29]
Consequently, it is not easy to achieve a unitary reconstruction of a regime of foreign intervention aimed at meddling in elections through the spread of fake news, but it is necessary
to carry out a holistic check on a case-by-case basis.[30] Therefore, the interference of a foreign
state in the electoral process of another state may result in different legal qualifications, depending on the activities carried out. Thus, cyber election interference resulting in propaganda; the dissemination of real news; or, on the contrary, fake news, in order to influence foreign
political and electoral processes will be subject to a different regime, depending on the existence and the degree of coercion.
For this reason, for example, the lawfulness of public propaganda activities promoted by a
foreign state has been affirmed: publicity, in fact, excludes the element of coercion, and thus
such activity—although it may represent an unfriendly act—cannot be said to be wrongful, at
least with respect to the prohibition of interference, unless a different prohibition at the level
of a specific rule is provided.[31]
III. QUESTIONS OF ATTRIBUTION
In order to result in a breach of the duty of non-intervention, cyber election interference
must be attributable to a foreign state. In fact, attribution is an indispensable element in order to consider a determined act as an internationally wrongful act, as provided for by art.
2 of the draft Articles on the Responsibility of the States for Internationally Wrongful Acts
(ARSIWA),[32] which reads that, “There is an internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct consisting of an action or omission: (a) is attributable to the State under international law;
and (b) constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State.” As a matter of law, the
burden of attribution has to be resolved on a case-by-case basis under strict adherence to the
principles provided for under chapter II of ARSIWA. Therefore, cyber election interference can
be attributable to a foreign state if mainly carried out by an organ of said state (art. 4); persons
or entities exercising elements of governmental authority of said state (art. 5); organs placed
at the disposal of a state by another state (art. 6); or a person or group of persons acting on
the instructions of, or under the direction or control of, that state in carrying out the conduct
(art. 8).[33]
A formal attribution to a state organ under art. 4 of ARSIWA would represent the most direct ascription of the alleged interference to a foreign state, as it would be possible to trace
back the intervention and attribute it, even if it was carried out ultra vires (i.e., beyond the
responsibility assigned to said organ),[34] and even in the case of de facto organs. For example,
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a report released in 2017 by the Central Intelligence Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
and National Security Agency under the auspices of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence analyzed the “influence campaign” allegedly conducted by Russia in order to meddle
in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and assessed that it was approved at the highest level
of the Russian Government. In particular, the report denounced the participation of the main
Russian intelligence service (the Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of
the Russian Federation) as well as the direct involvement of President Vladimir Putin, who ordered said campaign, according to the report.[35] In this case, the U.S. intelligence agencies have
clearly attributed these activities to Russia, although they did not provide evidence in order
to avoid identifying their sources, thus allowing the (alleged) offending state to reject charges.
However, attribution to a state organ may be, in practice, complex because often such activities are carried out by foreign secret services, and so are difficult to trace. Even when they are
manifestly attributable to foreign state organs, their formal ascription to the foreign government concerned in terms of international responsibility is a further step which is not always
taken by the target state.[36] For example, even though Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s office
identified Guccifer 2.0 as a Russian intelligence officer in the light of forensic determination
and indicted him for crimes related to the alleged hacking of the Democrats in 2016,[37] the response by U.S. authorities against the Russian Government was limited, after some hesitation,
to a mere public accusation, which did not result in any consequence under the international
law of responsibility.
Very often, cyber election interference is carried out by non-state actors acting “on the instructions of, or under the direction or control of,”[38] a foreign power to interfere with the target
state’s political system—e.g., in the case of the Internet Research Agency (IRA), a Russian company allegedly linked to Moscow and accused by the U.S. of having hired hundreds of “trolls”
to post fake news and socially divisive content on social media, such as Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube, and share it among millions of people.[39] In cases like this, attribution to a foreign
state under art. 8 of ARSIWA lends itself to further and more complex problems. Indeed, if
the concepts of “instruction,” “direction,” and “control” are broadly meant to be understood as
disjunctive,[40] therefore potentially broadening the scope of attribution, the degree of control
required in attributing an act committed by non-state actors to a foreign state must be identified when the state in question “directed or controlled the specific operation,” and “the conduct
complained of was an integral part of that operation.”[41] Yet, in this case, it may amount to
“effective control” in the terms outlined by the ICJ in Nicaragua[42].
However, in most cases, neither the effective control test nor the different “overall control
test”[43] developed by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in
the case Prosecutor v. Duško Tadić (Appeal Judgement)—which lowered the standard of attribution—represent a sufficient solution, as both of them require a level of control and evidence
regarding non-state actors which is hard to establish in relation to cyber election interference.
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Moreover, in most cases, a sure attribution of cyber interference is not possible because
of purely technical problems: in fact, hackers’ activities, as well as the active perpetrators of
foreign interventions, can hardly be traced. Also, the identification of the origin of internet
protocol routings, spoofing, and other cyber means, as well as possible similarities among malware used in hacking or spreading fake news involving a determined foreign state,[44] can be
considered a clue but not decisive evidence in attributing a cyber operation to said state. Even
if the target state is successful in linking a determined cyber operation to a foreign state-owned
infrastructure, this does not allow the target state to conclude definitively either that such cyber action effectively originated from that place or that such identification can be considered
more than an indication that the state of origin may be involved with the interference. This is
because non-state actors, or other states interested in muddying the waters, may have acquired
control over such infrastructure.[45]
Therefore, using classical standards of proof may often result in the failure to attribute these
kinds of operations to a specific foreign state.[46] In all of these cases (i.e., when attribution is
not certain in legal terms), said activities could not amount to an internationally unlawful act,
lacking one of the two essential conditions provided by art. 2 ARSIWA.
The question seems to be often faced by target states as a matter of fact, and therefore mainly
subjected to standards of reasonability, resulting in accusations of cyber meddling which respond to prevailing political purposes and do not translate into a manifest accusation against
the foreign state of having committed an “international wrongful act.”[47] In these hypotheses,
electoral intervention may be considered at the least to be an unfriendly act, without entailing
the international responsibility of the acting state.
IV. CYBER ELECTION MEDDLING: OPTIONS FOR RESPONSE UNDER
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Even though international responsibility arises simply from the commission of an internationally wrongful act by a state, if the injured state aims to seek cessation of the conduct or to
obtain reparations, it has to react through mechanisms provided by international law. This is
because a lack of response may have legal consequences, such as the loss of the right to invoke
responsibility, as is the case in waiver or acquiescence.[48]
International law offers several options for response, the choice of which is not driven by the
rule of international law, but which depends on the overall balance of the opportunities and
purposes of the target state. Particularly, in the case of cyber election meddling, the choice of
response is strictly connected to the possibility of confirming the violation of the principle of
non-interference and to the ability of the target state to attribute the violation to another state.
A. Waiver or Acquiescence
The practice shows that often, even in the presence of strong suspicions allowing attribution,
states sometimes choose not to react at all.[49] The option of non-reaction against a wrongful act
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configures the hypothesis of implicit waiver or acquiescence, which can represent a feasible
option for an injured state. This is because the target state which has reached the proof of attribution of the cyber violation committed may not want to reveal the same in order to protect its
sources and intelligence means. Inactivity seems also to respond to the will of the target state
to carry out the same interference activity in turn, on the basis of a tu quoque practice, and not
contribute to forming an express, prohibitive rule.
However, it is necessary to underline that the option of waiver precludes any claim for reparation, as does the option of acquiescence. Obviously, a waiver is considered effective only if
given in a valid manner, thus excluding all cases in which states express a waiver under the
coercion of another state, or because of the existence of a material error.
Equally, acquiescence, as pinpointed by the ICJ in the Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru case,
determines the loss of the state’s right to invoke responsibility.[50] Consequently, if the target
state opts for non-reaction, it has to consider that it is excluding every future possibility to act
against the perpetrator of the violation through instruments provided by international law
(doctrine of estoppel).
B. Countermeasures
When cyber election meddling violates the principle of nonintervention in internal affairs
and is attributed to a foreign state, the target state may resort to countermeasures, which are
those actions constituting a breach of an international obligation— a breach of treaty law or
of customary international law—that have to be considered lawful because the state involved
has been itself victim of a wrongful act. Under art. 2, lett. a of ARSIWA, any activity which
constitutes a breach of an international obligation implies the responsibility of a state when
undertaken by one of the parties cited therein.[51] In these cases, the target state can react by
resorting to countermeasures within the limits expressly provided by international law (i.e.,
the principle of proportionality and the sole aim of inducing the responsible state to desist its
ongoing unlawful conduct, thus excluding other aims, such as punishment). Moreover, under
art. 52 of ARSIWA, countermeasures shall be terminated as soon as the state has complied with
its obligations.
However, countermeasures do not seem an often-practicable option in the context of cyber
election meddling because of the existing disconnect between the general requirements of international law in terms of attribution and the practical necessities of states targeted by cyber
operations.[52]
On the one hand, international law requests the respect of discipline on international responsibility, which requires attribution of the wrongful act to another state in order to allow
the injured state to resort to countermeasures as well as exhort the offending state to fulfill its
obligations, notify its intent in responding to countermeasures, and negotiate.[53] On the other
hand, states need to promptly respond to cyber election interference to protect their interests,
economies, citizens, and territories in order to avoid, or at least contain, negative consequences.
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The result is that, to date, there has been no state reaction in the form of a real countermeasure
against cyber violations. In addition, even when it is possible to identify the exact location
where the cyber operation originated, investigative activities often require the assistance of
the authorities of the state where the interference was launched,[54] and this assistance is not
necessarily provided.[55]
Furthermore, in carrying out cyber operations, states generally use subjects who, even after
investigation, frequently remain anonymous, a further circumstance which prevents the injured state from resorting to countermeasures.[56]
C. Retorsions
In the context of uncertainty around the international legal status of cyber election interference, retorsions can play an important role for states which aim to respond to preserve their
interests and rights without resorting to wrongful conduct.
Indeed, measures of retorsion (i.e., “‘unfriendly’ conducts which are not inconsistent with
any international obligation of the State engaging in it even though may be a response to an
internationally wrongful act’”)[57] amount to acts which may be considered wrongful only in a
political and moral sense.[58]
An example of retorsion in the field of cyber election meddling was the declaration of persona non grata made by the U.S. Department of State with regard to 35 Russian intelligence
operatives in response to aggressive Russian cyber activities during the last U.S. presidential
election.[59] In this case, since international law does not oblige states to maintain relations with
other states, the declaration of persona non grata and the following expulsion of intelligence
operatives constituted a mere unfriendly act.
Because of its characterization, retorsion seems to be the most practicable, legal, functional
response in case of non-attributable cyber election interference.
The so-called “active defence strategies,” consisting of cyber operations—including those of
a preventative nature—that the target state may resort to without having previously attributed
interference to another state, can be considered a form of retorsion.[60]
Such activities can be allowed, owing to the fact that these kinds of measures should never
reach the threshold of unlawful conduct as they are limited to striking the systems from which
the attack has been launched in order to avoid damage within the territory of the target state.[61]
Indeed, as they are focused on impending damage by the incoming cyber operations, they
should be considered an instrument available to states to ensure the integrity of their territories and the security of their population within the exercise of their sovereign powers.[62]
The lawfulness of retorsion depends on the relation between means and ends which, if imbalanced (e.g., when a state interrupts the supply of vital goods to another state only with the
aim of exercising coercion in matters of its domestic jurisdiction), pushes the retorsion beyond
the threshold of lawfulness.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The complex and uncertain legal qualification of cyber activities resulting in electoral meddling, mostly due to their hard attribution, represents a serious concern for states which have
their electoral processes targeted.
The last Group of Seven summit held in Canada in June 2018 heavily stressed the danger
posed by attempts on the part of foreign actors to weaken democratic societies and institutions
by undermining their electoral processes through “malicious, multi-faced and evolving tactics
[which] constitute a serious strategic threat.”[63]
However, the same legal uncertainty can be considered an opportunity for target states which
can obtain strategic advantages through cyber counteroperations aimed at containing collateral effects without assuming international responsibility. This perspective should not necessarily be considered negative because, as previously demonstrated, nothing impedes target states
from reacting through international legal mechanisms which do not result in internationally
wrongful acts—more precisely, retorsions, which seem to be a functional tool in terms of results.
In fact, above all, if carried out in the cyber domain, retorsions are able to reach results
analogous to those achievable through countermeasures which, in turn, would put the target
state which wants to respond to the cyber election interference at serious risk of violating international law.
If states aim to reduce their vulnerabilities and contrast cyber threats such as cyber election
meddling, the strategy cannot be solely based on legal responses. The identification of further
preventive efforts, in terms of strengthening cyber defense capabilities to protect electoral processes, is a topic that merits further discussion.
On this point, it is to be noted that some states are strengthening their electoral systems
with the cooperation of their respective intelligence organizations and with a view to avoiding
foreign interference in future elections. For example, Australia has formed an ad hoc task force
(the Electoral Integrity Task Force,– or EITF) to guard its electoral process against foreign cyber interference. The organization involves the efforts of multiple agencies, with a particular
attention given to strengthening precautionary measures. Led by the Home Affairs Department and involving the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, the Australian Federal
Police, the Department of Finance, and the Australian Electoral Commission, the EITF aims to
avoid foreign interference in elections. In addition, the government of Australia has decided to
adopt an ad hoc legislation with the aim of preventing foreign electoral meddling.[64]
Even the European Union (EU) has developed a strategy to counter propaganda and disinformation: in 2015, the Council of the EU tasked the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy to submit an action plan on strategic communication,[65] which led to the establishment
within the EU’s External Action Service of a unit (the European Strategic Communication Task
Force, or StratCom) that challenges foreign (mainly Russian) disinformation campaigns.
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To date, StratCom has been organized into three units—StratCom East, South, and Western
Balkans—even though the main body is represented by StratCom East. StratCom East identifies,
analyses, and raises awareness about pro-Kremlin disinformation; it is aimed at increasing
public awareness of disinformation activities by foreign powers and improving the EU’s capacity to anticipate and respond to such challenges. In September 2017, a website was launched
that features a database of over 3,000 cases of disinformation, gives an overview of the latest
fake news stories published, and explains how trolling and manipulation in media really work.
More recently, in January 2018, the European Commission set up a High-Level Expert Group
(HLEG)[66] to contribute to the development of an EU-level strategy in facing the spread of fake
news. In March 2018, the HLEG published a report suggesting a multidimensional approach to
countering disinformation based on five pillars, consisting of concrete and inter-dependent actions ranging from enhanced transparency to the promotion of media and information literacy.[67]
Nevertheless, despite all of these efforts, the European Parliament recently urged the EU to
increase its resilience to Russian propaganda.[68]
A significant contribution to contrasting the spread of fake news aimed at influencing the
electorate could also come from the most popular media and social networks, which should
strengthen their internal tools for verifying the authenticity of news and profiles. Even on this
point, new initiatives seem to have been undertaken,[69] although the concrete tools available to
be used in contrasting disinformation raise questions in their own right (e.g., the protection of
the right to freedom of expression).
The fact is that cyber phenomena are not purely legal in nature, so to fully understand and,
consequently, contrast them, states have to think in terms of integrated strategies which cannot avoid the involvement of international law, but, at the same time, must require the active
intervention of other disciplines.
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ABSTRACT

primary mission of the Department of Defense (DoD) remains defending the
nation in cyberspace, a function which has until this point has been oriented around the traditional Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) framework. However, conceptual confusion as to the most effective mechanisms for
DoD support during national cyber emergencies has generated a perpetual “fog” that
restricts the frameworks optimal employment. This paper examines the typical forms
of DoD cyber support currently employed, and presents four additional pillars for consideration. These proposed pillars highlight the potential value of the DoD’s defined role
and functionality as a supporting command to the private sector during national cyber
emergencies. Furthermore, this paper recommends new, adaptable structures and defined roles that can serve as a model for the DoD’s future composition, disposition, and
employment in cyberspace when called upon to defend the nation. Because the private
sector is on the front lines of the conflict, a new model of Defense Support to the Private
Sector (DSPS) needs consideration.
Keywords— Department of Defense, U.S. Cyber Command, Defense Support of Civil Authorities, Supported Command, Supporting Command, Dowding
System, Persistent Engagement, Defensive Cyber Operations Response Action.

I. INTRODUCTION
The DoD has a central mission to “defend the nation” in cyberspace, a mission which
has focused on DSCA, and rightly so. After all, almost all cyberattacks are not attacks on
the nation, so the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will often have the lead. It is
homeland security, not homeland defense.
© 2019 Jason Healey
The contribution of Erik B. Korn is the work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign
copyrights may apply.
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But the DoD has significant capability and is regularly called in to provide support. The four
main pillars of such DoD support are relatively well known: information sharing and collaboration; “away teams” and other post-incident support to U.S. critical infrastructure companies
which have been attacked; counteroffensives to disrupt adversary operations against the United States; and the direct monitoring and defense of networks belonging to U.S. critical infrastructure companies. These types of support are not often so clearly described and, while the
first two are relatively straightforward, the last two are controversial.
This paper examines these typical forms of support and takes on the conceptual confusion
that surrounds the defense of the Nation. Much of the confusion comes from scenarios that are
not sufficiently extreme, so that the roles of DHS and the DoD are still intertwined. To break
out of this grey conceptual fog, it is necessary to imagine, as a thought experiment, the role of
the DoD in the conceptual clarity of a black-and-white scenario of a true cyber war targeting
the private sector, and then work down from there into the fog. Treating the DoD role in such a
cyber war as “support to civilian authorities” is missing the point, as the military would have a
direct role in fighting the adversary. In addition, civil authorities do not need support, but the
private sector does. Given that the private sector is not just the main target of the adversary, but
has significant capabilities of its own, the DoD role in defending the Nation is in many ways the
“supporting command.” This method suggests four additional pillars of support: private-sector call for fire support, coordination of multi-stakeholder defensive actions, response-support
forces, and private-sector access to the entire intelligence cycle. Together, these can be a new
approach: “Defense Support to the Private Sector” (DSPS).
II. DEFENSE SUPPORT OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES (DSCA)
“[D]uring a natural disaster, like a hurricane, military troops and helicopters are often used
by …[the Federal Emergency Management Agency] to help deliver relief. In a similar vein, the
military’s cyber capabilities will be available to civilian leaders to help protect the networks
that support government operations and critical infrastructure. As with all cases of military
support to civilian authorities, these resources will be under civilian control and used
according to civil laws”[1].
			
–Then-Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn III
The cyber response is only part of the larger National Response Framework (NRF), a wholeof-nation approach for unified response actions for emergencies and natural disasters, of DHS’s
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The NRF is the central strategy for local, state,
tribal, private, and federal entities in conducting joint operations during national emergencies[2].
The DoD is specified in the NRF as a resource authorized for commitment to domestic emergencies upon approval of the secretary of defense or when directed by the president[3]. The
NRF is primarily for physical emergencies, like hurricanes or earthquakes, while the National
Cyber Incident Response Plan (NCIRP) is only for cyber incidents (an incident which had both
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cyber and physical consequences would invoke both—one reason why DHS is a natural choice
for national incident response).
Federal Government cyber response is centered on DHS, which has the statutory mission of
ensuring cybersecurity through a better understanding of the U.S. risk posture and “reducing
or mitigating vulnerabilities, threats, and the potential consequences from cybersecurity incidents”[4]. Per Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 41 from 2016, DHS is the nominated lead for
“asset response activities” (as compared to investigative and intelligence activities, which are
the responsibility of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence, respectively) and oversees the bulk of the federal response to cyber incidents of national significance[5]. When a “significant cyber incident affects critical infrastructure owners and operators” and may “reasonably result in catastrophic regional or national
effects on public health or safety, economic security, or national security,” the government
forms a Cyber Unified Coordination Group (UCG) as “the primary method for coordinating
between and among Federal agencies in response to a significant cyber incident as well as for
integrating private-sector partners into incident response efforts”[6]. Though PPD-41 does not
mention the DoD, it would participate in a Cyber UCG as an additional participant.
The NCIRP defines the various responsibilities, capabilities, and coordination efforts for a
national response to cyber incidents and, unlike PPD-41, explicitly details DoD responsibilities
in the event of a national cyber incident[7]. Securing the DoD Information Network and civil
authorities’ organic assets is a primary responsibility, but the NCIRP also includes details on
providing support to civil authorities when requested to do so through lead federal agencies
or when directed to do so by the president[8]. These supporting structures are just a few of
the resources that manage the civil-military support relationship in times of national crisis.
Of course, the DoD has significant capabilities for responding to cyber incidents, not least of
which are those at U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) and the National Security Agency
(NSA). One of the DoD’s key missions is for it to “be prepared to defend the United States and
its interests against cyberattacks of significant consequence”[9].
Since DHS has the overall lead, the DoD’s cyber defense of the Nation is typically rooted in the
larger framework of DSCA. There are a variety of authorities, joint doctrine publications, and
federal response plans that oversee the support relationships among the DoD, civil authorities,
and industry during disasters. The DoD maintains an inherent role in bolstering civil authorities during national emergencies as well as the responsibility to provide necessary support in
the event of a domestic emergency. The Stafford Act and Economy Act constitute a legislative
structure that provides state governments and federal agencies a mechanism with which to
request DoD support when organic capabilities and resources become overwhelmed during an
emergency[10]. U.S. Code (U.S.C.) also specifies authorities for the support relationship between
the DoD and civilian entities. Specifically, Title 32 and Title 10 directly permit DSCA, an affiliation generally characterized by DoD reinforcement of civilian entities in response to “domestic
emergencies, law enforcement support, and other domestic activities”[11].
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This legislative foundation has been further developed with joint military doctrine such
as Joint Publications (JP) 3-27, “Homeland Defense,” and JP 3-28, “Defense Support of Civil
Authorities,” as well as previously mentioned federal response action plans like DHS’s NRF
and NCIRP. JP 3-27 explains the different roles of the responsible commands and clarifies the
missions of homeland security, homeland defense, and DSCA; homeland defense involves “defending against traditional external threats or aggression…and against external asymmetric
threats” that are outside the scope of homeland security and related DSCA tasks[12].
During DSCA operations, the military typically assumes a supporting role that is subordinate
to the designated lead federal department or agency[13]. Titles 32, 10, and 14 of the U.S.C. sanction
support from the National Guard, active duty forces, and the United States Coast Guard in the
event of national emergencies[14]. DoD Directive 3025.18 further expands on the DSCA request
process in accordance with sections 1521, 1535, and 9701 of U.S.C. Title 31[15]. JP 3-27 also further stipulates additional guidance for joint operations in support of homeland defense.
III. CURRENT PILLARS OF DEFENSE SUPPORT
Despite the general strength of the DSCA framework, according to a panel at a 2018 strategy
symposium run by USCYBERCOM, “there is little consensus on what it means to defend the
Nation and its interests in cyberspace, or on what role the Department of Defense should be for
this mission”[16]. Just how should the DoD and USCYBERCOM go beyond DSCA for homeland
defense?
There have been four main pillars of support: information sharing and collaboration; “away
teams” and other post-incident support to U.S. critical infrastructure companies which have
been attacked; counteroffensives to disrupt adversary operations against the United States; and
direct monitoring and defense of networks belonging to U.S. critical infrastructure companies.
The first two are far more straightforward than the last two, and there are actually far more
ways that the DoD can defend the Nation, as this paper discusses in the next section.
A. Information Sharing and Collaboration
DoD efforts (such as the Enduring Security Framework) to share information on threats and
vulnerabilities and collaborate with the private sector and other government agencies to reduce the threats and vulnerabilities have been important mechanisms. These operate at levels
well below homeland defense and focus more on threat reduction before an event than response once an incident has begun[17].
B. Post-Incident Support
Perhaps the most-used mechanism is the DoD’s support to other federal departments after
a major incident occurs against (typically) a company that is part of the country’s critical
infrastructure. The FBI has Cyber Action Teams at all 56 of its field offices, which will “travel
around the world” within 48 hours “to assist in computer intrusion cases”[18]. DHS also has
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such “fly-away teams” that can deploy with the FBI for incidents which are not just crimes, but
have a larger homeland-security nexus, such as attacks against major critical infrastructure
companies[19]. DHS and the FBI somewhat routinely call in DoD capabilities to assist; in at least
one case, when Google suffered a severe intrusion by China, it reached out directly to the NSA
for a “secure tailored solution” which brought in the FBI and DHS[20].
C. Shooting Back
The DoD, of course, has unique authorities, beyond those of the FBI and DHS, and, when
directed, “the U.S. military may conduct cyber operations to counter an imminent or on-going
attack against the U.S. homeland or U.S. interests in cyberspace...to blunt an attack and prevent
the destruction of property or the loss of life”[21]. The National Cyber Mission Teams were created for just this homeland-defense eventuality. Such an order, though, has rarely if ever been
given, even during known attacks from nation-state adversaries, such as the 2012 distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks by Iran against the U.S. financial system, when “the Obama
administration rejected an option to hack into the adversary’s network in Iran and squelch the
problem at its source”[22]. As the next section will discuss, there is far more that can be done to
develop this pillar.
D. Monitoring and Direct Response
General Keith Alexander, when he was Commander of USCYBERCOM, opined that “within
the United States, I do not believe that’s where Cyber Command should or will operate”[23].
However, he wanted to improve his ability to monitor and defend the banking sector by installing government “surveillance equipment on their networks” to detect attacks using NSA’s
“secret sauce” of threat signatures[24]. The plan did not proceed, though the idea of direct monitoring and protection of private-sector assets does live on in some corners. At the 2018 USCYBERCOM strategy symposium, one cyber general asserted that if companies “want to meet
us halfway,” they must agree to allow the military to monitor their networks, even when those
companies spend hundreds of millions on cybersecurity[25]. Indeed, joint cyber doctrine opens
the possibility that “National-level CPT [Cyber Protection Team] support can be extended to
defend non-DOD mission partner or critical infrastructure networks when ordered” by the
secretary of defense[26].
This most controversial of the pillars is worth additional exploration. On one hand, the DoD
directly defends U.S. territory; on the other, cyberspace is not the same as physical territory,
and it is not always clear that the DoD has the authority or even superior capabilities. Despite
these limitations, it is often the default assumption of military cyber defenders that, to defend
the Nation, they must take control of the assets themselves. For example, Mark Young in 2010
wrote, “there is little that the DoD could do if the attack came across a commercial network,”
but a national cyber doctrine and processes could smooth coordination with the private sector
“when the networks to be protected by the Cyber Command belong to a commercial entity”[27].
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These mechanisms could “address the concerns” of commercial network service providers “to
allow a U.S. government organization, such as the Cyber Command, to operate on their networks” for defense purposes[28].
IV. EXPANDING DOD SUPPORT IN THE BLACK-AND-WHITE CLARITY OF CYBERWAR
There are several reasons it is hard to determine the appropriate role for the DoD in defending the nation in cyberspace. Identifying these reasons can help develop additional policy
responses.
One of the most critical differences between cyber conflict and conflict in the air, land, sea,
and space is that “it is non-state actors, not governments, which typically are decisive in cyber
defense…[o]nly uncommonly are governments able to bring the superior resources of their
unwieldy bureaucracies in enough time to decisively defend against attacks”[29]. Companies
like Microsoft, Verizon, and FireEye have massive security budgets and tremendous agility and
routinely change the “terrain” of cyberspace to stop attacks. They are overly burdened with
deciding if they have the legal authority to conduct defensive measures; as private entities,
they are permitted all which is not specifically restricted—the opposite of what applies to the
U.S. Government.
Banks like JPMorgan Chase spend over $500 million on cybersecurity with complex networks[30]. USCYBERCOM only has a limited set of resources and experienced personnel, so it is
not clear how it could effectively monitor such networks or help defend them, even if asked to
do so. It is like defending a labyrinth: unless you are on the network for long periods of time,
you do not know the terrain well enough to defend it. Fortunately, as will be argued shortly, it
is not clear that USCYBERCOM’s homeland defense mission depends on such on-site defense.
Another critical difference between cyber and conflict in the other domains is that there is
constant contact between adversaries, creating an environment of “persistent engagement.”
Some of these incidents, such as Chinese commercial espionage or attacks on critical infrastructure like the finance sector, can be classified as major national security threats—and,
indeed, President Barack Obama declared a “national emergency” to deal with them [31]. This
can lead to the recommendation that since the DoD is the part of the Federal Government
that deals with national security threats, it should be engaged now in the defense of critical
infrastructure networks. Even when that recommendation is rejected (for reasons such as
the DoD does not have enough capability to act so routinely and DoD presence is not wanted
by the affected companies), the way out of the conceptual fog is usually framed from the bottom up: envisioning scenarios a bit (or a lot) worse than today’s and then trying to determine
the appropriate role for the DoD and its relationship to DHS and the private sector.
This approach can be useful, but only goes so far when caught up in a conceptual fog. As
in any fog, turning up the high beams on your headlights only shows you more grey. In most
scenarios that are based in some worse version of today, DoD and DHS authorities will still
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be intertwined, and the private sector will still be hesitant regarding a lead role for the DoD.
To break out of this grey conceptual fog, it is necessary to imagine the role of the DoD in the
conceptual clarity of a black-and-white scenario of a true cyber war and then work down from
there into the fog.
Treat this as a thought experiment only—perhaps such a cyber war is impossible—but, to set
the scene, imagine that an adversary nation-state is using cyber capabilities to kill thousands
of American citizens. More attacks are coming every day. What is the DoD’s role in this obvious
homeland-defense scenario?
Treating the DoD role in such a cyber war as “support to civilian authorities” is missing the
point: “For most contingencies, the usual DoD role of support to civil authorities will apply.
However, in the event of a high-end attack, the DoD will likely need to take the lead role”[32].
The republic is at war, and the American people and the president would expect the DoD to be
at the forefront of defense. But in such high-tempo operations, USCYBERCOM will certainly not
have the resources to deploy CPTs to defend specific critical infrastructure-sector companies; it
will likely be having to use every last person to defend the DoD and the U.S. Government and
take the fight to the enemy.
So what else can the DoD and USCYBERCOM do to help win in this cyber-war thought experiment? What might be part of a DSPS project? There are several different mechanisms that
can enable the expansion of DoD defense of the Nation: private-sector call for fire support,
coordination of multi-stakeholder defensive actions, response-support forces, and private-sector access to the entire intelligence cycle. In each case, these measures are not just useful for
high-end cyber warfare, but far down into the grey-zone conflicts of today.
V. PRIVATE SECTOR CALLS FOR FIRE SUPPORT
As part of the cyber-war thought experiment, further imagine that the finance sector reports
that cyberattacks will turn into a financial crisis unless specific adversary command and control (C2) servers are not attacked and taken offline in three hours.
In one sense, this is a normal Defensive Cyber Operations Response Action (DCO-RA) mission in which “actions are taken external to the defended network or portion of cyberspace
without the permission of the owner of the affected system [which] may include actions that
rise to the level of use of force, with physical damage or destruction of enemy systems”[33]. Yet
there are currently no channels through which USCYBERCOM can receive such private-sector
calls for fire or through which such calls can be validated. The banks collectively making the
request through official channels are under direct attack by an adversary choosing to target
the U.S. by attacking them online. They are the Forward Edge of the Battle Area of the war and
their request for fires should be taken just as seriously as if it had come through a combatant
command. In cyber conflict, the private sector is the supported command. This will prove much
easier for sectors such as finance, which has hired many cyber veterans and has a formal governance structure to make official and time-sensitive requests.
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There is already some evidence of such ties, though they are informal. The Financial Systemic Analysis & Resilience Center (FSARC) is sharing malware indicators and other information
with USCYBERCOM where “this intelligence is independently evaluated and, if appropriate,
Cyber Command responds under its own unique authorities”[34].
VI. COORDINATING MULTI-STAKEHOLDER DEFENSIVE ACTIONS
The DoD can work toward supporting the synchronization of defensive actions and establish
a joint battle rhythm between the Federal Government, private-sector industries, and additional civil authorities. What might be needed is a cyber equivalent of the Dowding system, the
British system for detecting inbound bombers during the Battle of Britain and providing direct
defense[35]. The network of sensors, operations centers, and communications acted as a central
nervous system for situational awareness of all available information and control defenses.
However, in stark contrast to conflict in other domains, it may be the private sector which controls the main tempo, with the DoD supporting it.
In a notional, high-end cyber war, the current mechanisms for coordinating defensive actions
would quickly become swamped. The DHS National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) is the main operational coordination body, a “central location where
a diverse set of partners involved in cybersecurity and communications protection coordinate
and synchronize their efforts [and] coordinate national response to significant cyber incidents
in accordance with the National Cyber Incident Response Plan”[36]. The NCCIC also connects
with FEMA’s NRF for cyber-physical incidents and coordinates with DoD operations centers, including USCYBERCOM. However, NCCIC has suffered persistent staffing and technical training
issues, and would be challenged to work at the scale of a cyber war with many separate attack
campaigns[37]. For example, when responding to just one past campaign, the Conficker worm,
the DHS team not only played no decisive role, but, when it needed to brief the White House,
simply used the slides of the private-sector, Microsoft-funded Conficker Working Group, substituted its own logo, “and classified it to boot”[38]. The DoD and USCYBERCOM may have better
staffing and capabilities but would also have difficulty scaling quickly. They also do not have
the visibility or connections with industry to coordinate the defense of private-sector networks.
There are already many private-sector response organizations. One presidential advisory
committee composed of technology executives developed a report with a full set of recommendations for sector “mobilization” that notes that “the vast majority of enterprise incidents are
resolved with the support and collaboration” of companies and trust groups, such as Network
Service Provider Security (NSP-SEC) and information sharing and analysis centers[39]. Indeed,
in most incidents:
“[T]he fundamental incident management actions occurred through private sector collaboration or mobilization at a [small] scale, limited to a group of actors that had the technical
competence and ability to develop and propose appropriate mitigations to address the core
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vulnerability. This group is distinct from the affected community, which constitutes those end
users with the responsibility for managing the actual manifestations of the consequences of
the attack”[40].
The Federal Government simply has a less decisive role than non-states. Even as far back as
the 2007 attacks on Estonia, NSP-SEC, “comprised of technical experts of various network provider companies,” was sent to Estonia to help coordinate defensive efforts with international
telecommunication carriers and “mitigated [these] down to fairly low levels over the course of
the next seven hours”[41]. The spirit of the group focuses on immediate action: “If something
needs to be taken down, it needs to be taken down, and there isn’t time for argument … that’s
understood upfront [within NSP-SEC]”[42]. Another alliance of technology companies, the Industry Consortium for Advancement of Security on the Internet, created a Unified Security
Incident Response Plan (USIRP) for its membership (which includes Microsoft, CISCO, Intel,
Amazon, and Oracle) so that they can “trigger a USIRP event; share critical information about
it; and work together effectively on a coordinated response”[43]. The Cyber Threat Alliance coordinates responses between many threat intelligence teams, such as at Palo Alto Networks
and CISCO, to generate a common threat picture[44]. Within the critical infrastructure sectors,
there are many groups handling various aspects of response. Just the finance sector has three
groups: FSARC, the Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC, of
which one of the authors has been vice chair), and the Financial Services Sector Steering Committee (FSSSC).
Cyber defense has long been recognized as a team sport or, rather, a multi-stakeholder effort,
with distributed responsibilities. The main goal of the coordination of all of these defensive
efforts as well as the integration of DCO-RA response missions and outright offensive attacks
from the DoD is not unity of command centered on USCYBERCOM or NCCIC, but unity of effort,
unity of action, and loose coordination to keep independent groups working toward the same
goal. It may be counterproductive to insist that “clear chains of command for a high-end contingency…be established between the civil authorities and the DoD,” or that “private sector cyber
security expertise” should be “working under government direction and control in connection
with high-end contingencies or in direct support to the ISPs [internet service providers] and
grid operators”[45].
Unity of effort through multi-stakeholder coordination would mean that the DoD would not
be able to synchronize offensive and defensive efforts as well as if it controlled them both, but
this is a small loss to achieve better synchronization across all defense, in both the public and
private sectors. Efforts to build such a multi-stakeholder Dowding system based on a unity of
effort and support to the private sector would be useful at levels well below full cyber war.
The DoD (and the rest of the Federal Government) cannot and should not lead these efforts,
but do need to support them. For example, in the “event an incident surpasses industry’s
mitigation ability,” then “industry would want recommendations or direction on the priorities
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for…recovery”—that is, a political decision on national security priorities[46]. Industry may also
need a “comprehensive, legal, and operational framework,” as it would be “operating on a catastrophic” footing, far beyond business as usual[47].
VII. SECTOR-WIDE RESPONSE—SUPPORT FORCES
During high-tempo cyber warfare against the United States, DoD CPTs deployed to directly
monitor and protect private-sector networks would only get in the way. However, there may be
a role for the DoD, possibly through a new kind of Cyber Support Team (CST), to support the
private-sector response process, rather than helping to defend private-sector networks.
To return to the thought experiment of cyber warfare against the private sector, imagine
again a massive attack against the finance sector. Sector-wide incident response is handled
by groups such as FSARC, FS-ISAC, and FSSSC, typically on conference calls every few hours.
These calls cover technical and intelligence issues (usually at the more operationally focused
FS-ISAC) as well as top-level policy issues, such as whether the markets will be able to remain
open (at the more senior FSSSC). Overwhelmingly, the same people on these calls handling
sector-wide response are the same executives overseeing response within their own financial
institutions. They are very thinly spread, with some limited 24/7 capability, and if an incident
lasts more than a few days, the system may break.
One of the authors (Healey) led the coordination of these calls for the FS-ISAC. What could
have been useful was a few, competent, company-grade or senior non-commissioned officers
to give more organizational depth and staying power to the response. These officers could
help run the response playbook, keep track of the dozens of details needed for a successful
response, and provide much-needed continuity and stability to the process. Such officers do not
have to be highly trained DoD cyber ninjas and do not necessarily even need much knowledge
of the affected sector (though these knowledge and skills could be useful). They only need to be
capable responders—the kind of officers which exist in great numbers in all services.
VIII. PRIVATE-SECTOR ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE INTELLIGENCE CYCLE
Intelligence cooperation between the Federal Government and the private sector is improving—especially with more cleared individuals in critical infrastructure sectors and companies,
which have hired former intelligence professionals—but it is still far behind the level which
might be required in a notional cyber war. Too often, companies (even in key sectors) are
only included at the tail end of the intelligence cycle—dissemination. They receive tear-line reports of declassified and watered-down reports. Sometimes, select executives are given a “special one-day, top-secret security clearance” which “scare[s] the bejeezus” out of them[48]. But
with private-sector companies on the Forward Edge of the Battle Area, they should not just be
receiving reports; they should be active in all phases of the intelligence cycle, especially in the
submission of requirements for the collection and clarification of analysis and the provision of
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feedback[49]. This would primarily be the responsibility of the Director of National Intelligence,
but, as the NSA has had a lead role in such activities in the past, much would fall onto the DoD’s
shoulders, especially in wartime.
The downsides of this kind of support are obvious: there are currently few ways for a sector
to validate any requests or feedback, few if any mechanisms for passing requests and feedback
from the private sector, and a major gap between sectors in the sophistication of intelligence
consumers. As with the potential support to calls for fires, the finance sector is perhaps a natural place to start, with many cyber and intelligence veterans and a formal governance structure
in place.
IX. RECOMMENDATIONS: TO DEFEND THE NATION, SUPPORT THE PRIVATE SECTOR
The DoD possesses unique tools and resources for DSPS. However, large gaps remain.
A recent Government Accountability Office (GAO) report identified some of the challenges
and shortcomings in the DoD’s current approach and its application to cyberspace. Most glaringly, the report highlights a lack of definition in the DoD organizational roles and responsibilities for providing civil support during a national cyber incident[50]. The DoD’s C2 guidance for
cyber DSCA operations is highlighted as contradictory and confusing. Additionally, conflicting
delineations for U.S. Northern Command and USCYBERCOM as the supporting command to
civil authorities for cyber incidents further complicates DoD guidance[51]. With C2 being a
primary component of effective military operations, the Pentagon’s ability to streamline unity
of command policies and processes is vital. Another area identified by GAO as a challenge is
the DoD’s visibility of capabilities within National Guard cyber units, a limitation that currently impedes timely and effective support to civil authorities[52]. Furthermore, GAO’s recent
findings of DoD delinquency in the maintenance of a repository of Guard capabilities for each
state must be rectified quickly for this option to work effectively[53]. These deficiencies can be
debilitating and limit the DoD’s ability to provide support to industry and civil authorities in
cyberspace.
In order to best leverage DoD cyber capabilities, the Pentagon must go even beyond these recognized gaps and recognize a new role as a supporting command to the non-state actors on the
front lines of defending the Nation in cyber conflict. One important early step, highlighted by
several former defense and intelligence officials, is to incorporate “establishing and exercising
the procedures necessary” for cooperation for high-end crises into the memorandum of understanding between the DoD and DHS[54]. Likewise, the National Security Telecommunications
Advisory Committee report on mobilization has several recommendations, which we support,
including the identification and organization of the correct public- and private-sector entities,
and then conducting training and exercises “to ensure the Nation is prepared to manage a cyber-related event of national significance”[55].
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An important capability for expanded support is Reserve and Guard cyber units. The DoD’s
decision to fully invest in these units and their often-unique capabilities and authorities can
provide a force able to build closer relationships among government, civil authorities, and industry. The individuals in these units also typically work in various sectors of industry or with
other civilian entities on a daily basis. When operating under U.S.C. Title 32 at the direction
of state governors, Guard cyber teams provide a unique flexibility in supporting civil authorities and sectors of industry (and are not subject to the restrictions of the Posse Comitatus
Act—legislation that limits military units from operating domestically, such as working with
law enforcement)[56]. In order to address civil authority support, the DoD has already worked
with the Council of Governors on the establishment of the Joint Action Plan for State-Federal
Unity of Effort on Cybersecurity, which provides a collaborative framework to “expedite and
enhance the nation’s response to cyber incidents” through collaboration, information sharing,
capabilities, and resources[57].
The Army National Guard and the Air National Guard have partnered to ensure cyber-team
coverage of all 10 FEMA response regions to better integrate with DHS efforts and to help
counter large-scale domestic cyber emergencies[58]. This idea should be extended, with a Guard
or Reserve team working with each critical infrastructure sector. For example, the Air Force Reserve or Air National Guard might work with the energy sector, as many Air Force cyber assets
are in Texas, and the Army might work with the finance sector, as the Army Cyber Institute is
just north of Manhattan. Each unit would be a CST, hopefully, composed of officers and enlisted
personnel from the supported sector. Each unit could assist with some of the additional support
pillars mentioned in this paper: developing processes for calls for fire, backstopping responses,
assisting with intelligence requirements, and being better consumers of intelligence. There
are some advantages, mostly in simplicity, to these CSTs being run by a single service, though,
given the likely lack of qualified people, making them joint (with perhaps a single service as
the lead) may make them stronger.
USCYBERCOM has created new joint headquarters for many specialized purposes, from defending its own networks to attacking those of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. A new, modestly sized, joint task force or joint forces headquarters might be created solely to support the
private-sector fight and, to a lesser degree, work with civil authorities on homeland defense[59].
As the parent command of the Guard and Reserve teams, it would support each sector, with
responsibilities to improve operational coordination for high-end cyber incidents and warfare,
though it would not conduct response actions itself. Such a headquarters might be largely
staffed with Reserve and Guard personnel and located in the San Francisco Bay or Seattle areas
to better coordinate with technology companies that control the high ground of cyberspace.
Regardless of whether the DoD creates new units for this purpose, it must make progress on
these additional support pillars as well as help create the framework to support a cyber Dowding system. As the finance sector is perhaps the most mature, for the reasons mentioned above,
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the DoD should extend its current efforts with that sector, starting with an informal discussion
(including DHS and the Department of the Treasury) on how the sector might call for fire from
USCYBERCOM, should that ever be required. This can serve as a basic model for the other
sectors, especially those with strong governance mechanisms.
One way to support the idea of a cyber Dowding system is for the DoD to encourage, and
perhaps match, DHS grants to create new organizations dedicated not to sharing information,
but collaborating to respond to each kind of major incident. The goal of these Cyber Incident
Collaboration Organizations (CICO) is to streamline the current response process for an incident type to provide an umbrella for making such work easier at a larger scale. As one of us
wrote earlier this year:
“A Counter-Malware CICO could be built, using the lessons learned from the Conficker Working Group, for a faster, more effective response to such incidents. A Counter-Botnet CICO
would be similarly global and led by the private sector, with membership including the global
organizations that have had the largest role in takedowns—such as, say, Microsoft, FireEye,
and the Department of Justice. The Counter-DDoS CICO would bring together the global Tier
1 service providers, content-distribution managers, and other organizations that focus on the
core Internet infrastructure … By comparison, the Counter-APT CICO might be led and funded
by the U.S. government, working with the “Five Eyes” partners…and, perhaps, with representation from the Defense Industrial Base and key cybersecurity companies. Much of its work
would be classified.”
Such CICOs, or similar organizations, would make the multi-stakeholder response much
easier at scale, both simplifying and clarifying the role of USCYBERCOM and the larger Federal
Government.
The DoD has the necessary capabilities, resources, and forces for DSPS. To achieve an effective response to domestic cyber emergencies, the Pentagon will need to understand how it
can best bolster these entities as a supporting command when the call for reinforcements is
received. Expanded areas of support can include core military functions, such as intelligence,
C2, defensive actions, and calls for fire. The question now is whether the DoD can seize these
opportunities to provide more effective support functions during significant cyber events, or if
it will fall back into the trap of institutional norms where it feels compelled to take the lead.
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“The idea of degrading the opponent's information flow and, conversely, to protect or
improve our own, has gained reasonably widespread acceptance and has resulted in
important applications.”
		

-- Thomas P. Rona, Weapons Systems and Information War, 1976[1]

T

he Cold War ended in 1991 with the Soviet Union extinct and the United States
perhaps the most powerful country in history, at least in relative terms. President
Bill Clinton suggested at his 1993 inauguration that conflict had become an isolated
phenomenon of extremists fighting against world order, disrupting nations and
peoples but holding no real hope of accomplishing anything positive.[2] The end of the Cold
War seemed to have restored respect for sovereignty grounded in international law. History
had “ended” and the world had turned toward liberalism—but not wholly.
The Westphalian ideal that sovereign powers should manage their internal affairs without outside interference had always been honored more in the breach, at least outside of
Europe. In the 1990s, however, a new doctrine dawned—that strong nations had the right
and, indeed, the duty to collaborate under the auspices of international bodies in order to
stop widespread atrocities and humanitarian disasters—with force, if necessary, and even
inside the sovereign borders of states unable or unwilling to halt the depredations.
The notion that international law and institutions could be used to justify and potentially
even require interventions by military coalitions against autocratic regimes keeping order
(however brutally) on their own territory disturbed some prominent United Nations (UN)
members, especially Russia. International law of that stripe could potentially find a way
around sovereignty to let liberal coalitions foment an insurrection against autocrats—and
then use the regime’s suppression of the revolt as a pretext under the UN (or some other
body) to intervene.
© 2019 Michael Warner
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This would have repercussions for international relations, the internet, and every user connecting online.
A Freedom Agenda
“The best hope for peace in our world is the expansion of freedom in all the world.”
		

-- President George W. Bush at his Second Inaugural, 2005[3]

UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan in March 2000 issued a report that, perhaps to his surprise,
would quietly frame much of the dialogue over international relations in the decade to come:
Few would disagree that both the defence of humanity and the defence of sovereignty are principles that must be supported….But surely no legal principle — not
even sovereignty — can ever shield crimes against humanity. Where such crimes
occur and peaceful attempts to halt them have been exhausted, the Security Council has a moral duty to act on behalf of the international community.The fact that
we cannot protect people everywhere is no reason for doing nothing when we can.
Armed intervention must always remain the option of last resort, but in the face of
mass murder it is an option that cannot be relinquished.[4]
The doctrine that the Secretary-General articulated would soon be dubbed the “responsibility to protect.” Dictators and one-party states feared it. Their resistance to it had to be indirect
or muted, however, while the United States remained the world’s preeminent military power
and worked in concert with allies. President Bush had implied that certain nations should be
wary of such notions in his January 2002 State of the Union address, mentioning North Korea,
Iraq, and Iran, and insisting that “[s]tates like these and their terrorist allies constitute an axis
of evil, arming to threaten the peace of the world.”[5]
Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq survived barely a year after Bush’s speech. The British
and Americans argued that they already possessed a warrant for intervention from the UN
Security Council’s 1991 demand for Iraqi disarmament and its call for “such further steps as
may be required...to secure peace and security in the area.”[6] Their coalition assault on Iraq in
March 2003 resulted in the destruction of Saddam’s regime in just three weeks. The Iraq War
then paid one nearly immediate bonus—it convinced Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi, long
a thorn in Europe’s side, to abandon his chemical weapons in late 2003.[7] Other states drew
the opposite lesson about weapons of mass destruction: North Korea and Iran soon accelerated
their nuclear efforts. And in Iraq and Afghanistan, insurgencies arose to bleed the coalition
occupiers and complicate their potentially Sisyphean efforts to rebuild those societies.
The years that followed thus saw varied efforts to deter or weaken Western power and resolve
to impose international standards of rights in particular sovereignties. Even the possibility
of synchronized, regime-changing warfare haunted the dictators. Such strength emboldened
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democratic reformers in Ukraine (the Orange Revolution), Burma (the Saffron Revolution),
Lebanon (the Cedar Revolution), and other lands who trusted America’s commitment to what
President Bush called his “freedom agenda.”[8] As Bush stated at his second inauguration, the
United States applauded such revolutions. Bush stated America would “seek and support the
growth of democratic movements and institutions in every nation and culture, with the ultimate goal of ending tyranny in our world.”[9]
To survive, the dictators had to adapt. One of the most creative in doing so would be Russia’s
President Vladimir Putin, who took the time to explain what he was doing when he spoke to
the annual Munich Security Conference in February 2007. Russia wanted cooperation, particularly in arms control, Putin insisted, but his speech nonetheless struck an ominous tone. No
state however powerful could build a “unipolar world” in modern times, he explained. Yet that
did not stop some parties from wanting such an international order, and in this quest they had
caused “new human tragedies and created new centres of tension.” Putin left little doubt whom
he blamed for the “almost uncontained hyper use of force—military force—in international relations, force that is plunging the world into an abyss of permanent conflicts.” After all, it was
“first and foremost the United States” that had “overstepped its national borders in every way.
This is visible in the economic, political, cultural, and educational policies it imposes on other
nations.”[10]
The United States had accomplices in this work, Putin hinted. International law had become
an instrument of the strong, who showed disdain for its principles and independent legal
norms. Such overreach was “extremely dangerous” because it had created a situation in which
“no one feels safe.” Indeed, “no one can feel that international law is like a stone wall that will
protect them”—hence, the race by “a number of countries to acquire weapons of mass destruction.” The nations of Europe had helped to erode the rule of law and had begun working to
isolate Russia, imposing “new dividing lines and walls...that cut through our continent.” There
were instruments like the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe and “non-governmental organisations” financed and controlled from afar for “interfering in the internal
affairs of other countries.” Groups like these were busily “imposing a regime that determines
how these states should live and develop.” Now Russia would go its own way, or at least work
with “responsible and independent partners” in constructing “a fair and democratic world order that would ensure security and prosperity not only for a select few, but for all.”[11]
Putin’s speech in Munich previewed the tensions that would emerge over the next decade.
Moscow now possessed the resources and will to act on the hitherto academic critiques of
Western dominance that Putin had echoed in Munich. In the years since taking over from the
garrulous democrat Boris Yeltsin, Putin had consolidated power, strengthening a handful of
oligarchs, suppressing independent media outlets, and rigging the political system to keep
himself in command. Most dictatorships sooner or later quarrel with their neighbors, even if
such frictions do not always lead to war, and Russia was no different. Massive denial-of-service
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attacks against Estonian cyberspace briefly crippled the government of Estonia in 2007 after
the Estonians moved a Soviet-era war memorial in a gesture that Moscow deemed disrespectful. The disruption of Estonia—a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and
the European Union (EU)—drew no blood. Nonetheless, a senior EU official was quoted in an
article in The Guardian just after the attacks as saying, “Frankly it is clear that what happened
in Estonia in the cyber-attacks is not acceptable and a very serious disturbance.”[12] Russian
forces tangled with Georgian troops the following year, this time over the status of two disputed provinces. Moscow sought to teach a lesson to Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili and
Russia’s troops advanced to within 40 miles of Georgia’s capital before the Kremlin signed a
ceasefire. Afterward, President George W. Bush professed to liking Saakashvili but described
him to Putin as “hot-blooded.” “I’m hot-blooded, too,” retorted Putin. “No, Vladimir,” Bush
observed. “You’re cold-blooded.”[13]
President Barack Obama’s new administration in 2009 sought to turn Putin’s energies toward more constructive channels. Hillary Clinton, the new secretary of state, promised a “reset” of bilateral relations, dealing constructively with the Russians where mutual interests
converged, showing firmness to “limit their negative behavior,” and “engaging consistently
with the Russian people themselves.”[14] That last element—reaching the peoples of Russia and
other dictatorships—would become a cornerstone of American foreign policy during President
Obama’s first term, as Secretary Clinton later explained in her memoir. Autocracies increasingly sought to shield their subjects from the Internet to decrease U.S. and Western influence,
Clinton lamented:
Around the world, some countries began erecting electronic barriers to prevent
their people from using the internet freely and fully. Censors expunged words,
names, and phrases from search engine results…One of the most prominent examples was China, which, as of 2013, was home to nearly 600 million internet
users but also some of the most repressive limits on internet freedom. The “Great
Firewall” blocked foreign websites and particular pages with content perceived as
threatening to the Communist Party.[15]
This was information conflict that targeted the populace, Clinton suggested. She pushed the
State Department to counter such restrictions—for instance, by training citizen activists around
oppressive regimes to employ cyber tools that could “protect their privacy and anonymity online and thwart restrictive government firewalls.” By 2011, she noted, “we had invested more
than $45 million in tools to help keep dissidents safe online and trained more than five thousand activists worldwide, who turned around and trained thousands more.” Clinton herself
visited one of these workshops that year in Lithuania, figuratively on Russia’s doorstep.[16]
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The Internet, as many in the West hoped, became a powerful tool for dissent. Iranian repression would be seen by millions in 2009 with the shooting death in Tehran of a young protester,
Neda Agha-Soltan, captured on cell-phone video, uploaded online, and shared via Twitter and
Facebook.[17] Iranian authorities crushed widespread protests that year but emerged from the
crisis badly shaken. Another long-ruling regime in Tunisia, by contrast, would not survive similarly popular unrest facilitated by social media the following year. When Tunisian strongman
Ben Ali tried to suppress social media sites, the leaderless but surging protests against repression and corruption turned to text messaging on nearly ubiquitous cell phones as the organizing tool.[18] Mass protests against the rule of yet another dictator, Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, soon
followed the Tunisian example. Mubarak left office less than a month after Tunisia’s Ben Ali
fled in January 2011. “Thanks to the internet, especially social media, citizens and community
organizations had gained much more access to information and a greater ability to speak out
than ever before,” reflected Secretary Clinton in her memoirs.[19]
A brief but tumultuous “Arab Spring” emerged from these upheavals and swept across the
Middle East, with protests in Algeria, Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Sudan, Yemen,
and beyond. Dictatorships elsewhere saw they had to respond. They did so clumsily at first,
trying to close down internet service providers or block social media sites. The smarter ones,
like Iran, quickly learned to hunt on the web in order to develop a meaningful understanding
of where their adversaries were, what they did, and where they were headed. “The new technologies allow us to identify conspirators and those who are violating the law, without having
to control all people individually," boasted Iran’s top policeman, Esmail Ahmadi-Moghaddam,
in early 2010.[20] No countries saw more violence, however, than Libya and Syria, both ruled
by secular Arab dictators and oppressed for decades by pervasive police states. Both regimes
turned their militaries on protesters, who rebelled and found arms and courage to defend
themselves, pitching both nations into civil war.
Libya proved an early test of the Kofi Annan’s “responsibility to protect” doctrine in March
2011. With the African Union condemning the violence and the Arab League voting to impose a No-Fly Zone over rebel-held territory to deter Qaddafi’s avenging tanks, the Security
Council passed (with Russia and China abstaining) a resolution finding that the “deteriorating
situation” constituted “a threat to international peace and security.” With this justification for
intervening in an internal Libyan crisis, the council authorized “all necessary measures” short
of foreign occupation to protect Libyan civilians.[21] The resulting military intervention followed
almost immediately in now-classic fashion, with U.S.-led airstrikes and countermeasures to
suppress Libyan air defenses and permit NATO aircraft to pound Qaddafi’s armor and artillery
(under Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR). An unnamed adviser to President Obama described
the American role in the Libya campaign to The New Yorker as “leading from behind.”[22] Qaddafi’s regime shrank to nothing over the following summer, with the dictator himself cornered
and killed in October 2011.
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Syria would be a much tougher problem. Libya would shape the Syrian conflict that opened
in 2011. NATO’s intervention had caused uncharacteristic public disagreements among Russian leaders. Putin, then serving as prime minister (and thus officially not the chief executive
of the Russian state), alleged Western hypocrisy in attacking Qaddafi’s regime while tolerating
other dictators: “When the so-called civilized community, with all its might, pounces on a small
country, and ruins infrastructure that has been built over generations – well, I don’t know, is
this good or bad?”[23] His ostensible boss, President Dimitri Medvedev, shunned such rhetoric
and had declined to veto the Security Council resolution authorizing “all necessary means”
in Libya. The NATO effort still looked to Moscow like a campaign to depose Qaddafi, however,
and the Russians felt they could take no such risks with Syria, Russia’s only ally in the Middle East (with ties dating back to the Cold War). Moscow thus opposed any Security Council
action aimed at Syria’s Bashar al-Assad unless it ruled out armed intervention.[24] Russia and
China cast the only dissenting votes in vetoing a Security Council resolution condemning Assad’s suppression of the growing rebellion. Moscow’s foreign minister complained that the
resolution was “taking sides in a civil war,” while the Russian ambassador to the UN alleged
that the Western leaders once again were “calling for regime change, pushing the opposition
towards power.”[25] Secretary Clinton, in her memoirs called the Russian and Chinese veto
“despicable.”[26]
Prime Minister Putin for his part had already expressed his contempt for Clinton and her
ideas. Shortly after announcing his ultimately successful candidacy to resume the presidency
of Russia, which would be decided in a spring 2012 election, Putin showed his anxiety over
democratic movements like the Arab Spring. Responding to popular complaints of election
corruption in Russia’s late 2011 parliamentary balloting, Putin blamed the disturbance on
Secretary Clinton: “She set the tone for some actors in our country and gave them a signal,”
said Putin. “They heard the signal and with the support of the U.S. State Department began active work.” Once again, he saw shadowy foreign forces dividing Russians against one another,
spending vast sums of “foreign money” to influence the Russian balloting.[27]
For the time Putin could only fume. The liberal West seemed triumphant, with its enemies
and all dictators at risk. That moment would ironically prove to be the crest of a soon-receding
democratic wave. Baghdad and its Shi’a government promptly turned a blind eye while the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps—the Praetorian Guard of Tehran’s theocracy—ferried civilian airliners over Iraqi airspace to deliver troops and weapons to Assad’s beleaguered regime
in Syria.[28] With Iran’s military help and Russian diplomatic cover, Assad managed to hold on
against the various squabbling rebel groups, and even began using chemical weapons on the
insurgents in 2012.[29] Libya meanwhile degenerated into a vicious civil war. Democracy retreated in Egypt. The successor regime to Mubarak’s authoritarianism held an election won by
the Muslim Brotherhood, who began imposing a different brand of Egyptian authoritarianism
until they were ousted a year later by millions of protesters across Egypt and a military coup.
Washington showed no inclination for military intervention in the region. Indeed, Secretary
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Clinton, in contemplating the “wicked problem” that was Syria, found little willingness to arm
insurgent factions or allow U.S. forces to engage. She and President Obama’s advisors felt a
military solution was “impossible” and resolved to avoid “another quagmire, like Iraq.”[30]
The diplomatic and military turn against democracy corresponded with a new boldness
among autocracies and one-party states in using cyberspace operations to defend themselves
from falling to the sorts of popular unrest seen in the Arab Spring. As Clinton noted above,
they worked to guard their digital as well as their physical borders, erecting national firewalls,
enhancing the reach and quality of internal propaganda, tightening control of state media, and
floating proposals in international forums to replace the allegedly U.S.-dominated “multi-stakeholder model” of Internet governance. Perhaps just as importantly, they turned their portions
of cyberspace into surveillance systems with which they could monitor internal and external
challenges. So disturbed, the regimes perhaps shared little beyond an abhorrence and a fear of
liberal nostrums like elections, dissent, and a free press. Ironically, the Internet soon proved to
be just as powerful a support for the centralization of political power as it had been for dissent.
The Internet had endangered state control in many ways, yet, at the same time, it facilitated
state surveillance on a hitherto unimagined scale and repression even beyond a state’s physical
borders. Seen from the perspective of the regimes in question, such steps looked purely defensive and, indeed, necessary in a world where liberal ideals like international law could now
be used, as in the cases of Kosovo and Libya, to trump the traditional, Westphalian defense of
state sovereignty. A Chinese military organ, for example, implicitly rejected Secretary Clinton's
optimism about the web’s force for good; as noted by Xinhua in 2015:
The Chinese military’s mouthpiece newspaper has warned of the possibility of
“Western hostile forces” using the Internet to foment revolution in China. “The
Internet has grown into an ideological battlefield, and whoever controls the tool
will win the war,” according to an editorial published in the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) Daily on Wednesday. It stressed the need for cyber security measures
to ensure “online ideological safety”, euphemisms suggesting efforts to safeguard
China’s mainstream ideology. “Western hostile forces along with a small number
of Chinese ‘ideological traitors’, have maliciously attacked the Communist Party of China, and smeared our founding leaders and heroes, with the help of the
Internet,” according to the paper. “Their fundamental objective is to confuse us
with ‘universal values’, disturb us with ‘constitutional democracy’, and eventually
overthrow our country through ‘color revolution’,” it added, using a term commonly applied to revolutionary movements that first developed in the former Soviet
Union in the early 2000s. “Regime collapse that can occur overnight often starts
from long-term ideological erosion,” it warned. The paper said the military should
not only safeguard national sovereignty and security on traditional battlefields,
but also “protect ideological and political security on the invisible battleground of
the Internet.”[31]
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These sentiments echoed those voiced by senior Chinese military spokesmen since 2010,
when China began informing American diplomats that its territorial claims in the South China
Sea were now “core interests,” on par with Taiwan and Tibet in Beijing’s strategic calculus. The
Americans, Chinese rear admiral Guan Youfei angrily remarked to a delegation that included
Secretary Clinton, were acting like a “hegemon” and seeking to encircle China.[32]
The key development here was something that might have seemed impossible: a merging of
Information Age–technology facilitating regime propaganda and surveillance. Authoritarian,
anti-liberal regimes craved external threats to justify central direction; mobilization of the citizenry; and, ultimately, repression. Such states could not abide open borders with prosperous,
liberal democracies, so they sought to keep those physical and virtual borders closed—or those
neighbors less free. These regimes, moreover, could now surveil their opponents’ every keystroke. Targeting and suppression of civilian dissent were aided as well by intelligence services
utilizing cyber means to attain global reach and unprecedented economies of scale. Even the
poorest dictators now could acquire means to monitor dissidents on distant continents.[33]
A Return to War
“...it is essential to have a clear understanding of the forms and methods of the use of the
application of force.”
			

-- General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of Russia’s General Staff, 2013[34]

The Winter Olympics in 2014 opened in Sochi, Russia, showcasing some of the world’s best
athletes competing for medals and honors rather than land and treasure. That year the Olympic
spirit of sportsmanship did not linger, however, after the Games’ closing ceremony on February
23. Two subsequent events would soon shape global relations in the years to come. Russian
troops intervened in Ukraine just days later, effectively seizing Crimea. Their intervention
shook Western leaders. “You just don’t in the 21st century behave in 19th century fashion by
invading another country on a completely trumped up pretext,” complained the new U.S. Secretary of State, John Kerry, when asked on a news program about Russia’s bullying of Ukraine.[35]
The 19th century looked civilized, however, compared to what happened in the Middle East.
Barely a hundred days after the Olympics, fighters from the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)—whom President Obama in January had called the “JV team”—burst out of Syria
into western Iraq.[36] In weeks they overran perhaps 35,000 square miles in Syria and Iraq,
including Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city, where they seized the central bank and hundreds
of millions of dollars in assets. ISIL then declared itself “the Islamic State” and proclaimed it
was now a worldwide caliphate to which was owed the allegiance of all faithful Muslims.[37]
Events turned as they did in 2014 because dictators accelerated measures to protect their
physical and virtual borders, keeping the democracies at a distance by building buffer zones
around themselves. Russian leaders claimed aloud that this was a defensive strategy, made
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necessary by the liberal West’s promotion of regime change under the guise of humanitarian
intervention. Indeed, one of Putin’s advisors, Vladislav Surkov, had been watching for years the
progress of the color revolutions. An interviewer from Spiegel asked Surkov in 2005 how Moscow might defend itself “against the revolutionary virus that could jump over into Russia from
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine.” Surkov responded that Russia would see no such uprising,
despite the desires of some in his country. He complained of “various foreign non-governmental organizations that would like to see the scenario repeated in Russia. We understand this.
By now, there are even technologies for overthrowing governments and schools where one can
learn the trade.”[38]
The possibility of an Arab Spring in Russia also occurred to General Valery Gerasimov, chief
of the General Staff, before he visited the Academy of Military Science in February 2013 to call
on its experts to help Russian leaders adapt in a rapidly changing world. “In the 21st century,”
he began, “we have seen a tendency toward blurring the lines between the states of war and
peace. Wars are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according to an unfamiliar
template.”[39] This lack of sharp lines between peace and war made contemporary conflicts
seemingly non-linear but no less deadly, said Gerasimov:
The experience of military conflicts — including those connected with the so-called
[color] revolutions in north Africa and the Middle East — confirm that a perfectly
thriving state can, in a matter of months and even days, be transformed into an
arena of fierce armed conflict, become a victim of foreign intervention, and sink
into a web of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war.[40]
Gerasimov suggested to his military audience that crises like the Arab Spring might just be
“typical of warfare in the 21st century.” “The information space” created by global networking
and mass media had opened “wide asymmetrical possibilities” for attacking a regime: “In North
Africa, we witnessed the use of technologies for influencing state structures and the population
with the help of information networks.” Indeed, nonmilitary means of achieving strategic goals
often exceeded “the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness,” for “methods of conflict”
such as “political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and other non-military measures”
could now be “applied in coordination with the protest potential of the population.” Aggressor
powers bide their time, holding their armed forces in reserve until the right moment: “The
open use of forces — often under the guise of peacekeeping and crisis regulation — is resorted
to only at a certain stage, primarily for the achievement of final success in the conflict.”[41]
What General Gerasimov viewed as so potentially deadly was the combination by the “world’s
leading states” of the Information Warfare concepts derived from Thomas Rona with the new
media- and diplomacy-enabled means of influencing a population ruled by the target regime.
Mobile, combined arms forces, “acting in a single intelligence-information space because of the
use of the new possibilities of command-and-control systems,” now ensured that a victim had
no respite or opportunity to counterattack. “Frontal engagements of large formations” would
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be few, for the United States and others were learning to launch “[l]ong-distance, contactless
actions” to defeat an adversary “throughout the entire depth of his territory.” Even powerful adversaries (and, by implication, Russia, Gerasimov hinted) could see their military advantages
nullified by “the use of special operations forces and internal opposition to create a permanently operating front through the entire territory.”
Russia, suggested Gerasimov, should heed that warning and learn to conduct “activities in
the information space, including the defense of our own objects.” The Russian military, he said,
well understood “the essence of traditional military actions carried out by regular armed forces,” but Russian military leaders possessed “only a superficial understanding of asymmetrical
forms and means”—hence, his request to the Academy of Military Science to help “create a
comprehensive theory of such actions.” Conflicts in Ukraine and Syria would soon demonstrate
how quickly the Russians learned.[43]
A newly democratic Russia had once pledged (in 1994) to respect Ukraine’s borders when
the post-Communist government there had returned Soviet-era nuclear weapons to Moscow’s
control. Russian troops took control of Crimea in 2014, however, six days after the pro-Russian President of Ukraine, Viktor Yanukovych, fled in what Moscow had called a coup. The
new, pro-Western government in Kiev hailed his flight as a liberation, calling the revolution
the Euromaidan (after the protests that erupted when Yanukovych’s government derailed an
imminent association agreement with the EU). Russian leaders insisted they had not violated
the 1994 pledge, yet offered no consistent rationale for their position. Masked, Russian-speaking troops with no insignia suddenly were guarding Russian-made, heavy weapons all over
Crimea. Local residents noted their alien origin and dubbed them “little green men,” a term
that was quickly echoed in the Ukrainian press and beyond.[44]
The UN Security Council soon debated the Crimea crisis. A draft resolution in March did not
mention Russia but declared invalid the upcoming, Moscow-endorsed referendum in Crimea
(which asked Crimeans whether they wanted Russian rule). The UN Security Council resolution also noted the international community’s “commitment to the sovereignty, independence,
unity and territorial integrity of Ukraine within its internationally recognized borders.” Moscow vetoed the draft resolution, and in the Crimea referendum the following day, 97 percent
of voters expressed their desire to join Russia. The Kremlin quickly granted their request,
declaring its annexation of Crimea on March 18, 2014.[45] Unlike the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait in 1990, however, this time the UN never contemplated armed intervention to restore the
pre-crisis borders of Ukraine. Instead, the democracies turned to the UN General Assembly,
which passed a nonbinding resolution of its own, calling on “all States, international organizations and specialized agencies not to recognize any alteration of the status of the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol.”[46] Russia’s Foreign Ministry called the General Assembly’s resolution counterproductive and complained that “shameless pressure, up
to the point of political blackmail and economic threats, was brought to bear on a number of
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[UN] member states” by Western diplomats seeking “yes” votes for the measure.[47] Moscow’s
subsequent intervention in Ukraine appeared ad hoc and driven by circumstances. After the
Crimean annexation, ethnic Russians in two eastern Ukrainian districts also began agitating
to join Russia, forcibly resisting Ukrainian troops and declaring their territory “New Russia”
that spring. Kiev launched a counteroffensive in July, only to see it stall as the rebels gained
support from units of the Russian military with armor, artillery, and anti-aircraft missiles. The
missiles nullified the combat effectiveness of Ukraine’s small air force and promptly caused a
major international embarrassment for Moscow when a battery of SA-11s downed Malaysian
Airlines Flight 17 that July, destroying the cruising jetliner at 33,000 feet and killing all 298
people aboard.
Moscow denied responsibility and blamed Ukrainian forces, in keeping with its official disavowal of any direct role in the conflict. Russia’s misdirection from the beginning outraged
European governments. Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service told its parliamentary oversight
committee in late 2017, for example, that Russia had mounted a massive disinformation effort
to support its actions in Ukraine and beyond:
An early example of this was a hugely intensive, multi-channel propaganda effort
to persuade the world that Russia bore no responsibility for the shooting down of
[Malaysian Airlines flight] MH-17 (an outright falsehood: we know beyond any
reasonable doubt that the Russian military supplied and subsequently recovered
the missile launcher).[48]
Eastern Ukrainian separatists received their support from more “little green men,” who advised in all manner of military and civil matters. “We’re Russian. We’re all Russian,” quipped
one in Donetsk to the BBC in April 2014. “And this land isn't Ukraine: it's Novorossiya - and we
will defend it.”[49] NATO, especially its eastern members, took alarm at this mostly nonviolent
but effective display of force, calling it “hybrid” warfare, in which “a wide range of overt and
covert military, paramilitary, and civilian measures are employed in a highly integrated design.”[50] As in Syria, diplomatic efforts to end the conflict in Ukraine proved futile.[51] Low-level
hostilities between the Ukrainian military and Russian-backed separatists continue to this day.
As the Ukrainian conflict erupted in 2014, another crisis emerged almost simultaneously
from the ongoing Syrian Civil War and its threat to Russia’s allies in Damascus. Insurgencies
and even terrorists seek in their various ways to attain statehood—to overturn an existing regime or to fashion a new one from the territory of some other power. Al-Qaeda came closest to
attaining global influence while not ruling its own territory, but that was while its Taliban allies
ran most of Afghanistan. The chaotic conflict in Syria by 2014 had created a political and military vacuum in Syria’s eastern reaches, while the Shi’a-dominated government of neighboring
Iraq alienated the Sunnis of its western districts. The American withdrawal from Iraq at the end
of 2011 had ended the sustained presence of sophisticated intelligence, reconnaissance, and
strike forces in the area, and now troops and vehicles could once again gather on a battlefield.
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Into the vacuum stepped ISIL, which in 2013 turned its energies from fighting Assad; despite
its retrograde social views, ISIL saw statehood as its best path toward the ultimate goal of a
caliphate across the Muslim world. ISIL stormed over Iraq’s border in early 2014, its reputation
for savagery preceding it, panicking Iraqi defenders (the group tortured and executed those
soldiers it caught).[52] Its fighters seized thousands of square miles of Syrian and Iraqi territory
in just weeks. By summer, ISIL had erected “a primitive but rigid administrative system” maintaining “some basic services in a highly repressive environment” and imposing its version of
Islamic law on more than eight million people, including Sunnis and Shiites, along with Christians, Yazidis, Kurds, and other beleaguered minorities.[53]
ISIL sought to make its offensive global over the next year, accepting allegiance from
like-minded groups in Asia and Africa and calling for attacks in the West. Thousands of adherents from around the world journeyed to ISIL-controlled areas to fight on its behalf.[54] ISIL’s
barbarity attracted adherents, yet succeeded in uniting a diverse coalition of states to oppose
it in the Middle East and beyond.[55] The United States assembled in late 2014 a Coalition of
fifty-nine states and the EU to work against ISIL; its charter endorsed “a common, multifaceted, and long-term strategy to degrade and defeat ISIL” by military, diplomatic, and economic
means. The Coalition’s communique also noted that some participants insisted on the need for
“effective ground forces to ultimately defeat ISIL” and “increased support to these moderate opposition forces which are fighting on multiple fronts against ISIL/Daesh, Al Nusrah Front, and
the Syrian regime.” Iraq and its neighbors cosigned the communique; Syria, Iran, and Russia
did not. The U.S. military soon organized a Combined Joint Task Force in Kuwait to coordinate
combat operations against ISIL. The military intervention that followed in Iraq and Syria was
patterned on the model of NATO operations in Libya and Afghanistan, with advanced coalition
forces mounting airstrikes and supporting commandos working with local forces, who did
most of the fighting against their countrymen (and sometimes even their neighbors). The U.S.
campaign began reaching into Syria in May 2015 with a Special Forces raid that killed senior
ISIL leader Abu Sayyaf. Washington also hinted in August that it would defend friendly Syrian
forces with airstrikes, even against Assad’s troops.[58]
Russia and Iran then worried that Assad’s regime could collapse under the simultaneous
(though uncoordinated) pressure from ISIL and the Coalition-backed “moderate opposition
forces.” Assad controlled less than a fifth of Syria’s territory by the summer of 2015.[59] The
international effort to suppress ISIL thus gave Moscow a diplomatic opening to introduce Russian forces directly into the Syrian conflict. All services of Russia’s military joined in the campaign that fall, mounting well publicized strikes with all of the advanced conventional arms at
their disposal. Russian strategic bombers and warships firing cruise missiles saw their combat
debuts as General Gerasimov and his lieutenants gained practical experience synchronizing
long-range strike operations, ostensibly mounted against ISIL, but often hitting the Coalition-backed Syrian opposition instead.[60] Moscow implicitly patterned its intervention on the
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U.S.-led Coalition effort, in which the advanced militaries provided local allied forces with the
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance; logistics; and command and control essential
for sustained, modern campaigns.[61] With Russia’s newest and most powerful weapons now
frequenting Syria’s crowded airspace, moreover, Coalition leaders lost whatever opportunity
they might have had to impose on Assad a military solution to the Syrian Civil War.
The intervention by Russia and Iran allowed Assad to slowly reclaim Syrian cities from his
opponents as the Coalition drove ISIL from Iraq and reduced its holdings in Syria. Assad’s
forces took Aleppo in late 2016, while the Iraqi army, with Coalition support, uprooted ISIL
from Mosul in July 2017 and declared Iraqi territory ISIL-free the following December. By
then the Syrian city of Raqqah, the ostensible capital of ISIL’s caliphate, had already fallen to
Coalition forces. ISIL had “lost nearly all of the territory they once held,” explained a Combined
Joint Task Force spokesman at the end of 2017, though he cautioned that ISIL was not quite
finished. “We know this enemy is as adaptive and savvy as it is cruel and evil.”[62] Yet Moscow
and Washington apparently agreed at this point that military victory in the Middle East was
not impossible.
A Clash of Worlds?
General Gerasimov, in 2013, predicted that future conflicts would be waged in what he called
the “information space.” Within a few years of his speech, every shooting war also had a digital
dimension. Almost every gun or missile today is employed with the aid of some digital device,
even if only the cell phone that detonates the roadside bomb or the video that spurs the aspiring jihadist. Networked digital information gets the weapons and ammunition to the right place
at the right time—whether such armaments reach the battlefield on tanks, fighter jets, or ships,
or in men's arms—and digital technology helps to maintain and control them. At the same time,
several regimes now attack opponents in cyberspace as well. The clashes over borders between
the West and the various anti-liberal regimes became virtual as well as physical.
Such attacks had already begun when General Gerasimov made his prediction. Iranian hackers between late 2011 and mid-2013 attacked American financial companies, according to the
indictments of seven Iranians won by the Justice Department in March 2016:
Using botnets and other malicious computer code, the individuals—employed by
two Iran-based computer companies sponsored and directed by the Iranian government —engaged in a systematic campaign of distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks against nearly 50 institutions in the U.S. financial sector.
Their coordinated attacks disabled bank websites, frustrated customers, and “collectively
required tens of millions of dollars to mitigate.”[63] North Korea entered the fray the following year, attacking Sony Pictures Entertainment for releasing an otherwise forgettable satire
about an assassination attempt on North Korea’s dictator Kim Jong-un. Secretary of State Kerry
publicly condemned North Korea’s “cyber-attack targeting Sony Pictures Entertainment and
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the unacceptable threats against movie theatres and moviegoers.” Kerry called the attacks “a
brazen attempt by an isolated regime to suppress free speech and stifle the creative expression
of artists beyond the borders of its own country.”[64] China moved with greater discretion. In
March 2015, someone attacked the website of GreatFire for hosting material that would help
computer users avoid official censorship. Independent researchers at the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab found that this new weapon rested on China’s so-called “Great Firewall”; Citizen Lab called this capability “the Great Cannon” and noted its sinister novelty:
The operational deployment of the Great Cannon represents a significant escalation in state-level information control: the normalization of widespread use of an
attack tool to enforce censorship by weaponizing users. Specifically, the Cannon
manipulates the traffic of “bystander” systems outside China, silently programming their browsers to create a massive [distributed denial-of-service] attack.[65]
At least one regime has gone well beyond censorship and cyberattacks on opponents to manipulate information with cyber tools. According to the indictment of 13 Russians handed up
by Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation in February 2018, for instance, Moscow, soon
after the Ukrainian intervention, mounted a covert campaign to get Americans arguing with
one another. A Russian organization called the Internet Research Agency “as early as 2014…
began operations to interfere with the U.S. political system, including the 2016 U.S. presidential election,” noted the indictment.[66] The Russians employed a classic divide-and-conquer
tactic, attacking the presidential candidates that they (along with most American experts)
considered strongest while ignoring their apparently weaker challengers. Russian agents, said
the indictment:
engaged in operations primarily intended to communicate derogatory information
about Hillary Clinton, to denigrate other candidates such as Ted Cruz and Marco
Rubio, and to support Bernie Sanders and then-candidate Donald Trump…On or
about February 10, 2016, Defendants and their co-conspirators internally circulated an outline of themes for future content to be posted to [Internet Research
Agency]-controlled social media accounts. Specialists were instructed to post content that focused on “politics in the USA” and to “use any opportunity to criticize
Hillary and the rest (except Sanders and Trump—we support them).”[67]
The efforts of these Russian hackers received support from leaks of embarrassing emails
exfiltrated from the headquarters of the Democratic Party and released to the news media
in increments to hamper Clinton’s campaign. A month before the election, the secretary of
homeland security and the director of national intelligence jointly explained to the world that
the “Russian Government directed the recent compromises of e-mails from US persons and institutions, including from US political organizations.” The disclosures resembled “the methods
and motivations of Russian-directed efforts”; indeed, “the Russians have used similar tactics
and techniques across Europe and Eurasia, for example, to influence public opinion there.”
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Secretary Jeh Johnson and Director James Clapper assessed, in light of “the scope and sensitivity of these efforts, that only Russia's senior-most officials could have authorized these
activities.”[68]
As the world saw in America’s 2016 election, such targeting of individuals and societies
via the “information space” can have strategic effects. Cyber campaigns backed by massive
arsenals looked very formidable indeed by late 2017. British leaders began discussing in public
the apparently growing threat of Russian cyber and electoral disruption backed by powerful,
conventional, and even nuclear forces. Prime Minister Theresa May warned in November 2017
that Moscow had “mounted a sustained campaign of cyber-espionage and disruption.”[69] Its
tactics, she claimed, “included meddling in elections and hacking the Danish Ministry of
Defence and the [German] Bundestag among many others." A few days later, Ciaran Martin, chief of
Britain’s new National Cyber Security Centre, accused Russia of attacking Britain’s media, telecommunications, and energy sectors, and of “seeking to undermine the international
system.”[70] 		
American strategists recognized as well the return of great-power competition by 2018. Secretary of Defense James Mattis released his National Defense Strategy that January and observers immediately noted its bleak tone and its argument that “inter-state strategic competition,
not terrorism, is now the primary concern in U.S. national security.”[71] The new American
strategy saw states remaining the primary locus of power in the modern world, but perhaps did
not see how much states were now driven by technological and ideological influences beyond
their control.
CONCLUSION
…war was now understood as a process, more exactly, part of a process, its acute phase, but
maybe not the most important.
				

-- Natan Dubovitsky, “Without Sky”[72]

Ancient ways of mobilizing power for force and using it to scatter foes have gained new reach
and impact in the last two decades, both on the battlefield and for internal security. It lies beyond the scope of this paper to explain how these new means became subject, for the sake of
efficiency, to automated logical programs sorting digitized data and new concepts of international law. What the paper narrates is how that very technology opened new avenues for force
and extraordinary opportunities for surveillance while new ideas of law ironically canalized
conflict in a “humanitarian” direction. The question of trust remained throughout, at the level
of the leader, the commander, and the individual. Can you trust those with whom you would do
business? Can you trust that your computer is guarding your data or presenting you with the
truth? Can you trust that international law will protect your sovereignty—or protect you from
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your government? Conflict endured as regimes and organizations that could not live at peace
with their own citizens ultimately could not remain at peace with their neighbors. The liberal
ascendancy that President Clinton described in 1993 thus brought not peace but a long struggle for survival on the part of dictators against the ostensibly universal appeal of liberal ideals.
For the foreseeable future, that struggle will proceed on physical, legal, and virtual battlefields,
with the “borders” between narratives and visions—and questions of trust—cutting across geographic terrain and reaching into every nation.
Michael Warner serves in the U.S. Department of Defense. This paper is excerpted from his
upcoming book, Twin Swords: A History of Force, co-authored with John Childress. The opinions expressed in this paper are the author’s alone, and do not represent official positions of the
Department of Defense or any U.S. Government entity.
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ABSTRACT

olicymakers and academics have raised concerns over escalation should states
adopt a more proactive cyberspace posture. The unspoken context for those
fears is potential, episodic, offensive cyber operations that threaten to cause,
or cause, physical damage. This narrow focus excludes an equally, if not more
important, strategic space—actual, continuous, strategic competition without resort to
armed attack, a space which, according to 2018 U.S. strategic guidance, poses a central
challenge to national security. U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has described a
strategic approach to cyberspace intended to counter and contest adversary gains: persistent engagement. This approach is assessed through a re-consideration of Herman
Kahn’s On Escalation. It is concluded that competitive interaction in cyberspace short of
armed conflict in an agreed competition, as opposed to spiraling escalation, best explains
the dynamic from persistent engagement and, consequently, prevailing concerns of escalation are unwarranted. Agreement to compete robustly short of armed conflict may be
the grand strategic consequence of cyberspace.
Keywords—escalation, agreed competition, cyberspace, interaction, persistent engagement, strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION
A significant concern among policymakers and academics discussing cyber operations
is a fear of escalation should states adopt a more proactive posture in cyberspace.[1] Past
policy statements and international security scholarship tend to focus narrowly on the
escalation dynamics resulting from cyberattacks, or the threat thereof, which might cause
physical damage or loss of life. This limited focus on potential and episodic, cyber-enabled
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crises or war scenarios excludes an equally, if not more important, strategic space—actual
and continuous, strategic competition in cyberspace that does not reach the level of armed
conflict. In 2018, U.S. strategic guidance in the National Security Strategy of the United States
of America (NSS) shifted to emphasize the significance of this competitive space, and USCYBERCOM prescribed a strategic approach of persistent engagement to contest and counter
the ability of adversaries to gain strategic advantage without engaging in armed attack. This
article considers this shift in U.S guidance documents and analyzes the potential interaction
dynamics in a strategic cyber environment structured by interconnectedness—constant contact—persistent engagement. In so doing, the article introduces a distinction between interaction and escalation dynamics. This article concludes that fears that persistent engagement
in cyberspace will result in spiraling or uncontrollable escalation are not warranted because
advantage can be gained through competitive interactions, rather than through the pursuit
of escalation dominance.
This article is structured as follows. To set the context under which interaction dynamics will
be considered, the first section summarizes the view of a competitive environment described
in the White House and U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) 2017 and 2018 strategic guidance.
This is followed by an overview of the strategic approach of persistent engagement—both its
theoretical and conceptual foundations and its operational prescription as provided by USCYBERCOM. Next is a review of the core security studies literature on escalation dynamics—in
general and specific to cyberspace. The current strategic environment is then considered in
light of this scholarship, generating a set of propositions regarding the impact of persistent engagement on cyberspace interaction dynamics. The stability of these operational dynamics is
then discussed, followed by a brief consideration of shifting away from the traditional “ladder”
metaphor for understanding cyberspace interaction dynamics.
II. STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT
The 2018 NSS and its complements, the National Defense Strategy (NDS) and the Department
of Defense 2018 Cyber Strategy, stand in marked contrast to their predecessors in their declarations that adversaries are executing strategic campaigns short of an armed attack to secure
and advance national interests. Indeed, these documents assert that the central challenge to
U.S. security and prosperity is the reemergence of a long-term, strategic competition with revisionist and rogue regimes and actors that have become skilled at operating below the threshold
of armed conflict, challenging the United States, its allies, and partners with deniable, hostile
actions that seek to undermine faith and confidence in democratic institutions and the global
economic system.[2]
Cyberspace and its derivative cyber operations, in particular, have been identified as offering
state and non-state adversaries the ability to wage strategic campaigns against American political, economic, and security interests without ever physically crossing U.S. borders.[3] This view
is presented most comprehensively in the 2018 Command Vision for U.S. Cyber Command, in
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which adversaries are described as continuously operating against the United States below the
threshold of armed conflict—demonstrating the resolve, technical capability, and persistence
to undertake strategic cyberspace campaigns to weaken U.S. democratic institutions and gain
economic, diplomatic, and military advantages.[4],[5] What is of critical importance to note from
these documents is the assessment that these operations short of armed conflict can have a
cumulative impact at the strategic level: these operations can degrade or damage sources of
American national power. Analytically, if this assessment is correct, it is not simply the United
States that can be affected by such operations, but, in practice, all state actors reliant on cyberspace for the development and projection of national power. It is in response to this challenge
that USCYBERCOM has prescribed the strategic approach of persistent engagement.
III. PERSISTENT ENGAGEMENT
From a security studies perspective, cyberspace may be best understood as a technically
enabled operational domain with distinct features that shape particular behaviors by state
actors, businesses, and even individuals. Interconnectedness is the oft-cited, but rarely embraced in strategic thinking, core structural feature. If one accepts interconnectedness as such,
then fundamental international relations concepts for understanding or explaining actor behaviors come into question, such as sovereignty and territoriality, because the core condition
that follows from interconnectedness is constant contact, a term referenced by USCYBERCOM
to describe the cyberspace operating environment.[6],[7] This condition, when coupled with the
nature and substance of cyberspace—a vulnerable and resilient technological system that is
a global warehouse of and gateway to troves of sensitive, strategic information—encourages
persistent opportunism to access and leverage those sensitive data while simultaneously requiring states to continuously seek to secure those data and data flows from others. The combination of interconnectedness and constant contact with cyberspace’s ever-changing character
both in “terrain” and in the capacity for maneuver across that terrain further encourages operational persistence and persistent engagement in order to secure and leverage critical data
and data flows.[8] When these factors are considered in sum, in operational reality, operational
persistence and persistent engagement become a strategic imperative for states seeking to
secure and advance their interests in, through, and from cyberspace.
This theoretical and conceptual argument for operational persistence and persistent engagement is consistent with nearly a decade of domain and operational observations by USCYBERCOM. For example, in reference to the ever-changing character of cyberspace, the Command
Vision notes that cyberspace is where new vulnerabilities and opportunities continually arise
as new terrain emerges; no target remains static; no offensive or defensive capability remains
indefinitely effective; no advantage is permanent; and well-defended cyber terrain is attainable
but continually at risk. And adversary offensive activities are also said to persist because opportunity costs are low, and accesses, platforms, and payloads can remain useful for extended
periods.[9],[10]
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To operate effectively in this dynamic environment, USCYBERCOM prescribes that the United States increase resiliency, defend forward as close as possible to the origin of adversary
activity, and contest cyberspace actors to generate continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage.[11] They argue that a strategic approach of persistent engagement—described
operationally as the combination of seamless resiliency, forward defending, and contesting—
will compel many U.S adversaries to shift resources to defense and reduce attacks. Moreover,
persistent engagement is expected to allow for greater freedom of maneuver to impose tactical
friction and strategic costs on U.S. adversaries pursuing more dangerous activities before they
impair U.S. national power. This effort seeks to render the majority of adversary cyber and
cyber-enabled activity inconsequential.
The Command Vision is absent any discussion of potential escalation risks from a strategic
approach of persistent engagement.[12] This is a notable omission because the document does
include a section on risks and risk mitigation.[13] Given that continuous engagement is intended to create uncertainty and cause friction, two factors often associated with increased risk
of escalation, those predisposed to escalation concerns likely view this approach with alarm.
Whether or not they should is a key question and the focus of the remainder of this article.
IV. BACKGROUND ON ESCALATION DYNAMICS
It is not contentious to say that modern thinking regarding escalation dynamics was introduced in the seminal work of Herman Kahn, in which he defined escalation as “an increase
in the level of conflict in international crisis situations.”[14] Starting with the assumption of
some limited conflict or agreed battle, Kahn proposed a framework populated by three mechanisms (“ways”) in which a would-be escalator could increase, or threaten to increase, his efforts: “increasing intensity,” “widening the area,” and “compounding.”[15] Intensity is described
as a function of doing more of what one is already doing—using more equipment; using new
equipment; attacking new targets, such as logistics; or a more “intensive increase,” such as
switching to nuclear weapons or attacks on cities.[16] Widening the area is described as increasing the geographical scope of the conflict. Compounding is described as extending the conflict
to include allies or clients. Kahn’s escalation ladder was developed with a focus on the deliberate escalation in potential, episodic conflicts, giving primary attention to the threat or reality
of force or coercion as a factor in negotiation.[17] Stated differently, in order to explore potential
escalation dynamics from the launching point of a limited conflict, Kahn assumed that pursuit
of any of these three ways would be viewed as escalatory. The state that could employ these
mechanisms to achieve escalation dominance could gain strategic advantage. This was all necessitated by the need to avoid all-out nuclear war.
Kahn argues that there are two basic classes of strategies that each side can use when engaged
in limited conflict or agreed battle. One class makes use of the factors relating to particular levels
of escalation in order to gain an advantage. The other uses the risks or threat of escalation or
eruption from the agreed battle.[18] The latter, he notes, refers to the class of deterrence strategies.
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Given its foundational and enduring value, it is not surprising to find Kahn’s influence in
more recent scholarship on escalation dynamics that focuses on nuclear as well as non-nuclear-capable states in potential, episodic confrontations that involve or might come to involve the
use of military force.[19] Morgan et alia expand Kahn’s focus of deliberate escalation to include
other mechanisms: inadvertent as well as accidental escalation. Similar to Kahn’s description,
deliberate escalation is understood as being carried out with specific purposes in mind. For
example, a party may deliberately escalate a conflict to gain an advantage, to preempt, to avoid
defeat, to signal an adversary about its own intentions and motivations, or to penalize an adversary for some previous action.[20] Inadvertent escalation is described as when one party
deliberately takes actions that it does not believe are escalatory but which are interpreted as
escalatory by another party to the conflict.[21] Such misinterpretation may occur because of
incomplete information, lack of shared reference frames, or one party’s thresholds or “lines
in the sand” of which other parties are not aware. Finally, accidental escalation is described
as when some operational action has direct effects that are unintended by those who ordered
them—for example, a weapon may go astray to hit the wrong target, the rules of engagement
may be unclear, a unit may take unauthorized actions, or a high-level command decision may
not be received properly by all relevant units.[22]
Morgan et alia also assign Kahn’s “ways” of escalating to dimensions, where the vertical
dimension is associated with “increasing intensity” and a horizontal dimension is associated
with “widening the area.” They further equate the combination of horizontal and vertical with
Kahn’s “way” of compounding. In addition, they introduce a political dimension to escalation,
which is described as when states adopt more extreme or unlimited objectives in crises/conflicts or, alternatively, pursue measures such as relaxing behavioral constraints that protect
civilians.[23] Like Kahn’s work, the study also proposes that the class of deterrence strategies
is best suited for managing an enemy’s propensity for deliberate escalation—discouraging an
enemy from deliberately escalating a conflict by convincing that enemy that the costs of such
actions will outweigh the benefits that may be accrued through escalation.[24] Within that class
of strategies, they further argue that the key to managing risks of inadvertent escalation lies in
clarifying thresholds—on all sides of a conflict.[25] Finally, they propose that the key to mitigating accidental escalation lies in an effective command and control strategy.[26]
V. CYBERSPACE ESCALATION DYNAMICS
Herbert Lin was an early adopter/adapter of the Morgan et alia framework for cyberspace by
referencing it to aid in answering how the initial stages of conflict in cyberspace might evolve
or escalate and what might be done to prevent or deter such escalation.[27] Lin also focused on
how potential, episodic cyber conflict at any given level might be de-escalated or terminated
(and what might be done to facilitate de-escalation or termination) and how cyber conflict
might escalate into kinetic conflict (and what might be done to prevent kinetic escalation).[28]
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Lin’s approach to responding to these questions is largely grounded in generating new sets of
questions about, and challenges associated with, escalation dynamics in cyberspace. In support of his objective in writing the article, these serve as valuable checklists for national security planners and policymakers to reference in preparing for and managing a cyber-enabled
crisis or armed conflict.[29]
Martin Libicki also adopted the Morgan et alia framework to explain escalation risk and dynamics in cyberspace, albeit with a stronger focus on potential risk.[30] Like Kahn and Morgan
et alia, the context for his escalation discussion is potential, episodic conflicts (conflicts that
involve or might come to involve military force); once a crisis has blossomed into conflict, he
states, crisis management becomes escalation management.[31] Stated differently, he focuses on
the escalation risks associated with operational cyber war in which cyberattacks are carried
out against targets that are considered legitimate war targets. Different types of targets are argued to carry different risks of escalation. Those outside a local conflict zone will carry one set
of risks, civilian targets may carry another, dual-use another, and military and strategic targets
yet another. Libicki argues that the relative severity of those risks is a function of the value the
adversary places on the targets.[32]
A similar argument is presented by Lawrence Cavaiola et alia in an article on escalation dynamics in a potential, episodic, cyber-enabled war.[33] This effort blends Libicki’s arguments into
a succinct presentation, arguing that escalation could happen along three paths: horizontal,
from military to civilian systems; vertical, from tactical to strategic military systems (perhaps
affecting those that control nuclear weapons); and vertical, from limited civilian targeting to
major civilian consequences.[34] Similar to other studies, the primary focus is on deliberate
escalation, but the potential for inadvertent and accidental escalation is also explored by considering the many unique challenges that cyberspace and cyber operations pose, perhaps the
most significant being uncertainty associated with attribution and primary (and/or potential
secondary or tertiary) operational effects.
In sum, Kahn’s work laid the conceptual foundations for thinking about “ways” in which
would-be escalators could pursue escalation dominance and thereby achieve a strategic advantage in a limited conflict. Scholars have begun to theorize what escalation dynamics may
look like using similar ways in a cyber conflict. That said, there exists no “escalation ladder”
equivalent, nor has there been a rich discussion of whether the “ladder” metaphor is even
appropriate. This review also highlights that most of the cyberspace escalation scholarship
adopt the same point of origin as Kahn (i.e., the deliberate escalation from a potential, episodic,
operational conflict or agreed battle), giving primary attention to the threat or reality of force
or coercion as a factor in negotiation. In addition, all also argue that the class of deterrence
strategies is best for managing escalation from this starting point. Set against the empirical
record of cyber operations over the past 15 years, however, it raises the question of why have
we not seen a recurring escalation.[35] Why has this remained a space dominated, instead, by
competitive interaction?[36]
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VI. CYBERSPACE INTERACTION DYNAMICS AND ESCALATION IN TODAY’S
STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT
The security studies community primarily has focused on escalation dynamics in cyberspace
at the exclusion of interaction dynamics. Kahn, however, provides a basis for their consideration by mentioning a second class of strategies for managing escalation for agreed battle, a
class that has all but been forgotten—making use of the factors relating to particular levels of
escalation in order to gain an advantage.[37] This is the class of strategies into which persistent
engagement appears to fit. Whereas deterrence strategies are well and commonly understood,
this second class deserves further elaboration because it can play an important role in understanding cyberspace interaction as opposed to escalation dynamics. But first, the concept of
agreed battle has to be considered in light of the current strategic environment because it will
establish the strategic context for discussing this second class of strategies in the same.
As noted above, agreed battle is a concept rooted in factors relating to particular levels of
escalation. It emphasizes that in an escalation situation in which both sides are accepting limitations, there is, in effect, an “agreement,” whether or not it is explicit or even well understood.
“Thus the term does not have any connotation of a completely shared understanding, an intention of containing indefinitely with the limitation, or even a conscious quid pro quo arrangement.”[38] Scholars who emphatically and urgently emphasize the importance of establishing
cyberspace behavioral norms will see the construction of norms in this concept.[39] Others have
argued, however, that de facto norms have already been established in cyberspace by states
pursuing strategic cyber campaigns that generate effects short of armed attack.[40] In fact, the
U.S. 2018 NSS, NDS, DoD Cyber Strategy, and Command Vision admit as much by stating that
adversaries are continuously operating strategically against the United States short of armed
conflict via strategic cyberspace campaigns to gain economic, diplomatic, and military advantages. What is important to note in Kahn’s rendering is that the “agreed” part of the battle rests
on interactions between adversaries, which, despite being complex and nuanced, can come to
be understood and shared between actors.[41] He notes that states can come to recognize “what
the ‘agreed battle’ is and is not, what the legitimate and illegitimate moves are, and what are
‘within the rules’ and what are escalatory moves.”[42]
Building upon Kahn’s notion and applying it to current cyberspace campaigns and operations, open-source evidence suggests that U.S. adversaries have, through their behaviors, tacitly established an agreed competition in cyberspace, bounded by the operational space inclusive
of and above operational restraint (i.e., inactivity) and exclusive of and below operations generating armed-attack equivalent effects.[43] After eight years of observing the persistent operation of adversaries in cyberspace, USCYBERCOM argued that a strategic approach of persistent
engagement was best suited for securing and advancing national interests in this agreed competition.[44] This, in effect, meets Kahn’s definition of a class of strategy that makes use of the
features of the particular agreed interaction space. The United States’ adoption of this strategic
approach will introduce new interactions into the agreed competition.
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A. Structural Imperatives and Strategic Incentives
The earlier introduction to the theoretical and conceptual foundations supporting persistent
engagement argued that the interconnectedness of cyberspace creates a structural condition
that generates a strategic imperative for operational persistence and persistent engagement.
Presuming that states respond to this imperative, a robust, strategic competition in cyberspace
should be expected. However, that same condition and those same features also generate incentives for states to limit the impact of their cyber operational effects below the threshold
of armed attack. Two incentives, in particular, are that deliberate escalation to armed attack
equivalence could result in a cyberspace war that would likely be of long duration; expensive;
and result in few, if any, enduring strategic gains.[45] In addition, crossing the armed attack
threshold opens the door for states to legitimately bring to bear cross-domain, conventional,
kinetic weapons based on an argument of self-defense.[46] Regarding the latter, once a conflict
has expanded into multiple domains, the pursuit of national interests involves very different
risks, costs, and challenges. It would no longer be agreed competition, but conflict, and potentially war.
In addition to these strategic incentives, James Lewis has offered a thoughtful and comprehensive discussion of the political and strategic constraints states also face in deliberately escalating above the armed attack threshold.[47] He argues that, if you consider how great powers
have historically made strategic decisions about entering into conflict, resorting to operations
equivalent to an armed attack in cyberspace is highly unlikely. The existential conflicts of the
last century—conflicts that required mass mobilization, territorial invasion, and mass destruction (including critical infrastructure) to realize strategic ends—are not present today.[48] States
may seek to challenge the existing international order, but these are not existential challenges
to any other state, and the constraints of cost and destruction induce caution in the ways and
means which those challengers adopt. And so, for example, destructive attacks on critical infrastructure are more likely to appear as too risky for U.S. adversaries, of limited benefit to their
goals, and perhaps irrelevant in achieving the desired strategic outcome of undermining U.S.
hegemony and building regional dominance without armed conflict with the United States.[49]
This perspective is further supported empirically through an analysis of a decade of cyber
disputes among rival states.[50]
One of the main impetuses to examining escalation control in the 1960s was the recognition
among theorists and policymakers that fighting all-out nuclear war overshot any advancement
of national interest. So the question became how one might advance interests, despite that
risk, without using nuclear weapons. It appears that a parallel logic is taking (or has taken)
hold in the strategic use of cyber means. That is, if cyber means are to have unique, strategic
value, it will come from operations short of armed attack equivalence that cumulatively enhance one’s own power or degrade and destabilize others’ sources of national power. It could
be argued, therefore, that armed attack/war (traditionally involving measures of death and
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destruction) with cyber means actually overshoots the strategic utility of cyber operations.
That would be “eruption,” in the language of Kahn, beyond the ceiling of agreed competition.
And that outcome would be, for rational, strategic cyber actors, a failure of strategy. And so
there is a strategic rationale for seeking to gain an advantage in, through, and from cyberspace
short of armed attack. Actors might decide to engage in war, but the strategic purpose of the
competitive interactions in agreed competition is to avoid having to do so.[51],[52]
If one accepts the above arguments that there are structural incentives and strategic rationales from which agreed competition emerged and because of which it will sustain if and when
the United States adopts a strategic approach of persistent engagement, an entirely new strategic
space that has heretofore been unexplored for interaction and escalation dynamics is laid bare.
B. Agreed Competition – Competitive Interaction
To reiterate, when discussing agreed battle, Kahn argues one class of strategies use the risks
or direct threat of escalation beyond the agreed battle to gain advantage over an adversary.
These range from red lines (declared deterrence) to riskier forms of brinkmanship as well
as forms of Thomas Schelling’s coercive bargaining.[53] In discussing agreed battle, Kahn also
recognizes a second class of strategies through which advantage can be gained by leveraging
the unique features particular to a level of escalation (the space between recognized rungs
in Kahn’s escalation ladder). It has been argued above that in today’s strategic environment,
what defines the “particular level of escalation” associated with agreed competition is the space
inclusive of and above operational restraint and exclusive of and below effects equivalent to an
armed attack. As such, the latter represents a de facto ceiling for effects in this competition. In
efforts to gain advantage in this agreed competition, then, it can be expected that states will do
so through competitive interaction below this ceiling.
Kahn describes three mechanisms for seeking strategic advantage through escalation: widening, compounding, and intensifying. If we operationalize how these mechanisms manifest in
cyberspace and review open-source data on their occurrence, we are left wondering why we’ve
not seen recurring escalation as Kahn would have expected given the prevalence of all three
over the past decade. We argue it is a result of the combination of the structural and strategic
features discussed above combining to produce a strategic environment in which competitive
interaction is actually strategically salient; that is, one can gain an advantage without escalating, so that operations and the strategy guiding them are focused on a very different dynamic.
Employing cyber operations short of armed-attack equivalence, states are able to secure their
own and degrade, usurp, or circumvent others’ national power (economic, diplomatic, military,
and social cohesion) by targeting specific data, data flows or sectors, industries, and populations that are the sources of that power. Competitive interaction in agreed competition, then, can
be understood as campaigns populated by cyber operations seeking, over time and space, to
generate cumulative, strategic effects (i.e., to gain advantage) by targeting sources of national
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power. We propose that a different set of mechanisms (from Kahn) for achieving advantage
is more descriptive of the behaviors in which comprises competitive interaction: increases in
scale, scope, and/or intensity.[54] In this agreed competition within cyberspace, increasing scale
can be measured as an increase in the number of systems affected, and scope as the number
of actors affected or implicated as having caused an effect (we address intensity later in this
article). Characterizing cyber operational behavior using these measures leads to an obvious
conclusion— the class of strategies best suited for managing competitive interaction dynamics
in this agreed competition is that which inhibits adversary efforts to increase the scale, scope,
and/or intensity of cyber operations/campaigns. The strategic approach of persistent engagement intends to do just that through operations that maneuver seamlessly between defense
and offense across the interconnected cyber battlespace to compete more effectively outside of
armed conflict.[55]
There is substantial, publicly reported evidence of specific U.S. adversaries engaging in efforts
to increase the scale and scope of their activities (as described in this manner) for the last several
years, with different states doing so for different reasons to address their strategic interests.[56]
China has invested a great deal of effort in targeting a range of industry and commercial enterprises in pursuit of general scientific, technical, and business information. Examples include
exfiltration of data on the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, the F-22 Raptor fighter jet, and the MV-22
Osprey. This cyber campaign, directed at contractors and agencies residing within and external
to U.S. borders (a combination of increasing scale and scope), will reduce costs and accelerate
the development of foreign weapon systems; enable reverse engineering and countermeasure
development; and undermine U.S. military, technological, and commercial advantage.[57],[58]
China has also sought out more specific information through cross-sector industry cyber operations targeting personally identifiable information (PII), possibly with the objective of using
these data to facilitate future “insider” cyber operations, assist in the recruitment of human
intelligence assets, or identify and monitor persons of interest to the government (e.g., dissidents, foreign journalists, and/or others who may pose a threat to the Communist Party’s image and legitimacy).[59] Russia, through its campaign of cyber operations—including those used
in Russia’s war with Georgia in 2008 and those used to influence the Brexit referendum and
the U.S. election in 2016—is pursuing a strategic campaign to undermine Western democracies
and weaken the multilateral alliances that Russia sees opposing its future, including the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Union.[60] Finally, it has been concluded with
confidence that North Korea, in efforts to mitigate the impact of international economic sanctions, has successfully subverted for significant monetary gain the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication system.[61] Those funds likely contributed to North Korea’s
ability to continue investing in its nuclear enterprise, allowing it to finally cross the threshold
for intercontinental ballistic delivery and thereby undermine U.S. military overmatch.
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Table 1 offers a brief summary of a few strategic cyber campaigns over a two-year period
characterizing operations/campaigns of increasing scale and scope and ascribes motivations
for the same by advanced persistent threat (APT) groups—groups that are assessed as taking
direction from a nation-state.[62] The table includes a 2014–2016 summary of a few strategically
relevant industries, the number of threat sources, ascribed objectives for the operations, and
malware families.[63] Note that the breadth of the reported industry threats and the objectives
for the same cut across military, economic, and diplomatic sources of national power.
Industry

Attack
Source

Objective

Malware Families
(Top Three)

Aerospace
& Defense

24 APT
groups

Construction
& Engineering

25 APT
groups

Financial
Services &
Insurance
Government &
International
Organizations
Health Care
& Health
Insurance

15 APT
groups

Acquire intellectual property to advance domestically produced capabilities,
develop countermeasures to degrade adversary military overmatch, and produce
arms for sale on global market.
Acquire intellectual property pertaining to technical innovations, expertise, and
processes to develop and advance state-owned firms and to better position those
firms for bids against and negotiations with foreign firms.
Gain insight into company operations or information on potentially sensitive
customers.

Hi- Tech &
Information
Technology

9 APT
groups

Gain an edge in negotiations and agreements.

13 APT
groups

Acquire PII to facilitate future “insider” cyber operations, assist in the recruitment
of human intelligence assets, or identify and monitor persons of interest to the
government.

20 APT
groups

Acquire economic and technical information to support the development of
domestic companies through the reduction of research and development costs.

47% GhOstRAT
21% PcClient
13% ZXShell
52% LEOUNCIA
20% LV (a.k.a. NJRAT)
13% GhOstRAT
34% WITCHCOVEN
22% XtremeRAT
19% GhOstRAT
49% GhOstRAT
30% ERACS
14% PHOTO
49% WITCHCOVEN
32% XtremeRAT
11% ChinaChopper
29% GhOstRAT
26% TAIDOOR
19% POISON IVY

Table 1: Summary of 2014–2016 Cyber Threats to Industry
A second example of the increasing scale and scope is the previously referenced case of
Russia’s use of cyberspace (through social media, specifically) to undermine the confidence
of adversaries’ populations and leaders in their democratic institutions and alliances, respectively.[64] In this campaign, the increasing scale was characterized by micro-targeting at scale
within populations.
In all of these cases, at the individual actor level, the strategic advantage is being gained
without needing to erupt out of the agreed competition space. The mechanisms of increasing
scale and scope in cyberspace are best understood not as ways of leveraging escalation, but as
ways of leveraging competitive interactions.
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C. Cyber-Enabled Conflict – Deliberate Intensification and Escalation
It is from the point of origin of cyber-enabled crises or war that most cyberspace escalation
dynamics scholarship has been written. In this context and as related to this article, this point
is realized when an actor has deliberately escalated from agreed competition by threatening to
or generating cyber operational effects that are equivalent to armed attack. Escalation in cyberspace, then, is defined as an increase from the level of agreed competition to conflict (which
would be inclusive of Kahn’s definition of an increase in the level of conflict in international
relations in crisis situations).[65] In this framework, the potential mechanism for erupting out
of agreed competition is intensifying. Intensifying within cyberspace is characterized by campaigns and/or operations that include increases in frequency (as a function of count over time),
duration, damage, hierarchical level, and visibility of effects.[66] Intensifying may also include
expanding cyber operations to other operating domains. To help ground the concept of intensifying in actual events, a few examples follow.
Intensifying is found in the Russian campaign targeting Estonia in 2007. On the night of
April 26, 2007, Estonian Government websites were subject to denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed DoS (DDoS) effects. The perpetrator launched 1,000 assaults that day, increasing that
number to 2,000 per hour on the second day. On May 9, the day marking the peak of the assault, the perpetrator was injecting an average of four million packets of data per second. The
assaults came in waves, were delivered from up to 85,000 systems, and continued for a 23-day
period.[67]
Behavior that would be characterized as escalatory (i.e., intensifying to generate armed-attack equivalent effects—a breach of the ceiling associated with agreed competition) can be illustrated through two cases[68] Perhaps the most publicized example occurred in 2010 with the deployment of Stuxnet, which caused significant damage to the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant.[69]
Additionally, in 2014, a report issued by Germany’s Federal Office for Information Security
revealed that an unnamed steel mill in Germany had suffered “massive,” though unspecified,
damage when its control systems were manipulated and disrupted to such a degree that a blast
furnace could not be properly shut down.[70]
In the escalation dynamics scholarship referenced in this article, the strategic recommendation for managing deliberate escalation, in cyberspace as well as other domains, is the class
of deterrence strategies. But what if such a strategy fails and an adversary deliberately intensifies in cyberspace? How can such an action be managed in cyberspace through cyber
operations within agreed competition and beyond it? The cases cited above hint that managing
such intensification and escalation is possible, since in none of them does one find extended
spirals of increasing intensification or escalation. Rather, what occurred was dissipation or
a move back into the agreed competition space, respectively, followed by a recommencing of
cyber campaigns/operations whose effects were short of armed attack. In what may appear
counterintuitive to conventional wisdom, the more competitive interaction that occurs within the
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agreed competition space, the more that clarity will emerge on the demarcations of illegitimate
or legitimate cyber operations and what is outside or within the “rules” of agreed competition
and, thus, may or may not lead to escalation.[71] These cases of intensification imply that the
management of dynamics (rather than spiraling) is possible.[72]
D. Cyber-Enabled Conflict – Managing Deliberate Intensification and Escalation
While we have argued there are strong, strategic rationales for not breaching agreed competition, there may be certain circumstances under which actors nonetheless feel compelled to
do so. But even when those circumstances may arise, the unique characteristics of cyberspace
and cyber operations present opportunities for actors to mitigate the likelihood that such deliberate intensification will lead to an extended breach of agreed competition and a spiraling
escalatory dynamic. Those same characteristics, therefore, may reinforce cautiousness when
considering deliberate escalation and limitations if escalation were to occur.
To begin, let us quickly and briefly set aside the notion that escalation dominance within cyberspace is a viable strategic option at this time. It is not, because dominance is not sustainable
in cyberspace, given the fluidly contested and congested nature of the domain. Importantly,
there is a distinction, however, between the condition of dominance and the possibility of contested superiority that might be sustained for some period of time, leading to some strategic
advantage. This position has support from both a theoretical/conceptual perspective and an
operational one, with the latter stated in USCYBERCOM’s Command Vision.[73] If cyberspace
escalation dominance (or a threat thereof) is not sustainable, what management alternatives
remain? The answer lies in the unique characteristics of cyberspace and cyber operations.
Note that the discussion that follows applies equally well for managing inadvertent as well as
accidental intensification and escalation in cyber-enabled conflict.
To reiterate, intensifying within cyberspace is characterized by campaigns and/or operations
that include increases in frequency (as a function of count over time), duration, damage, hierarchical level, and visibility of effects. If an adversary chose to erupt from agreed competition
in cyberspace (i.e., generated effects equivalent to armed attack), and the target state chose
to respond with equivalent operations in cyberspace, spiraling escalation should not be assumed. One way to limit the potential for an undesired escalatory spiral would be to ensure
that unintended effects through increasing scale, scope, or intensification (collateral damage)
were highly unlikely. Bellovin et alia argue that, contrary to conventional wisdom, such precise
targeting and discrimination are possible (indeed, we have already witnessed them) and cyber
operations can be designed to reduce proliferation risks.[74]
An alternative (or complementary) targeting strategy would be to select targets whose destruction, damage, or degradation was visible to only a select audience. In contrast, an alternative design strategy could be to allow for temporary degradation or damage and effects
whose frequency and duration could be continuously and actively managed. All three of these
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operational options could serve to reduce the risk of further deliberate or inadvertent/accidental intensification or escalation.[75] In certain scenarios, covert cyber operations designed to
generate well-directed effects that only leadership are able to detect would send a message of
resolve, but may also create an environment more conducive to deintensification and non-escalation, as leadership might be more inclined toward resolution when considerations of public
awareness and any associated protestations need not figure into their deliberations.[76] Libicki
discusses this aspect of visibility by offering a distinction between making the adversary look
powerless versus making the United States look powerful, where the former focuses on making a challenger aware (quietly) of its vulnerabilities, and the latter focuses on demonstrating
(loudly) U.S. power.[77]
A common, current example of cyber operations that could be designed to allow for temporary degradation or damage is cyber operations targeting electrical grids. Such operations
could be designed to target industrial control systems—or, specifically, supervisory control and
data acquisition systems—and to disrupt power delivery, which would, in essence, hold hostage
the functions which those systems support. In such scenarios, states could negotiate demands
for system functionality to be restored and permanent system damage to be avoided.[78]
Finally, cyber operations can be designed to be continuously and actively managed, thereby
allowing for a constant metering of their effects. This would allow for responsive tuning, for
example, of the frequency (count over time) and the duration of effects as a function of adversary behavior. Such active command and control of cyber operations could allow for agile management of cyberspace interaction dynamics as uncertainties regarding adversary intentions,
objectives, and capabilities become clearer over time.[79]
Conceptually, intensification is a necessary but not sufficient condition for escalation out of
agreed competition. The point of the observations above is to note that operations can go beyond increasing scale and scope and not precipitate spiraling escalation, although it should be
acknowledged that in the current immature state of understanding among cyber actors about
the consequences of operations, being very careful about not intensifying if one does not want
to escalate is prudent. In these early stages of learning about cyber interactions, the possibility
of inadvertent or accidental escalation remains more likely than if we had a longer history of
cyber interactions upon which to draw.
E. Agreed Competition – Inadvertent and Accidental Intensification and Escalation
Recall that inadvertent escalation was described as when one party deliberately takes actions that it does not believe are escalatory but which are interpreted as escalatory by another
party to the conflict. In addition, accidental escalation is when some operational action has
direct effects that are unintended. Inadvertent and accidental can be considered as modifiers
for both intensification and escalation. Regarding the former, misinterpretation may occur because of incomplete information, lack of shared reference frames, or one party’s thresholds
of which other parties are not aware. When considered in the context of agreed competition,
cyber operational effects from inadvertent or accidental increases in scale or scope of effects
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(e.g., NotPetya) could lead to intensification and then escalation; however, the existing political
context would, in large part, determine the degree to which the operations were viewed as consequential. In a period of severe crisis between adversaries, for example, inadvertent and/or
accidental effects from cyber operations could subsequently lead to deliberate intensification
or escalation by the targeted state or states. In the previous section, however, several unique
characteristics of cyberspace and cyber operations were highlighted which an affected state
could leverage to respond in a measured manner and potentially deintensify or de-escalate the
situation. So it is not contradictory to note that, while states will increasingly experiment with
strategically salient cyber campaigns and operations, they will likely do so in a risk-informed
manner as they have done over the past decade, in part to manage the potential for inadvertent
and accidental effects, while the agreed competition in this space remains relatively immature.
In essence, one can expect the structural incentives and strategic rationales cited previously
to compete short of armed attack to affect choices in an environment of unclear operations and
encourage care.[80]
F. Stability of Agreed Competition
Just as it is critical to distinguish interaction from escalation in cyberspace, it holds logically
that engagement should not be defined in and of itself as instability. Questions that require
significant study beyond this article are: (1) under what conditions could competitive interaction
involving increasing scale and scope lead to deliberate intensification and, thus, the destabilization of agreed competition short of armed conflict; and (2) under what conditions the use of
non-cyber instruments of national power may exacerbate or moderate the intended effects of
cyber operations, or vice versa.
When states seek to gain an advantage in, through, and from cyberspace, the dominant dynamic in agreed competition is competitive interaction. Within the context of long-term agreed
competition, however, the incentive for intensification could emerge if there were present an
enduring and significant imbalance of persistent engagement between adversaries, leading to
a relative shift in power between them or a relative decline of a state across the global distribution of power. This article posits that within the strategic contest of agreed competition, such
extended or enduring imbalances of competitive outcomes leading to relative power shifts are
a necessary condition for instability. Under such a condition, the declining state might see no
other option but to break out of the agreed competition and use armed attack–equivalent operations to reverse the situation. Thus, a sustained loss of relative power would undermine the
stability of agreed competition short of war. The structural imperative for persistent engagement,
therefore, produces dynamics toward an equilibrium of stability since the main objective of
this strategic approach is to inhibit increases in scale, scope, and intensity, which can lead to
relative power loss. Instability would be a consequence of ineffective or nonexistent, persistent
engagement.[81] Operationally, restraint is structurally encouraged only when a particular state
gains sustained advantage so as not to create incentives for adversaries to challenge the integrity of the agreed competition.
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VII. INTERACTION AND ESCALATION METAPHORS FOR CYBERSPACE
Kahn noted that metaphors can be useful, but have their limitations; he took this perspective
regarding his own metaphor of a ladder. The arguments presented in this article suggest that a
ladder is not well suited as a metaphor for building a model of potential cyberspace interaction
dynamics and escalation. There are two reasons for this conclusion. First, it has been offered
that today’s strategic environment is considered to be a long-term, strategic competition in
which states will pursue their national interests short of war. The agreed competition in cyberspace, in particular, is, similarly, characterized by operations that generate effects short of
armed conflict equivalence. In this strategic space, competitive interaction will be the predominant cyberspace dynamic as states seek to gain advantage. This dynamic is more analogous to
the grappling one sees in a wrestling match in which competitors are locked in constant contact
with one another while they seek to gain the initiative in the pursuit of sustained advantage.
Second, should a state deliberately choose intensification and challenge the integrity of
agreed competition, cyberspace dynamics are unlikely to be as straightforward as an ascending ladder. Libicki offers a modification of the ladder metaphor by arguing that escalation in
cyberwar—particularly cyber against cyber—is likely to be jerky rather than smooth. What may
look like a carefully calibrated ladder could, in practice, end up as a hodgepodge of sticky and
bouncy rungs, where sticky rungs are those from which one cannot rise and bouncy rungs are
those from which one rises much farther than anticipated.[82] This has some salience, given the
lack of states’ experiences in cyber-enabled conflict and the uncertainty that is a consequence
of the same. However, awareness of that uncertainty demands a consideration of how best it
can be managed. It was argued in the previous sections that cyberspace and cyber operations
offer opportunities for the management of intensification and escalation risks associated with
those uncertainties. Operations that intensify or escalate but are designed to allow for the
metering of effects and/or temporary degradation or damage, for example, take account of the
uncertainty the target state may have reading another’s intentions and, therefore, facilitate
deintensification or de-escalation.[83] But the notion of rungs still implies a linearity biased
toward intensification that we have not witnessed to date in the competitive interaction dynamics of agreed competition.
Grappling and effects management (through persistent engagement, for example) in agreed
competition or beyond it may lead to “movements” up, down, and sideways. This competitive
interaction may be best visualized and conceptualized as the Penrose Stairs, represented most
famously in M. C. Escher’s 1960 lithograph entitled Ascending and Descending. Experience
over time might help clarify whether one is going up, down, or sideways, but cyber interactions
may not be straightforward in any of those three directions consistently. As an interactive
space populated by many actors with many interests, any single cyber operation will be interaction-specific. Penrose’s stairs, rather than Kahn’s ladder, is the better visualization of this
competitive and dynamic space.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Several years ago, U.S. adversaries waded cautiously but strategically into the strategic competitive space between war and peace, perhaps most fulsomely in cyberspace. Adversaries
are now pursuing aggressive, strategic campaigns in, through, and from cyberspace to gain a
strategic advantage in military, economic, and diplomatic arenas. As evidenced in recent U.S.
strategic guidance, the United States has recognized that it must operate persistently in this
space as well if it hopes to regain the upper hand over adversaries who have been reaping the
benefits of their early, strategic adaptation to cyberspace at the expense of U.S. national interests. Over the past nine years, USCYBERCOM has been both observing adversarial behavior
and learning from it, resulting in the identification of a new strategic approach to arresting adversary gains and securing and advancing U.S. interests in cyberspace—persistent engagement.
Sustained, robust competition should be expected (and is occurring) in cyberspace in an
agreed competition, and competitive interaction is currently, and will continue to be, the dominant interaction dynamic. If pursued strategically, persistent engagement could lead not only
to reductions in the scale, scope, and intensity of adversary cyber operations/campaigns, but it
may also, over time, clarify what can be regarded as being within the rules of an increasingly
stabilizing agreed competition.
Ultimately, tacit and formal agreements to compete robustly short of armed conflict may be
the grand, strategic consequence of cyberspace. This represents a different form of national
security challenge of consequence that will require not just persistent engagement, but persistent study as well.
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